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SEG TION 7
NAVIGATION
7. I NAVIGATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The primary function of the navigation subsystem is to provide con-
tinuously the vehicle attitude and location on the lunar surface. This
information implicitly will contain the location of landing points in the area
and the location of soil measurements within a point. A secondary function
is to provide elevation information within a point and relative elevation
information between points.
The system requirements state that the location of each landing point
must be known with respect to Surveyor or other identifiable landmarks
to an accuracy of ±20 meters. The system requirements also state that
soil measurement locations must be known such that the relative uncertainty
of any two adjacent locations along a 10-meter diagonal is 1 meter or less.
Interpoint and intrapoint navigation subsystem requirments have been
derived from the above system requirrnents (see Book II, Section 5). A
43 arc minute azimuth sensor accuracy is required for interpoint and intra-
point navigation. An interpoint range measurement of I. 3% accuracy is
required. An intrapoint range measurement accuracy of either 10% or
0.67% is required, depending upon the method of implementation. These
values represent subsystem requirements as derived from the system
requirements. A requirement imposed by the mapping operation is that
the elevations of adjacent data point locations be known to a tolerance of
4. 5 crn over a 10-meter baseline.
7. Z NAVIGATION GONGEPT TRADE-OFFS
Five distinct navigation concepts were evaluated with respect to the above
requirements in sufficient detail to either prove or disprove their feasibility
for this application. The results are summarized briefly in Table 7-I.
Stellar navigation concepts using either gimbal star trackers or fixed TV
cameras were considered. In general, "insufficient accuracy was obtained.
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TABLE 7-i
BASIC NAVIGATION CONCEPTS
Nav. Concept
Stellar
Navigation
Ine rtial
Platform
RF Ranging
and Phase
Detection
Azimuth
TV Trian-
gulation
Dead
Reckoning
Advantage s
Not line of sight
limited
Not line of sight
limited
High accuracy
No additional weight
and power required
Simple implementation
Not line -of- sight -
limited
Dis advantage s
Gimballed star
trackers or map-
matching required
Excessive weight
and power - 28 lb.
37 watts
Line of sight
limited
Initial baseline
error propagated
Error accumu-
late s
Comments
Ins ufficient
accuracy
(about Z94
me te rs)
Errors are
time dependent
SLRV applica-
tion prohibits
accurate azi-
muth measure-
ment
Insu_icient
accuracy
(about 35
mete r s)
Requires
augmentation
for periodic
updating
An inertial platform implementation requires excessive weight and power.
A third concept involves an RF ranging unit and phase detection azimuth
measurement; however, the weight, power, and configuration limitations
of the SLRV applications preclude obtaining accurate azimuth information
by this technique. Accurate range measurements are possible when line
of sight exists. A fourth concept involves using the TV camera for triangu-
lating on identifiable land marks. The initial base line must be established
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by sighting on a known obstacle size such as Surveyor. Insufficient accuracy
results with this concept because of initial base-line error. The final basic
concept considered was a dead reckoning system in which vehicle travel is
continuously resolved into X and Y components; by summing these components
in time, the vehicle position is continuously obtained. Although this concept
is not line-of-sight limited, errors accumulate. Periodic updating is required
to maintain performance to a desired accuracy.
A dead-reckoning navigation concept with some form of augmentation for
updating appeared to be the most desirable for the SLRV application. Accord-
ingly, a second evaluation was performed, considering various augmenta-
tion methods upon a basic dead-reckoning concept. These results are sum-
marized briefly in Table 7-Z.
TAB LE 7- 2
DEAD RECKONING AUGMENTATION METHODS
f
Augmentation G omme nt s
Odometer Range Measurement
RF Ranging Range
Measurement
Lunar Landmark Triangulation
RF Ranging, Lunar Landmark
T riangulation
Requires updating due to error accumu-
lation
Odometer slippage precludes long
term use
Line -of- sight limited
Most accurate if continuous LOS exists
Accuracy depends on initial baseline
accuracy
No weight required for augmentation
Line-of-sight dependency eliminated
Consistent high accuracy
Flexible usage
A dead-reckoning mode employing an odometer for range measurement is
found to be undesirable because odometer slip directly influences the over-
all concept accuracy. Depending upon the odometer implementation, esti-
mated slip may vary from 2 to 10%. A more accurate method of range
measurement is therefore required.
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RF range measurement augmentation of the basic dead-reckoning mode
is also unacceptable since over-all performance depends strongly on line
of sight to Surveyor. An odometer must also be used to provide navigation
capability when line of sight does not exist. When line of sight is lost, the
accuracy degenerates to that of the basic dead-reckoning system with odo--
meter implementation. The use of lunar landmarks for updating the odo-
meter dead-reckoning system periodically by TV triangulation also is
inadequate. The general accuracy of this method depends on the accuracy
to which the initial base line can be established. The initial base line can
be established either by the odometer or by stadiametric renging on Surveyor
with the TV camera. Either method will not provide the high range accuracy
required.
The combined augmentation consisting of RF range and landmark tri-
angulation offers considerable flexibility with high accuracy. The RF ranging
unit will allow accurate establishment of lunar landmark positions and base
lines. Subsequent triangulation will allow accurate position fixes to be made
periodically. Intermediate vehicle position data will be provided by the
dead-reckoning mode. This concept was selected for the SLRV.
Following the selection of the navigation concept, it was necessary to
evaluate various means of measuring vehicle azimuth. A total of six con-
cepts (Table 7-3) were evaluated. Initial studies centered around the use
of existing equipment on the SLRV. The use of the TV camera, the direc-
tional antenna, or an earth sensor bore-sighted to the directional antenna
were evaluated for this purpose. These approaches suffer the common
drawback that azimuth accuracy is dependent upon the SLRV lunar location
and, therefore, are not suitable for all missions. The use of star sightings
was evaluated. Star trackers were eliminated primarily because of the
gimbaling and tracking problem. The possibility of stellar map-matching
was elimimted because of the insufficient resolution and long exposure
requirements of the present SLRV TV system. An analog sun sensor was
considered in some detail and eventually eliminated. Final selection was
made of a digital sun sensor which provides direct digital readout of the
stellar angles. An inclinometer is required for transformingthese solarangle
measurements into a lunar reference plane. Detailed data on the analog
and digital sensors are available at Bendix.
7.3 NAVIGATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A multi-functional navigation subsystem has been selected. An RFranging
unit employing an active transponder on the Surveyor spacecraft is used to
provide continuous range information between the SLRV and Surveyor.
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TAB LE 7- 3
AZIMUTH MEASUREMENT METHODS
Method Comments
TV Sighting on Earth or Stars
Directional Antenna
Pointing
Antenna Bore sighted Sensor
Star Sighting s
Analog Sun Sen_or
Digital Sun Sensor
Inclinometer required for transformation to
local reference plane.
Pointing angles may exceed gimbal limits.
Sporadic solar interference may occur.
Azimuth dependent on SLRV lunar longitude.
Inclinometer required.
Closed loop antenna pointing desired.
Pointing accuracies of Z-3 ° expected {in-
adequate_.
Accuracy dependent on SLRV location.
Inclinometer required.
Solar interference may occur.
Accuracy dependent on SLRV location.
High accuracy.
High accuracy.
Star sightings require map-matching.
Equipment is heavy and complex.
Inclinometer required.
Simple ope ration.
Reflected illumination creates errors.
Nomograph solution.
Inclinometer required.
Direct digital readout.
High accuracy.
Inclinomete r required.
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Azi_nuth information is obtained by a digital sun sensor and the gimbaled
TV camera. A two-axis inclinometer provides vehicle angular deviations
from the local vertical for transforming the solar angle readings to the local
reference plane. Gomparison of the correct azimuth reading with solar
tables provides a direct i_dication of vehicle azimuth. An odometer and a
TV camera complete the navigation subsystem.
The vehicle position is obtained by periodically triangulating with the
TV camera on selected landmarks whose positions have been established
previously by the RF unit and azimuth sensor. If line of sight to Surveyor
exists, range information will be available for inclusion in the triangulation
equations, improving the over-all accuracy. Short-term position data will
be provided by the dead-reckoning mode which integrates the vehicle heading
and distance traveled.
7. 3. 1 Interpoint Navigation Procedure
After the SLRV is deployed from the Surveyor, the relative lunar
coordinate system is defined by sighting on a particular feature of Surveyor
from a short distance with the TV camera, noting the sun line and TV line-
of-sight angles. Navigation base lines must then be established. Natural
landmarks such as large features or rocks which can be distinquished at a
distance of several hundred meters are to be selected and used for this
purpose. It is planned to make maximum use of the Surveyor descent TV
pictures in establishing the base lines. Although the exact distances between
landmarks will be uncertain in the photographs, the angular relationship
between various landmarks can be established quite accurately. This pro-
cedure will require correlation of the descent pictures with periodic panorama
surveys made during SLRV travel.
Two complications to this general strategy must be considered. The
first is the existence of suitable landmarks. The actual landmark size and
spacing distributions are, of course, not known. However, it is expected
that a suitable set of satisfactory landmarks will exist. Ideally, landmarks
on a five-meter scale would be located about ZOOmeters apart. Smaller
landmarks could be used if they equal or exceed the approximate 1:40 ratio
of size to spacing. Large features at great distances can be used if care
is taken that small incremental angle measurements are avoided.
The second problem involves the difficulties in identifying a landmark
and locating its centroid or a particular feature for angular measurements
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when the landmark is viewed from different sides and under different lighting
conditions. Two factors will alleviate this difficulty: the operator-learning
process itself, and picture-map correlation. As the operator becomes more
adept in the over-all operations, he will experience less difficulty in land-
mark identification and sightings. Also, as each land_mark is established
and located, its position and other nearby features will be plotted on a chart
at the control center. Photographs of each landmark and the surrounding
area will be taken for future reference. By interpreting the TV picture
under question with respect to these maps and photographs, identification
and angular sightings on landmarks will be facilitated.
Once the relative azimuths of the landmarks are known, it is necessary
to determine accurately the range from. Surveyor from one or more of the
landmarks. This is accomplished by driving the SLRV upon or beside a land-
mark before ranging on Surveyor. After the coordinate locations of several
landmarks have been determined, a space scale factor for tl_e descent pictures
can be established which allows direct scaling of the remaining landmark
base lines.
If the descent pictures do not allow interpretation and construction of
base lines, another method of base-line construction is possible which also
provides the desired accuracy. For this approach, the positions of all selected
landmarks are established solely by ranging and triangulation. The relative
azimuth of two landmarks can be established by driving the SLRV approxi-
mately between the two landmarks until the relative lines of sight are 180°
apart. By noting the TV camera gimbal angles and the vehicle heading,
the base-line azimuth can be determined directly. The range to several
landmarks will be determined by the RF equipment as before. Only four
or five landmarks must be located at first; new landmarks can be selected
and located as necessary. The general procedure is described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
The landmarks will be used every 100-Z00 meters of travel to update
the vehicle position by triangulation. If the distance between two landmarks
and the relative azimuth are known, the vehicle position can be determined
by one sighting on the base line formed by the two landmarks, as shown in
Figure 7-1. If the relative geometry between the two landmarks is not
known, the procedure becomes more involved, as shown in Figure 7-Z.
The vehicle is at Position No. !, having completed triangulation measure-
ments at that position. The valuesofR,Rl, RZ, and included angles are known.
It is then necessary to sight on Landmarks A, B, and C, noting the angles
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_<\k
_ _Landmark
LRv
/
Assume: The parameters RI._ R2, _1° _Z,
_3_ _)4 are measured while estab-
lishing baselilles, Then_ R 3 and 6
are then computed. Now in travel-
ing to a new site, the vehicle stops
at the position shown and measures
angles (6 5 and (_6" The computation
procedure then is:
Note: Angles tll t: are positive
as measured in CW
sense from Y axis
shown
Figure 7-1 Triangulations Between Known Landmarks,
Relative Geometry Known
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Figure 7-Z Triangulations Between Known Landmarks,
Relative Geometry Unknown
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involved. The vehicle then moves to Position No. Z and sights on A, B, and
C, again noting the angles. The computational procedure given in Figure 7-Z
is performed on the ground. After computing the location of Position No. Z
and Landmark C, the vehicle sights on the next landmark and is then ready
to move to the next triangulation position. When a prospective LEM survey
point center is reached, its location is determined by triangulation. Follow-
ing point survey, the vehicle navigates to the next point by the same general
procedure.
The range to Surveyor at each triangulation point will be determined
if line of sight exists, allowing an accurate range measurement. Several
further triangulations on other landmarks will reduce the azimuth error
component to a few meters.
The general navigation procedure employing triangulation on accurately
established base lines is quite powerful in that a series of crosschecks and
references are used. Once the position of any landmark has been established,
it can be referred to at any time throughout the mission to provide an accurate
base line for position updating. This feature tends to eliminate the accrual
of error with increasing vehicle travel.
Between triangulation, navigation will be accomplished by a dead-
reckoning procedure. The azimuth sensor (solar aspect sensor plus vehicle
inclinometer) provides instantaneous vehicle azimuth information. An odom-
eter provides a running distance measurement. The total distance traveled
is continuously resolved into X and Y components. By integrating the com-
ponents, the vehicle position can be obtained continuously.
If few landmarks exist, the procedure must be modified as there will
probably be few line-of-sight restrictions for this situation. The RF ranging
unit can, therefore, be used over most of the mission to provide the SLRV
range from Surveyor. The TV camera can be used over a significant portion
of the site to provide an azimuth reading of the SLRV with respect to Surveyor,
allowing a very accurate position fix. It should be noted that the TV camera
is used only as an azimuth device in this application; therefore, it is only
necessary to detect the presence of Surveyor. Where optical sightings on
Surveyor are not possible, the navigation procedure must revert to RF aug-
mentation of dead reckoning.
7. 3. Z Intrapoint Navigation Procedure
The general procedure for intrapoint navigation is relatively simple.
The point is surveyed with the vehicle by a number of parallel traverses
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separated by anornihal distance of Z. 6 meters. To obtain each parallel p_th,
the vehicle is d¥iven in a straight line while maintaining a constant heading.
Thus, for the odd-numbered traverses, the vehicle h_adings are identical.
For the even-numbered traverses, the vehicle headings are 180 ° from the
previous headings.
The Z. 6-meter spacing between traverses is maintained by perform-
ing a standard turn at each extremity. Dead reckoning is Used over this"
short interval to provide intermediate position information. The Z. 6-meter
spacing is slightly smaller than the:vehicle minimum turn radius. However,
since this maneuver occurs frequently, it will be worthwhile to develop'and
follow a standard turn routine.
Throughout the point survey, the vehicle stops every three meters to
take photo-gramrnetric pictures and soil bearing strength measurements as
required. Bearing-strength measurements are taken at every other stop
on every other traverse. The odometer which is used to provide distance
measurements between stops, also provides an indication of the approximate
point center during the traverse. In line of sight to surveyor exists, it may
be possible to orient the traverse pattern to use fully the RF ranging unit
c apabilitie s.
An elevation accuracy of ±4.5 cha over a 10-meter base line is
dictated by the mapping operation. Elevation measurements are made by
use of the pitch axis inclinometer reading and odometer.
The relationship used to obtain elevation is
dh = V sin e (t) dt (7. 3-I)
where h is the elevation and 8 is the vehicle pitch angle. An alternate
expression can be obtained by substituting
ds
V = d--_- (7. S-Z)
to get
dh = sin 0(S) dS (7.3-3)
where S is the distance traveled. It is important to note the change of variable.
Either expression can be used, depending on the odometer implementation.
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7. 3. 3 Computations
The azimuth sensor calculations are as follows. The general trans-
formation for resolving the sun line, measured in body-axis coordinates,
into the horizontal reference plane uses the body angles measuredby the
inclinometer to yield the solar azimuth for use in the navigation equations.
Figure 7-3 defines the coordinate axes and angles for the transformation.
The xyz set defines the horizontal reference plane axes. The y-axis is
defined as extending out the front of the vehicle and the x-axis as extending
out the right side, with the z-axis forming a right-handed triad. The vehicle
body axes x'y'z' are obtained by rotating xyz about x through angle 8 and
then about y' through an angle_, The sun line is measured in the x'y'z' set,
subtending azimuth and elevation angles _ and E as noted. Then
x' = sin_ cos E
y' = cos _ cos £ (7. 3-4)
z I = sin £.
The transformation of these components to the reference plane is given by
(7. 3-5)
whe re
= 0 cos O - sin ;
0 sin O cos 0
-cos @ 0 sin @ 1
0 1 0
- sin @ 0 cos
(7.3-6)
Thus
x = cos @ sin _ cos £ + sin @ sin £ (7. 3-7)
y = sin _ sin 8 sin _ cos £ + cos 8 cos a cos f - sin 8 cos @ sin £
z = -sin _ cos 8 sin _ cos E + sin 8 cos a cos £ + cos 8 cos _ sin £
and finally, the solar azimuth angle in the reference plane is given by
-1
= tan x/v.
s
(7. 3-8)
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This value of the corrected solar azimuth is then used in the navigation
equations for both dead-reckoning and RF triangulation.
The equations for the triangulation computations have been presented
previously, Figure 7-4 illustrates the geometry for derivation of the dead-
reckoning navigation equations. The angle 6, defined as half the vehicle
articulation angle, can have one of three values, corresponding to vehicle
left turn, straight ahead, or right turn. Indication of the articulation angle
state is provided to the navigation computations by sensors on the vehicle.
This is necessary to determine the actual mean vehicle heading, as defined
in Figure 7-4. Then, the average vehicle heading over the n th computational
interval is
1
- z + ) (7.3-9)
whe re
= a + . (7.3-10)
n sn n n
Therefore, the incremental travel in lunar coordinates during the increment
is given by
AX = V At sin (_) = /k_ sin (_)
n n n n n
Z_Y = V At cos (_) = 2X_ cos (_)
n n n n n
(7.3-ii)
where _ is the incremental distance traveled. Then by summing the X and Y
coordinate components, the correct vehicle position can be established.
Further, any other parameters of Figure 7-4 can be computed as desired.
It should be noted that vehicle sideslip is not accounted for in the above
equations. This can be accomplished readily by incorporating a correction
term relating roll angle, vehicle velocity, and sideslip coefficient.
With the equations just developed, it is possible to evaluate the effect
of sensor errors on azimuth error. Equation (7. 3-8) relates the corrected
solar azimuth as a function of _, £, and the body angles 0 and _b. In the
following analysis, the angles O and _bwere regarded as equal in magnitude
and identified as ¥. Applying the technique of expressing error dependencies
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Figure 7-4 Navigation Geometry for Three-Wheeled/Tracked Vehicle
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as partial derivatives leads to expressions for errors in true azimuth with
respect to the three independent measured parameters of Equation (7. 3-8).
The error in the measurement of y is _dentified as an error in the measurement
of local vertical. Calculated values of these derivatives are shown in Fig_-
ures 7-5, 7-6, and 7-7 over a range of parameter values. Examination of
these three figures yields the following general results. Measured azimuth
errors are reflected into the true azimuth indication by approximately a 1:1
relationship, as are inclinometer errors. Errors inmeasured solar elevation
are reflected in the true azimuth in approximately a 5:1 ratio.
7.4 GONGEPT VALIDATION
The feasibility of obtaining the required navigational accuracy with
available subsystem equipment is investigated.
An azimuth accuracy of 43 arc minutes is required for interpoint and
intrapoint navigation. The azimuth error is comprised of several components.
First, the error in the sun line itself is given by the positional uncertainty
of Surveyor and subsolar points on the lunar surface. Using a Surveyor un-
certainty of 0.25 miles, the solar azimuth error is platted in Figure 7-8
as a function of subsolar point distance from Surveyor. By considering the
remaining error components, it is possible to determine the minimum
operational subsolar point distance. The sun sensor measurements ( for
the selected equipment) are accurate to I/Z °, or 30 arc minutes. Elevation
errors are reflected into the reference azimuth in approximately a 5:1 ratio.
An inclinometer error of i0 arc minutes has been specified (based on a state-
of-the-art equipment); this reflects nearly on a hl basis. A i% inclinometer
sampling error contributes ? arc minutes over the usable range. Sensor
alignment errors are neglected in this analysis; the sun sensor must be
aligned to i to Z', the inclinometer to approximately 5'. It appears that
future design effort must be directed toward installation techniques to pro-
vide this alignment. Assuming an rms relationship:
Sun sensor azimuth error (30) 2 = 900
Sun sensor elevation error (6) 2 = 36
Inclinometer pitch error (I0) 2 = i00
Inclinometer roll error {i0) 2 = i00
Inclinometer roll sampling error (7) 2 = 49
Inclinometer pitch sampling error (7) Z = 49
,1234
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Figure 7-8 Solar Azimuth Uncertainty vs Subsolar Point Distance
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Thus,the sun-line error is given by
eSL<_ _24.8'.
- iZ34_ IIZ
From Figure 7-8, this conditions is met whenever the subsolar point dis-
tance exceeds 38 statute miles. Converting this to the appropriate lunar
noontime period, the required 43 arc minute azimuth accuracy will be met
except for a total lunar mid-day period of 7.5 hours. It should be noted
that these values are for the dynamic case, when sampling errors exist.
Even better performance will be realized during static measurements.
Interpoint range information is provided by the RF ranging unit for
accurate range measurements and base-line construction. An accuracy of
1 meter over the normal range of 40-1600 meters is provided by the selected
equipment. Aworst-case range accuracy of 4 meters is required for inter-
point navigation and marker location. This is well within the capabilities
of the RF unit. "
The over-all accuracy of the triangulation operations is difficult to pre-
dict, since it depends on landmark sizes and spacing, line-of-sight capability,
vehicle travel history, and other variables for each specific case. A simple
illustration will be given from which meaningful conclusions can be drawn.
Assume first the SLRV ranges on Surveyor from a distance of 200 meters.
This establishes the initial base line; landmark triangulation is used there-
after. The rms error of the position from which the SLRV sights on Sur-
veyor is
A = J(1) 2 + (200 tan 46') z meters
for a 1 -meter range error and 46' uncertainty in the line-of-sight azimuth,
comprised of vehicle azimuth error, camera gimbal readout error, and
picture resolution error. Thus,
A = Z. 88 meters.
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If a sighting is now made on a landmark at a distance of ZOOmeters, the
rms line-of-sight uncertainty is given by the expression
61 = 46)2+ !tan-i 288/200)
1/z
arc minutes
which when evaluated yields i°8 '. Thus, the cross-range error of the land-
mark with respect to the vehicle position is
200 tan (i°8 ') = 3.96 meters.
Since two sightings are made on each landmark, the vehicle error at the next
point can be assumed to be
rms error = N/-2(396) = 5.6 meters
when the vehicle travel is 400 meters. The line-of-sight uncertainty on the
next 200-meter sighting is therefore
£2 = + an -I (5.6/200) arc minutes
and the cross-range component is 200 tan £2" Continuing this procedure,
the curve of Figure 7-9 is obtained. A second curve is plotted on Figure 7-9
indicating the _ccuracy obtained for triangulation to a distance of 500 meters
after establishing the initial 200-meter base line. As can be seen, more
error is accrued for 200-meter triangulations as is expected. This arises
from the accrual of error from each triangulation operation.
It should be noted that Figure 7-9 illustrates only the triangulation per-
formance. It is anticipated that frequent cross-checks will be made to reduce
accumulated error. Further, RF range information will be used where
possible. Both of these features serve to improve the over-all navigation
performance.
Figure 7-9 must be evaluated with respect to the navigation require-
ments for best- and worst-case conditions to validate the navigation concept.
Figure 7-10 illustrates the best-case conditions. Surveyor is situated at
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the site center with the three markers located approximately as shown. The
markers are approximately 880 meters from Surveyor; referring to Figure 7-9,
it is seen that the markers can be located with respect to Surveyor to ±Z0
meters with no difficulty. Further, the location of each ma!ker with respect
to the others to Z0 i_eters is nearly provided by straight triangulation. By
several triangulation cross-checks and RF range readings, the Z0-meter
value can be obtained. It does not appear that all points can be located within
20 meters w_th respect to one marker. The maximum distance between any
point-marker combination is about 1930 meters. However, if three 880-meter
arcs are drawn with their centers at the three marks and passing through
Surveyor (thus dividing the Zl00-meter circle into three somewhat over-
lapping sectors), any landing point within a given sector can be located with
respect to its reference marker to within 20 meters. The areas of overlap
present no difficulty or confusion, since a cross-check of point locations
within this area may be made.
Figure 7-11 illustrates the other extreme in which Surveyor is located
at the very edge of the 3Z00-meter site. One marker is located near Sur-
veyor; the other two ar_ located as shown, within RF line of sight. By
large-scale triangulation and RF range augmentation to the calculations,
markers No. Z and No. 3 can be located with respect to Surveyor (and
Marker No. I) to within Z0 meters. Cross-checks and additional RF readings
will allow location of markers Z and 3 to Z0 meters with respect to each other.
Again, it is not expected that all points can be located with respect to all
markers to Z0 meters. However, if all points in the upper half circle are
located with respect to marker Z and those in the bottom half to marker 3,
a higher probability of meeting the requirement is obtained. In this case,
the maximum distance from any point to its reference marker is about
1550 meters. Line-of-sight limitations will preclude the use of RF ranging
at the furthest points from Surveyor. Thus, depending on the geometry and
accuracy of base lines that can be constructed with use of the RF unit, and
depending on the surface features in the remaining area, the Z0-meter tol-
erance may or may not be met. If, as the mission progresses, it becomes
apparent the Z0-meter tolerance_ca_not be met, the diameters of the points
in question can be increased by the prescribed relationship. This will in-
crease mission range and time by corresponding amounts.
Validation of the navigation subsystem design is next performed in terms
of i-n-trapoint operations, where a 4. 5--cm elevation tolerance over a lO-meter
base line is required. In general, it is quite difficult to determine the eleva-
tion accuracy, since the pitch angle is essentially an arbitrary time variable.
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As a first estimate, the following analysis is presented. For simplicity,
Equation (7. 3-3) is used. Assume the vehicle is driving up a smooth incline
of angle O. Then, O(S) = O.
Inte grating,
h = S sin 8 (7.4-1)
for h ° = S o = 0. Now, assume error terms in S and @ and resultant error
term in h, as shown
h + Ah = (S + Aq) sin (0 + A0) (7.4-Z)
Expanding
h + Ah = S sin O + S A0 cos O + AS sin 0 + AS A0 cos O (7.4-3)
Evaluation only first-order terms, the elevation error is
Ah = S A0 cos 0 + AS sin 0. (7.4-4)
For convenience of expression, let S be unity. Then AS can be ex-
pressed directly as a percentage. The allowable inclinometer error has
previously been set at I0 arc minutes. Equation (7.4-4) can now be evaluated
for different slopes and odometer accuracies (AS). This is done in Fig-
ure ?-IZ. For clarity of interpretation, the following example is presented.
For a vehicle operating on a I0 ° slope with 5% odometer error, an elevation
error of I. 15 cm will occur for every meter of distance traveled. To achieve
a 4.5-cm elevation tolerance over a 10-meter base-line on a IZ ° slope,
the odometer error must be less than about 0.8g0. This accuracy is not
antic ip ate d.
The above example represents the worst case of sensor errors and a
smooth IZ b slope. This situation will rarely occur. The general elevation
accuracy depends on the surface features and texture." It is expected that
somewhat better performance will result for rough surfaces than for smooth
surfaces; inclinometer errors will tend to average out over a meter schle.
Absolute verification of the elevation measurement performance would re-
quire a computer approach using Monte Carlo techniques to evaluate large
numbers of situations. This is an area for further study in Phase II.
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An important operational consideration is that, for certain situations,
elevation measurement errors will preclude the possibility of real-time
point approval. In this event, a tentative point approval is made on general
appearance and lack of objectio;nable obstacles. Final point selection or
rejection must then be made on the basis of the subsequent photogrammetric
map construction and interpretation.
It should be noted that the inclinometer cannot be used to determine
accurately the true ground slope under the vehicle. The inclinometer can
be Used only to sense the relative orientation of the vehicle body with
res/_ect to the local vertical; true ground slope can onlyrbe inferred from
this measurement or else calibrated out by deflection analysis. Thus,
errors in general will exist in the static situation due to uneven surface
structure, wheel deflections, and wheel sinkage.
These errors affect only the steering control prediction capability and
the elevation profile construction. This error is of secondary importance
in the control prediction. The predicted path may be somewhat in error;
high precision is not required and, at the end of each vehicle step, the
actual vehicle position can be determined by the navigation subsystem.
Elevation errors are more important, but still not critical; unless a con-
stant body deflection exists, elevation errors due to the factors listed will
tend to average out. Also, the use of photogrammetry at each point to con-
struct the elevation profile map decreases the dependence on elevation
measurements by the odometer-inclinometer. These two considerations act
to decrease the error significance.
It is not feasible to maintain the 4.5_cm tolerance over base lines
greater than I0 meters because of sensor performance limitations. There-
fore, to provide relative elevation measurements between traverse passes,
another method must be adopted. The most promising method to date is as
follows. An elevation profile is constructed over each traverse by the
odometer and inclinometer. During each traverse path, three or four
stereo-phot<>grammetric picture sightings will be taken of the next co-
parallel traverse_, as indicated in Figure ?-13, From these picture pairs,
_he-eleva_tic>n _t the .foar-point_ alon_g the next co-parallel traverse can be
estahli_keck Thenr as .the vehicle traverses along the next co-parallel
traverse, _l_e elevation profile constructed during that traverse can be
matched with*=he elevation points produced by the-pho£ogramme_ric picture
pairs. Since relative elevation_ rather than absolute e_evations are of con-
cern, this procedure will provide a means of relating the elevation profiles
made during the point survey.
7. 5 NAVIGATION SENSORS
The navigation sensors are the RF ranging unit, the inclinometer, the
solar aspect sensor, and the odometer.
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7.5. 1 RF Ranging Unit
The range determining system described is considered in finer de-
tail. The system is composed of a ranging unit located on the SLRV and
an active frequency translator located aboard the Surveyor° The SLRV
ranging equipment presents analog output signals which are telemetered
from the SLRV to Earth. Upon reception on Earth, the raw information is
computer-processed to provide actual range information. The CW ranging
configuration was arrived at after an analysis of alternate radar ranging
system (documentation available on request).
7.5. 1. 1 System Description
A block diagram describing the lunar portions of the system is
shown in Figure 7-14. The frequency allocations indicated on this block
diagram are not meant to be final. The various factors which influence
the choice of frequencies are discussed in Section 7. 5. i. 2.
The ranging function is performed usinginterferometry. Two CW
low frequency signals of 80 kc and Z Mc are used to frequency modulate a
VHF carrier at 145 Mc. A vertical whip with azimuthal pattern symmetry
is used as the SLRV radiator. The signal is received at the Surveyor with
another whip antenna and translated to 125 Mc. The lZ5-Mc signal is re-
transmitted to the SLRV through the Surveyor whip with the aid of a diplexer.
The 125-Mc signal received at the SLRV is separated from the transmitted
signal in another diplexer and demodulated by a limiting IF strip and dis-
criminator, producing 80-kc and Z-Mc baseband outputs.
The phase of these two signals depends on the total two-way pro-
pagation time between the Surveyor and SLRV. Thus, phase comparison
between the 80-kc crystal reference and the 80-kc baseband return will
give an output proportional to range. An 80-kc phase comparator having
a 360 ° ambiguity will allow the measurement of unambiguous range to a
half-wavelength of 1875 meters. A second phase comparison is made
using the 2-Mc signals. This comparison in unambiguous within a one-
way half-wavelength range of 75 meters using a 360 ° phase comparator or
within 37.5 meters using a 180 ° comparator. The determination of range
at 80 kc is made with sufficient accuracy to resolve the ambiguity in the
Z-Mc circuit. The accuracy of the Z-Mc circuit in determining phase is
a few phase degrees, contributing less than a meter to range uncertainty.
The final determination of range is made on Earth by computation based on
the 80-kc and Z-Mc data relayed from the roving vehicle.
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The ranging system will operatewithin the range interval between
40 and 1600 meters. At maximum 1600-rneter range, the one-way path
loss between omnidirectional antennas at 125 Mc is 79 db and at 145 Mc
is 80 db. Whip antennas provide little gain, so that 80 db represents fairly
well the one-way path loss between units. At the minimum operating range
of 40 meters, the free space one-way path loss decreases to 48 db.
The RF propagation characteristics across the surface of the moon
are not known. For lack of better data, one can assume that multipath
reflections similar to those experienced on the EartH" will be present. The
reinforcement of direct and reflected signals can enhance reception by
6 db, whereas cancellation effects can cause almost complete interference.
A value of 20-db maximum interference will be assumed. Thus, at 1600
meters, the over-all path loss can be as high as 100 db, and at 40 meters
it can be as low as 42 db. A dynamic range of 58-db one-way (ll6-db
two-way) must be handled by the system.
In order to accommodate 116-db total dynamic range with a minimum
degradation of signal-to-noise ratio, gain control is employed in both the
Rover and Surveyor receivers. Since FM transmission is employed, limit-
ing amplifiers will be used to achieve dynamic range control and to obtain
the usual FM noise suppression. It will be assumed that the IF amplifier
aboard the Surveyor provides near perfect limiting. For this condition,
the 58-db SLRV-to-Surveyor path loss variation is absorbed in the Surveyor
limiting amplifier, sot hat the Surveyor re-radiated 125-Mc signal is of
constant power. A 58-db variation will thus be experienced on the return
trip to the SLRV which is absorbed in the SLRV's 1Z5-Mc limiting amplifier.
Small FM modulation indices will be utilized. The level of 80-kc
signal fed to the phase modulator is chosen to provide a modulation index
of 0.5 on the 145-Mc carrier in the absence of the 2-Mc signal. A similar
0.5 index level is established for the 2-Mc signal. The composite 80-kc
and Z-Mc modulation will cause a maximum of +l radian deviation of the
145-Mc carrier with the essential sidebands contained in a 4-Mc bandwidth.
A somewhat wider system bandpass is desirable to minimize dispersive
effects. A 6-Mc RF bandwidth has therefore been chosen.
The noise picked up by the antennas is somewhat uncertain. Thermal
noise from the moon's surface, galactic noise, and direct solar radiation
all contribute to the receiver input noise. An antenna noise temperature of
I000 ° K appears to be an upper bound for the 125 - 145-Mc region under
consideration.
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Both the Surveyor and SLRV receivers use bandpass transistor
amplifiers connected to the antennas through _ bandpass filter in the
diplexer and a simple antenna matching network. Silicon transistors are
available which provide a 5-db noise figure at the VHF carrier frequencies.
This will be degraded by the insertion loss of the bandpass filter which is
assumed to he 3 db (T I = 3Z3 ° K). The effective amplifier noise tempera-
ture, T e, under these conditions is 1600 ° K, as calculated from
T e - (L - I) T I + L (Nf - I) Z90
where
T 1 = ambient temperature (3Z3 ° K in equipment compartment)
L = insertion loss of device (2, for 3 db)
Nf = amplifier noise figure (3. 16, for 5 db).
The over-all equivalent noise input is thus Z600 °. This corresponds to a
noise power in a bandwidth of 6 Mc of slightly less than -96 dbm.
If a Z0-db S/N ratio is chosen as minimum, a margin of about
10 db is provided over the required FM demodulation threshold. Thus,
with noise at -96 dbm, the received signal must be equal to or greater than
-76 dbm. The greatest path loss including multipath effects is 100 db, so
that the required transmitter power is +24 dbm, or Z50 milliwatts, each for
the Surveyor and SLRV transmitters.
7.5. 1. 2 Critical Areas of Design
The electrical specifications on many of the subsystems are strin-
gent and will require careful design. The major problem areas are dis-
cus sed below.
System Linearity
For convenience in producing the analog output signals, the 80-kc
and Z-Mc signals will simultaneously modulate the RF carrier. If the
phase modulator and demodulator (discriminator) are not perfectly linear_
inter-modulation of the two signals will occur. Even if only one signal
were present, some distortion of waveshape would occur. Care must he
taken to achieve an extremely linear system.
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The two frequencies, 80 kc and Z Mc, are sufficiently separated
that, with reasonable system linearity, the signal separation filters can
remove almost entirely the inter-modulation products.
The system diagrammed provides phase modulation at 36. Z5 l_c
and uses two frequency doublers to provide the 145-Mc carrier. By this
technique, the modulation index of the 145-Mc signal is four times that of
the phase modulator output, reducing the range over which a linear phase
shift vs drive voltage is required to __15 ° at 36. Z5 Mc.
The insertion phase vs frequency characteristics of the carrier
portions in the system must be linear. A linear characteristic corresponds
to non-dispersive time delay through the system. The phase characteris-
tics of both filters and amplifiers depart from linearity near and beyond
the bandpass edge. Sideband energy located in such regions would be passed
with different delay than those at band center, resulting in distortion of the
demodulated waveshapes. A 6-Mc bandwidth has been chosen so that the
associated phase vs frequency characteristics can be made linear over the
4-Mc region of significant sideband energy. This will require simultaneous
synthesis of amplifier and filter characteristics.
Diplexing Effectivene s s
Sine no time gating is employed in the proposed ranging system,
frequency diplexing is required for accuracy and system stability. The
diplexers in the SLRV and Surveyor are essentially identical. Each di-
plexer consists of a 1Z5-Mc bandpass filter and a 145-Mc bandpass filter
connected in parallel on the antenna side of the diplexer. A 145-Mc signal
fed into the circuitry side of 145-Me filter is routed to the antenna and is
isolated from the 125-Mc circuitry, and similarly for the 1Z5-Mc signal
input.
The repeater on the Surveyor will present the most difficult diplexer
design problem. As shown in Figure 7-14, the 145-Mc signal received from
the SLRV is_ passed through the diplexer to a high gain limiting amplifier,
the output of which is mixed with Z0 Mc. A 1ZS-Mc bandpass filter is used
to select the difference frequency which is then amplified and sent through
the diplexer to the antenna. The 1Z5-Mc difference frequency selection
filter, the class-C amplifier, and the 1Z5-Mc diplexing filter must have
good 145-Mc rejection, since the 145-Mc signal through this path closes
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a loop aroung the 145-Mc limiting amplifier. The weakest signal to
be handled is on the order of -76 dbm, so that 100-db loop gain is required
to achieve the +Z4 dbm desired transmitter output. The majority of this
gain, about 85 db, occurs in the RF amplifier. If the net spurious trans-
mission of 145-Mc signal through _he two lZ5-Mc bandpass filters and one
class-C amplifier is less than 85-db down, the RF loop will oscillate.
Additional margin in spurious 145-Mc rejection is necessary since
the limiting RF strip will run wide open on a particularly deep multi-
path fade, exhibiting more than 85-db gain. Margin is also required to
prevent phase perturbation of the signal being passed through the 145-Mc
amplifier. A total of IZ0-db net attenuation would be desirable. About
10 db of this might be expected from the class-C amplifier, leaving 55 db
to be realized in the mixer filter and 55 db in the diplexer filter.
Realization of such skirt attenuations with the IZ5 - 145-Mc separa-
tion requires the use of several filter sections. A design trade-off exists
between separating the frequencies by larger amounts for easier filtering
and avoiding harmonics of the 3_).Z5-Mc crystal oscillator used in the SLRV
as the basic carrier frequency standard. The third harmonic of the
36. Z5-Mc oscillator falls at 108.75 Mc, and the fourth falls at 145 Mc
(used as the SLRV transmitter frequency). The receiving RF strip in the
SLRV operates at IZ5 Mc which is approximately half way between these
twoharmonics, which as aresult, are rejected by the skirt response of
the strip. Specific filtering would be required if the harmonics were to
fall nearer the frequency of reception in order to prevent blinding of the
receiver at the most distant operating ranges. It is felt that the frequency
choices indicated represent a good overall compromise.
Another design problem common to both the SLRV and Surveyor
packages is the level of transmitted signals that reach the RF strip inputs
through imperfect diplexing. In the Surveyor repeater, for example, the
125-Mc transmitted signal will reach the 145-Mc RF strip due to the
finite transmission of IZ5 Mc through the 145-Mc diplexing filter. If the
filter in question provides 125-Mc r-ejection of 55 db, the power reaching
the amplifier is approximately +Z4 -55 = -31 dbm at the IZ5 Me. This is
much larger than the desired 125-Mc signal which may be as low as -76 dbm.
The first few amplifier stages must have good amplitude linearity to pre-
vent phase perturbation of the 145-Mc due to mixing. Greater than 55-db
rejection may prove necessary to maintain lower mixing levels.
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System Time Delay
Figure 7-14 shows that the 80 kc and Z-Mc ranging signals, both
as baseband and after carrier modulation, are passed through circuits of
finite bandpass throughout the ranging system except when passing through
space. As a result, time delays occur throughout the circuitry. Calcula-
tions show that a time delay equivalent to about 50 meters of range can be
experienced in one RF strip. Depending on the number of stages in the
dfplexing filters, time delays o£ similar magnitude may be involved. Thus,
output of the phase comparators contains range information based on the
total of two-way range and time delay encountered in passing through the
system. Delay in the system can be measured carefully on Earth before
launch can be included in the computer program to permit the determina-
tion of absolute range.
Since range accuracy to _ 1 meter is desired, the total delay for
all circuitry must be known to much greater accuracy to allow for other
system imperfections. Changes in RF resonant circuity bandwidth or in
baseband filter center frequencies will cause changes in signal transit
time through _the system resulting in range error. Such changes can be
caused by temperature or power supply voltage variations. All system com-
ponents must be designed to mitlimize these effects.
Variations in system transit time can be caused also by changes
in received signal strength, whether due to range changes or multipath.
Both receiver RF strips are high gain limiting RF amplifiers whose output
is nearly independent of input amplitude. Such characteristics can be
achieved by running the final stages of amplification into saturation or by
successive amplification and clipping using fast diodes. Gain control
alternately can be effected by using linear RF amplifiers with AGC.
However, bandwidth changes will occur for 60-db variations in amplifier
gain. RF amplifier delay time stabilization requires more detailed inves-
tigation. Combinations of linear AGC and limiter techniques may be re-
quired to provide a stable system delay.
It may prove desirable to calibrate the system with regard to
gross changes in signal strength and temperatures. Calibrations could
then be incorporated in the computer ranging programs on Earth to help
compensate for such changes.
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Power Supply Regulation
The need for good power supply regulation has been pointed out in
connection with several previously discussed circuits. Regulation of
supply voltages for the majority of circuitry should be +1%, while that for
the crystal oscillators and analog phase comparator circuitry must be
within +__0.1%. The reliability data assume such regulation has been pro-
vided externally. Inclusion of zoner or Zoner-transistor regulation within
the ranging packages will increase the weight, size, and power consumption
of the system.
7.5. I. 3 Phase Comparator Design
The ultimate accuracy of the system depends on the accuracy of the
two phase comparators. Unlike many radar applications, the present use
of phase comparators requires an analog output accurate over the range of
input angles through 360 ° and beyond.
Common sinusoidal phase comparators using a strong reference
signal to gate two diodes into conduction have an analog output that is a co-
sinusoidal function of the angle between the two input signals. This output
form is unsuited for the present application_ since the slope of the charac-
teristic is nearly zero over a large portion of the 360 phase degrees.
Conversion of such coisne signals into digital 9-bit code (512 levels) by
the telemetry system would not provide sufficiently fine quantization at
the top and bottom of the cosine function. This is undesirable, particularly
for the 2-Mc comparator, since many ambiguities are encountered within
the 40- to 1600-meter range of the system.
A triangular variation of output with angle would be better for
quantization purposes. This shape can be provided by converting both the
return and reference channel signals to square waves. The reference
channel is used to open a diode gate every cycle during the positive half
cycle. The return signal is passed through the gate when the gate is open.
The average value of gate output is an analog of the phase between the
reference and return channel signals. When the two signals are in phase,
the output is a maximum positive voltage; when 90 ° out of phase, the out-
put is zero; and when 180 ° out of phase, the output is maximum negative.
Because of the square waveshape, the relationship between phase and
average output is linear, giving a triangular form over several ambiguities
(angles greater than 180 ° are ambiguous).
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It is anticipated that the phase cornparator described above will
be used for the Z-Mc application. The analog output must be modified to
arrive at the 0- to 5-volt format required by the telemetry system. The
average output of the phase cornparator would lie between -2.5 and +2.5
volts, with a 2.5-VDC offset provided to arrive at 0 to 5 volts. For the
sake of accuracy, both the amplitude of the square wave presented to the
signal channel and the offset voltage must be constant under environmental
variation s.
A phase cornparator with a 360 ° ambiguity range is required if
the 80-kc signal is to give unambiguous range to 1600 meters. This can
be achieved by using digital techniques. The return signal and the reference
signal are separately amplified and clipped, differentiated, and half-wave
rectified. Thus, an impulse is created for each positive-going zero
crossing in each channel. A flip-flop is triggered "on" by the impulse in the
reference channel, and "off" by the impulse in the signal channel. Since the
impulses in a given channel are spaced one full period apart, the average
value of the flip-flop on-time represents an angle analog having a 360 °
ambiguity.
Fast switching transistors are available which satisfy the require-
ments of the 80-kc phase cornparator. The system delays mentioned earlier
and the mir_murn range of 40 meters provide more than adequate time for
the flip-flop to settle and be ready for the range return turn-off impulse
at minimum range.
The 8(1-kc output from the discriminator is considerably lower in
amplitude than the Z-Mc signal because of the difference in effective de-
viation provided by the phase modulation system. As a result, a total filter
rejection of about 60 dbis required at Z Mc in the 80-kc separation filter
to prevent phase perturbation. An 80-kc bandpass filter of relatively few
sections will suffice because of the wide separation between Z Mc and 80 kc.
A one-section filter is adequate to reject the 80-kc signal from the Z-Mc
phase comparison circuitry.
It is important that the center frequency of the filters remain at
80 kc and 2 Mc. The steady state transit time through these filters is
small at center frequency. Deviations in delay due to de-tuning will be
governed by envelope delay rates dictated by the bandpass and order of
the filters. Although the filters are of low order, the small numerical
bandwidths involved (say 80-kc bandwidth for the 80-kc center frequency
filter) give rise to long envelope delays.
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?. 5o 1.4 Interpretation of Range Data
Two signals proportional to range are transmitted to Earth. The
data obtained at 80 kc is unambiguous and accurate to better than 16 meters,
so that a determination of the ambiguity of the g-Mc data can be made. The
180 ° ambiguity of the Z-Mc signal corresponds to a 37.5-meter ambiguity
in range.
Ambiguity still exists ind%e interpretation of range data. The
range is known only to within 16 meters or slightly less than half of the
unambiguous range interval of the Z-Mc signal. Ranges that fall near
either the top or bottom of the Z-Mc range vs voltage curve cannot on the
basis of one measurement be distinguished from range in the closest ad-
joining ambiguity. The system as outlined must make use of range data
taken in the vicinity of the measurement under consideration to determine
which ambiguity is present. The needed information may be found in past
or future data; i0 e. , an estimate of the presentposition of the SLRV
vehicle.
An alternate solution consists of adding a third phase cQmparator
to the SLRV. This unit operates at Z Mc, but uses the Z-Me: crystal refe-
rence signal delayed 90 ° from that used in the existing phase comparatoro
The output of the comparator is a triangular range vs voltage curve which is
spaced, in effect, 18. 75 meters from that of the existing Z-Mc comparator
output. A third telemetry channel relays this data to Earth. It is now
possible always to decide which ambiguity is present, since data that are
near the peak (5 volts) or bottom (0 volts) in one Z-Mc channel is in the
center (at about 2.5 volts) of the other 2-Mc channel. Consideration of
the levels in all three channels will permit an instantaneous determina-
tion of the order of the ambiguity, andhence range, to the accuracy of the
Z-Mc phase comparator. Addition of the third comparator adds little to
the weight, power requirement, or package size, and detracts little from
the over-all reliability. An extra telemetry channel is required. The
power, weight, and size calculations in the following sections assume the
third comparator is present.
7.5. I. 5 Subsystem Characteristics
High frequency circuitry, used in much of the ranging system,
necessitates extensive RF shielding. Many stages will be built as sub-
units within individual metallic shields.
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Both the SLRV and Surveyor packages will be built using modified
cordwood construction techniques. Extremely high density packaging cannot
be employed, since the RF transformers, inductors, and variable capaci-
tors must be separated by some distance from the ground planes. Transis-
tors with isolated cases, biasing resistors, and bypass capacitors can be
more densely packed within each shielded stage.
SLRV-Mounted Subsystem Package
The majority of the total system electrical components, approxi-
mately 500 out of 740 items, are located within the SLRY-mounted sub-
system. The estimated volume of the package is 18 cubic inches. Any
reasonable form factor can be accommodated, although a rectangular
outline of I in, x 3 in. x 6 in is suggested. A maximum weight of 3 ib is
anticipated, the majority of which consists of shielding, heat sinking,
and shock absorbant material. The unit assembly is shown in Figure 7-15.
Three voltages are required: +Z8, +9, and -9. The estimated
power budget for the subsystem is shown in Table 7-4(A). Total required
power is 3. Z watts. The +?-volt supplies are the most critical with respect
to regulation. If the SLRV regulator cannot easily provide the high regula-
tion required, a slight increase in the SLRV unit weight and power alloca-
tion can be used for this purpose.
Surveyor -Mounted Sub system Package
The Surveyor subsystem is estimated to be 10 cubic inches in
volume. Any reasonable form factor can be accommodated, although a
rectangular package 1 in. x 2 in. x 5 in. would be preferred. The maximum
weight of the package is estimated to be 1.5 lb.
The power budget for the system is shown in Table 7-4(B)° A total
of I. 5 watts is needed from the 28-volt supply. This choice of voltage was
motivated by power source availability in the Surveyor. A source of about
+15 volts would be preferable for all circuitry (except the class-C power
amplifier) onthe basis of circuit performance and efficiency.
Ar_tenna Considerations
A vertically polarized antenna with omnidirectional pattern in
azimuth is required for the RF ranging system. Transmission will take
place at 145 Mc, and receiving at 125 Mc. The diplexer in this case is in-
corporated in the RF ranging unit package.
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TABLE 7-4
ESTIMATED POWER BUDGET - SLRV RANGING SYSTEM
A. SLRV-Mounted Subsystem
S
Item +28 v
36.25 Mc Crystal Oscillator
Varactor Phase Modulator
X2 Transistor Multiplier
X2 Transistor M_ltiplier
145 Mc Class C Power Amp
80 kc Crystal Oscillator
Signal Summer
Range Signal Separation Filter
Dis c r iminato r
1Z5 Mc High Gain Limiting Amp
Diplexer
2 Mc Crystal Oscillator
2 Mc Phase Comparator
80 l_c Phase Comparator
Antenna Coupler
Optional Z Mc Phase Shifter,
Comparator
I00 mw
I00 mw
400 mw
•pply Volta
+9 v
70 mw
50 mw
70 mw
40 mw
800 mw
70 mw
200 mw
Z50 mw
Z00mw
_es
-9 v
200 mw
200 mw
250 mw
200mw
Individual Supply Totals 600 mw 750 mw 850 mw
Subsystem Total 3.20 watts
B. Surveyor-Mounted Subsystem
Item +Z8 v
20 Mc Crystal Oscillator
Mixer
145 Mc High Gain
Diplexer
Antenna Coupler
125 Mc Bandpass Filter
125 Mc Class C Power Amp
70 mw
130mw
900mw
40_mw
Subsystem Total 1500 mw
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The pattern and impedance requirements could be readily met
were it not for three major obstructions which are already located on top
of the SLRV, vz., the TV camera and associated boom, the 18-in. para-
bolic dish and mount, and the mast supporting the omnidirectional antenna.
The size of all of these structures is of the order of magnitude of one-
quarter wavelength at the frequencies selected for ranging. Furthermore,
all of these items will be located within one wavelength of any proposed
RF ranging antenna. As a result, both the pattern and the impedance of
such an antenna would be materially affected by their presence.
The problem of achieving adequate antenna coverage and minimizing
deleterious effects on the antenna impedance can only be solved through a
model study. Such_a development program will be iogically undertaken
during Phase II of the program.
Three approaches to the antenna problem can be taken. In order
of preference, they are:
1. A quarter-wave whip mounted on the top surface of the SLRV
2, A sleeve dipole mounted coaxially about the mast supporting
the omnidirectional antenna
. A quarter-wave whip antenna mounted above either the TV
camera or the parabolic dish.
The nominal quarter-wave whip mounted on the top surface of the
SLRV represents the simplest solution from the mechanical viewpoint. The
antenna would be about 22 in. high and could be mounted on a spring erection
mechanism to permit flat stowage during transportation to the lunar surface.
S simple release mechanism would permit self-erection after SLRV deploy-
ment from the Surveyor. The antenna would weigh about 0. 5 ib including
matching section {if required). Some leeway will be required in locating
the antenna on the top deck of the NI.RV to obtain optimum performance.
It is expected that the gain in azimuth may vary by as much as 6 db below
the ideal omnidirectional value in some directions.
If the presence of the obstructions degrades the pattern of the
antenna too severely, consideration can be given to the second approach
which consists of modifying the mast supporting the omnidirectional antenna
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into a sleeve dipole. In effect, the lower portion of the mast is converted
into a triaxial transmission line. The inner line contains the l'_vo miniature
coaxial lines feeding the omnidirectional antenna. A coaxial line is formed
by the mast (which can consist of metallized fiberglass or a metal tubing),
a dielectric tube, and an outer conductor of metal foil or braid. At about
half the height of the mast, the outer conductor is folded back around a thin
layer of dielectric to form a choke. Since the height of the mast may be a
little under one-half of a wavelength, the impedance will have to be com-
pensated through an appropriate matching section.
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7. 5. 2 Inclinometer
The inclinometer senses deviations of the SLRV pitch and roll axes
from the local lunar vertical. These data are used to generate slope and
elevation information and are required to transform the solar aspect sensor
measurements to the lunar reference plane. The selected design is com-
posed of two single-axis unrestrained pendulums and their associated elec-
tronics for open loop operation.
7. 5. 2. 1 Design Description
The basic sensor configuration is shown in Figure 7-16. The
cylindrical construction makes possible close machining tolerances and
yet provides a low cost device in production quantities. The outer case is
machined from magnesium stock to keep the over-all weight to a minimum.
One of the outstanding features of this design is that only two seals are re-
quired, one for the bellows and one for the header assembly. -The header
assembly provides the main seal for the case. Electrical connections are
brought through the header by means of hermetically sealed terminals.
Screw-fit bellows, mounted into the hea_!_T assembly, are provided to com-
pensate for the fluid volume expansion over the operating temperature range.
Temperature control of the inclinometer is not necessary to meet the damping
requirements.
The pendulous float is composed of a hollow magnesium cylindrical
support and a tungpten pendulous mass. This arrangement provides maxi-
mum pendulosity with minimum volume and weight. The pendulous mass
is fully floated to +0. 3 grams at nominal operating temperature. Floatation
is provided by fluorocarbon fluid. By employing the pendulous float tech-
nique, a large pendulum inertia can be used to provide a low natural fre-
quency. The buoyancy of the entire float assembly provides shock isolation
for the support bearings. The float is supported by two instrument type
ball bearings which provide_uggedness, high reliability, and low friction.
The bearings are press fitted into the outer case and header assembly.
Damping compensation is provided by a nylon sleeve between the
pendulous float and the outer case. This sleeve has a high coefficient of
thermal expansion and thus is used to vary the damping gap and compensate
for variations of fluid viscosity over the temperature range.
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Figure 7-17 is a block diagram of the over-all system. Fig-
ure 7-18 is an expansion of the individual blocks to show the electronic de-
tails.
The electrical pickoff is of the wide angle microsyn type and has
a sensitivity of 5. Z5 volts/radian. Excitation is derived directly from the
Z8-volt inverter.
The inverter, which provides the excitation to the inclinometer
pickoff and a reference frequency for the demodulator, is essentially a
square loop core feedback oscillator operating at a frequency of 1000 cps.
This frequency is a compromise between ease of operation and minimum
filte ring requirements.
The inclinometer pickoff is of the variable reluctance type. Elec-
trically, it is a microsyn with the secondary center tapped to provide the
input to the dual ring demodulator. The turns ratio is chosen in conjunction
with the turns ratio of the inverter tranzformer to provide the necessary
DC output voltage variation.
A standard dual ring demodulator is used to reclaim the pendulum
position information from the microsyn output. A zener diode is placed in
series with the output to provide the 2. 5-volt null offset. The output of
the demodulator is filtered through an RC network to remove the AC corn-
pone nts.
A maximum range of ±'30 ° (Lunar) has been selected,
5. 15/3Z.Z sin 30 ° = 0.08 g's (earth)
Since the accuracy must be held to 10 arc minutes, this gives a maxi-
mum g threshold of
5. 15/3Z.Z sin I0' : 4.65 x 10 -4 g's (earth)
The device must then be capable of a dynamic range of
0.08
4.65 x 10 -4
= _l.7Z x 102
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This requirement can be met with the selected inclinometer. The
selected inclinometer requirements are summarized in Table 7- 5.
The use of high inclinometer sampling and subsequent ground-
based digital filtering effectively satisfies the requirement for low
inclinometer dynamics. This concept appears to accomplish the desired
purpose. The accelerometer and inclinometer design does not require
an extensive development program or state-of-the-art advances. A
1-cps accelerometer natural frequency can be achieved. Elaborate on-
board electronic circuits are avoided. The simple smoothing calculations
are accomplished by ground-based data processing facilities. The high
frequency signals are eliminated from the inclinometer outputs, elimi-
nating correction terms for linear and angular acceleration components.
By eliminating the velocity corrections, the inclinometer data
processing requirements are simplified considerably. The procedure
becomes:
lo The inclinometer and odometer outputs are sampled at the i th
interval and sent to the ground.
2. Computation of angle 8. is performed on the ground, where
1
_.ai, -a. - 11
e. = sin
ZK
gm
3. Computation of elevation increment is performed on the ground,
Z_h. = A_. sin e.
1 1 1
where h and I are elevation and distance, respectively.
7.5.2.Z. Functional Considerations
An accuracy of i0 arc minutes on the lunar surface is required
for each body axis. This accuracy must be maintained in static and
dynamic consitions of which, the dynamic situation is more difficult.
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TABLE 7-5
SUMMARY OF INCLINOMETER REQUIREMENTS
Accuracy = I0 arc minutes at _300 range between +32°F and +122°F
The four main sources of error and their corresponding estimated errors
converted to minutes of error are:
Pick.off linearity 0.5% 8 minutes
Bearing ettction 20 dyne-cm 5 minutes
Plckoff null liability 1 minute I minute
Mae| balance arability 0.1 grn cm. 2 minutol
RSS< 10 minutes
Natural Frecluency
The natural frequency is determined by the formula
P
1
fn = _'_ 4 l_-j
where
P = pendulosity = I00 gm-cm
980
g = lunar gravity = --_ cm/sec 2 anticipated values
2
J = pendulum inertia = 385 gm-cm
The natural frequency is 1 cps for the anticipated values of P and J
Dampin i Ratio
The system transfer function is given by
Eo Cs
-- = K I -
Sin Oin
= K l -
JS z + CS + gP
c/J s
sz + C/J S + gP/J
Wn 2 = B P
J
2pWn = C/J
= I/2 j_ l
The selected value of the damping coefficient C is a damping ratio
of 2, 0 critical at the anticipated 1-cps natural frequency. The value of
10, 000 dyne-cm-sec is a tentative choice which can be varied considerably
depending upon clearance held on the damping compensator. A nominal
variation in damping ratio of ±0.2 can likewise be improved by decreasing
the gap between the case and the float.
Over-ranle Acceleration Z5 earth gTs
Operatin_ Temperature +32°F to +I2Z°F
Storaee Temperature -40°F to +185°F
Shock Z5 earth g's for 0.005 sec.
Vibration 5g sine, 4. 5 g rms random
Power Input
Total power input is I. 76 watts, 28 VDC, to be divided between
the inverter and the Z. 5-volt zener diode reference. Allowing 5 to I0 ma
for the diode, this leaves Z0 to 25 ma for the inverter, Since the output
load from the demodulator is to be greater than I0 K, this current will
be sufficient.
Si@nal Output
The Z. 5-volt null offset signal will be produced by a zener diode
reference. The output of the demodulator is the algebraic aura of the
zener diode voltage and a DC voltage proportional to pendulum displacement
from null. The output voltage will have a range from 0 to 5 volts. The
two-axis unit electronics occupy 2 cu in. and weigh Z0 grams.
Each accelerometer has a density of O, 057 lb/in.
weight of 1/2 lb per axis (1 lb for the Z axis system).
3
or an average
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When the SLRV is operating over the lunar surface, it is desirable
that the inclinometer measure lunar surface irregularities of some
given minimum size. All small-scale surface texture should be passed
over with the inclinometer not sensing the high frequency inputs. It
is desired to disregard lunar irregularities smaller than 25 cm in
height which subtend an angle of 12 ° with the local lunar horizontal.
For the maximum velocity of 0.16 mph, the following calculations can
be used to define the cutoff sensing frequency of the inclinometer:
44.70 cm/ sec
velocity = 0.16 mph = (0.16) = 7.15 cm/sec
1 mph
sin 8 = sin 12° = 25/_; _ = 25/0.208 = 120 cm.
total distance = Z(IZO) = 33.6 sec
period = time for cycle = velocity 7.15
1 1
frequency = = -- = 0 0298 cycles/sec
period 33.6 "
frequency = 0.03 cps/
This indicates that inclinometer's sensing frequency should be 0.03 cps
to exchde all higher frequency inputs caused by small-scale lunar
surface texture.
It is also desired to measure a lunar surface form consisting
of an equilateral triangular hill whose base is 2000 cm and whose
equal base angles are 12° . The altitude of this triangle is 212.5 cm.
ZlZ.5 Z(ZlZ.5) = 2040 cm
= total distance = 2(_) = sin 12 °
period = time for cycle =
distance 2040
velocity 7.15
frequency =
1 1
period 285
= 0.00351 cps.
= 285 sec
The required frequency to be sensed is about one order of magnitude
less than the suggested natural frequency of 0.03 cps.
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Dynamic Operating Considerations
The inclinometer is comprised of two linear accelerometers
sensitive to accelerations about the vehicle pitch and roll axes. For
the static case, the only acceleration component present is that of the
lunar gravity vector. However, for the dynamic situation, other accel-
eration terms are present, arising from vehicle linear and angular
motion.
During vehicle travel, the navigation sensors are mounted on
a surface which has three rotational and three translational degrees of
freedom. Rotational motions will be discussed first. The pertinent
vehicle suspension dynamics are summarized below for a suspension
spring constant of 52 1b/in. and cg height of 20 inches:
Pitch Axis Roll Axis
Maximum body acceleration
Maximum body rate
Natural frequency
2
3. Z5 rad/sec
0.15 rad/sec
43.0 rad/sec
2
1.6 rad/sec
0.37 rad/sec
16.4 rad/sec
The entire frequency spectrum present at the sensors is indeterminate,
since the suspension system input forcing function is not know. The
forcing function relates the surface model and vehicle geometry and
velocity to the time-vertical displacement input of each track. Any
forcing function frequency content that is postulated is at best arbitrary.
However, the low vehicle velocity would indicate that input frequencies
probably will be rather low. Therefore, as a first approximation, a
value of 1 cps will be used; i.e., one of the four tracks encounters an
obstacle an average of once per second. The angular dynamic input
to the sensors is therefore a composite signal with frequency components
of up to 0.37 rad/sec whose level is shifted at approximately 1 cps.
Since the suspension system is quite stiff, the structure will experience
negligible amplitude due to its natural modes.
Considering the pitch axis accelerometer, a general situation
is presented in Figure 7-19. The vehicle is progressing up an incline
of general slope e. A front track has encountered an obstacle, impart-
ing angular components 0_ and _ about the rear axle and linear component a
V"
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y = ton -1 (H/B)
R 1 = H cscy
R 1 = R since L<<'R
Aty = RlCO2 sin 7
An = R1 a cos y
Y
Figure 7-19 Typical Dynamic Situation
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The pitch axis accelerometer will sense all these terms; the general
form of the output is
a = K(g m Sin 0 - a - A - A )
v t n
Y Y
whe re
a = accelerometer output, volts
2
K = scale factor, volts/ft ,sec
a
v
gm = lunar gravity, 5.15 ft/sec 2
2
= linear vehicle acceleration, ft/sec
A
t
Y
A
n
Y
2
= tangential acceleration component, ft/sec
= normal acceleration component, ft/sec Z.
The magnitudes of the various terms will not be examined. If
the vehicle hits an object and stops, its behavior can be approximated
by the equation
v = v 0 + a t, ft/sec.
v
For an initial velocity of 0.234 ft/sec (0.16 mph) and zero final velo-
city, the acceleration is
a
v
2
= 0.Z34/t, ft/sec
If the vehicle stops in 0. 1 sec, an extreme case, the acceleration input
is a step function of 2.34 ft/sec Z amplitude and 0.1 sec duration. This
indicates linear acceleration terms cannot be neglected. Considering
angular acceleration terms, it is found that a normal acceleration com-
ponent of about 2.2 ft/sec 2 may result from extreme body lurches, again
for about the same time duration. Tangential acceleration terms are
negligible.
In summary, each accelerometer sees an input of nearly periodic
body accelerations of significant level and short time duration, in addition
to the lunar gravity field. These noise inputs exhibit a maximum frequency
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content of about o. 37 rad/sec (0. 059 cps) and occur at a rate of approxi-
mately 1 cps. In this dynamic _situation, a measurement of the local vertical
is to be made to an accuracy of"10 arc minutes.
One other requirement was imposed on the selection of inclinometer
characteristics and dynamics. To ensure structural rigidity and alignment
of the sun sensor heads to the inclinometer, the inclinometer will be located
over the front axle and mounted.to the same structural member as the sun
sensor heads.
Inc linome te r Dynamic s Se le c tion
I
An inclinometer of low dynamics (0.3 to 0.7 cps natural frequency)
is desired for several reasons:i
. High-frequency noise created by vehicle encounter with
small obstacles is minimized.
Z. Linear and angular acceleration correction terms can be
eliminated with negligible error. This results from the
relatively short acceleration time durations, to which a
low bandpass accelerometer is insensitive.
o Inclinometer sampling rate can be kept at a low value and
still maintain negligible sampling and data reconstruction
error.
A number of accelerometer concepts were evaluated in an attempt
to satisfy the requirement for extremely low natural frequency. Present
available commercial units do not h_ve such low frequency characteristics.
Techniques for handling this situation are discussed in the following section.
7. 5. 2. 3 Low-Frequency Inol{n_r_eter Techniques
Three approaches were investigated in detail to determine the
best implementation to satisfy the low-frequency inclinometer requirements.
Inverted Pendulous Accelerometer
A low natur_l frequency can be achieved with an inverted captured
pendulous accelerometer restoring force minus the gravitational force acting
on the pendulum. Analysis has shown that the low frequency inverted pendul_s
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accelerometer has a low stability margin and a small input range. There-
fore, the low frequency inverted pendulous accelerometer is not recom-
mended for application on the SLRV.
Inclinometer Output Analog Filtering
Design of a low natural frequency vertical sensing device has
been shown to be impractical.
A medium or medium-high natural frequency vertical sensing
device would report small scale texture in the lunar surface. These lunar
surface irregularities cannot be filtered on the input side of the vertical
sensing device, so an alternate approach must be sought and implemented.
The two vertical sensing device outputs are each introduced to
one of two integrator circuits. In the interest of simplifying the description,
the operation of one measurement channel (pitch or roll) will be described
in detail as the other measurement channel operates in a like manner.
In Figure 7-20, the accelerometer output (pitch or roll) is shown
as a function of time. Depicted is the general output shape with a large
ripple superimposed upon the general shape. To minimize the amount of
high frequency pick up, a vertical sensing device was selected with a
natural frequency as low as practical. As indicated in the illustration,
the output varies as a function of the lunar surface and the applied SLRV
acceleration (see Section 7.5. Z. 2). The operation of the integrator is to
integrate the accelerometer (pitch or roll) output signal for a time tI until
an area under the graph designated A 1 is obtained. At this point, the
integrator zeros itself and starts to integrate again (the output signal of
the accelerometer) as just described for a length of time (incremental in
length) to obtain the area A 2.
Operation of the integrator is based on zeroing at pre-determined
time intervals (microseconds long) of equal length. During each small time
interval, the integrator will effectively measure the area under the accelerom-
eter output curve. The total integrated value (AI, AZ, A 3 ..... etc.) for
each t_me increment can be thought of as a digital output proportional to the
accelerometer output. This signal is averaged because the area, which is
the integral of acceleration times time, may be divided by the absCissa (tirne)
to obtain the average value
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average slope = st t.adt/t I = tz adt/t2 = adt/t 3
o
_t tn
= adt/A t
n
n-1
whe re
= t = t = ...... =At
tl Z 3 n
and the integrator butput is proportional to terrain slope time At n.
The integrator output can be seen to be proportional to vehicle
inclination (pitch or roll) time the time increment used in zeroing the
integrator circuit. This time increment can be thought of as a constant,
so that the integrator output is a digital signal proportional to the vehicle
slope times a constant (At = constant). For purposes of transmission to
earth, the digital integrator output may be sampled as desired, when the
signal will be proportional to the vehicle inclination. The integrator
eliminates the undesirable high frequency noise created by small-scale
surface texture. A usable digital output from a medium or medium-high
natural frequency vertical sensing device is obtained.
Mechanization of this filtering technique is relatively complicated
as can be seen from circuit analyses. Referring to the Solid-State Integrator-
Synchronizer block diagram of Figure 7-21,and the wave form timing chart,
Figure ?-22, a signal which is to be balanced out by the subject equipment
appears at Block A as error input. The AC amplifier of Block A contains
quadrature rejection, so that only the amplitude of the in-phase component
of signal A is amplified. This amplified value of input amplitude appears
in the output of Block A as the amplitude of dual polarity AC pulse trains,
b and c. Block B full-wave rectifies these pulse trains, passing only the
negative pulses of each pulse train which are next increased in duration to
extend over the full period of time between pulses. This is done by a hold
circuit in Block B. The resulting long-duration negative pulses, f, still
have their amplitudes proportional to the amplitude of the in-phase com-
ponent of signal A. Block C, a voltage controlled pulse generator, produces
a train of very short duration constant amplitude negative pulses, g, having
a frequency proportional to the amplitude of the incoming pulses, f. The
Digital to Analog Converter, Block D, receives the variable frequency
pulse train output of Block C and produces an AC analog output voltage, h,
proportional in its amplitude to the numerical count of these pulses, g.
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Description
Signal Input
fln-Phase Compo-
nent)
Amplitude and
Polarity Proportional
to Signal
Amplitude and
Folarity Proportional
to Signal
800 pps Fixed Ampli-
tude and Phase
800 pps Fixed Ampli-
tude and Phase (Fit
Inside "d" Pulses)
Neg. D-C Pulses
Amplitude Proportional
to Signal
Neg. Pulses, Fixed
Amplitude Freq.
Proportional to Signal
400 pps Fixed Ampli-
tude and Phase
Time
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Block G, the Sampling Pulse Shaper, receives in- and out-of-phase sinu-
soidal reference voltages from which it provides, by phase shifting and
shaping, three output reference pulses (d, e, and i) for use in other parts
of the equipment.
Detailed examination of the two integrator circuits indicated the
circuits would be rather complex and intricate. In view of the 100-1b
SLRV weight limitation, the criticality of inclinometer data, and the hostile
environment, the integrator approach is not recommended.
Inclinometer Output Digital Filtering
Attention was then turned to a simpler means of filtering the
inclinometer signals to remove the high frequency content. Since active
filtering on the vehixzle is unattractive, the approach was taken of perform-
ing the filtering on the ground by judicious processing 0_ the indlinometer
data. To accomplish this, each accelerometer output must be sampled
at a relatively high rate for low sampling error. The highest frequency
content to be measured is 1 cps, corresponding to the lowest accelerometer
natural frequency attainable within the weight limitation. The accelerometer
input forcing function was assumed to have a frequency content of about
1 cps. If higher frequencies are present, the accelerometer will filter
them out. For a sampling rate of 30 cps, about It0 rms sampling error
will result. I Sufficient capacity exists in the telemetry link to accommodate
this sampling rate. Then, by digital filtering on the ground, the undesirable
high frequency signals can be eliminated. If a third-order filter is used,
the relationship between the input data values an and smoothed output a
is given by n
a = A 1 a + A Z + A 3 + A 4 + A 5 ann n an -1 an -1 -Z
where the A's are determined by the desired filter dynamics. For this
case, a simple third-order filter with a time constant of 0.03 to 0.07 cps
would be used.
Digital filtering of the inclinometer .output has been selected for
the 100-1b SLRV design. The final selection of the inclinometer damping
ratio, sampling rate, and filter characteristics can be made only after an
extensive sampled data analysis which should also include the suspension
system dynamics and postulated lunar surface models. Such analyses would
be performed during Phase II.
IMallinckrodt, A.J., "Aliasing Errors in Sampled Data Systems", ADZ94172,
April 1961.
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7. 5. 3 Solar Aspect Sensor
The solar aspect sensor is the primary device for determining
vehicle azimuth. A digital solar aspect sensor has been selected to avoid
the problems experienced with an analog sensor. These sensors are com-
mercially available and have been flight tested.
7. 5. 3. 1 Requirements
The requirement for a sun sensor azimuth and elevation measure-
ment accuracy of 30 arc minutes was established {Volume II).
Initially, a field of view requirement of 360 ° azimuth and ± IZ0 °
elevation was established to allow coverage throughout the lunar day with
the SLRV operating on slopes up to 15 ° . Later, it became apparent that
this extended coverage was not only unnecessary but also deleterious.
The SLRV will not operate during the first and last earth days of each lunar
day for reasons of thermal balance. Thus, the sun will always be at least
13 ° above the nominal horizon, and the required field of view can be de-
creased to a hemisphere.
7. 5. 3. Z Digital Solar Aspect Sensor
Digital solar aspect sensors require no moving parts to see the
entire field of view. Other features favoring their use in this application
are: (I) a direct digital readout of both azimuth and zenith angles to the
desired accuracy is provided, eliminating an A/D conversion and the nomo-
graph interpretation associated with analog sensors, and (Z) the digital
natLtre of the devices a11ow the elimination of errors due to reflected illumi-
nation. A slight weight, power, and complexity penalty is paid compared
to an analog sensor. However, because of the importance of obtaining
accurate solar azimuth information, the digital selection is justified.
The digital sun sensor principle of operation is quite simple.
Light passing through a slit is screened by a Gray-coded pattern to either
illuminate or not illuminate each of eight photocells. The angle of incidence
determines which photocells are illuminated. The outputs from each cell
are amplified, and the presence or absence of a signal is stored and pro-
cessed in the electronics to provide the desired output to telemetry. The
pattern and the eight photocells provide an accuracy of I/Z ° and resolution
of I/4 ° at code pattern crossings.
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A total of four sensing heads are used on SLRV to provide coverage
of one hemisphere. Each sensor contains two reticles, or slits, mounted
normal to each other. Each reticle code pattern measures the solar angle
in a plane. The intersection of the two planes defines the sun line. The
field of view of each head has the shape of a four-sided pyramid, with angles
between opposite faces of 90° and approximately 120° . Some amount of over-
lapping coverage occurs between the four heads. The location of the four
heads on the SLRV has been selected to avoid shadowing by the TV camera,
directional antenna, etc. Each sensor head is rotated 45° off the vertical
axis in both the lateral and fore-and-aft directions to achieve the desired
field of view. Each head weighs approximately 3 ounces.
An associated electronics unit provides amplification of the photo-
cell output signals and shaping to the desired digital levels for telemetry.
A 19-bit parallel data presentation is obtained, comprised of two 8-bit,
Grey-coded data words and a 3-bit sensor head identification code. The
electronics package weighs approximately 1 1/2 lb and has an approximate
form factor of 4. 3 in x 2.2 in. x 1.5 in. The total power requirement is
295 row, comprised of ±9 VDC, +28VDC, and 3 VDC. Apossible logic
design for the electronics is shown in Figure 7-23 and packaging in Fig-
ure 7-24.
7.5. 3.3 Analog Sun Sensor
An analog sun sensor was considered for the primary azimuth
device. A standard sun sensor modified for a slightly larger than normal
field of view was selected. A prototype model is shown in Figure 7-25.
This sun sensor uses a number of photosensitive cells geometrically
O O
arranged to accommodate the modified 360 azimuth, ± 105 elevation
field of view. The primary advantage of the analog sun sensor is simplicity;
it weighs only 3 ounces, requires no power, and uses no moving parts.
The results of studies (available on request) show that the analog
sun sensor has several objectionable features. Significant errors in azi-
muth (2 to 3 °) result from reflected illumination off the lunar surface and
the SLRV itself. Since the device is analog in nature, it is sensitive to
all ambient light levels and cannot discriminate between direct and indirect
illumination.
Another limitation arises from the elevation measurement capa-
bility of the sun sensor. To correct the measured solar azimuth for
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Figure 7-25 Solar Aspect Sensor Prototype Model 
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vehicle body inclinations, the sun line elevation angle must be known. The
present sensor azimuth is obtained by the relative magnitude of two photo-
sensitive cell circuit output signals. However, the absolute magnitudes
must be used to obtain elevation. Unfortunately, the signal magnitudes for
lunar conditions can only be estimated. Elevation errors of 5° (not accept-
able). It is possible in principle to circumvent this problem by rather
laborious c alculations.
One other limitation hampers sun sensor accuracy. The sensor
output signals are nonlinear functions of solar angles; solution is accom-
plished by a norriograph. It is therefore necessary to store the nomograph
in the ground computer storage if navigation computations are to be per-
formed at any reasonable rate. This requirels considerable bulk storage
and two entry table look-ups, both of which complicate the ground computer
procedures. Since only a discrete number of entries are made, nonlinear
interpolation may be necessary to achieve the desired accuracy. Narrower-
field-of-view sensors with linear characteristics or direct readout devices
are therefore more desirable.
7. 5.4 Odometer
A mechanism is required to measure the path length travelled by
the SLRV. This mechanism should be attached to the vehicle in a manner
that minimizes its susceptability to damage through contact with lunar
surface irregularities.
7. 5.4. 1 Considerations
A direct method of measuring distance is to attach a fifth wheel
to the SLRV. The wheel will accurately indicate distance traversed as
long as the wheel is in contact with the ground. Errors due to slippage
are considered negligible if the wheel hub frictional torque is low in com-
parison to the torque developed at the rim.
Other mechanical methods of measuring distance were considered,
such as monitoring the traction drive speed or releasing calibrated lengths
of wire. However, these methods were discarded because of inherent
inaccuracies, additional complexity, and a general lack of reliability.
To utilize a fifth wheel effectively, size and location were investi-
gated with respect to measuring accuracy, vulnerability to damage, effects
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on deployment and mobility plus provision for maintaining contact with the
surface. Tentative locations were reduced to two designs: (i) a trailing
wheel, and (Z) a wheel suspended from the side of a traction drive assembly.
The side-mounted configuration was selected, because it offered such
features as stowage in the operating position, a compact suspension sys-
tem without bearings or stops, and better contact with the lunar surface
than the trailing wheel. Also, erroneous measurements due to scuffing
the wheel during turns are minimized with the side-mounted wheel.
Apparent limitations of this design include the possibility of
impeding vehicle motion if an obstacle is encountered adjacent to the
vehicle. In such an event, the vehicle must back up and go around the
obstacle. Also, continuous contact with the lunar surface cannot be
guaranteed in such instances as crevice crossing, or climbing maneuvers,
when portions of the traction drive itself leave the surface. Under these
conditions, it may be desirable to supplement fifth-wheel data with an
averaged measurement of traction drive motion.
A position transducer rather than a velocity transducer will be
used to produce satisfactory signals at the low speeds involved. A
non-contacting transducer to count the revolutions will be designed for
the application. One, which will require some development effort,
consists of a shutter which interrupts the magnetic path in a reed switch
circuit. Another could be a position sensing head, such as the Bently
Sensing Head Model H-I-184-3, located next to a toothed wheel. The
output from either device would be the same, i.e., a series of pulses at
a repetition rate proportional to the wheel speed. Note that signal ampli-
tude is independent of wheel velocity; thus, these devices will be capable
of the low speed resolution desired.
7. 5.4.2 Design Description
An odometer assembly incorporating a side-mounted wheel with
a reed switch revolution counter is shown in Figure 7-26. The fifth
wheel is suspended on flexure springs from the side of one traction drive
assembly. The wheel diameter, 5.75 in,,,i_: larger than the track
height (5. 5 in..)' resulting in a 0.4-1b spring load on the wheel during
normal operation to assure good traction. Sufficient vertical motion will
be permitted for climbing 0.25-in. rocks or following 0.25-in. depres-
sions. Large obstacle climbing capability is not a requirement. The
traction drive will accomplish this and simultaneously lift the odometer.
The width of the flexure springs will prevent horizontal (i. e. , twisting)
movements of the wheel.
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Wheel construction consists of a stainless steel rim I in. wide
by 0. 006 in. thick supported by aluminum spokes. Holes provided in the
rim will permit entrance of soft soil which will add a slight drag on the
wheel. This drag will help rotate the wheel and thus reduce the possi-
bility of slippage in soft soil. Dry-film lubricants will be used on the
wheel bearings to reduce friction losses and the possibility of cold
welding.
The suspension system has a spring rate of about 3 Ib/in. When
the wheel is deflected i/8 in. to the same level as the traction drive, a
normal force of 0. 375 ib will result. This force will approach I-I/8 Ib
when the wheel is required to operate over obstructions i/4 in higher
than the traction drive mechanism. This amount of vertical travel also
places an upper limit on the suspension spring rate, since vehicle tractive
ability would be comprised if a greater normal force were permitted.
The ratio of drag torque to rotate the wheel compared to the
frictional torque at the hub which restrains the wheel is proportional
to the product of the coefficient of friction and the diameter of the element:
TW = _W DH
T H _ H D H
where W = coefficient of friction between the wheel and the
lunar surface: 0.6
H = bearing coefficient of friction: 0.05
D w = wheel diameter: 5. 75 in.
D H = hub diameter: I. 00 in.
Substituting, it is found that Tw/T H = 69:1; therefore, an ample turning
moment compared with the resisting moment will be produced.
The magnetic reed switch concept is indicated in Figure 7-26.
Eighteen slots in the transducer disk will produce 18 signals per revolu-
tion. At 0. p5 mph, the transducer connected to the 5.75-in. dia odometer
wheel will result in a signal every 1 in_ at the rate of 2.8 pps. Since
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this is a very light weight design, a redundant switch actuated by a
common disk is feasible. Alternate magnetic circuits will be investigated
with the objective of more efficient utilization to achieve lower weight
and reliable operation.
The odometer distance measurement is obtained by counting
the pulse train from the reed switches; each count corresponds to a
fixed distance increment. The reed switches are selected for sufficient
current capacity and bounceless switchings. The switch closures are
converted by a shaping circuit to the proper levels and time duration
for subsequent logic operations. The resultant pulse train, nominally
at Z. 8 pps during vehicle motion, drives a 7-stage binary counter. For
a 3-meter step length, a total of about 118 pulses will occur. Thus, the
entire count for the 3-meter step can be contained in the counter with no
ambiguity. The counter will be read out at a 6-Sps rate, and can be
reset at anytime by command of the ground operator. The reed switch
operates in a magnetic field established with a permanent magnet; thus,
it uses no electric power. The odometer electronics is estimated to
require 50 milliwatts and to weigh ' about 1 ounce. Figure 7-27 illustrates
the electronics block diagram.
7. 5.4. 3 Summary
The design shown in Figure 7-26 will have an accuracy of 2%
while traversing a reasonably smooth surface, i.e., a surface which
permits the odometer to remain in continous contact. The non-contacting
transducer will operate over a 30-kin course as well as survive extended
periods of inactivity on the moon without performance degradation. The
mechanical components, including the be arings, are also capable of long
life under these circumstances.
The calculated weight for the assembly is 0.40 lb, neglecting
tiedown lugs for stowing. The design readily conforms to the stowage
envelope, and because of its size and location, has little effect on
vehicle mobility.
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SECTION 8
VEHICLE CONTROL AND DISPLAY
8. 1 CONTROL CONCEPTS
A number of operating concepts are possible for the remote control
of the SLRV. Several possibilities, with special emphasis on discontinuous
(start-stop) vehicle operation, are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Extensive consideration is not given to continuous vehicle operation since
this possibility is precluded in the lO0-1b weight limitation.
8. 1. 1 Autonomous Operation--Remote Operator Control
A fundamental decision involving lunar vehicle operation is a choice
between autonomous operation and remote operator control. For autonomous
operation, the vehicle operates completely independently of ground control
with periodic commands sent to the vehicle to direct the vehicle to a desired
heading. The entire operation of obstacle recognition and avoidance is
borne by the vehicle on-board steering control system. The vehicle must
be capable of detecting and avoiding obstacles by optical means, since a
mechanical "mouse" or feeler approach is unfeasible. The field of object
recognition is currently receiving considerable attention, but the present
state of the art appears to be considerably below the sophistication required
by this application. The equipment to accomplish this task would be ex-
tremely complex: In general, the concept appears to be feasible only for
very large vehicles, after significant advancements are made in obstacle
recognition techniques. Therefore, remote operator control will be used
for the SLRV.
8. 1. Z Programmed Command--Incremental Command
Remote operator control cab be divided into two general
categories: programmed command, and incremental command operation.
For programmed command control, the complete command sequence for
the entire path step is constructed before the vehicle is set into motion.
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In incremental control command operation, the command sequence is
generated as the vehicle is in motion. Each of these general categories
can be further subdivided. Four specific possibilities have been evaluated.
8.1.2.1 Open Loop
The open-loop programmed command mode requires the operator
to generate the entire command sequence for the impending path step, using
computer assistance for prediction. The predicted path resulting from the
command sequence is presented on the display, allowing evaluation by the
operator. Once the vehicle is started in motion, the operator cannot modify
the command sequence. The operator monitors the actual path as indicated
by the navigation equipment and presented on a display. If the vehicle strays
significantly from the desired path, the operator can stop the vehicle. The
primary shortcoming of this mode is that vehicle operation is open-loop
during motion.
8.1.2.2 Closed Loop
The closed-loop programmed command mode eliminates the short-
coming of the open loop mode by allowing the modification of command se-
quences by either the operator or a computer while the vehicle is in operation.
Of these alternatives, computer-implemented modifications would require
complex mechanization because the modifications are largely a matter of
judgment; the operator is more _dept in this procedure. However, a modi-
fication to any given command may affect all subsequent commands, since
the command sequence is established as an entity. This mode may, there-
fore, involve a considerable degree of mental manipulations by the operator.
8. I. 2. 3 Incremental Command
The incremental command mode avoids the shortcomings of the
modes described previously by providing feedback capability to the operator
to achieve closer control of the vehicle as the situation develops, Rather
than generating the entire command sequence before vehicle motion is started,
each command is generated as needed, using the current vehicle position
data as presented on the display. This feedback capability allows the operator
to apply in-motion commands to the vehicle to correct deviations from the
desired path. A prediction technique uses the current positiondata to pre-
dict the results of the command under consideration but not yet sent to the
vehicle. One additional feature is that time-dependent factors do not concern
the operator, because discrete and complete commands are sent to the vehicle.
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This concept was originally selected as the primary control method.
However, as the program progressed, attention was turned to real-time,
closed-loop control.
8. 1. Z. 4 Real-Time Closed-Loop Control
In the real-time, closed-loop mode, the operator directly controls
the vehicle in real time, although periodic stops for new video information
are still required. Position data from the vehicle are presented on the dis-
play to provide feedback information to the operator. By monitoring the
position data on the fixed display, the operator continuously controls the
vehicle over the entire path length. A prediction technique is used to mini-
mize dynamic _ons'iderations.
8. 1. 3 Selected Concept
The final selection of real-time, closed-loop control was based on
the following factors :
. The closed-loop incremental command mode has certain in-
flexibilities, particularly when fine control adjustments are
made. The ability of the operator to accomplish these during
vehicle motion is questionable.
The rather short step length (3 meters) significantly reduces
the driving task difficulty. The 3-meter step represents the
limit of crevice detection capability; the picture will be clear
and sharp for an appreciable distance beyond this. The operator
will therefore be driving the vehicle only in the best part of the
picture.
3. Ground computational requirements will be simplified.
. Results of the Bendix COED-LRV simulation have demonstrated
that prediction techniques greatly simplify the control problem
even in highly adverse situations. The direct extension of these
results to the SLRV application provides a high degree of con-
fidence in the selected method.
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8. 2. CONTROL DISPLAY CONCEPTS
Two display concepts were evaluated in an attempt to simplify the
general operating procedure and use to a maximum extent the existing
DSIF/SFOF equipment.
8. 2. 1 TV Profile Driving Display
The TV profile display consists of a single TV view overlayed with
certain display aids such as a calibrated perspective grid. This grid per-
mits the driver to judge the range and size of near objects under certain
terrain conditions. Other display aids are directly related to selecting and
implementing a vehicle course. In general, the desired path as selected by
the driver is displayed. After the vehicle is set in motion, the current
vehicle position is shown on the display.
The advantage of the TV profile display is that it can be quickly pro-
vided. Current estimates of the display processing delay for the various im-
plementation concepts range from less than 1 to i0 seconds after transmission
from the vehicle is completed. The primary disadvantage is the difficulty
in picture interpretation due to picture perspective.
8. Z. 2 Topographic Map Driving Display
A simple topographic map showing local hazards in the immediate
area ahead of the vehicle could be developed from TV views taken at the
previous and present vehicle positions. This display concept assists the
driver in discriminating hazards in the vehicle path, in that perspective ef-
fects are eliminated. The TV picture task is transferred to a photointerpreter
who, with the aid of necessary equipment, constructs a minimal topographic
map. Essentially, the map shows only two types of areas: safe, and unsafe
for travel. Map information is rectified from the TV profile views and plotted
in X-Y coordinates at some fixed scale.
The advantage of the topographic map display is that the driver has
more complete and more easily interpreted information regarding the es-
sential features of the surface surrounding the vehicle. As a result, operator
decision time is not expected to vary significantly as a function of terrain
difficulty. The disadvantage is the time required to develop the topographic
plot. Even the most optimistic prediction would allow 5 to I0 minutes for
this procedure.
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8. 2. 3 Selected Display Concept
The decision has been made to use the TV profile driving display.
It is believed that an excessive increase in mission time would result from
the time required to construct the topographic map at each stopping point,
even though the map is quite simple in nature.
8. 3 CONTROL AND DISPLAY DESCRIPTION
The control concept uses a TV profile display with real-time operator
control of the vehicle in a closed-loop fashion. The vehicle is operated in
a discontinuous manner with a step length of about three meters. A simplified
data flow diagram of the control loop is shown in Figure 8-1.
I I TM _ I COMPUTERVEHICLE
PRESENT 1
PREDICTED
OSITIONt I DRIVINGTV _ CONSOLE
COMMANDS J
COMMANDS
Figure 8-1 Control Loop Flow Diagram
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The TV profile display is a single frame, monocular TV picture of the
surface as seen by the camera. The view will generally be in front of the
vehicle, although a capability will exist to point the camera in any desired
direction with respect to the vehicle heading. TV data can be obtained only
when the vehicle is stopped. Therefore, the video display must be capable
of storing a single TV frame without deterioration for the time required to
develop the desired path and move the vehicle along that path. In addition,
it will be desirable to hold the old frame at the end of each driving step until
a new frame is ready for presentation_ thus allowing the operator to cor-
relate the two views readily. A time analysis indicates that the driver's
display must store and display each TV view for at least two minutes. Al-
lowing a safety factor for less than optimum mission operations, the dis-
play should be available for four to five minutes without degradation. Re-
solution, brightness, dynamic range, and contrast capability of the display
should be compatible with the TV camera.
The TV display must enable the operator to determine the existence
of objects within the vehicle's path and to determine if these objects con-
stitute a hazard. A scaled perspective path superimposed on the TV picture
will aid in this decision. Range lines will enable the driver to estimate the
approximate range to objects. A reference scale along the edge of the dis-
play will also permit the driver to assess obstacle sizes. Scales for both
crevices and steps or other irregularities will be required. Not only is
the vehicle capability different for these two types of hazards, but also their
apparent sizes (subtended angles) differ markedly as a function of distance
as indicated in Figure 8-2 for a step and crevice of equal size. The intent
is not to provide an absolute size measurement, but rather a GO-/NO-GO
indication of potential danger. Since the judgement must be made on the side
of vehicle safety, a precise measurement is not required. The practice will
be to avoid a potential hazard if a question exists as to its size or nature.
The positive identification of a "crevice-like" feature as a crevice
rather than a step cannot be established with a single monocular TV view
unless a shadow lies across the feature. However, measurement of the
feature's angular size from two different ranges will permit identification
using the relationships in Figure 8-2. This same measurement capability
can also be used to range on near objects and to determine the depth of a
depression, providing its bottom is illuminated and visible to the TV camera.
Figure 8-3 illustrates these synthetic data arrangements superimposed
on the TV display. The 3-meter range line indicates the maximum allowable
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distance for vehicle movement within the picture. Actual numerical labeling
of the range lines will not be required after operator training. The view in
the illustration is scaled for a 50 ° field of view tilted down about 30 °. The
extension of the vehicle track width is shown in perspective. The path width
and range lines are dashed to minimize interference with picture detail and
other synthetic data not yet described. A color difference between the TV
picture and synthetic data will ensure discriminability of the synthetic data
from black and white video.
The vehicle operator must be informed of the required direction of travel
to the next destination at each stopping point. This information is available
in the computer from navigation computations and is best presented to the
operator in an integrated fashion with other display parameters. If the
destination falls within the display field of view, it will be shown in its pro-
per positionby some symbol such as adot or cross. If the destination is
not within the field of view, the relative bearing to the destination will be
shown as a vector at the picture edge. The corresponding range is displayed
numerically next to the bearing vector.
It may be desirable for the operator to construct for his later reference
a desired path on the display. This can be accomplished in many ways: for
example, (1) by "driving" the vehicle with fast time simulation dynamics,
or (2) several path points can simply be indicated by the operator with the
cursor. After an acceptable desired path has been generated, or a decision
not to use a desired path is made, the vehicle will be controlled by the
operator in real time with the computer providing vehicle path prediction
on the display. An entrant vector shows the vehicle position and heading
as it first enters the field of view. After the vehicle enters the field of
view, the entrant vector is removed and replaced with a vehicle symbol in
proper scale. The vehicle is represented by a rectangle which, when pro-
jected onto the picture perspective, becomes a trapezoid. The predicted
vehicle path is displayed as two dotted lines corresponding to the vehicle
tracks as shown in Figure 8-4.
The operator mobility controls must be simple to use and compatible
with the display. For normal mode vehicle operation, a 7-position control
stick (similar to that on the ETM control console) will provide on easy device
for inserting all necessary steering commands. Auxiliary controls will be
provided for manual implementation of alternate vehicle modes such as
forward and reverse creep, fast transient, and vehicle body lock and unlock.
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In addition, a control will be required to override and reset the automatic
stop circuits in the vehicle. Transmission of an override command should
require the simultaneous concurrence of the Mission Director, the vehicle
operator, and perhaps a vehicle systems engineer.
An additional display/control capability is required to assist in vehicle
operation in the reverse direction. This operation will normally be re-
quired only when obstacles prevent further vehicle movement. Three con-
trol alternatives exist in such a situation:
1. The vehicle can be turned around and driven out in a forward motion.
2. The vehicle can be driven in reverse with the TV camera pointed
to the rear of the vehicle.
3. The vehicle can be backed up within the previous TV frame or
frames which led to the present vehicle position.
A turnaround maneuver can result in the relative bearing to the next
destination leaving the TV camera field of view. Then the problem is how
to show relative bearing on the display in such a case. This is a general
problem that can be solved by adopting a display convention. The preferred
convention places the destination relative bearing vector along: (1) the top
edge of the display if the relative bearing is within the horizontal field of
view, (Z) along the side of the display if the relative bearing is between the
edge of the field of view and 90 ° to the side, and (3) along the bottom of the
display if the relative bearing is to the rear of the line of sight.
The second alternative (operation in reverse with TV pointed aft) pre-
sents two problems: (1) the near field of view to the rear of the vehicle is
limited by the vehicle body and partially obscured by the antenna mast, and
(2) a reversal of display/control compatibility which may be solved by ad-
dition of a forward/reverse mode control. This control maintains the pro-
per sense of the mobility control signals such that the vehicle symbol will
move up (forward) and to the right on the display for a forward-right steer-
ing command even though commands to the vehicle will actually be reverse-
left.
The third alternative (retrace previous pictures) represents the easiest
maneuver of the three to execute, but is the least flexible with regard to
direction of travel. The only extra capability required on the ground is that
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of quickly retrieving and redisplaying one or more previous TV views. For
this operation, the vehicle symbol will appear initially near the top of the
display and move toward the bottom as the operator moves the vehicle in
reverse. The task of steering around obstacles is not essentially different
from driving the vehicle forward within the field of view.
Other display information and control functions will be available to the
vehicle operator in addition to that required for steering control. These
are described briefly here and are completely treated in Section 13 of this
book. Figure 8-5 illustrates the operator's console. The operational mode
indicators display the mission status. A warning indicator provides a
vehicle malfunction signal. Vehicle body inclinations are provided to show
dangerous stability conditions. A cursor, cursor mode controls, and dis-
play controls allow operator communications with the computer and display.
A closed-circuit TV monitor is available for the control of pictorial infor-
mation. Controls are provided for pointing the vehicle TV camera to obtain
driving pictures. The operator generates steering commands for the vehicle
through use of the steering command stick. Manual vehicle mobility con-
trols are also at the disposal of the operator.
8.4 SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
8.4. 1 Stereo Display
The discussion to date has been based on the assumption that a stereo
camera will not be included on the lO0-1b vehicle. If stereo capabilities
are eventually provided on a heavier vehicle, reconsideration of the vehicle
operator's display will be required.
A binocular camera system configured for accurate ranging or col-
lection of stereo pairs willnot necessarily provide suitable pictures for a
three-dimensional control display. A three-dimensibnal display for the
vehicle operator must be immediately and entirely fusable, comfortably
viewable, and allow perception of all objects within the field of view in their
proper geometric relationships. The first two conditions can be met through
precise construction and alignment of camera and display objects, and by
adhering to a rule of thumb relating camera interaxial distance (Ic), dis-
tance (d) to the nearest object, and distance (D) to the farthest visible ob-
ject. Such a rule of thumb reported by Norlingl for the movie and camera
industry is :
I Norling, J. A., "The Stereoscoptic Art, " J. SMPTE, Vol. 60, March
1953, pp 268-308.
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This equation is represented in Figure 8-6 which shows D versus d for
three values of Ic. Perception of all objects within the field of view can
be obtained by setting the camera interaxial distance equal to the observer's
inter-ocular distance, about 6 cm, placing the observer at the perspective
center of the display, and by making the two views convergent at a plane in
front of the nearest object.
Stereo pairs can, of course, be taken by the present monocular sys-
tem by moving the vehicle. The relative orientation of such photos, how-
ever, will probably not permit fusion without considerable manual align-
ment of the individual photos in a stereoscope. A capability to accomplish
this type of operation will exist for survey data collection and analysis. The
present monocular system with the display aids described is considered
adequate for the majority of terrain conditions. If extremely rough terrain
is encountered, it is recommended that non-rigid base stereograms be in-
terpreted for the vehicle operator by photogrammetric analysts.
8. 4. 2 Operator Decision Time
The time required by the ground station operations between SLRV
steps, termed the operator decision time, is an important contributor to
the over-all mission time. Many of the operations are not directly associated
with the driving tasks. The effort during Phase I to minimize operator de-
cision time will be extended through Phase II. The ground operating pro-
cedure, the vehicle operator's console, and portions of the over-all control
concept itself may change to decrease further the decision time. As an
example, if further studies indicate the "desired path" feature can be eli-
minated, about 15 seconds can be saved at each step. The integrated ef-
fect of this time saving over the entire mission will be significant.
8.4. 3 Solar Angle Effects
The illumination and solar angle will significantly affect the operator's
control of the vehicle. Under certain conditions, it may be necessary to
identify the nature of a questionable obstacle by examining its relative ap-
pearance in two or more pictures taken at short distances from each other.
To accomplish this, a relatively short vehicle step would be used. The
net effect of these degrading factors is a slight increase in the over_all mis-
sion time.
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8.4.4 Degraded-Mode Operation
Since the capability of vehicle operation in degraded modes has
been provided, control capability must be provided under these conditions.
This situation poses no particular difficulty to the operator since a pre-
diction technique is used that is based apon the simulated vehicle char-
acteristics. If the degraded mode operation arises, it is only necessary
to modify the vehicle simulation equations in the prediction concept ac-
cordingly. The vehicle prediction will thereby reflect the degraded-mode
characteristics, minimizing the over-all effect on the operator.
It is important that the change from normal-mode to degraded-mode
operations be accomplished in minimum time. Therefore, canned programs
will be prepared for the various degraded-mode operational capabilities.
When necessary, a particular degraded mode operational program will be
substituted for the previous program in the computer, thus minimizing
lost time. Degraded-mode characteristics can be completely predetermined
with engineering model or prototype vehicles.
8.4. 5 Continuous Control
Although the 100-1b weight limitation indirectly limits the present
vehicle operation to the discontinuous mode, the potential for continuous opera-
tion exists at higher vehicle weights. Continuous vehicle operation eliminates
many of the functions associated with the decision time, permitting a higher
average vehicle velocity.
It should be noted that continuous driving of the vehicle will require
significant modifications in other subsystems. The present TV camera ex-
posure time and aperture design may require modification to prevent picture
smear during vehicle motion. In addition, the vehicle communication trans-
mitter would require somewhat higher bandwidths in order to provide TV
frame times of four or five seconds. This rate, on the basis of COED/LRV
simulation studies, is felt to be sufficient for satisfactory control of the
vehicle at the current vehicle velocities.
Another subsystem change would be required in the directional an-
tenna. To allow continuous tracking while the vehicle is in motion would
require closing the antenna loop on the vehicle itself. Further, the antenna
servo drive would require faster dynamics to avoid loss of track during
operation. The trade offs associated with increased performance are ex-
amined further in Volume II of this report.
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SECTION 9
TELEVISION
9. 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The digital television is the primary sensor for vehicle control and
safety and is essential for navigation and site verification. The selection
of performance capabilities within the weight constraint has been based
upon the following prime considerations:
I. Reliability
2. Mission requirements
3. Operational flexibility.
4. Instrumentation size, weight, and power.
Reliability is a major consideration because of its direct effect on
mission success probability. Operational flexibility has been emphasized
because of the scarcity of reliable data describing actual lunar characteristics.
The probability is high that unforeseen environmental conditions and cir-
cumstances will be encountered which require adaptability on the part of
the TV subsystem. Instrumentation size, weight, and power penalties for
a wide range of options and parameter values have been applied to the se-
lection of performance requirements in order to assure realistic and opti-
mizing tr ade- f)ffs.
The preliminary design is based on selection of minimum penalty in-
strumentation techniques capable of meeting performance and reliability re-
quirements.
Extensive parametric and option analysis carried out during the initial
portion of this study showed that a monoptic subsystem having extensive
flexibility was feasible within the 8.0-1b weight limit. Likewise, it was
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found that a stereoscopic subsystem having much less flexibility was also
feasible within the 8. 0-1b limit. The flexibility difference lies in the ability
to change fields of view. Because of its flexibility advantage, the monoptic
concept was selected for the preliminary design effort.
A functional diagram of the monoptic design is shown in Figure 9-1.
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Figure 9-1 Television Functional Block Diagram
The monoptic system provides three fields of view. The Galilean
telescope, mounted in front of the 22. 5 ° field of view fixed lens, is rotated
180 ° to obtain either a narrow (10 °) or a wide (50 ° ) field of view. In the
90 ° position, the telescope is not used, and the camera's fixed field-of-view
(22. 5 ° ) sees between the convex and concave lens of the Galilean telescope.
Continuously variable f-stops from f/7 to f/22 are provided. Shutter speeds
from 50 ms to a maximum time at the operator option are also provided.
A partially silvered mirror placed between the iris and the shutter reflects
a small percentage of the light to a photo diode which is used both for light
measurement and. if desired, for automatic exposure.
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The basic light transducer is an electrostatically focused and deflected
vidicon with long retentivity characteristics. A highlight sensitivity of
0. 1 ft-candle-seconds is available in this unit. The vidicon is read out
by digitally-generated sweep waveforms which have a staircase form. Dur-
ing each flat portion of the horizontal sweep waveform the vidicon beam is
turned on for a 3 _sec period and an elemental area of the vidicon faceplate
is read out. The number of elements readout can be varied from (256) 2 to
(512) 2 . A reseau will be provided directly on the photocathode for image
position and size reference. This flexibility encompasses the range re-
quired for encoding data rates of 0.96 kilobits per second or 122. 88 kilo-
bits per second at 2, 3, or 4 bits per element at either (256) 2 elements or
(512) 2 elements per frame. The operator can use Roberts modulation with
any of the foregoing combinations to improve picture quality.
The combination of 4 bits per element encoding, (512) 2 elements per
readout, and 122. 88 kilobits per second data rate constitutes the high per-
formance mode of the subsystem. The frame time under these conditions
is 8.3 seconds. The combination of 2 bits per element encoding, (256) 2
elements per frame radout, and 0.96 kilobits per second data rate consti-
tutes the extreme emergency mode. The frame time under these conditions
is 137 seconds. Operational combinations are available between these
extremes and may profitably be employed with varying mission circum-
stances.
Figure 9-2 shows a series of television displays taken under the fore-
going extreme conditions. For comparison purposes, two displays are
shown in which the readout was not delayed.
The two-bit (256) 2 system is described for the emergency mode to
remain compatible with the telecommunication performance margin using
the omnidirection antenna in lieu of the parabolic dish.
The exposure capability of the variable shutter and iris and the sensi-
tivity of the vidicon are such that 0.24 seconds is the required exposure
time at f/22 and at a maximum lunar surface luminance of 325 cnadles/ft 2.
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An exposure time of 24 seconds may be safely assumed as feasible without
any picture degradation (the maximum exposure time as limited by the vidi-
con faceplate is much longer but would require experimental verification).
The highlight luminance level required at this long exposure time is
0. 325 candles/ft 2. Thus the highlight dynamic range of the subsystem is
103:1. The tone scale capability of the system is such as to articulate ten
3-db gray levels except when operating in the emergency mode or with long
exposure times. The gamma varies with vidicon type and readout conditions.
Additional experimental_tata would be required to determine its value with
certainty. However, it may be safely expected to fall between 0. 3 and 1. 0.
The configuration properties of the television subsystem are shown in
Figure 9-3. The angular freedom is ±200 ° in azimuth and + 15 ° and -60 °
in elevation. The position of the line-of-bight is controlled by elevation and
azimuth drives which have peak readout errors of ± 0. 364 ° in elevation and
± 0. 248 ° in azimuth.
Table 9-I gives a weight summary for the design.
TA BLE 9- 1
TELEVISION DESIGN WEIGHT SUMMARY
Element Weight (lbs)
Camera proper
Field changing optics
Elevation and azimuth drives
Remaining structure
Total
2.89
0.90
2.37
1.47
7.63 Ibs
The power requirements of the television subsystem vary, depending on
the operating mode. The minimum is 2. 88 watts required for standby during
lunar day _nd for nighttime _frvival _. The maximum i_ 5. 2 watts required
while reading out.
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O. NORMAL MODE-FOUR BiT ENCODING (512) 2
ELEMENTS, 8 SECONDS READOUT DELAY, (CORRE-
SPONDS TO 122.88 k BIT/sec DATA RATE)
b. EMERGENCY IV.
ROBER TS (256):
d. EMERGENCY MODE-TWO BIT ENCODING WITH
ROBERTS (256) 2 ELEMENTS, NO DELAY
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IDE-THREE BIT ENCODING WITH
ELEMENTS, NO DE LAY
c. EMERGENCY MODE-THREE BIT ENCODING WITH
ROBERTS (256) 2 ELEMENTS, 205 SECONDS READOUT
DELAY (CORRESPONDS TO 0.96 k BIT/sec DATA RATE)
0. EMERGENCY MODE-TWO BIT ENCODING WITH
ROBERTS (256) 2 ELEMENTS, 137 SECONDS READ-
OUT DELAY (CORRESPONDS TO 0.96 k BITS/see DATA RATE)
Figure 9-Z SLRV TV Displays
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The subsystem has a semi-active thermal control system which main-
tains the interior temperature in the range of +lZ5°F to -40°F non-operating
and +lZ5°F to +50°F operating. The entire SLRV-TV subsystem (except
for the thermal control surface and the optics) is covered with 50 layers of
superinsulation,to minimize the heat transfer through the sides and bottom
of theTVpackage. Right andlefthand views of a full scale model of the SLRV-
TV subsystem are in Figures 9-4 and 9-5.
9. Z SYSTEM DESIGN STUDY
A design using a conventional vidicon was selected after extensive con-
sideration of several alternatives, two of which were of the considerable
interest: (1) a dual-vidicon dual-optics stereo design, and (Z) a monoptic
image orthicon design. Neither, however, could be instrumented for less
than 12. 0 lb.
9. 2. 1 Optics and Exposure
To select a set of optical parameters, a performance analysis was
performed relating optical parameters to the system's ability to perceive
and resolve in the object space.
9. 2. I. 1 Field of View
Since the receiving area has a constant size, the angular field of
view is completely determined by the focal length of the lens. In Table 9-2,
the first two columns give the field of view for given focal-length lenses and
an 11 x 11 mm detector.
9. 2. I. Z Resolving Power
The resolving power is determined by the resolving power of the
receiving tube. A complete analysis could be made in terms of the trans-
fer functions of lens and receiver. However, the problem can be simplified
by recognizing that the receiver has an inherently limited resolving power
of 50 TV lines/mm. This corresponds to 25 lines/ram optically. The
design should aim for a resolving power better than the TV receiver. There-
fore, aresolvingpowerof50 I/mm optically in the lens systems is a goal.
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Figure 9 -4  Ful l -scale  Model of T V  Subsystem, Left Side Without Insulation 
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Figure 9-5 Full-scale Model of TV Subsystem, 
Right Side Without Insulation 
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It is not difficult to achieve this performance from an aberrational
point of view. The only other limit is given by the wave nature of light
(diffraction effects). This_is not an important consideration when F* is
smaller than F/30.
9. 2. I. 3 Depth of Field
The depth of field of a lens system is determined by its focal
length f', its relative aperture of F*, and the blursize x' which is to be
tolerated in the image. In all computations it is convenient to introduce the
hyerfocal distance H. This is the nearest distance imaged sharply when
the lens is in focus. The hyperfocal distance is given by: H = f'Z[*F_x '
When a lens system is focused for a distance, g, the depth of field is com-
puted for the farthest point (gf) by:
N
mf - f,1 - g-
H
and for the nearest point (gn) by:
gn-
l+g-f'
H
It is clear that by focusing the lens for its hyperfocal distance, infinity is
still in focus while gn is then approximately H/2.
In Table 9-2., the hyperfocal distance and the nearest distance when
the lens is focused at the hyperfocal distance are shown in columns 4 and 5.
9. Z. 1.4 Elevation of the Camera
To survey the surroundings, the camera is provided with an ele-
vation drive. It is important to consider the field that the various lenses
will cover for various elevations. The basis configuration is shown in
Figure 9-6.
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Figure 9-6 Elevation Geometry
In Table 9-2 the various fields in meters are shown for many com-
binations of focal lengths and elevation angles, assuming that the camera
is one meter above ground level.
The fields of view are only a function of focal length. However,
this does not mean that the whole field-of-view is in focus. Therefore, for
the same configurationsthedepths of field for various combinations are also
shown in Table 9-g. A "dash" indicates that the depth of focus is enough to
cover that edge of the field.
Considering these results, some interesting conclusions can be
drawn:
1. None of the F*:Z (except the 50 ° field) covers the entire field.
The use of any F*:Z system is, therefore, impractical.
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2. The use of a 5° field becomes impractical. Even for F_:Z2,
the entire range is never in focus.
0 The 50 ° and Z2. 5 ° fields seem very realistic. The 50 ° field
can be completely fix-focused. This will increase the relia-
bility of thesystem and reduce weight. The 22. 5 ° field can be
used fixed focus from a distance of 2. 73 meters to infinity,
which seems perfectly adequate.
. The I0° field seems good for distant views, whereas;the
5° field of view is only in focus at extreme ranges and requires
an excessively long focal length. A focusing system would be
difficult since this is normally done by observing the image
while the focal setting is changed. The focusing procedure
would involve the taking of several pictures.
9. 2. I. 5 Resolved Details on the Ground
An important factor is the system's ability to resolve ground
obstacles (e. g., crevices) in detail. Included_therefore, in Table 9-Z is the
width, in ram, of a crevice covered by one TV line. (The ground is as-
sumed to be horizontal_.) For all crevices within a 5 meter distance, the
22. 5 ° and 50°fi'e[dsofview seem to give adequate details (3 cm/TV line
maximum}.
The TV can take pictures of soil samples directly in front of the
vehicle, when the 50 ° field would give Z mm/TV line resolution. Vehicle
movement can be regulated with enough precision to use a 10° field, focused
0.5 meter horizontally in front of the camera, giving resolutions of
0.4 mm/TV line; however, the entire picture will not_be in focus. The loca-
tion of the vehicle with respect to the soil sample area should be controlled
to a few cm in order to use such a system successfully, since its field of
view is very small.
9. 2. 1.6 Exposure
The maximum luminous level in the scene would be 325 candle/ft Z,
During daytime operation, a dynamic range of 4000:1 would be required.
If night-time operation is required, a dynamic range of 30, 000:l is necessary.
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There are two basic ways to change the light level at the receiver
tube: changing aperture and changing shutter time. Changing the aperture
will at the same time change the depth of focus, and it seems advisable to
keep the FSas large as possible. As a comparison, consider three F$
numbers: F/Z, F/7, and F/22. The relative exposure changes for these
values are 4, 49, and 484, or roughly a factor of 10 between, each. At
F/22 the highlights require an exposure time of 0.25 sec. The other pos-
sibilities are shown in Table 9-3.
To keep the exposure times within reason, the aperture should be
at least F/7.
9. 2. 2 Light Sensor and Resolution
The electrostatic tube is used to minimize the drive power and de-
flection coil weight. In addition, the associated deflection drive circuits
easily accommodate a wide range of frame times when digital sweeps are
used. In practice, direct coupling to the deflection plates necessitates a
biasing of the cathode, but since only a short duration unblanking for the
beam is required, an extremely large cathode capacitor (the normal objec-
tion to biased cathode operation) is not required.
It is important to indicate that the hybrid tube is still of interest
because its center and edge resolution are better than the electrostatic
vidicon. There appears to a 20 to 30 percent improvement in center resolu-
tion and a 50 percent improvement in edge resolution measured at the
50 percent aperture response point. However, sufficient weight (1/2 lb)
and power (1 to 2 watts average, 6 watts peak) will probably not be available
for the hybrid tube, even after further refinement of the monoptic design.
The selection of either (5 12) Z or (256) 2 elements for a picture leads
to simplified digital sweep circuits and (in the case of (5 12) Z elements) to
a picture whose resolution approaches the limit of the vidicon's capability.
With 0. 96 kc read-out rates, the picture read-out time for (5 12) 2 elements
with 4-bit encoding is 1092 seconds. With such a long read-out time, both
the resolution degradation and signal-strength decrease in the vidicon are
speculative and would require experimentation to determine the performance.
For the 150 second read outs, analysis to date indicates that a reasonable
picture will be obtained; consequently, the (256) 2 mode appears more reason-
able for the 0. 96 kc read-out rate. Should a high-quality (5 12) Z picture be
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desired for 0. 96 kc read-out times, a series of re-exposures prior to
complete read out (with each re-exposure followed by read out commencing
where the previous read out stopped) could provide such performance.
Presently this capability is not incorporated in the TV system.
Both Westinghouse Corporation and General Electrodynamics Cor-
poration make ruggedized all-electrostatic vidicons with similar and suffi-
cient sensitivity and the capability of long read-out times.
9. 2. 3 Digital Techniques
Digital techniques have potential merit with respect to two major
functions within the TV subsystem; the generation of the sweep waveforms
and the processing of the video data.
The merit of digital techniques depends on a number of factors, the
primary one being the degree of operational flexibility desired. The other
factors pertain to individual performance requirements. For the SLRV
mission, flexibility is of great significance because of the many unknowns
associated with the environment and because of the great need for degraded
modes of operation in case of equipment degradation or failure. The ability
to alter performance capability to suit changing mission circumstances
offers the opportunity of shortening mission time by making many measure-
ments and observations at the required quality level rather than constantly
at maximum capability. When partial failures occur, flexibility allows an
efficient adaptation to a suitable mode of operation.
First, consider the generation of sweep waveforms. The speed of
the sweep operation determines the rate at which data are read from the
vidicon tube. The number of sweep elements employed determined the
amount of information read from the vidicon. The amount of information
read out, in turn, determines the resolution of the video data. If both the
sweep speed and the number of sweep elements can be varied over a wide
range, two important flexibility properties are achieved. They are the
ability to change the data rate and the resolution and to change them inde-
pendently.
Analog waveform generators have great difficulty in maintaining
sweep linearity if the sweep rate is varied greatly. The difficulty arises
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at low sweep rates if capacitive-type voltage generators are used, and at
high sweep rates if inductive-type current generators are used. Likewise,
analog sweep generators have similar difficulty in making changes in the
number of sweep elements because of the necessity of changing the rate of
the vertical generator. However, in this case, the magnitude of the changes
required is usually not so great as to cause severe difficulty.
On the other hand, sweep generators may be synthesized using digital
binary counters and D/A converters whose linearity is essentially unaffected
by rate changes as high as two orders of magnitude. In addition, this type
of instrumentation may be employed at very low rates without added pen-
altie s
On this basis, digital instrumentation has been incorporated in the
SLRV-TVdesign in order to make possible the change in data rate from
0.960 kilobits/sec to 12.2. 88 kilobits/sec as required. In addition, the
ability to change resolution by a factor of 2:1 is easily provided.
Next consider the digital processing of the video data. The objec-
tive in employing such processing here is threefold:
1. To reduce required communications bandwidth
2. To encode data in such a manner as to enhance transmission
through the applicable channel,
3. To provide operational flexibility.
The following discussion of systems used or proposed for the digital
coding of television pictures is not intended to be exhaustive. Using a simple
pulse code modulation (._MC) _ as a standard, various alternatives can be
considered which: (1) achieve moderate bandwidth reduction with simple
equipment, and (2) achieve (or promise to achieve) large bandwidth reduc-
tion with elaborate equipment. The former utilize picture statistics only
in a general way, requiring no storage devices. The latter utilize picture
statistics in great detail, and require either storage devices or the use of
the TV camera tube as a storage device. While these "elastic" coding sys-
tems have been successfully demonstrated, their use in space applications
seems premature, except in the case of pictures without tonal gradations.
If it were deemed useful to have the ability to obtain good bandwidth reduction
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with such pictures, a relatively simple system could be designed with this
capability. The elastic codihg of grey scale pictures, however, is incom-
patible with the weight constraint on the TV subsystem of SLRV.
With respect to nonelastic systems which achieve moderate compres-
sion, the only contenders are delta modulation and Roberts modulation.
Here, the choice is clearly in favor of Roberts. Those forms of delta rood-
ulation which give good quality pictures at the 3-bit-per-element level,
("linear delta") are so perturbed by channel noise as to require channel
error rates of about 10 -5, while those forms ("exponential delta"} which
are relatively immune to channel noise do not give as good picture quality.
Even the linear delta system does not give as good rendition of high con-
trast edges as does Roberts.
If Roberts modulation is used, certain flexibilities are available.
For example, both 2-bit and 4-bit systems could be provided with little
additional complexity. Then, for general-purpose viewing, twice as many
2-bit pictures would be available and, when a detailed examination of a
particular scene was needed, the 4-bit picture could be used. The opera-
tional use of the $LRV, as well as the characteristics of the power supply,
seem to encourage this use.
On the basis of flexibility and the advantage of PCM under degraded
conditions, simple encoding of the video data supplemented by the use of
Roberts noise modulation is favored over analog video transmission and has
been selected for the SLRV-TV design. The telecommunication tradeoffs_
associated with digital and direct analog transmissions are discussed in
Section 10, Book 2, Volume III.
The encoding levels of 2, 3, and 4 bits were selected on the basis of
digital pictures of lunar-like terrain. The lower level (Z bits} seems
reasonable in scenes involving larger objects and not requiring fine shading
differences. The higher levels naturally improve the picture quality although
it is worth noting that the improvement resulting from a Z- to 3-bit change
was much more evident than in the 3- to 4-bit change. Figures 9-7 and 9-8
show a series of lunar-like scenes processed at coding levels of 2 bits and
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a .  TWO BITS WITH ROBERTS 
I 
b. TWO BITS WITHOUT ROBERTS 
Figure 9-7 256 x 256 Elements,  Low-Resolution Performance 
FOUR BITS WITH ROBERTS 
Figure 9-8 5 12 x 5 12 Elements,  High-Resolution Performance 
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4 bits, with and without Roberts modulation,
(5 1Z) 2 elements.
and at (256) 2 elements and
9. 3 TV PRELIMINARY DESIGN DATA
9. 3. 1 Optics Design
To keep the center of gravity of the vehicle as low as possible, it
would be advatageous to have the TV camera in the vehicle itself. This
would mean one of two optical solutions.
. • The lenses would be located in the vehicle and a mirror would
be used to aim the beam. To obtain the desired height for view-
ing, the center of the mirror would be 50 cm above the lens.
With the fields of view considered, the mirror would become
very large. To accommodate a field of 50 ° , one dimension of
the mirror should be 68 cm. Such a mirror would be heavier
than moving the receiver tube up with the lenses.
_°
Building a periscope to bring the image down. Here the optical
difficulties become extreme.
a° In order to bring an image with a field of 50 ° down, either
a large number of lenses have to be used or fewer but much
larger lenses would have to be used. The weight of such an
arrangement would be several pounds.
b. A high quality image to the TV would be very difficult to
achieve, since each relay lens would contribute aberrations
to the system. _
C. Any small temperature differential would throw the system
out of focus, since it would be extremely difficult to assure
temperature uniformity over the entire periscope.
Additional studies (available on request) were made of mirror and
periscope systems considering structureal, thermal, mechanical and elec-
trical power problems. It was concluded that such arrangements were not
suitable for the 100-1b SLRV. In the following discussion, the image tube
is always located within the same configuration as the lenses.
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Precision is required in lens location to ensure the quoted depth of
field. The demands on lens changing devices, in terms of precise location,
should, therefore, be extremely high if no special solutions can be found to
relieve this requirement. Extreme care should be taken in order to keep
the system in focus at various temperatures. To relieve this requirement,
the following solution is proposed.
Assuming that I0 ° and 50° are selected as the field of view limits
with a 22. 5° intermediate field of view; the length, for a 2Z. 5° field is
27. 6 mm. Assume a 27. 6 mm focal length lens is rigidly mounted in front
of the TV tube. This mount should be temperature compensated. This
alone will give a field of 2Z. 5° .
Sufficient temperature compensation can be achieved using low ex-
pansion materials such as Lunar, Nivar, or Elinvar. These have coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion of approximately 0. 0000004/°C. The axial
displacement tolerance is 14 microns in order to suffer negligible loss in
depth of field. For a 40° temperature change on a 30 mm sleeve, the ex-
pansion, 6, is:
6 = 0. 0000004 x 30 x 40
= 0. 00048 mm = 0.48 microns,which is well with the tolerance.
Thus a telescope can be used that has an angular magnification of
2. Z5x. If this telescope is inserted in front of the 27. 6 mm lens, it effec-
tively reduces the field to i0 °. Notice, however, that the exact location of
the telescope with respect to the fixed lens (f' = Z7. 6 mm) is not very cri-
tical to achieve good image quality because the rays emerging from the
telescope are parallel or nearly so.
If the position of this telescope is inverted (in effect looked through
backwards) the field is increased to 50 ° . Again the position is not critical.
A possible configuration is shown schematically in Figures 9-9 and 9-I0.
The diaphragm should be located between the fixed lens and the tele-
scope. The filters and shutter can be located either here or in front of the
whole system, depending on other considerations. The weight of such an
optical train would be 5. 5 oz including both the telescope and fixed lens.
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POSITION 1
NG LENS ASSEMBLY
DIAPHRAGM
FIXED LENS VlDICON
POSITION 2
ROTATING LENS ASSEMBLY
DIAPHRAGM
FIXED LENS VlDICON
POSITION 3
ING LENS ASSEMBLY
DIAPHRAGM
FIXED LENS())(0IVlDICON
Figure 9-9 Possible Optical Configuration Layout
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ROTATING LENS ASSEMBLY
0
0
j\
DIAPHRAGM
TV TUBE
FIXED LENS
Figure 9-10 Sketch of Possible Optical Configuration
PHRAGM
Figure 9- 11 Normal Galilean Telescope
/ ! °
DIAPHRAGM
Figure 9- 12 The 0. 444 Position
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Since the position of the entrance pupil and the passage of light-
bundles through this telescope differ in comparison with the normal use of
such an instrument, some comments are made on the feasibility of the pro-
posed use.
The exit pupil is fixed in space between the power switcher and the
fixed lens. Subsequent discussion is restricted to an overall system with
an opening of F/7. Also, the discussion uses a system where the fixed lens
has a field of 22.5 ° (f' = 27. 65 ram) and a power switcher which has a magni-
fication of 1/2. 25 = 0. 444 in one position and 2. 25 in the other.
Galilean telescopes with a magnification of 2. 25X are common and
do not present any difficulties.
The half-field in the 2. 25X pos_ition "is 5 ° in the _.object space
and 11. 25 ° in the diaphragm space. This situation as shown in Figure 9-11
represents the normal use of the Galilean tele's,cope. The diaphragm
diameter is 3. 95 mm. This is a small pupil compared to the one normally
used and, therefore, the use of the power switcher in this position does not
present any difficulty.
i
The 0. 444 position is shown in Figure 9-_12. The half field in the
object space is 25 ° and in the diaphragm space again 11. 25 °. The bundle
diameter in the object space is 1. 76 ram; in the diaphragm space the bundle
diameter is again 3. 95 mm. In this position, the telescope is used quite
differently from normal use. The designer, however, has great parametric
freedom to correct for aberrations. This is clearly seen from the figures.
In Figure 9- 11, only a small portion in the cen_er of the negative lens is
used. The shape of the negative lens is, theref, gre, primarily available
for correction of the telescope when used in the other position. Further-
more, in the other position the bundles move raloidly over this negative lens
for various parts of the field of view. No difficulties are anticipated in the
design of the power switcher.
An adjustable field of view can be achieved with a zoom lens. How-
ever, the severe weight constraint in the basic design for the 100-1b SLRV
prevents the serious consideration of such a lens. The weight of the basic
zoom lens would be in excess of 24 oz as compared to 5. 5 oz for the Galilean
telescope. The zoom also requires a focus drive and an extremely accurate
focal length drive and readout which result in an additional 20 oz. The total
weight of zoom with controls becomes 44 oz compared to a total of 14 oz
for the telescope and its control.
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A layout of the selected optical system is shown in Figure 9-13. The
system starts with a Z7. 6-mm fixed-foxus lens mounted at the vidicon tube
in a temperature- and pressure-compensated cell. This lens without ad-
ditional optics provides the intermediate 22. 5° FOV. At assembly, this
lens is focused to the vidicon and locked in place. This is the only focusing
adjustment required.
9. 3. 2 Exposure Control
The exposure element consists of a shutter, an iris, and a photo-
diode light measuring sensor. These components are shown in Figure 9-13.
The solenoid-operated shutter is mounted between the fixed lens and
the telescope. The solenoid is actually a brushless DC motor with limited
rotation. To its shaft is mounted a counter-balanced flag-type shutter.
A partially reflecting mirror mounted at a 45 ° angle in front of the
shutter reflects approximately 6 percent of the total amount of light passing
through the iris. The 4-ram bundle of light rays is directed to a photodiode
through a small lens to condense the beam to less than 3 mm (the photodiode
window size). The photodiode output controls the automatic shutter speed
and provides sun sensor protection for the vidicon.
The iris is driven by a sealed DC motor and gear box. It is a two-
leaf, continuously-variable iris so designed that failure can only occur be-
tween f/7 and f/ZZ. In such a case, shutter operation in the "emergency
mode " would permit continued operation for a major portion of the lunar
day.
The shutter and associated circuitry is designed for operation in
an emergency mode at speeds up to Z5 milliseconds and with maximum time
at the option of the operator. Should the iris stick at the maximum lens
opening, the 25-millisecond shutter operation will allow normal camera
operation with only a depth-of-field penalty. Should the iris stick at the
f/ZZ stop, the only limitation is at the end of lunar day and is determined
entirely by the vidicon's ability to integrate long exposures.
The exposure control circuits provide the following functions.
I. Interlock to inhibit the "open shutter" command if the optics
are looking into the sun
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2. Automatic exposure control for the camera shutter
3. Measurement of light intensity
4. Override, by "expose" command, the automatic exposure
mode of operation.
The sun-interlock control works in the following manner (see Fig-
ure 9-14): upon receipt of the open-shutter command, flip-flop A turns on
switch A, which connects the light sensing element to the integrating circuit.
The integrator output is threshold-level detected at a predetermined level
which fires a Schmitt trigger that applies a close-shutter signal to the shutter
control flip-flop B. It also generates an inhibit signal to the gate in the
open shutter signal path to the shutter control flip -flop B. The open-
shutter command also triggers a delay multivibrator in the open-shutter
signal path to'the shutter control flip-flop B. If the camera is looking
into the sun, the threshold level is reached, and the Schmitt trigger
pulse is applied to the inhibit gate before the delay multivibrator can
apply a signal to the gate of flip-flop B. In this manner, no open-shutter
command reaches the open-shutter flip-flop B. The circuit is now in an
interlock condition until a measure-light command is received. When the
measure -light command is received, the light sensing element is
connected to the light-measuring circuits, and the integrating circuit
is discharged. The circuits are now reset and ready for another expose
command. The light sensing readout is available at this time for
telemetry.
Upon receipt of the open-shutter command, a signal is applied to
the delay multivibrator and, through a gate, to the open shutter flip-flop
B. The open shutter command is also applied to flip-flop A, which turns
on switch A and connects the light sensing element to an integrating
circuit. When the integrating circuit reaches the threshold detection
level, a Schmitt trigger is engaged. The Schmitt trigger applies a close-
shutter signal to the shutter control flip-flop B and also an inhibit signal
to the gate in the open-shutter path to flip-flop B. As the open shutter
command has already opened the shutter, the inhibit signal has no effect.
When the shutter is closed, a shutter-off signal is applied to the flip-
flop A that controls the light sensing switch A, the light sensing element
is switched to the light measuring circuits, and the integrator is dis-
charged. The camera is now ready to make another exposure.
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Upon the receipt of the measurelight command, a _signal is
applied to flip-flop A, which commands switch A to connect
the light sensing element to the input of the log amplifier whose
output is a voltage proportional to light intensity. The output of this
amplifier is applied to the telemetry system.
A separate shutter-override signal may be used to control the
shutter exposure time manually. This signal is applied to the shutter
flip-flop B through the OR gates and appropriate edge detectors. These
signals will over-ride any automatic and sun-interlock signal.
9. 3. 3 Tube Application
A number of vidicon manufacturers were eonsidered, and specific
designs of Westinghouse and General Electrodynamic Corporation were
compared. The tube selection is concerned with performance character-
istics such as resolution and sensitivity, mechanical durability,
temperature characteristics, power consumption, circuit implications,
and reliability.
9. 3. 3. 1 Performance
Tubes were investigated for both the daytime and nighttime
lunar operation. The electrostatic image orthicon is a developmental
device of the General Electric Company. Laboratory models are working
but no production models have been produced. The tube has 600 line
center resolution (on 3/4" surface), 250 line edge resolution, a one watt
power consumption, a weight of 14 oz, a 4 to 5 kv intensifer accelerator,
a length of 13 in. and a 2 in. diameter. It is not ruggedized at this
time.
The vidicon appears to be more desirable for SLRV-TV since its
weight and simplicity are compatible with the 8 pound SLRV subsystem.
Of the various types of vidicons, the hybrid ( electrostatic focus, electro-
magnetic deflection) or the all electrostatic types appear worthy of
consideration. The 19 oz focus coil required for the all-magnetic types
eliminate them from consideration.
Both the all-electrostatic and the hybrid tubes weigh only 2 oz
apiece. However, the hybrid tube requires a 6 oz deflection coil and
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perhaps 1 to Z watts more drive power than the all electrostatic tube in
the SLRV-TV application. The hybrid tube does have a better resolution
characteristic. A 20 to 30 percent improvement in center resolution and
a 50 percent improvement in edge resolution is possible by using the
hybrid type.
It should be noted that the resolution decreases roughly in a
parabolic nature toward the tube's edge.
Westinghouse Corporation has three tubes of interest:
WE 4915, all-electrostatic, high sensitivity, slow scan
surface
WE 4384, all-electrostatic, standard slow scan surface
WX 5100, hybrid, high sensitivity, slow scan
The GEC has two such tubes:
1344A, all electrostatic, high sensitivity, slow scan
surface
1335, hybrid, high sensitivity, slow scan surface
On the basis of sensitivity, the GEC tubes and the Westinghouse
standard slow scan appear similar: approximately 0. 1 fcs. A direct
comparison is not available at this date since the GEC tube was operated
in a shuttered mode while the Westinghouse tube was continuously scanned.
The standard surface Westinghouse tube has a gamma of _ 0.4 while the
GEC tube has a gamma of,_, 0.1. The Westinghouse 4915 appears to be
5 to 7 times more sensitive than the standard slow scan surface and has
a unity gamma.
From the viewpoint of resolution, both the Westinghouse and
GEC characteristics seem similar for both the hybrid and electrostatic
version. Complete data on the GEC hybrid is not available at this time so
no points are indicated.
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From the viewpoint of output loss versus delay, the standard
Westinghouse surface and the GEC type II associated with both the 1335
and 1344 A appear similar (GEC 70 percent and Westinghouse 80 percent
signal at i00 seconds). For Westinghouse 's high-sensitivity surface,
information is not available although Westinghouse anticipates a frame
duration of 120 sec.
Resolution loss versus readout time for the tubes can not
be compared due to the lack of data. GEC photos after some 240 sec
still showed 300 to 400 line resolution, and abbreviated Westinghouse
data would seem to indicate similar results.
The GEC tube operates from -80 ° C to + 65" C, while the
upper temperature limit on the Westinghouse tube is 45" C.
Regarding long exposure times, Westinghouse has obtained
standard surface exposures up to 30 sec, and GEC recently indicated
that an experiment with a IZ0-sec exposure was successful. The
resolution loss was approximately one half the loss incurred by a short
exposure followed by a delayed but fast readout. This is reasonable
since, on the average, the information on the element of the tube has been
present for one half of the exposure period.
It is necessary to shield the vidicon both electrostatically
and electromagnetically to inhibit interference from stray fields on the
deflection. This shielding is provided for by using a Netic-Conetic
shield around the Vidicon.
9. 3. 3. 2 Vidicon Reliability
Failure Rate
The vidicon is considered to be one of the most critical items
in the TV subsystem. Unfortunately, vidicons are low-population items
and, because of the lack of st_istical data, there are no known vidicon
failure rates in the various available failure rate data sources. To date,
a generic failure rate of 2 percent/1000 hours for CRTs and kinescopes
has been used since these are the nearest comparable items to the
vidicon.
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To attain the high degree of confidence in the vidicon required for
SLRV, future work must include careful investigation, analysis of test
data that becomes available, a test program, and, probably, a product
improvement program if shown to be desirable and technically profitable
in succeeding program phases.
Available Test Results
The results of one test by GEC on their vidicons are available
at this date. Four vidicons were tested by cycling power on and off,
each cycle consisting of four minutes power on and one minute off. The
results were as follows: 1 survived 2000 hrs; 2 survived 5000 hrs; and
I was still operating satisfactorily at i0,000 hours when the test was
terminated.
The environmental conditions of this test have been requested
from GEC.
Vidicon Failure Mode
GEC stated that the main failure mode of the vidicon is
failure of the heater. A "standard" commercial TV vidicon has an
expected life of 3000 hours, as a conservative figure.
GEC indicates that while deterioration of photosensitive
material may take place in commercial vidicons, GEC test data and
experience has shown no such failure mode to be evident in the 1344 and
similar type vidicons. GEC has said that considerable data is available
on continuous power tests and limited data on cycled-power tests. GEC
is sending pertinent test data which will be analyzed with the objective
of gaining an insight into failure modes and failure rates and attendant
confidence limits based on number of samples.
9. 3. 4 Circuitry
A block diagram of the camera circuitry is shown in Figure 9-15.
The timing diagram shown in Figure 9-i6 will be used in explaining the
operation of the subsystem.
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A cycle of operation begins with the command to open the camera
shutter and thus expose the vidicon surface. When the shutter closes, a
trigger is generated which causes power to be applied to the camera sub-
system. The digital circuits are reset to an initial starting condition.
A basic clock rate of either 122. 880 kc or 0.96 kc is gated to the
division circuit contained in the block labeled "Control" in Figure 9-15.
This clock rate is divided by 2, 3, or 4 depending upon the number (2,3,
or 4) of encoding levels used in the A/D converter at the subsystem's
output. The clock pulses are then applied to the horizontal sweep
counter and to the Roberts generator, which is used to produce pseudo-
noise modulation of the output signal.
The initial conditions of the horizontal and vertical sweep counters
are such that the element in the upper left-hand corner of the raster is
read out first, The horizontal sweep counter is advanced by the clock so
that the horizontal D/A converter's output is a staircase voltage waveform.
This voltage is amplified and biased by the deflection amplifier before
being applied to the vidicon's deflection plates. The ground control will
determine the desired raster resolution. That is, the raster will be
composed of either 256 x 256 elements or 512 x 512 elements.
The vidicon is biased so that the tube is normally blanked and
requires a blanking pulse at the cathode to unblank for each element.
The unblanking circuit, a multivibrator and transistor amplifier switch,
is transformer-coupled to the cathode. The multivibrator receives its
unblanking signal from the horizontal counter and in turn drives the
transistor amplifier (which is biased into saturation) into cutoff. This
generates a 20-v negative blanking pulse. To maintain a precise 20-v
unblanking pulse, a 20-v zener diode is placed between the collector and
the ground. The 20=v negative pulse is then transformer coupled in
series with the lead to the cathode, changing the 150-v blanking level
to a 170-v unblanking level for the duration of the pulse. The transis-
tor amplifier draws about 12 mc maximum from the + 28-v power supply.
The vidicon is blanked for the first few microseconds following
each clock pulse, thus preventing any transients that result from the
steps in the sweep staricase from appearing in the video signal. The
cathode is then unblanked for three microseconds to produce the video
signal.
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The video amplifier s 's output is mixed with the random output of
the Roberts generator, and the sum is encoded by the A/D converter. The
input to the A/D converter is sampled only during the 3 microseconds
duration of the video signal.
The vertical sweep counter is advanced each time the horizontal
sweep counter completes a cycle {256 or 512 counts). In this manner,
the entire raster is swept out.
When the horizontal and vertical sweep counters both contain full
counts, the READ mode is complete , and the system automatically
passes into an ERASE mode. The Roberts generator and the A/D
converter are disabled during ERASE. A 122.800-kc clock is gated to
the horizontal sweep counter and the 256 x 256-element raster is swept
out to provide a rapid ERASE rate. The raster is erased three times
by the sweep circuits, and the system completes its cycle of operation.
Upon completion of the cycle, a pulse is generated which signals that
the power to this equipment may now be turned off.
9. 3. 4. 1 Operation of the Horizontal and Vertical Sweep Generators
The blocks labeled "Control", "9 Bit H Counter", and the
"9 Bit V Counter" in Figure 9-15 are detailed in Figure 9-17. The
operation of these circuits will be explained with the assistance of the
timing diagram shown i_ Figure 9-18.
The clock-control circuitry divides the incoming clock rate
by 2, 3, or 4 depending uponthe desired encoding level for the A/D
converter (Figure 9-15 ). Flip-flops A and B in conjunction with the
gates directly beneath them perform the division. Flip-flops C and D
store the correct divisor, 2,3, or 4. This slower clock is gated b f the
START FRAIVIE (SE), READ and ERASE conditions. Thus, CP 3 is the
clock applied to the Roberts generator and the horizontal sweep counter.
The frame-control circuitry: (I) generates the reset pulse that
ensures the proper initial conditions for the digital system, (2) generates
the start-frame signal that gates the system clock, and (3) termirmtes the
clock signal at the end of a frame or cycle.
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The gates preceding the first and second stages of the horizon-
tal-sweepand vertical-sweep counters implement the 256 x 256 elements or
512 x 512 elements frame choice. That is, the first stage of each counter
is by-passed in the 256 x 256 elements frame mode.
The waveform in the center section of Figure 9-18 indicates
that the horizontal sweep counter is advanced by each clock pulse in
such a manner that the D/A's output is a staircase. It is also seen that
in the last 3 microseconds of each clock interval, the vidicon cathode
is unblanked to produce the video signal.
As the horizontal counter completes a cycle, it recycles to
zero count, and the D/A's output collapses as shown in the upper wave-
form in Figure 9-18, The gate preceding the blanking multivibrator
at the end of the horizontal sweep counter is disabled so that the next
clock pulses cannot unblank the vidicon cathode {second waveform in
Figure 9-18). This blanking condition prevails for the next four clock
pulses so that any ringing that results from the sudden step in the sweep
waveform will have died out before the cathode is unblanked again.
The vertical counter is advanced when the horizontal counter
recycles as seen in the fourth trace of Figure 9-18. This process
continues until the vertical sweep counter attains a full count. As
indicated in the last waveform of Figure 9-18, the vertical sweep signal
collapses and the read/erase- Control counter in Figure 9-17 steps and
the system enters the erase mode.
The 122.88-kc clock is gated in the clock-control circuitry, and
the first stages in the vertical and horizontal counters are by-passed to
provide for rapid erase. The vertical counter cycles three times in the
erase mode (as recorded by the read/erase_ control counter). At the
end of erase, the clock is gated off by toggling flip-flop E in the frame-
control.
The slope in the output waveform of E serves as a trigger to
indicate completion of a frame and that the power may now be turned off.
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9.3.4. 2 Video Amplifier
The video amplifier shown in Figure 9-19 will be designed to
have two modes of operation, a standard linear gain mode with 90-db
gain and a nonlinear gain mode having a 102-db gain. In the nonlinear
gain mode, the signal threshold level may be adjusted over a Z0-db_range.
The first stage of the amplifier is a low-noise, hushed amplifier having
a l-db noise figure. There are two gain controls in the amplifier, both
operated by command-control signals. A IZ-db gain contro_ is either
switched in, driving the linear gain mode, or out, driving the nonlinear
gain mode by a flip-flop multivibrator.
The Z0-dbgain control is used to compensate for any variations
in gain that should appear. The 20 db of attenuation is adjusted in 8 steps
by the use ofa3-bit A/D converter.
The last three transistor stages will be microminiature circuits
in TO-5 cans made to our specifications. The video amplifier nonlinear
gain characteristics are obtained by the use of a back biased diode placed
in the amplifier at a point where the signal is large enough in amplitude
to switch the diode and set up a threshold level. By increasing the back
bias to the diode, the threshold may be further increased. The back bias
is controlled in four steps b>, a two-bit D/A converter, which is operated
by command control signal. A diode limiter is added to the final stage to
limit the output signal to a maximum level and the output signal is
referenced to ground by the use of a unitunnel diode DC restorer at the
amplifier output.
9. 3.4. 3 Operation of Horizontal and Vertical D/A
The D/A converter is a voltage-input-weighted resistor net-
work which receives digital information from a binary counter and
converts this information to an analog voltage. There are 9 bits of
digital information in straight binary code; they control the converter
output between the levels of 0 and +3 volts.
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A simplified diagram of the D/A converter is shown in Figure
9-20. In this converter the following holds true, when the output is
unloaded:
VR - -9)E = (a 2 l+a 2-2+a 2
o i- 2 -9 -i -2 -9
and R
eq
R
-9
2(1 -z )
where E = output voltage
o
VR= reference supply
a = binary input (0 or I)
R = equivalent resistance at the network
eq
R = lowest value of the weighted resistor
In the final circuit a load resistor is added from the output
to ground; this forms a voltage divider to scale the output voltage from a
+ 5-v range to a 3-v range. It is calculated as follows:
3 R 3R
_ v eq _ eq
RL 5 - 3 2
v
Switching is accomplished by use of a complementary pair of
transistors, where the NPN can operate directly from the microcircuit
flip-flop but the PNP input must be isolated to allow the base voltage of
the PNP to become reverse-biased. The critical requirement on the
transistors is the VCE (sat) which must be matched to within a few milli-
volts; this can be aone with units such as the ZN 2218 and its compatible
PNP at these currents. The tolerance requirement and temperature
coefficients of the resistors must be determined after the matching
requirements of V_ are met; they will be in the order of 0. 05 percent
initial tolerance an_10 ppm temperature coefficient.
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9o 3.4. 4 Sweep Amplifier
The sweep amplifier must: (I) amplify output of D to A ladder
to :l=Z5 volts to drive the balanced deflection plates, (2) draw minimum
DC power, (3) have minimum amount of components and size, and
(4) maintain good stability over the range of +i0 ° to 50" C.
The basic horizontal sweep frequencies involved are: 390 cps,
Z. 92 cps, 195 cps and I. 46 cps. The basic vertical sweep frequencies
are: 1.56 cps, 0. 0125 cps, 0. 383 cps, and 0. 00286 cps.
Since the frequencies involved are very low, capacitive
coupling to the deflection plates is impossible. Therefore, DC coupling
is utilized.
The circuit used (Figure 9-21) is a highly stable differential
amplifier that greatly reduces the drift in operating point and produces
a constant voltage gain throughout the required temperature range. The
gain is approximately 47 K
3. 6 K ( ein - e ref) +(VBE g VBEI) , which
shows that the output voltage is independent of the h F values of the
transistors and dependent only on the 47 K, 3. 6K and E A VBE. It has
been observed that the best tracking of emitter-base voltages (that is,
VBE2 VBE 1 _ 0 ) is obtained where the branch currents are kept
constant with respect to temperature and loading.
The three-terminal PNP/NPN compund transistor block keeps
the current constant. Consequently, this circuit largely eliminates
variations in hFE + V . This circuit is also insenstitive to power
supply variations. NoBsEelection is required with respect to VBE of the
PNP unit.
The input impedance of the PNP/NPN compound transistor
block is approximately hFE 1 hFE 2 Rc = 50 x 50 x 3. 6 K = 9 M "_.
In the differential amplifier configuration the input impedance
becomes 50 x 50 x 2 x 3. 6 K = 18 M'_
Z. _ 18 megohms.
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The 2NI051 transistor is a common base constant current
source whose effective impedance is in the order of megohms.
The FD 188, 200 pf and 250 K form an integrator used in the
horizontal amplifier to smooth out the 10 microsecond steps. This
circuit produces a cut at 3. 2 kc where the diode is used for quick
retrace response. Total power for horizontal and vertical amplification
is 0.7825 watts. The primary factors responsible for drift of the
operating point are the thermal effects on emitter-base voltage(V_E),
current gain (hFE), and collector-base leakage current (1 . "Recent
advances in the passivating of transistor surfaces have irnCprBoOv)edV B-
tracking by an order of magnitude. To further enhance the VBE tra_c_ing
between transistors, two selected transistors are fabricated __n a single
package.
9. 3. 4. 5 Roberts Generator
The video signal is encoded by an A/D converter in discrete
quantum steps. Therefore, to achieve adequate representation of the
picture gray scale, either a sufficient number of bits must be employed
in the encoding process, or a small number of bits must be made to
appear at the receiver output as a larger number of gray levels. This
effect can be obtained bf employing the Roberts pseudo-noise modulation
technique. By injecting pseudo-random noise onto the signal before
quantization at the transmitter, and by subtracting the same noise at the
receiver, the sharp quantization levels characteristic of few bits are
spread out into smooth transitions.
The Roberts generator, shown in Figure 9-22, is a pseudo-
random number generator that provides a long, noise-like sequence of
sizteen different voltage levels. The generator will step slightly less
than 216 times before repeating the sequence. The logical inter-
connections of the Roberts generator have been carefully chosen to yield
the optimum first and second order statistical independence that is
necessary for proper operation of the Roberts system.
The operation of the Roberts generator can best be illustrated
by example. Figure 9-23 represents the slowly rising characteristic
curve of gray scale reproduction. Encoded, these levels fall into either
the 0. 5 or the i. 5 digital code level. In Table 9-4, several points have
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been taken from the input video signal curve; their values have been
encoded first into straight binary code and then into binary code after the
addition of pseudo-random noise. As shown in the table, the decoded
video signal with Roberts modulation differs from the true signal in a
random fashion, but the statistical average of the errors approaches zero.
With the straight binary code, neither the error nor the polarity of the
error is random. The decoded Roberts modulated signal is plotted in
Figure 9-Z3 as crosses. It can be seen that the points fall on both sides
of the original curve, resulting in an acceptable average approximation
of the inplxt signal. Visually, this approximation is far more acceptable
than the straight encoded signal.
The Roberts generator was designed with computer simulations
to determine the algorithm and output connections which produce optimal
noise statistics. The output is a 4-bit code, per step, which represents
a random number from 0 to 15. The algorithm, which is performed by the
16 stages of repetitive logic, operates as follows (see Table 9-5): Five
of the 16 stages differ from the other normal stages and are called
generator stages. All stages operate as shift registers which shift to
the left cyclically towards the lower numbered stages. Carries are
generated by the generator stages 9, I0, 12 and 16 and are propagated to
the right or toward the higher number stages and modulo-two added into
the 16 stages. The following steps are useful in deriving the next state
of the register from any present state.
I. A carry will be generated by each generator stage which
contains a zero. These carries will appear as inputs
to the next higher stages. For example, stage 9 carries
into stage i0, stage 16 carries into stage I.
Carries propagate through each stage that contains a I.
For example (step 29),
Type
Stages 1-16
Contains the pattern
Carries start here
Propagates
i000 iii0
Stage 1 = 1
Stage 13 = 1
1 in positions 1 and Z
13, 14, 15, 16
NNNNNNNNGG NG NNNG
Iii0 iii0 (line Z9)
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TABLE 9-5
FIRST 40 STEPS OF ROBERTS GENERATOR
Logic + + - + + - - + + - +
Stack ]1234 5678 9101112
Generator 0000 0000 1 1 0 1
Reset 0 i0000 0000 0 0 0 0
Carry 1 1 1
Step 1 ,0000 0000 1 1 0 1
C
g 0000 0001 1 0 1 0
ri' 1 1
3 0000 0011 0 0 1 1
1 1 l
4 0000 0110 1 0 0 1
1 1
5 0000 1101 0 1 1 1
1 1 1
6 0001 1010 0 0 0 1
1 1 1
7 0011 0 100 i 1 1 1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
8 0110 1001 1 1 1 0
1
9 "'1'" 101 0011 1 1 0 0
10 1010 0111 1 0 0 0
1
11 0100 1 l 11 0 l 0 l
1 1
12 1001 1110 0 1 1 1
11 1 1 1
13 1011 1100 0 0 0 0
"1_ I I I
14 I I I I I 0 O0 I I 0 I
I I I I I I
15 O' 000 I 001 i 0 I 0
I I I
16 0001 0011 0 0 I 0
I I I
17 0010 0110 I 0 I 0
I I I
18 0100 1101 0 0 1 0
1 1 1
19 1001 1010 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1
20 10 I 1 010 I 0 0 1 1
I I I I I
+ - +
13141516
0001
0000
0001
0010
0101
I010
0101
I
I010
0101
I010
1 1
II01
III
0111
I
IIII
III0
iiii
0010
I
0100
I000
11
1001
11
1010
11
1101
111
0110
1
It00
111
Logic
Stack
Generator 0000 0000 I I 0 I
21 I I I 0 I 010 I 0 0 0
Carry 1 I 1 I 1
22 0011 0101 0 1 0 1
C 1 1 1
23 0110 1010 0 1 1 1
1 1 1
24 I I 01 0100 0 0 0 I
I I I I I
25 0110 I 000 I I I 0
I
26 1101 0001 1 1 0 1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
++-++__++ +i+-+
1234 5678 9 I0 II 12 ]13141516
0001
0100
1
1000
27 I 010 0011 I 0 I I
I I
28 0100 0111 0 0 0 I
I I
29 I O00 I I I 0 I I I 0
I I
30 I 001 I I 01 l l 0 0
I I
31 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 1
32 I I I I I0111 0 I I 0
i
I I I I I I I I
33 0001 1110 0 0 1 0
I I I I
34 0011 I I 00 I 0 I 0
1 1
35 0 1 1 l 1 0 0 1 0 0 l 0
36
C
37
C
38
1 1 1 1
111 ! 0010 1 0 1 0
1 1
1110 0101 0 0 1 0
1 1 1
1100 1010 1 0 1 1
111 1 l
0001
C
C
C
C
1
0010
0100
1
1001
0011
1
0111
III0
IIII
0010
I
0100
I000
II
I000
II0
I001
II
I010
II
II01
III
0111
I
IIII
IIII
000039 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 i' 0 0 0 0
l II I
401010101011010001
I
41 0101 0101 I 0 I 0 iO 0 I I
I I I I
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9.3.4.6 Encoder
The carries are added (modulo-two) to the present pattern
or state and the result is shifted 1 position to the left
to produce the next state of the Roberts_sequence.
(line 29) 1000 lll0 lll0 lll0
C ll llll
(line 30) 1001 ll01 ll00 0010
C 11 1
{line 31) 1011 1011 1001 0100
The encoder is used to convert the video input signal to a
serial digital output, and provision is made to encode to either 2, 3, or
4 bits. A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 9-24,(page9-55).
The encoder is of the bit-by-bit approximation type; and, as
seen from the figure, it consists of a three bit counter, decoder, a
flip-flop register with set-reset gates, a four bit D/A converter, an
analog comparator, and a sample hold circuit. The counter and decoder
are used to count the clock pulses and provide timing pulses to be used
to set and reset the various bits of the flip-fi0p register. Every other
count of the counter, which is counting at twice the bit rate, is used to
sample the comparator. This allows the flip-flop to settle down before
a comparison is made and therefore prevents false outputs due to spikes.
A delayed strobe pulse is used to reset the counter and thereby initiate
the action.
The encoder design is shown in Figure 9-25. The first bit of
the flip-flop register is set on the output of the D/A, which is driven from
the flip-flop register, and is compared with the video input signal. If
the output of the D/A is greater than the video, then the comparator out-
put is such that the next clock pulse will reset the previous bit while
setting the next bit. If the D/A output is less than the video, then the
comparator output is such that the resetting of the previously set bit is
inhibited. The actual serial output is then taken directly from the
comparator which will be a one if the bit that was just set is to remain
a one.
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The D/A converter is simply a current summing type ladder
network each leg of which is driven from one of the four flip-flops of
the register; it will be connected to a positive voltage if its respective
flip-flop is in the one-state.
The sample hold circuit consists of an emitter follower input
stage, an electronic switch, a holding capacitor, and a compound
emitter follower output stage which drives the comparator. The video
is sampled whenever a strobe pulse is applied to the electronic switch.
The comparator consists of a high gain differential amplifier,
a sampled differential amplifier, and an output flip-flop.
9. 3. 4. 7 Synchronization Generator
The line and frame synchronization generator produces coded
signals which are used to synchronize television transmissions between
the SLRV and the earth. The 32-bit frame synchronization code is used
for initial acquisition of the frame. It can be used to preset bit, word,
and line counter as well as the Roberts generator. The line synchroniza-
tion code is employed at the beginning of each raster line during the read
out to check for bit slippage due to noise introduced during transmission.
The generator schematic is shown in Figure 9-26; it is discussed in
terms of five subsystems: (i) control circuits, (2) frame synchronization
matrix, (3) line synchronization matrix, (4) frame synchronization bit
rates gates, and (5) line synchronization rate bit rates gates.
Control Circuits
The television system begins a frame by responding to a
command to turn its power on. The start-frame signal is then generated
in the sweep control circuitry. This signal also advances the state of the
FG counter in the synchronization generator control circuits. The output
from the TV to the telemetry will consist of 2016, 1503 or 992 ones
depending on the number of quantization bits being used by the system.
This dependence is discussed under the topics of frame and line bit rates.
After the string of ones is generated the FG counter state is
advanced and the 32 bit frame synchronization code is generated. At the
conclusion of the frame synchronization code the state of the FG counter
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is again advanced. The TV's output will now be either quantized video
or the line synchronization code depending on the state of the H flip-flop.
The H flip-flop is set each time a sweep retrace signal is generated in
the sweep circuitry. The video is then blanked and a line synchronization
code is generated. The code consists of 8 elements when 2 bit quantization
is being employed and 16 elements when 3 or 4 bit quantization is being
employed. At the conclusion of the code, H is reset, the ABCDE counter
is inhibited and the video is unblanked. During video transmission the
ABCDE counter is reset to zero to insure that it is in the proper state
at the beginning of a synchronization transmission.
After the entire raster has been read out, the sweep circuits
are switched into the erase mode. The erase signal advances the FG
counter again, and the new counter state causes the synchronization
generator to shut off. It will remain inactive until the beginning of a
new frame.
Frame Synchronization Matrix
When the control circuitry is in the frame synchronization
state, the clock is applied to the five stage counter, ABCDE. The
counter will cycle through 32 counts before the control circuitry
switches out of the frame synchronization state. The outputs from the
5 counter stages are gated by the frame synchronization matrix so that
the matrix output is the sequential signal (i01010101001001100110000100101100).
This is the desired frame synchronization code.
Line Synchronization Matrix
When the control circuitry advances the FG counter at the
conclusion of the frame synchronization code and the H flip-flop is in
the proper state, the clock is applied to the ABCDE counter. The
counter will cycle through either 16 or 8 counts, depending on the number
of quantization bits, before the H flip-flop changes state and the counter
is inhibited. The outputs from the counter are gated by the line
synchronization matrices so that the output of the two matrices will be
either the 16 element code (ll01010100100100) or the 8 element code
(00101011). These are the desired line synchronization codes.
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Frame Synchronization Bit Rate Gates
It is necessary that the frame synchronization code consist of
32 bits regardless of whether the video signal is being quantized into
2, 3, or 4 bits. In the normal mode of operation, the horizontal sweep
counter is a 9 stage (512 state) counter. The synchronization generator
derives its timing signal from this counter.
If the system is quantizing the video into 4 bits per element,
it is apparent that the 3Z-bit frame synchronization code will require the
time equivalent to 8 states of the horizontal sweep counter. Since the
frame synchronization code is generated at the end of the first horizontal
line in the raster, it is seen that the synchronization generator counter
ABCDE must be gated on when the (512 - 8 = 504) 504th state of the
horizontal sweep counter is attained.
If the system is quantizing the video into 3 bits per element,
it is apparent that the ABCDE counter must be gated on after the
(512 -32/3 = 501 elements plus 2 bits) 501st state of the horizontal sweep
counter is attained. Since 33 clock times are available after the 501 st
state of the horizontal counter, it is necessary to introduce a one-bit
delay ahead of the ABCDE counter. In this manner, the ABCDE counter
will complete its 32-state cycle in synchronization with the 512-state
horizontal sweep counter.
In the emergency mode of operation, the 9-stage horizontal
counter is reduced to an 8-stage {256-state) counter, and the video is
quantized into only two bits. The first of the horizontal counters is by-
passed by the clock and its output is reset to zero. Itis now necessary
to detect the last 16 states of the counter in order to generate the frame
synchronization code at the proper time. Notice that these 16 states are
sensed by sampling the outputs of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th stages of the
c ount e r.
Line Synchronization Bit Rate Gates
The line synchronization code is generated at the beginning
of each line. In the normal mode of operation the line synchronization
code consists of 16 elements while in the emergency mode it consists of
8 elements. When the video is being quantized into 4 bits, the line
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synchronization code is generated during the first four states of the
horizontal counter. When the video is being quantized into 3 bits, the
line synchronization code is generated during the first 6 states of the
horizontal counter. The 6 states of the horizontal counter allow 3x 6=
18 bits for the synchronization code but only 16 bits are required. Thus
the last two bits following the synchronization code will be blank.
In the emergency mode of operation, the video is quantized
into two bits, and the first four states of the horizontal counter are
needed to generate the 8-element synchronization code. These four
states are sensed from the outputs of the second and third stages of the
horizontal counter.
When a 16-bit synchronization code is generated, stage A of the
ABCDE counter is inhibited to produce a 16-state counter. When an 8-bit
synchronization code is generated, stages A and B are inhibited to
produce an 8-state counter.
9. 3.4. 8 Power Requirements
follow s :
The power requirements of the TV camera subsystem are as
watts
I. Horizontal and vertical sweep generators 0. 450
2. Controls 0. 200
3. Sweep generator D/As 0. 200
4. Deflection amplifiers 0. 780
5. Video amplifiers 0. 600
6. Encoder 0. 500
7. Roberts generator 0. 570
8. Tube (filament) I. 120
9. Power supply for tube 0. 680
I0. Ancillary circuits 0. i00
5. 20
The mechanical motion drive systems of elevation, azimuth,
iris, turret, and shutter control require the following power when in
ope ration:
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watts
I. Elevation drive 2. 03
2. Azimuth drive 2. 03
3. Iris drive I. 50
4. Turret drive I. 75
5. Shutter drive I. 00
Servo reference potentiometers require a total of 0. 036 v_tts
average power.
The voltage and regulation requirements for the TV camera
circuitry are as follows:
+ 100 volts at 10% and 0.63 watts
+ 28 volts at 5% and 3. 91 watts
+ 6 volts at 5% and O. 60 watts
+ 5 volts at O. 1% and O. 04 watts
+ 4. 5 volts at 5% and 2. 02 watts
- 25 volts at 2%
+ 450 volts at 1%
+ 6 volts at 2%
The first five voltages are provided by the SLRV primary
power supply; the last three are generated within the TV subsystem.
9. 3. 4. 9 Internal TV Power Supply Design
The power supply (Figure 9-19) consists of a transistor
switch controlled by a blocking oscillator. The output of the switching
transistor supplies the AC input to the transformer which steps the
voltage from 28 VDC to 450 VAC at 25 kc, 25 VAC at 25 kc, and to
6 VAC at 25 kc. The 450 VAC is rectified, filtered with an LC filter,
and is then applied to an 0. 5 percent voltage divider with taps at +130v,
+30 v, -120 v, -270 v, for the vidicon tube, and a reference tap for the
differential amplifier. The 25 VAC is then rectified, filtered with an
LC filter, and supplied to the sweep circuit amplifier. The 6 VAC is
rectified, filtered with an LC filter, and provides the heater filaments,
video amplifier, and unblanking multivibrator power.
For power-supply regulation, the differential amplifier compares
the output of the 450-VDC voltage divider with the Zener reference voltage;
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the differential output controls the off time of the blocking oscillator
which controls the magnitude of the DC output voltage.
9. 3.4. I0 Power Management
During all modes of operation except readout and erase, the
video amplifier, encoder, Roberts_. generator and sweep generators with
D/A's may be turned off, saving in all 2.32 watts during most of the duty
cycle. The motors draw power only during the period they are energized.
l_our motors controlling lens, iris, pan, and tilt can draw up to 2. 03
watts each, therefore, operation of only one is required at atime in order
to ensure reasonably low power requirements. In addition, the shutter
will draw i. 0 watt for a short time when opening and when closing. Table
9-6 shows power requirements during the various modes of operation.
TABLE 9-6 TV MODES' POWER REQUIREMENTS
Readout
Mode Standby Control Expose Erase
Camera 2.88 w 2.88 w 2.88 w 5.20 w
Shutter - - i. 0 w -
Potentiometers 0. 036 w 0. 036 w 0.036 w 0.036 w
Motors - Z. 03 w*
TOTALS 2. 916 w 4. 946 w 3. 916 w 5. 236 w '
Only i motor energized during any given time interval.
9. 3. 4. ii TV Subsystem Electrical Interface
The electrical interface is summarized in Tables 9-7_ and
9-8. Table 9-7 lists the minimum telemetry format required for TV
operation; Table 9-8 lists the minimum command inputs.
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TABLE 9-7
TV TELEMETRY POINTS
Telemetry
P o int
Azimuth
Coarse
Azimuth
Fine
Elevation
Lens Drive
Light Meter
Temperature
Sensor (4)
Power Supply
Output
Power Supply
Input
Video Amp
Mode
TV Video
Output
Range of
Variable
O- 5 volts
Accuracy or
Resolution
Required
4 bits
Frequency
Range of
Variable
DC
Transfer
Function
0.0125 v/degree
O- 5 volts
0- 5 volts
0- 5 volts
0- 5 volts
6 bits
9 bits
6 bits
8- 9 bits
DC
DC
DC
DC
0. 400 v/degree
-10°Cto 70°C
O- 5 volts
0- 30 volts
0 or 3 volts
0 or 5 volts
binary
5%
5%
2%
lO%
lo%
DC
DC
DC
DC
122.88 k bit/sec
or
0.96 k bit/sec
0.0833 v/degree
0.500 v/degree
v = k log B
Variable
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TABLE 9-8
COMMAND INPUTS
Function
Shutte r
Iris
Turret
Pan
Tilt
Number lines
Encoding levels
Video control
Nonlinear inserts
Light measurement
ERASE
Clock input
Total Number of
Line s :
Line s
2
1
Shielded
55
Status
I pulse
I pulse
2 pulses
2 pulses
2 pulses
2 pulses
1 level
3 levels
3 levels
3 levels
1 level
1 level
Pulses
Comments
Initiates automatic shutter sequence
Variable width, leading edge opens and trailing
edge closes shutter for override
-h
CW movement for |
constant time
CCW movement for
constant time
CW movement for
constant time
- CCW movement for
constant time
CW (right) movement)
- CCW (left) movement
= CW (up) n_ovement
?
- CCW (down) movementj
- 256 or 512 lines
Pulse width A constant
Pulse width A constant
Pulse width will vary
according to desired
increment
Pulse width will vary
according to desired
increment
- Roberts' or no Roberts'
-)_ Select 2, 3, 4 bits via proper gating
- ) Feeds D/A converter (8 steps of gain)
Selects 1 of 4 thresholds
o /off
Will initiate light meter measurement
Upon receipt of this command erase cycle will be
initiated immediately
- _122.88 kc for High Data Rate
_. 96 kc for Low Data Rate
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Approximately 6(I electrical leads are required for the entire
interface, including allowance for extra return lines to avoid ground loops.
The physical constraints on this interface occur in the azimuth cable
twister.
9. 3. 5 Electronics Packaging
The electronics package consists of four functional modules and
an interconnection matrix. See Table 9-9 for detailed weight and volume
breakdown. Package design for the TV is included in System Integration,
Section 2. 2. ii, Book I, Volume III.
9. 3. 6 Motion Control
9. 3. 6. 1 Azimuth Drive
The azimuth drive consists of one Globe Industries, Inc. ,
subminiature DC motor (VT MOTO MITE), one bridge type motor drive
amplifier, two 1-1/16 in. diameter by 0. 68 in. thick DC Markite film
pots, gearing, and a sealed pressurized enclosure. A schematic of the
drive is presented in Figure 9-27.
A weight breakdown of the pan drive is as follows:
Item Quantity Weight (Ounces)
Motor i i. 5
Pot s 2 i. 6
Gearing i. 9
Enclosure I 12. 2
Drive amplifier 1 2. 5
Total weight 19. 7
Power requirements for the pan drive are as follows:
Item Required Power (Watts)
Motor and bridge amplifier
Tow pots
Total pan drive power
2. 03
O. 024
2. 054
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TA BLE 9- 9
WEIGHT AND VOLUME BREAKDOWN
SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS
ELECTRONICS
D/A Converter & Deflection Amps
!
(18) Signetic Packages (Modified)[
(38) Resistors 0. 1 w ± 0. 05% )J
(4) TO-5 Cans G.I. Multichip ]
J(4) Potentiometer s F
...........W_E!GH T
OUNCES POUNDS
4.06 0. Z53
Encoder
(28)
(8)
(I)
(Z)
(14)
(Z)
Signetic "G" Packages
G. I. Multichip Packages
Pulse Transformer
Transistors TO-5 Cans
Resistors
Capacitors
Sync Generator
(50) Signetic Packages
Bridge Amps (2)
(4) G.I. Multichip TO-5 Cans
(I) Resistor
(2) Capacitors 0. 02 Ceramic
J
Roberts ' Generator
(56) Signetics "G" Packages
Horizontal & Vertical Sweeps Cont.
(44) Signetics "G" Packages
(g) G.I. P.C. Packs
3.125
Z.56Z
0.195
0.160
VOLUME
IN3
6.5
5.0
4.1
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TABLE 9-9 (CONT.)
SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS
ELECTRONICS
Power Supply
(g) G. 1. Mu/tichip Packages
(I) Blocking Osc. Transformer
(3) Diode Bridges
(3) Chokes
(1) Relay
(1) Signetics "G" Package
(1) Pulse Transformer
(9) Resistors 1/SW Precision
(9) Resistors 1/4W Carbon
(Z) Diodes
(3) Capacitors
(2) Transistors
Video Amplifier
(7) G.I. Packages
Gain & Threshold Controls
(5) G. I. Multichip TO-5 Cans
(10) Signetic "G" Packs
(1Z) Resistors 1/10 w 0. 1% To1.
Vidicon Mu-Metal Shield
1 1/8 Dia X 7 X .031 Thk
TO TA LS
WEIGHT
OUNCES
8.5
1.36
19.607
POUNDS
0. 531
0.085
1 .ZZ4
VOLUME
IN 3
9.0
Z4.6
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COMMAND __
PULSE D C BRIDGE
OF VARYING AMPLIFIER
DURATION
TOA D
CONVERTER
oc 1MOTOR
GLOBE INDUSTRIES INC.
VT- MOTO MITE
COARSE }POT
MARKITE
I--I 16 DIA x.68THICK
I SPIROL MESH 42. I
I BEVEL MESH 2. I
I SPIROID MESH 36. I
30001 I I i
__1 SPEED
I ANTIBACKLASH I
SPUR GEAR _
MESH
SPEED
REDUCER
FINE SPEED
POT _ INCREASER
MARKITE 2 ANTIBACKLASH
I-I 16 DIA x . 68 THICK SPUR GEAR MESHES
CAMERA
Figure 9-37 Azimuth Drive Block Diagram
COMMAND
PULSE
OF VARYING !
DURATION
I SPIROID MESH 42. I
I BEVEL MESH 2. I
I SPIROID MESH 36. I
t-t °°°ID C BRIDGE D C __ SPEEDAMPLIFIER MOTOR REDUCER
i
TO TELEMETRy
A/D CONVERTER
GLOBE INDUSTRIES INC
VT--MOTO MITE
I H SPEED _._
POTENTIOMETER INCREASER
MARKITE I ANTIBACKLASH
2"DIA X . 68" THICK SPUR GEAR MESH
5:1
i
CAMERA
i
Figure 9-Z8 Elevation Drive Block Diagram
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The maximum nominal drive velocity is six degrees per
second. The total peak position readout error anticipated is 0. 248
degree. The total expected rss error is 0. 083 degree. A discussion
of the drive components and the proposed sealing technique is presented
in Section 9.3.6. 3.
9. 3. 6.2 Elevation Drive
The elevation drive consists of one Globe Industries, Inc. ,
subminiature DC motor (VT MOTO MITE), one bridge type motor drive
amplifier, one 2 in.. diameter by 0. 68 in. thick DC Markite film pot,
associated gearing, and a sealed pressurized enclosure. A schematic of
the drive is presented in Figure 9-28 and its layout in Figure 9-29.
A weight breakdown of the elevation drive is as follows:
Item Quantity Weight (Ounce s)
Motor 1 I. 5
Pot i I. 2
Gearing i. 7
Enclosure 1 12.2
Drive amplifier 1 2. 5
Total weight 19. i
Power requirements for the elevation drive are as follows:
Item Required Power (Watts)
Motor and bridge amplifier 2. 3
Pot 0. 012
Total elevation drive power 2.042
The maximum nominal drive velocity in the elevation axis is six
degrees per second. The total peak position readout error anticipated
in the elevation axis is ± 0. 364 ° . The total expected rss error is 0. 116:
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My 42:1
©_ o_o_o__°_o°M:_
: _ SHAFT 1:5
_,u 5 3/16
2"
GEAR RATIO
DC MOTOR 3000
=
OUTPUT SHAFT I
POTENTtOMETER 5
= __
OUTPUT SHAFT
Figure 9-Z9 Elevation Drive Arrangement
+ 28VDC
R 5 R 6
--@
RI3
Figure 9-30 Bridge Amplifier Schematic
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9. 3. 6. 3 Drive Components and Sealing
The drive and readout components (one for each drive) operate
in a small pressurized enclosure with the drive shaft extending through
a greased double O-ring seal. This sealing technique has been used on
the Ranger and Mariner programs; reported leakage rates for nitrogen
at 5 psia are 0.01 cc per hour for the Mariner drives and 0. 05 cc per
hour for the Ranger hardware. For the intended six month (4000 hrs)
SLRV operating life, the total leakage volume at 5 psia pressurization
and with a 0. 01 cc per hour leakage rate is Z. 44 cubic inches. It is
presently intended to increase the pressurization of dry nitrogen to
permit a minimum of 10 psia over the life of the drive (4000 hrs). The
higher pressure is to obtain increased brush life and improved reliability
for the pots and to allow for increased leakage rates. The volume of
each pressurized enclosure is less than 20 cubic inches. For an increased
leakage rate of 0. 1 cc per hour a, the total leakage over the 4000 hour
operating life would be 24. 3 in J. This requires an initial pressurization
of only 22. 2 psia at 20°C to assure a minimum of 10 psia at 20°C over
the duration of the mission. Temperature variations within the anticipated
controlled range (10°C to 60°C) have a small effect on the pressurization.
At 60_C, the maximum pressurization is 25.2 psia. The low temperature
(10°C) results in a minumum pressurization of 9. 7 psia. The slight
increase in maximum pressurization should not result in a marked
increase in leakage as the pan drive rotational duty cycle (1 rpm inter-
mittently) is mild and the maximum pressurization being considered is
low.
The grease presently considered for use with the O-ring s__al
is Shell Apiezon Grease H. This grease has a vapor pressure of I0
Torr at 20°C and after evolution of dissolved air. It can be used safely
up to a maximum temperature of 180 ° C (356°F). It has a drop point
(Uhbelohde Method) of 200 ° C.
The O-rings considered for the design are Parker Company
Viton O-rings. This material has good sealing characteristics in
vacuum applications.
9. 3. 6. 4 Reliability Aspects of Sealed Motion-Control Drives
The TV subsystem requires the use of motors and potentio-
meters. These types of parts are not normally capable of operation in
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hard vacuum and it is planned to seal them, along with gear trains, in a
container having controlled leakage rates. The output shaft is sealed by
O-rings and a suitable lubricant. The sealed drives will be installed in
the TV package as a unit_ precautions must be taken during subsequent
handling, installation and testing to ensure the integrity of the seals.
During checkout, prior to installation in the SLRV or during countdown
the effectiveness of the seals cannot be easily determined. Therefore,
an extremely high degree of confidence must be assured in the ability of
the sealed packages to function properly in hard vacuum, and means
should be provided for checking gas pressure or leakage rates at the last
scheduled checkout prior to launch.
9o 3. 6. 5 Drive Motors
The selected drive motors are Globe Industries Inc. , TV
MOTO MITE DC subminiature design. A special sleeve housing is
required for the Z5-g nonoperating acceleration loado This motor is
0. 6Z5-in. in diameter by 1o 6Z5 in. zlong, weighs 1° 5 oz, and has an
armature inertia of only 1. 3Z gm/cm . It can operate at no-load
speeds of over 16,000 rpm. The presently furnished standard brushes
should provide a life of 500 to Z000 hours when operating continuously
at a speed of about 5000 rpm in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen at about
10 psia.
This should be sufficient to meet the present requirements,
since if even I0 percent of the total useful operating life of the SLRV
were used for motion with a single drive, a life of only 400 hours would
be required. However, it should be possible to improve the brush life
by using techniques such as the Vac Kote process.
The azimuth and elevation drives are intended to operate
intermittently at a maximum motor speed of 3000 rpm. This will provide
the required maximum camera drive speed of 6 ° per second through a 3000
to 1 miniature drive gear train. The exact torque levels required
cannot be determined until a drive unit is assembled and tested. However,
the load friction and inertia torques are negligible (4 oz in. at the design
speed shaft) when reflected t%the motor__ The torque required to accelerate
the motor inertia (7.45 x 10 oz in. sec Z) and reflected gear train inertia
is also negligible. Motor torque is mainly needed to overcome local
motor bearing and brush friction and to break away the armature from
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the magnetic detent or slot lock torque. An armature stall torque of about
0. 18 oz. ih. is planned. The magnetic detent torque available will be used
to hold the load in position through the drive gear train without power
applied to the motor after the camera has been commanded to a given
position. The detent torque may be varied depending upon the minimum
smooth drive speed desired, the holding torque needed, and the break-
away power available for the motor. A detent torque of about 0. l oz in.
will provide a load holding torque of 300 oz in. (I. 56 ft Ib) which should
be sufficient. The motor magnetic detent effect provides i0 discrete
positions spaced 36 motor degrees apart at which the armature will lock
in. This corresponds to 30,00O discrete locations 0. 012 ° apart at one of
which the camera should position itself after the power has been removed
and the camera has stopped rotating.
9.3.6.6 Reliability Aspects of Drive Motors
DC motors have been selected for all the TV subsystem
motion control systems because of their efficiency and the availability of
DC power. Use of less efficient AC motors would also require a con-
verter in the TV subsystem or an AC source in the SLRV, which would
mean more circuitry and less reliability. The Globe Industries' Model
X-116 subminiature DC motor was selected on the basis of its small
size, light weight, and suitable electrical characteristics. This motor
providesconsiderablyrnore torque than is required in the various motion
control systems.
The performance and design features of the Globe motor, as
they relate to reliability, are as follows:
i. Failure Rate - No specific failure rate for the X-116 motor
is available; therefore, the standing of this motor relative
to the generic failure rate obtained from TRA-873-74
cannot be ascertained.
, Brush Life - The brush life of the commercially available
X-ll6 motor is 100 to 500 hours in a standard atmosphere,
continuous operation. The life obtained depends on the
loading and rotational speed. A similar motor, the
Model XA-0704, has the following brush life in standard
atmosphere:
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a.
b.
Co
d.
500 hours under conservative loading
300 hours at 8000 rpm and maximum continuous load-
ing
600 hours at 5000 rpm
100 hours at 12,000 rpm
Although the brush life appears adequate in view of the
actual torque requirements and anticipated operating time
for the SLRVmission, improved brushes may be incorporat-
ed for motors intended for the TV subsystem.
3_ Vacuum - This motor is not intended to be operated in
hard vacuum. The motor, along with gear trains and
potentiometers used in the camera control systems, will
be sealed in containers having controlled leakage rates.
. Shock and Vibration - The X-116 motor is limited to shock
and vibration of not more than 5 g. This limit is due to
the structure of the body case and end bell attachments.
A metal sleeve suitably fitted over the length of the motor
will enable the motor to withstand 25 g shock and vibration.
9.3.6. 7 Azimuth and Elevation Readout Potentiometers
Markite plastic film DC pots have been selected as readout
devices for the azimuth and elevation drives. The elevation drive uses
one 2-in. diameter by 0.68-in. thick pot. The azimuth drive has two
1-1/16-in. diameter by 0.68-in. thick pots. The pots will be used ex-
clusively for readout and not as position feedback as the drives are
commanded essentially open loop in a jogging mode by varying pulse
lengths. It is presently intended to furnish 5 VDC to the pots.
The elevation axis pot is geared to the output shaft so that it
rotates 300 ° for the 60 ° of required elevation axis travel. The accuracy
of standard Markite pots is as follows:
Diam ete r Thic kne s s
(Inches ) (Inche s )
/_curacy
(Percent of Full Scale)
I.063 0. 680 0.2
2.0 0.68O 0. I
3.0 0. 680 0.06
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The manufacturer indicates that the 3-in. diameter pot can readily be
supplied to an improved accuracy of 0.04 percent of full scale. Also, it
should be possible to supply the 2-in. diameter pot to an accuracy of 0.04
percent full scale by building the pot to an independent linearity rather
than terminal linearity. This would only require that each pot be adjusted
and calibrated before use. The elevation axis pot error is ±0. 12" at the
pot. With a pot voltage variation of ±0.2 percent, an additional error
of _:0.60 ° occurs at the pot. As a result of the 5-to-1 pot speed increase
relative to the output shaft, the above two errors result in an equivalent
peak output shaft error of only ±0. 144 ° . An additional peak error of
:_0. 1 ° results from the gear train. It is intended to convert the pot
analog output to an 8-bit digital signal. This pr ovides a resolution of
O. 24". A summary of the anticipated devation axis readout errors resulting
from the above is presented below:
Item
Peak Error at
Camera (Degrees)
RMS Error at
Camera (Degrees)
Pot ±0. 024 O. 0142
• Regulation eOo 120 O. 071
Gearing ±0. 100 0. 0578
Quantization ±0. lZ 0. 0695
Total peak error = 0. 364 °
Total rss error - 0.116 °
A coarse and a fine pot are used to indicate the camera position
in the azimuth axis. A total output shaft angle of 400 ° (±200 °) is required.
The coarse pot is geared down 1. 16 to 1 to provide an unambiguous pot
rotation of 345 degrees corresponding to the output shaft motion of 400
degrees. The fine pot is geared up 32 to 1 to provide the desired accuracy
and fine resolution.
The coarse pot analog output will be converted to a 5-bit digital
word for telemetry purposes. This provides a resolution of 12.5 ° . The
analog output from the fine pot is converted to a 6-bit digital word. This
results in an overall rotational resolution of 0. 195 ° for the azimuth
drive.
Identical Markite DC film pots are to be provided for the coarse
and fine readouts. The coarse pot error referred to the output shaft is
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-1-0.81° and the fine pot error referred to the output shaft is ±0. 025 ° Pot
gear train errors should be less than_=0.1 ° with a pot voltage variation of
10.2 percent, an additional fine pot error of 4"0. 025 ° results with respect
to the output shaft. A summary of the azimuth drive readout errors is
presented below. The total errors of the fine pot readout establish the
overall readout accuracy.
Item
Peak Error at
Camera (Degrees)
RIMS Error at
Camera (Degrees)
Pot ±0. 025
Regulation ±0. 025
Gearing ±0. i00
Quantization ± 0. 098
Total peak error = 0. 248 °
Total rss error = 0. 083 °
0.0144
0. 0144
0. 0578
0.0576
The above errors apply to the portion of the fine pot which
provides readout. There is a dead region approximately 0. 312 ° wide
referred to the output shaft which periodically occurs at each 12.5 °
interval. In each 0. 312 ° zone, useful readout is available only from the
coarse pot. However, the above restriction is not serious because the
small dead zones can be avoided during operation.
9. 3o 6.9 Gearing
Spiroid and bevel gear right angle meshes will be used for the
drives to achieve reduced drive volume and eliminate backlash. Each
gear pass will be lightly spring loaded to remove the backlash. No
friction difficulties should result with gear operation because of the
drive enclosure pressurization discussed above and the use of GEF
lubricating oil. A simple antibacklash spur gear train is used to
rotate the potentiometers.
9. 3. 6. 10 Bearings
Small precision ball bearings support the drive components.
The bearings will be lubricated similarly to the gearing with a light
lubricating oil such as GEF 50. No friction problem is anticipated.
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9. 3. 6. 11 Bridge Amplifier
The bridge amplifier for each motor drive is presented in
Figure 9-30 {page 9-77). The direction of motor rotation depends upon
which input terminal, A or B, 28 VDC is applied to. The circuit permits
dynamic motor braking when the command pulse is removed from the
input terminal.
9. 3. 6. 12 Telescope
The telescope drive is used to position a portion of the lens
system for one of the three possible fields of view. The three angular
positions of the telescope are 90 ° apart. Mechanical stops at the plus
and minus 90 ° stations locate the telescope within I/4 ° Because of the
wide opening for viewing through the telescope in the midposition, this
setting does not require high accuracy. A readout device with an accuracy
of I/4 e is provided for monitoring the position of the telescope via
telemetry.
The telescope turret is rotated from one position to another
by applying a pulse of power to a DC motor. For movements from the
midposition to the extreme positions, a pulse of appropriate polarity
causes_ the motor to drive the telescope turret to the mechanical stop.
The motor is then stalled until the power pulse is terminated. A gear
train connecting the motor to the telescope provides enough friction
torque to hold the telescope in position. A pulse with the appropriate
duration and polarity moves the telescope from the extreme positions
to the approximate midposition.
All components of the telescope drive are sealed in a package
containing dry nitrogen. The opening at the drive shaft exit is sealed by
O-rings as described for the tilt and pan motors. The dimensions of
the cylindrical-shaped case are 1 in. OD by 4-1/4 in. in length and
weight of the package is 4. 5 oz. The peak power during operation is
I. 75 watts. The mechanical stops are inside the sealed case to avoid
seizing that could occur in a vacuum.
9. 3. 6. 13 Reliability Aspects of Telescope
The Galilean telescope drum rotates mainly in a vertical
plane. In the event of a failure mode where the proper lens is selected
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but not indexed properly, the resultant pointing error will affect tilt more
than pan. Tilt pointing errors are considered less harmful to mission suc-
cess than pan pointing errors.
9. 3. 6. 14 Iris Drive
The iris drive adjusts the size of the aperture. Because of the
wide latitude in the shutter control, only two opening Sizes are used, f/7
and f/22. This selection makes the iris drive similar to the lens turret
drive. A mechanical stop fixes the position of the leaves of the iris me-
chanism. A pulse of power moves the leaves from one extreme position to
the other. The duration of the pulse is long enough to drive the mechanism
to the desired stop and stall the motor momentarily. The polarity of the
pulse will determine the direction of rotation. Using short pulses, the SLRV
operator can set the aperture at values between f/7 and f/22. When the power
is removed, the iris will be held in position by the static friction in the gear
train. No position readout is provided. All the components of the iris drive
are sealed in a package similar to the telescope drive. The dimensions of
the cylindrical-shaped case are 1 in. OD by 4-1/4 in. in length. The weight
of the package is 4. 0 oz. The peak power during operation is i. 5 watts.
9.3. 6. 15 Reliability Aspects of Iris Design
If moveable fixed apertures were used, an undesirable failure
mode (catastrophic) could occur while changing aperture openings. Failure
of the present iris system can not cause the optics to be obstructed; instead,
a fixed aperture is obtained which can be compensated to some degree by
selecting a suitable exposure time although the depth of field may not neces-
sarily be at an optimum.
9.3. 6. 16 Shutter Drive
The shutter drive operates a blind either to allow or to prevent
viewing through the aperture formed by the iris. Abistable device is re-
quired because of the long periods in which the blind will be in either position
(exposures up to i00 sec). A rotary solenoid With a magnetic detent has
been selected. The detent allows the removal of power during the long ex-
posure period. At the end of the exposure period, a release coil is actuated
in the solenoid, allowing the return spring to bring the solenoid and blind back
to the closed position. The time to move from one position to the other is less
than 25 milliseconds.
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The actuator will be a modification of model D-LE-6 manufactured
by the DACO Instrument Co. , Inc. The vendor states that this actuator has
been used for shutters on such programs as OAO and Surveyor. Jewel bearings
are used to reduce the possibility of outgassing in the vicinity of the lens. The
jewel bearing can be built with enough strength to withstand landing shocks of
25 g. The torque level is high enough to rotate a 3/4 in. disk through an
o O
angle of 30 ° in 10 milliseconds. Over the operating range, 10 to 60 , the
torque level is constant. One energizing coil puts the shutter in the closed
position (where it is held by an internal magnetic detent), the other coil puts
the shutter in the open position. A coil spring holds the shutter in the open
position. The power consumption when either of the coils is energized by
a Z8-v source is approximately 0.8 watt.
The actuator case is not sealed and the jewel bearings operate
dry. The overall size of the actuator is 3/4 in. OD and 1-1/2 in. in length,
not including the shaft extension. Its weight is 1. 0 oz.
9.3.6.17 Encoder Readout
In view of the importance of the readout potentiometers, a survey
was made of alternate devices_ Shaft encoders are the most promising pos-
sibility. Table 9-10 summarizes the results of this study. It is concluded
that the magnetic types are too heavy to be considered. However, from the
weight point-of-view, the brush types offer considerable promise. Such a
drive design is described below. It appears that a considerable weight saving
could be realized.
Although the drive unit is to be sealed, the reliability factor as-
sociated with brush encoders must be considered very carefully. Much more
is known about potentiometers than shaft encoders. There is no mass of
statistical data to establish failure rates and provide the desired degree of
confidence for shaft encoders. A comparison of the relative complexities of
potentiometers and shaft encoders shows that shaft encoders are much more
complex and are inherently less reliable than potentiometers. On this basis,
the encoder design has been rejected. It is presented here, however, to
show its potential if reliability problems can be solved.
The alternative drive design shown in Figures 9-31 and 9-32 would
be suitable for the azimuth, elevation, and telescope drives. The stop cam
will be different for each of the three applications. Otherwise, the construction
of the three drives will be identical. The encoder chosen for use is the Litton
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I
2--
;6
,tI
3--
2
TURRET DRIVE
,_8,T ] ELECTRON,CS
ENCODERI1U _EDUCE._ tNG
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
-T I,ENCODER 2 _ oz
/
2,MOTOR AND GEAR 2.8 oz
3" REDUCTION
I--
16 3. BACKLASH GEARS-- 0.8 oz
4. ELECTRONICS _ 2.0 oz
5. ENCLOSURE --- 3.4 oz
13 "3--
16 16
TOTAL 11.6 oz
Figure 9-3 1 Layout of Components in Standard Drive
COMMAND
PULSE
° v"v"GIH H F--t 'M'"AIDURATION DC BRIDGE DC SPEED OR_- REDUCER LENSAM PLIFIER MOTOR 2557: I TU RR ET
SERIAL
BINARY _-_
OUTPUT
I ENCODER I ENCOoERL
! ELECTRONICI /
Figure 9-3Z Standard Drive for Azimuth, Tilt, and Lens Turret Axes
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unit, Model ADMll-13M. The weight of the telescope drive is greater
than the original scheme because of the larger size and weight of the encoder.
This 5-ounce increase is offset by the 7-ounce reduction in the weight of
azimuth and elevation drives. The weight reduction is the result of three
factors: less gearing between output shaft and pickoff, smaller size of pick-
off, and a more applicable shape of the pickoff. The net reduction in weight
will be approximately 9 ounces.
The power requirement of the encoder drives is considerably
higher; i. e. , each pickoff potentiometer requires 12 milliwatts while the
encoder requires 0.47 watt in addition to the power required by the logic
circuits. The logic circuits in each drive require 0. 380 watt and consist of
38 Signetics G packages. The power required for the actuator motor is the
same as in the original design of the azimuth and elevation drives. The drive
amplifier will remain the same for all drives.
The motor, a Globe type VS, has the same electrical characteristics
as the type VT. The physical configuration is changed to improve the form
factor of the package. A speed reducer package is used to allow the motor
to run more efficiently at a high speed while the output shaft runs at one re-
volution per minute.
A more accurate readout can be obtained using an encoder. The
rss error of the configuration should be 3. 3 minutes with a peak error of
4. 7 minutes. Using the same encoder is a more complex configuration would
reduce the error to 2. 6 minutes. To obtain a more accurate readout would
require a larger size encoder with a higher resolution.
Sealing of the drive package is the same as described previously.
9. 3. 7 Structural and Mechanical Design
The TV camera structural design was predicated upon the following
basic criteria:
, The weight of a monoptic TV system package must not exceed
eight pounds.
The TV system remains stowed against the vehicle primary
structure until the vehicle is placed on the lunar surface. It
is then erected and locked in the operating position.
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3. The elevation movement of the camera is between +15 ° and
-60 °"
4. The azimuth movement of the camera is ±200 °
5. A 1/4 ° readout accuracy is required for camera azimuth and
elevation positions.
. Internal camera component operating temperature limits
O o
are +125 F and +50 F. Nonoperating temperature limit
using standby power is -40°F.
7. Camera must operate over entire lunar day down to a solar
angle of 10 ° above h6rizon.
8. Aperture control must be selective.
9. A movable turret (Galilean telescope) with a 50 ° included
angle field of view must be incorporated.
10. The camera optical centerline should be 1 meter above
ground line.
A drawing of the TV camera package and support structure is pre-
sented in Figure 9-33. The weight summary is presented in Table 9-11.
The structural designwas initiated by establishing a geometry form
factor. The vidicon tube and basic optics, preamplifier, Galilean telescope
turret, and forward window established a minimum camera internal package
length of approximately 10-1/2 in. The vidicon tube, aperture and tele-
scope turret drive motors established an internal package width of approxi-
mately 3-1/2 in. The vidicon tube shock mount frame, vidicon tube, and
the elevation drive unit established an internal package depth of approxi-
mately 4-1/2 in.
The top surface of the package is employed as the thermai radiator.
It is fabricated from a reinforced plastic, copper-clad flat plate. The
radiator size was predicated on a 0. 143 watts per square inch dissipation
at a projected 5. 24 watts (maximum operating power) at the time of solar
zenith (see Section 12). This condition requires a 36 square inch radiator
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Figure 9-33 TV Camera Package and Support Structure
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TA BLE 9- 11
SLRV-TV WEIGHT SUMMARY
Subsystem Component
Structure (Total)
Insulation (Total)
TV Camera
Yoke
Yoke Structure
Camera Structure
R adi at o r
Azimuth Cable Drum
Misc. Hardware
Drive Unit (Total)
Azimuth
Elevation
Lens Turret (Total)
Turret & Drive
Optic s
Ounces Pounds
(2.31)
(0.3)
0. Z5
0.05
0.48
0.84
0. Z
0.1Z
0.4
Weight
(z.37)
I. 18+
18+
Totals
Pounds
Z.31
Z.37
(37)
(4.8)
4.0
0.8
0.76+
13.4+
3.Z
I. 9+
6.4
(38)
19
•9+)
56+
34+
19 I.
(14• 5) (0
9 0.
5.5 0.
9 0.
1 0.
..........................
0.9
Aperture & Control (Iris) 56+ 0.56
Shutter & Solenoid 06 0.06
(ZZ. 9) (i•43)
Z+ 0.13
1.3 0.08
I 19.6 l. ZZ
.................. To_taI_...................
Electronic s
Vidicon
Flexible Ribbon Cable
(58 Inches Long)
Circuits
1.43
7.63
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surface, assuming no temperature differential between the electronics
and the radiator. This is a reasonable assumption since there are short
heat paths between the electronics and the radiator. Most of the electronic
components are connected directly to the radiator.
A top surface geometry for the package of 11. 3 in. length and 4. 5 in.
width was selected consistent with the internal equipment geometry. Two
V-shaped bimetallic strips positioned at each end of the radiator and me-
chanically attached to the insulation are used to reduce the exposed radiator
surface as the solar angle changes from zenith to night and as the internal
power changes from operating to standby. The selected insulation is com-
prised of 1/Z in. total thickness of 50 layers of aluminized mylar (0. 00025 in.
thick). This superinsulation is used in cryogenic applications and remains
flexible below -Z50°F.
The electronics package which generates the most heat is mounted
directly on the underside of the radiator. The vidicon, preamplifier, aperture
plates plus drive motor, and Galilean telescope turret and drive motors are
all attached to a structural frame which in turn is shock mounted to the ra-
diator.
The Galilean telescope turret mounting bracket is attached to the
frame network (as are the aperture control and vidicon tube) to assure ac-
curate optical alignment of all of these components. The portions of these
equipments which generate heat are directly or thermally attached to the
radiator by flexible heat conductor strips. These techniques comply with
the previous AT = 0 assumption.
The elevation drive unit is attached to the lower side of a channel
structure which attaches to the radiator surface. The channel structure pro-
vides the elevation pivot connection for the external support yoke. The drive
unit pinion gear protrudes through the channel section and the package in-
s ulation.
The optical window frame is attached to the front edge of the radiator.
The window frame maintains the forward end of the cryogenic insulation in
place.
The upper portion of the support structure is comprised of a yoke
terminating at the lower end in a double bearing fitting which provides for the
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camera azimuth motion. The right hand side of the yoke contains a sector
gear. The elevation drive unit pinion gear meshes with this sectbr gear,,
The left side yoke incorporates a lug which mates with a stowage_fitting on
the SLRV body structure.
The outer race of the bearings is housed within a cupped fitting. The
base of this fitting is structurally attached to the azimuth drive unit. This
permits the entire TV camera head, elevation, and azimuth drives to re-
main one completely integrated unit. The cupped fitting houses the hori-
zontal spirallel cable twist which winds and unwinds as the camera head
rotates in azimuth from +200 ° to -200 °.
The upper support structure is covered with the same cryogenic
insulation as the TV camera package. The layers of the insulation are
split and provided with an overlap flap. This permits the stowage lug to
protrude through the insulation during stowage. When the stowage pin lock
is retracted and the TV camera is erected, a leaf-type plastic spring pushes
the insulation outboard and permits the individual layers of insulation to close
over the lug (see Figure 9-33). In this way, the insulation's integrity is
maintained after TV camera erection.
The interface between the camera and support structure is below the
azimuth bearing joint. The TV camera's upper structure includes the camera
package, the elevation yoke and drive unit, the azimuth cable twist, azimuth
bearings, and the azimuth drive unit.
Dynamic analysis of the stowed configuration is presented in Section 5.
Aluminum castings were used for the camera support yoke and for
the motor casing interface attachments. The remainder of the camera struc-
ture is comprised of aluminum sheet and angles. The support tube steps
from 3-3/16 in. at the upper end to 2-1/2 in. at the lower end and is 0. 030 in.
stainless steel covered with 0.025 in. of phenolic fiberglass.
The problems of gimbal bearings and their use in the lunar environ-
ment have been investigated. Three types of ball bearings appear to be suit-
able for either azimuth or elevation gimbals: (1) stainless steel races and
balls lubricated with a light oil (such as GEF 50) and sealed by a metallic
labyrinth which is further sealed with a low-vapor-pressure lubricant such
as Shell Apiezon Grease H; (2) stainless steel balls and races with a teflon
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or nylon impregnated retainer; and (3) silver plated balls and races. All
three appear to be feasible for several months of operation.
An additional possibility for the elevation gimbal is a nylon im-
pregnated sleeve bearing having low friction under light laads.
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SECTION I0
TE LE COMMUNICA TIONS
The telecommunications subsystem collects and transmits data to
SFOF via DSIF and allows control of the SLRV from the ground complex.
This section defines telecommunications functions, functional
requirements and performance requirements. Performance is evaluated,
and a description of the subsystem design is presented.
10. 1 TELECOMMUNICATION FUNCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
The overall function of the telecommunication subsystem is to pro-
vide, at the ground station, scientific and operational data collected as a
result of the SLRV mission, and to allow control of the vehicle from the
ground. These functions follow:
1. Data Collection
Z. Data Handling
3. Signal Processing
4. Signal Radiation and Reception.
I0. I. I Data Collection
Data collection consists of sensing of information, generating
a signal representing the information, and conditioning this signal to such
a form as to be acceptable by the data handling equipment. The major
sensors in the SLRV are television and penetrometer which provide con-
ditioned signals and are discussed in separate sections. In addition, a
functional requirement exists to measure temperature, current, voltage
and gimbal angles.
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I0. 1.2 Data Handling
Data handling consists of data transformation, formatting, error
coding, data storage, and data reduction. Data storage and data reduction
are not required functions for SLRV. The required functions are met by
the command decoder and the telemetry processor described in _detail''
in Section 10.4. I.
i0. I. 3 Signal Processing
Signal processing refers to signal encoding, or modulation and
demodulation, and signal amplification or transmitter and receiver functions.
The functional requirements are met by command receiver and data.trans-
mitter. Detailed design of the units is given in Sections I0.4.2 and I0.4. 3.
10. 1.4 Signal Radiation and Reception
Signal radiation and reception consists o ft:ransmitting Or receiving
radio frequency energy. The required functions are provided by an omni-
directional antenna system for command reception and loW'data rate i
transmission, and by providing a directive antenna positioned by earth com-
mands for high data rate transmission. The design of the antennas is dis-
cussed in Section 10.4.4.
I0. 2 TELECOMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The telecommunication system must transmit all desired information
from SLRV, with minimum distortion and delay. All information must be
sensed to sufficient accuracy, transformed with sufficient resolution,
sampled at high enough rate, transmitted at high enough rate to minimize
operational delay, and not be degraded by channel noise below established
criteria.
The telemetry subsystem is required to collect data from 127 separate
information sources consisting of:
1. One serial television data stream
2. Sixty-nine (69) high level analog points
3. Twelve (IZ) low level analog points
4. Forty-five (45) binary points.
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The highest accuracy required by any information source is 0. 2%.
The highest resolution requirement is one part in 512 thus necessitating a
9-bit per sample encoding. This resolution is required by penetrometer
payout potentiometer, television gimbal pickoff, and television photodiode
readout.
The highest sensor response frequency is i0. 5 cycles per second,
requiring a minimum of 21 samples per second. This requirement is im-
posed by the penetrometer payout potentiometer.
The data rate requirement (established by weight, power, and mission
time trade-offs) is 122,880-bit per second for normal television trans-
mission, and 960-bit per second for telemetry and emergency television
transmission.
-3
The allowable error rate of 10 has been selected based on observa-
tion of experimental TV photographs with various error rates introduced.
For telemetry, 10 -3 error rate is considered acceptable since the telemetry
frame is repeated many times, allowing for location and smoothing of ob-
vious errors identified by the parity bit check.
It is common in designing a communications system to provide a
performance margin in link calculations. This compensates for any un-
predictable errors. In case of ground-to-ground communications in lower
frequencies where propagation phenomena could cause unpredictable varia-
tions in the channel, 20 db safety margins are used. In space communica-
tions, the propagation media is well behaved and the use of an arbitrary
large margin is not required. The realistic approach to determine a per-
formance margin is to base it on the actual unknowns or the tolerances of
each parameter which affect the link. If the distribution of the errors or
the tolerances are notknown to the designer, it is reasonable to use the
total worst case maximal error for the safety margin. From experience
of various programs in communications to space, it is generally accepted
that between 6 and 8 db margin is sufficient. Since this figure implies
the worst case condition, a practical system should provide for a decrease
of this margin. A conservative figure of 8 db minimum safety margin has
been chosen.
The performance margin applies only to the telemetry link since the
command bit rate is only 48-bits per second (i.e., two commands every
second). The error rate of the commands is extremely low, 34.8 db signal
performance and 40 db tracking performance margin are provided.
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The telecommunication subsystem performance requirements are
summarized in Table 10-1.
I0. 3 TELECOMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the telecommunication subsystem with
respect to the requirements, link analysis for data and command link is
performed.
In analysis of the data link, the following DSIF terminal characteristics
are used:
Antenna 210-ft dish, gain 61 db
85-ft dish, gain 53 db
System noise temperature 215°K for 210-ft DSIF
250OK for 85-ft DSIF
Carrier frequency 2290 to 2300 Mc
Polarization Righthand, circular
Receiver feed loss 0.6 db
Carrier loop BW 2B. 0 = 500 cps (max.)
l_oth 210-ft and 85-ft di0d e ant.ennas at the DSIF station s . are. considered. How-
eyer, basic design parameters are predicated on using the 210-foot antenna.
The SLRV transmitter parameters can be determined if modulation
and required threshold have been determined. For an error rate of 10-3
the ratio of received energy per bit to the system noise power per unit
bandwidth is 8. 3 db. An assumed detector loss of 1. 5 db is included in
this figure. The modulation technique used is PCM/split phase/PSK. The
use of split phase encoding of the binary data removes low frequency side-
bands out of the DSIF receiver carrier loop bandwidth and ensures that the
average transmitter frequency is the carrier frequency. Modulation index
of one radian peak is used. The distribution of carrier to sideband power
for coherent phase shift keyed binary system is 59% carrier to 39% sideband
and 2% in the higher order sideband.
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TABLE I0- 1
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Requirement Telemetry Command
Information sources
Information sinks
Accuracy
Resolution
Sampling Rate
Data Rate
Error Rate
Performance Margin
127
N.A.
0.2%
i part in 512
21 samples per second
122,880 bps (TV)
960 bps (TM)
-3
10 maximum
8 db minimum
No Ao
71
N.A.
N.A.
2 command per second
48 bit per second
34.8 db
The maximum bit rate capability can be derived assuming:
Transmitter cable loss T = -2.6 db
T
Free space loss = -211.4 db
If an 8 db margin is the minimum to be considered_ the maximum bit rate
is:
and
R = i. 35PTGT(for a 210-ft dish)
R -- 0. 175PTGT(for an 85-ft dish)
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where
PT -- transmitter power
G T = transmitter antenna gain.
Table 10-2 shows the maximum bit rate capability for variofls opera-
tional modes. Mode 1, with a system bit rate of 12Z,880 bits/sec, is used
when the vehicle is stationary for transrriission of TV pictures. Mode Z
is used to transmit telemetry while the SLRV vehicle is moving. Mode 3
can be used if the vehicle is out o{ range of the 210-ft dish DSIF station.
The maximum bit rate of 175 bits/sec for mode 4 is too low to be useful
directly because of the low frequency sidebands which will fall within the
500 cps carrier loop range. If this mode is to be used the telemetry sig-
nal will first frequency modulate a subcarrier before carrier modulation
takes place.
A link analysis design chart for the ZW TWT transmitter is shown in
Table 10-3. The system performance margin is 9..8 db in the TM mode
and 8..7, db for the TV mode of operation showing compliance with perform-
ance requirements.
The performance of the command link is given in the link design chart
in Table 10-4. High performance margins for tracking and information
indicate meetilig of' the requirements.
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TABLE I0-2
SYSTEM BIT RATE AS A FUNCTION OF DSIF STATION ANTENNA
AND SLRV ANTENNA UTILIZED IN VARIOUS MODES
FOR A 2w TRANSMITTER OUTPUT POWER
DSIF with
210' dish
DSIFwith
85' dish
SLRV
Transmitter
Antenna
17 db
Directional
Antenna
-3 db
Omni- Dir.
Antenna
17 db
Directional
Antenna
-3 db
Omni- Dir.
Antenna
Maximum Bit
Rate Capability
135,000 b/sec
1350 b/sec
17, 500 b/sec
Mode
2
SLRV
System Bit Rate
122,880 b/sec
960 b/sec
15, 360 b/sec
175 b/sec 4 Possible use with
subcarrier for T/M
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TABLE I0-3
SLRV TO EARTH DIRECT LINK DESIGN CHART FOR A DSIF
USING 210' DISH ANTENNA
PARAMETER
I. Transmitter Power (pT) dbw
2. LRV Transmitter CCT Loss db
3. LRV Antenna Gain db
4. LRV Antenna Pointing Loss db
5. Space Loss (Ls) db
2295 Mc R - 707,400 miles
6. Polarization Loss db
7. Ground Antenna Gain db
GR for 210' Dish
8. DSIF Receiver Loss db
9. Net Circuit Loss db
10. Total Received Power dbw
11. Receiver Noise Spectral Density
T = 215 ° ± 15°K dbw/cps
system
12. Carrier Modulation Loss db
13. Received Carrier Power dbw
14. Carrier Phase Lock Loop bw
2Blo = 500 cps db
15. Threshold SNR in 2 Blo db
16. Threshold Carrier Power dbw
17. Tracking Performance Margin db
18. Subcarrier Modulation Loss db
19. Received Subcarrier Power dbw
20. Subcarrier BW
2 Blo = 960 cps T/M Mode db
2 Blo = 122,880 cps TV Mode db
21. Threshold SNR in 2 Blo
Error Rate 10 -3 db
22. Detector Loss db
23. Threshold Subcarrier Power dbw
24. Systems Performance Margin db
Value
3.0
-2.6
-3.0
-211.4
0
61.0
-0.3
-156. 3
-153. 3
-205.3
-2.3
-155.5
27.0
6.0
- 172.3
16.7
-4.1
-157.4
29.8
6.8
1.5
-167.2
9.8
MODE
TIM TV
Tolerance
Value
+
1.0
0.4
7.0
0.5
0.1
8.0
9.0
0.3
9.0
0.3
9.3
9.0
0.5
0.8
9.8
-0.4
-0.4
-3.0 17.0
0
-0.5
-0.1
-4.0 -136.3
-4.4 -133.3
-0.3
-4.4 -135.6
-0.3
-4. 7 36.7
-4.4 -137.4
50.9
-0.5
-0.8 - 146. 1
-5.2 8.7
Tolerance
+
0.3
0
1.3
2.3
2.3
2.6
2.3
0.8
3.1
-2.2
-2.5
-2,2
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TABLE 10-4
EARTH TO SLRV COMMAND LINK DESIGN CHART 210' REFLECTOR
Tolerance
Value + -
I. Transmitter Power +40.0 dbw 0.5 0. Z
2. Ground Transmission Loss -2.0 db 0. Z 0. Z
3. Ground Antenna Gain +60.0 db I. 0 0. 5
4. Ground Pointing Loss included in 3
5. Space Loss -211.4 db 0. Z 0. 2
6. Polarization Loss 0
7. SLRV Antenna Gain -3.0 db 7.0 3.0
8. SLRV Transmission Loss - I. 0 db 0. g 0. 2
9. Net Circuit Loss 157.4 db 8.6 4. g
i0. Total Received Power -117.4 dbw 9. l 4.4
ll. Receiver Noise Spectral Density -193. Z dbw 0 4.0
(T system = 3500 ° Kelvin)
Pre-Detector Performance Carrier Component
12. Carrier Modulation Loss
13. Carrier Power
14. RF Noise Bandwidth 20 Kc
15. Noise Level
16. S/N Ratio
17. Required
18. Margin
-Z.8 db 0.1 0.1
-120. Z dbw 9. Z 4. 5
43.0 db 0 0.5
-150. g dbw 0 4. 5
30.0 db 13.7 4.5
0 Z.O Z.O
30.0 db 15.7 6.5
Post-Detection Performance Carrier Component
19. Carrier Modulation Loss 2.8
20. Carrier Power -IZ0. Z
ZI. Phase Locked Loop BW (ZBIo) 500 cps Z7.0
ZZ. Noise Power - 166. Z
Z3. Required Threshold S/N Ratio 8.0
Z4. Tracking Performance Margin 3Z. 0
db
dbw
db
dbw
db
db
Post-Detection Performance Signal Component
Z5. Modulation Loss
26. Sideband Component Power
27. FSK Detector BW 500 cps
Z8. Noise Power
Z9. Threshold S/N Ratio
30. Signal Performance Margin
4.0 db
-IZI.4 dbw
Z7.0 db
- 166. Z dbw
10.0 db
34.8 db
0. I
9.2
0.0
0
1.0
17.0
0. i
4.5
3.0
7.0
1.0
5.5
0.2
9.3
0.1
0
1.0
17.3
0.2
4.6
0. I
7.0
1.0
5.6
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I0.4 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM PRELIMINARY DESIGN
In order to establish feasibility of the 100-1b SLRV, a preliminary
design of the telecommunications subsystem was performed. The hardware
items which comprise the telecommunications subsystem are:
I. Data Processing
a. Command Decoder
b. Telemetry Processor
2. Data Link Transmitter
3. Command Receiver
4. Antennas
A functional block diagram of the telecommunications subsystems is given
in Figure I0-I.
The major data handling units are command decoder and telemetry
processor.
The command decoder consists of an address decoder and three sub-
system decoders; TV decoder, communication and penetrometer, decoder,
and mobility decoder. Two redundant address decoders are provided. The
commands are transmitted at 48 bit per second rate providing a command
every 0.5 sec.
The telemetry processor can operate in four modes:
I. Normal TV mode at 12Z, 880 bit/see
Z. Degraded TV mode at 960 bit/sec
3. Telemetry mode at 960 bit/sec
4. Penetrometer mode at 960 bit/sec.
i0-I0 III/2.
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Figure I0-i Telecommunications Block Diagram
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Two redundant A/D converters are provided within the telemetry
processor. The converters are of ramp type capable of 9 bit encoding.
The S-band data transmitter is all solid state: with exception of a
2 watt travelling wave tube. Reference oscillator signal is derived from
the receiver. Stripline technique is used. PCM/SpIit phase/PM modula-
tions is utilized.
Command receiver demodulates a phase modulated carrier, and FSK
subcarrier command data at 5 kc. Stripline is hsed fbn" RF filtering,
balanced mixer and X6 multiplier.
An omnidirectional and a directional antenna are provided. The
omnidirectional antenna uses two bent crossed dipoles mounted above a
groundplane. The 17 db gain directive antenna is a perforated aluminum
constructed parabolic dish, using a crossed dipole feed. The size, weight
and power of the equipment is given in Table 10-5.
The detail description of the design of above units is given in the
following subsections.
TABLE 10-5
TELECOMMUNICATION HARDWARE SIZE, WEIGHT, AND POWER
Unit Size Weight Power
Command Decoder
Telemetry Processor
2" x 2. 1/4" x 1 i/2"
4" x 3. 875" x 3. 125"
0.25 ib
2.5 ib
Transmitter
Receiver
Omni antenna
Directional antenna 18"¢
2.9 Ib
i ib
8 oz
13 oz
i. 1 watts
3 watts
8.48 watts
i. 3 watts
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i0.4. 1 Data Handling
The design of the data handling equipment is based on the following
functional requirements :
I. Provide capability of decoding received command signals and
transforming them to control signals delivered to the subsystem
specified. Transform analog voltage signals to digital PCM
coded signals
2. Monitor information collecting sensors and perform formatting
necessary to produce a time multiplexed PCM output to the
data transmitter
3. Provide error detection capability in command and telemetry
formats.
above requirements are met by the command decoder, mobility
telemetry processor; the design is described in the following
The
logic and the
sections.
I0.4. I. 1 Command Decoder
Equipment Functional Description
The function of the command decocer is to receive split-phase
coded data from the command receiver, decode the data into command
pulses, and convert the pulses into control signals which are provided on
output lines to the TV subsystem, penetrometer, antenna-drive motors,
transmitter, telemetry processor, and mobility control. The command
format,which is automatically generated by entering the command number
into the CDC, is shown in Figure I0-2. Before being transmitted, split-
phase coding is applied to the data in the command word with the exception
of the first 4 bit times. This is the sync portion of the command word and
will be a bit pattern that cannot occur in split-phase coding. Therefore,
the sync pattern is unique and can be used to identify the start of each com-
mand word (word sync). In the process of split-phase coding, a logical
1 is enc0dedinto 01 and a logical 0 into 10., Three addres'ses are used to
to specifyth'e subsystem: (1) communications and penetrometer, (2) "TV:and
(3) mobility. Each subsystem can have 32 associated commands, providing
I0- 14 III/2
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a totaISLRV command capability of 96 commands. Presently, there is
need for 71 commands, allowing 25 for possible future expansion. The
command bit rate is 48 bps allowing 2 commands per second, compatible
with existing Surveyor design. Normally, commands are continuously
transmitted, or fill-in bits are transmitted between commands for main-
taining bit and word synchronization.
A block diagram of the command decoder is shown in Figure 10-3.
Two identical address decoders are used to provide redundancy in.the vital
front-end decoding, which is common to all commands. The three sub-
system decoders, although not separated physically from the address de-
coders, are shown as separate logical units because they perform separate
functions, and isolation is provided between them. A change from one
address decoder to the other is accomplished by interrupting command
transmission at the DSIF station. The interruption is sensed by the re-
ceiver which, in turn, provides a pulse to the switching control portion
of the decoder causing a flip-flop to change state. The state of this flip-
flop controls whether address decoder A or B has been selected. This
flip-flop is also monitored by telemetry to provide a ground station indi-
cation of decoder selection.
The command format (Figure i0-2) contains redundancy in the
form of address and command code complements. This degree of error
detection prevents accidental command execution. The address decoder
functions include checking each code, bit by bit, with its complement and
detecting any errors. In the case of a decoding error, an inhibit signal
is generated which prevents the command from being executed. In addition,
the decoding error line is monitored by telemetry to provide a command
enable/reject indication for ground operation. The error inhibit signal is
reset with each new command to prevent permanent lockout. The address
decoder also contains the circuitry necessary to detect word sync and con-
vert split-phase coding to binary. The address decoder .act[v'a_es one of
three subsystem decoders and routes the 5-bit command code for further
decoding. This is accomplished with the 5-stage shift register and the rood-Z4
counter control, which selects the proper time for gating out the contents
of the register.
In each of the subsystem decoders, command message information
is received on i0 true and complement_ lines, as well as timing and control
information supplied by address decoders. Decoding is performed in a
matrix fashion, and the command information is converted to pulse or level
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form, depending upon its function in the various subsystems. Subsystem
decoders are described below.
.... Detailed Operational Description
(1) Address Decoders
The logic diagram of decoder A is shown in Figure 10-4.
Split-phase data, word sync data and a 96-pps clock are accepted from the
receiver. Using the 96 pps as shift pulses, the word sync line is gated into
an 8-stage shift register (FA I2-FA 19) which provides an output pulse when
the word sync code is contained in the register. This pulse is used for
identifying the beginning of the data portion of a command, resetting the
counter, and correcting the phase of the generated 48 cps square wa_vefor
proper pairing of the split-phase code before conversion. The rood-Z4
counter is wired to recycle every 24 counts and normally does not require
a reset pulse. This feature is desirable in case a transmission error during
the word sync portion prevents a sync pulse from being generated. Usually,
however, the sync pulses will be generated and will protect the counter from
slipping or gaining count. Binary data are generated from split-phase by
rood-2, adding a 48-cps square wave with the split-phase data. The square
wave is generated by dividing the 96 pps by two in the flip-flop FA Zl. The
proper phase of the square wave is ensured by the fact that the word sync
occurs at a known time in the command sequence. The two gates com-
prising the phase correction circuitry test the phase of the square wave
during coincidence of the word sync pulse. If the wrong phase is detected,
one 96-pps pulse is inhibited from FAZI which effectively slips the square
wave one half a bit time.
After conversion, the binary data are entered into the shift-
register, FA I-FA 5, at a 48 bps rate. This register serves two major
purposes. First, the input and output of the register are fed to a mod-Z
adder which provides an output when the inputs are the same (indicating a
failure of the complement check). The rood-Z4 counter is used here to
enable this complement check only during the time that the complements
are shifting through the register. If an error is found during these times,
FA II is set and remains set until the next word sync pulse resets it.
Secondly, the rood-24 counter, with associated output gates, provides
the "address enable" and "message enable" timing signals to parallel
transfer the contents of the register at the proper times.
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(2) Switching 'Control
The logic diagram of the switching control is shown in
Figure 10-5. The receiver supplies the signal interrupt line which is
applied to the trigger input of flip-flop, FS 1. During command trans-
mission this line is at 3 volts. When it is desired to change decoders, an
interruption in transmission will remove the 3 volts from the signal inter-
rupt line. Since the flip-flop triggers on a negative going voltage, FS 1
will change state at this time. The state of FS 1 determines the selection
of decoder A or B and is monitored via telemetry for ground station infor-
mation. The nine outputs from each decoder are switched in nine mod-Z
adders, wired to perform as AND-OR gates. In order to provide sufficient
isolation between subsystem decoders, F 1-F 5 and their complements are
supplied by separate emitter-follower drivers to each subsystem decoder.
(3) Communications and Penetrometer Decoder
For this subsystem decoder (Figure 10-6) FP 1 and associated
gates provide decoder activation when the address code is present on F 1-
F 5 during address enable. Then, during message enable (when F 1-F 5
contains the command code), an enable pulse is supplied to all matrix gates
to allow the appropriate gate to pass a command pulse for 20.8 milliseconds.
The subsystem decoder activation is removed at the end of the command
word.
With the exception of the penetrometer functions which make
direct use of command pulses, all other command pulses are converted to
DC voltage levels. Omni or directional antenna selection is based on the
true or complement outputs of FP 2, which is set and reset by command
pulses. A/D converter selection is accomplished in the same manner.
The azimuth and elevation antenna commands set the appropriate flip-flop
(FP 3- FP 6) which remains in the set state until reset by receipt of the
common termination command. The type of data to be transmitted to
DSIF (normal mode TM, penetrometer TM, or TV) is selected by the TM
processor based on the state of flip-flops FP 7-FP 9. These flip-flops
are set and reset by appropriate command pulses.
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(4) Television Decoder
This subsystem decoder (Figure 10-7) is activated in the
same manner as the communications and penetrometer decoder. The
iris, turret, and erase control use command pulses directly without
additional processing. The camera azimuth and elevation control flip-
flops, FT 3-FT 6, are set by the appropriate command pulse and reset
by the common termination command. Manual control of the shutter is
accomplished by setting FT 2.with a manual shutter command which opens
the shutter, and resetting FT Z with common termination command which
closes the shutter. An automatic exposure is activated with the auto
shutter command pulse.
Normal or degraded mode commands supply logical levels
to the TV subsystem for selecting the number of lines and number of bits.
In addition, the Robert's pseudo-noise generator can be enabled or inhibited
by the state of FT 8. To control the 8 steps of video control, flip-flops
FT 9-FT II are wired as a binary counter and the 3 output lines are applied
to a D/A converter in the TV subsystem. Each time a "step video control"
command is received, the counter is advanced by one. After eight counts,
the counter recycles to zero and starts over. This type of counter is much
easier to implement than a "step up/step down" counter, and a maximum of
7 pulses are required for "stepping down". The operation of the nonlinear
inserts is similarto video control except that only 4 steps are required.
{5) Mobility Decoder
This subsystem decoder (Figure 10-8) is activated when the
mobility address is present on F I-F 5 during address enable. This enables
the appropriate command pulse to be generated for Z0.8 milliseconds during
message enable. If this subsystem decoder is not activated during a mes-
sage enable pulse, a stop pulse is generated. A stop pulse is also generated
when a decoding error is detected by one of the address decoders.
The purpose of the mobility decoder is to process the mobility
command pulses in a suitable form for mobility control inputs. The gates
on the left side of the drawing perform logical ORING functions to combine
the common steering or direction portions of a command. For example,
the "forward" output line is activated when any of six mobility commands
are received that contain the word "forward" The gates on the right side
of the drawing decode single command functions and apply the pulses directly
to mobility control.
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Critical Components
The entire command decoder will be implemented with Texas
Instruments series 51 integrated circuits. These were chosen because
of high reliability, low power consumption, and design flexibility. TI
integrated circuits are also used for the digital portions of the telemetry
processor.
Reliability test data obtained from TI's rigorous testing program
and failure analysis shows that current production networks have a failure
rate of 0.0264% per I000 hours at 55°C. TI's reliability program will be
further discussed in the reliability section of the report.
The low power consumption (between 2 and 4 mw per network
with a 3 volt supply) of these devices makes their application well suited
for the digital portions of the SLRVwhere power is at a premium. Logic
modules with low power dissipation may be used because of the low speed
requirements of the command and telemetry processors.
All of the logic functions of the command and telemetry proces-
sors may be easily implemented with TI integrated circuits, requiring a
minimum number of logic modules due to TI's design flexibility. Emitter-
follower gates and flip-flops offer large fan-outs, eliminating the need for
multiple drivers and buffer amplifiers. The flip-flops can be used in either
synchronous or asynchronous applications and can, without additional
steering, be connected as either counter of shift register stages. In addi-
tion, only a single-phase clock system is needed.
Signetics integrated circuits have been chosen as a back-up choice
for logic modules. Their power consumption is between 3 and 4 times higher
than the TI modules and they offer similar design characteristics and form
factors, allowing a minimum of redesign work.
Performance Specification
The command decoder performance specifications are summarized
in the.following lists.
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Command List
Mobility Commands
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
Go forward straight auto
Go reverse straight auto
Go forward right auto
Go reverse right auto
Go forward left auto
Go reverse left auto
Manual N3 TDM 1
Manual N3 T DM Z
Manual N3 TDM 3
Manual N3 TDM 4
Manual reverse TDM 1
Manual reverse TDM Z
Manual reverse TDM 3
Manual reverse TDM 4
Manual N2 T DM 1
Manual NZ T DM 2
Manual NZ T DM 3
Manual N2 T DM 4
19. Go forward straight auto override
20. Go reverse straight auto override
21. Go forward right auto override
22. Go reverse right auto override
23. Go forward left auto override
24. Go reverse left auto override
Z5. Manual go override
Z6. Abort TDM 1
Z7. Abort TDM 2
Z8. Abort TDM 3
Z9. Abort TDM 4
30. Manual lock
3I. Manual unlock
32. Manual go
III/z 1o- z7
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Television Commands
°
2.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.
I0.
ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
Open iris one step
Close iris one step
Move turret CW one step
Move turret CCW one step
Initiate camera pan, right
Initiate camera pan, left
Initiate camera tilt, up
Initiate camera tilt, down
Automatic shutter
Manual shutter
Release sun interlock
Common termination command for manual shutter, pan,
Select normal mode (512 lines and 4 bits 1
Select degraded mode (256 lines and 2 bits)
Select Robert's modulation
Deactivate Robert's modulation
Step video control sequence
Turn on nonlinear inserts
Turn off nonlinear inserts
Step nonlinear insert sequence
Initiate erase sequence
and tilt
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Penetrometer Commands
i. Start motor and complete penetrometer cycle
2. Stop motor to terminate cycle in emergency
3. Fire squib to remove probe in emergency
Communications Commands
I. Select directional antenna
2. Select omni antenna
3. Initiate azimuth antenna motion, right
4. Initiate azimuth antenna motion, left
5. Initiate elevation antenna motion, up
6. Initiate elevation antenna motion, down
7. Common termination command for antenna motion
8. Select TV readout
9. Select normal mode TM readout
i0. Select penetrometer mode TM readout
ii. Select A/D converter A
IZ. Select A/D converter B
13. Turn on TWT heater voltages
14. Turn on TWT high voltages
15. Turn off all TWT voltages
III/Z 10 - 2 9
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(I) Command Rate
Commands are generated and transmitted at the rate of two com-
mands per second at 48 bits per second, consistent with the Surveyor CDC.
Normally, there is no interruption in command transmission. Either a
command is repeated until the next command function or fill-in commands
are transmitted between commands.
(2) Command Format
The command format is shown in Figure I0-2.
(3) Address Decoders
The command decoder includes two identical address decoders
for redundancy. An interruption in the command link transmission auto-
matically selects the alternate address decoder. The switching control
logic performs the function of selecting outputs from address decoder A or
B. The selectedaddress decoder performs the functions of:
I. Converting the split-phase code from the receiver to binary
. Detecting the word sync pattern which is transmitted at the
beginning of each command word for establishing and maintaining
command word synchronization
. Comparing the command address and message, bit by bit,
with their complements and providing an indication if an error
is found
. Providing the receiving station, via telemetry, a command enable/
reject indication by monitoring the status of the decoding error
flip-flop, and als o inhibiting the_execm_Iom of any command that
was found to contain one or more bits in error
. Enabling the appropriate subsystem decoder specified in the
address portion of the command word and supplying to the sub-
system decoder, at the proper time, the 5-bit command message.
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(a) Communications and Penetrometer Subsystem Decoder
When activated by the address decoder, this subsystem decoder
supplies a pulse on the appropriate line corresponding to one
of the 18 commands specified bythe command message. The
pulse is either supplied to the subsystem directly, in the case
of the penetrometer, or is converted to a voltage level by
setting or resetting a flip-flop. The command functions and
interface lines are shown in Figure 10-6.
(b) Television Subsystem Decoder
The television subsystem decoder selects one of the 21
commands specified by the command message when activated
by the address decoder. As shown in Figure 10-7 the decoder
further operates on these command pulses by setting and
resetting flip-flops or stepping binary counters to supply
the command information on interface lines to the television
subsystem
(c) Mobility Subsystem Decoder
The mobility decoder selects one of the 27 mobility commands
supplied by the address decoder and supplies a pulse to mobility
control when activated. The logic diagram is shown in
Figure 10-8.
(4) Weight, Size and Power Consumption
The command decoder consists of 248 Texas Instruments, series 51
integrated circuits with associated interconnections and packaging. The
package size is 2 x 2 i/4 x 1 I/2 inches, weighing 0.25 ib and consuming
i. 1 watts of power from a 3 volt supply. The command decoder assembly
is shown in Figure 10-9.
I0.4. i. 2 Mobility Logic
The mobility logic accepts decoded commands from the
mobility decoder. The logic is shown in Figure I0-I0, The system can
be operated in a fully automatic mode, or in individual track manual
mode operation.
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Automatic Mode
The automatic mode of operation uses a switching matrix, with
feedback commands generated internally on the vehicle. The auto commands
at the interface of the mobility logic and command decoder are:
I. Auto go straight
2. Auto go left
3. Auto go right
4. Fwd
5. Rev
6. Stop
7. Auto override and reset
These commands are in a hybrid form when directed from the
earth operator's console, and exist in this fashion:
1 Auto go right, fwd
2 Auto go right, rev
3 Auto go left, fwd
4 Auto go left, rev
5 Auto go straight, fwd
6 Auto go straight, rev
7. Auto go right, fwd, override and reset
8. Auto go right, rev, override and reset
9. Auto go left, fwd, override and reset
lo- 34 m/z
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i0. Auto go left, rev, override and reset
Ii. Auto go straight, fwd, override and reset
12. Auto go straight, rev, override and reset
13. (word sync, mobility address) STOP (internally generated)
The input commands to the mobility logic circuity ensures the
existence of only one command. A command such as "auto go straight fwd"
will set the proper storage flip-flops, and reset all other auto mode command
storage flip-flops. The command signal is then gated with feedback informa-
tion to determine the type of maneuver necessary.
The vehicle is driven by four individual traction drive mechanisms.
The system has three steady-state modes of operation and two transitional
modes. These modes are listed as follows:
i. Straight steady state (fwd or fev)
2. Right steady state (fwd or rev)
3. Left steady state (fwd or rev)
4. Right transient (fwd or rev)
5. Leff transient
To operate in any mode other than straight steady state, requires
differential speeds to individual drive meChanisms. The differential speeds
create the correct vector relationship for the maneuver.
Figure I0-ii shows the velocity vectors of the individual drive
mechanisms for the 5 modes of operation.
The position feedback information required to operate the
matrix is as follows:
i. Right of center
Z. Left of center
3. Right limit
4. Left limit
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These feedback signals and the auto commands are processed
in the matrix and the correct differential outputs are directed to specific
drive control units.
The logic accomplishes the correct mode of operation (Sss, Lt,
R t, Lss, Rss ) to respond to a specific command. A right command will
always give a R t unless it is at the right limit. The vehicle at the right
limit with a right command will automatically transfer to the Rss mode.
The same type of operation exists for a left command using the Lt, Lss,
and left limit feedback. A straight command will always select either the
R t or Lt, whichever is necessary to straighten out the vehicle. The signals
used for this mode are the right and left of center feedbacks. A right feed-
back will result in a g t and a left feedback will result in a R t. An absence
of both feedback signals will result in a normal Sss mode of operation (all
traction drives operating at the same speed).
Included in the automatic mode of operation is the actuation of
the vehicle steering lock mechanism. The vehicle can be rigidly locked
in any of the steady-state modes. The defining positions are center, right
limit, and left limit. The lock actuating device is a torque motor which
can be driven in a dual polarity manner. The device can be commanded to
lock and unlock. In the automatic mode any steady state command will
actuate the device to the locked position if it is not locked. Likewise, any
transient mode will unlock the mechanism if it is locked.
The automatic command has an inherent go command associated
with it. The commands are gated so that any command (straight, right or
left) sets an "auto go" flip-flop and resets all manual flip-flops. The output
from the flip-flop is then gated with the automatic mode logic functions to
enable operation in this mode.
The direction commands included in each hybrid auto command
are used to set and reset flip-flops which select direction of motion (fwd or
rev) for the traction drive mechanisms, and provide inputs for the matrix
to switch logic for the transient modes from fwd to rev. Refer to Figure i0-i0.
The figure is representative of the proper vectors to accomplish the modes
indicated in the forward direction. If the direction is changed to reverse
and the rev right direction is the same as the fwd right direction (see Fig-
ure 10-1Z) the steady state vectors remain unchanged, but the vectors for
R t and L t are interchanged. The fwd-rev logic therefore necessarily inverts
the transient modes.
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Figure 10-1_. SLRV Operational Directions
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The automatic mode can be operated in an override mode. Pro-
visions have been made for power limiting and safety limits in the operation
of the vehicle. If a limit is reached, the vehicle will stop and signal the
operator. The override reset command will reset the limit and provide a
"go" command to operate the vehicle. If the limit is again present, the
vehicle will stop. If the override reset is continuously applied, the command
operates as an override and allows continued operation regardless of limit-
ing action.
Manual Mode
The manual mode offers redundant modes of operation. Manual
commands can be used to obtain maximum versatility from the system.
The commands are first decoded in the command decoder and then supplied
as inputs to the mobility control logic circuitry. The inputs are:
I. Reverse, TDM #I Ii. Speed N 3, TDM #3
2. Reverse, TDM #Z 12. Speed N 3, TDM #4
3. Reverse, TDM #3 13. Manual Go
4. Reverse, TDM #4 14. Manual Override and Reset
5. Speed N z, TDM #I
6. SpeedN z, TDM #Z
7. Speed N z, TDM #3
8. Speed N z, TDM #4
15. Lock (Steering Lock)
16. Unlock (Steering Lock)
17. Abort TDM #1
18. Abort TDM #2
9. Speed N 3, TDM #I 19. Abort TDM #3
I0. Speed N 3, TDM #2 20. Abort TDM #4
The manual reverse commands allow all combinations of for_-
ward and reverse to all TDMs.. The auto command will be used to reset all
TDM._ _too the forward mode and then individual TDMS_ can_ be reversed
manually.
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All three values of speed can be obtained for each TDM. During
the normal mode of operation each TDM will operate at the maximum speed
of N I. Secondary inputs are dominant and ensure lower speeds. (N 3 is
dominant over N 2 and N I, N 2 is dominant over NI). The auto command
will be used to reset all manual speed flip-flops and then individual TDM_
can be operated at any desired speed commanded manually. The manual
and automatic commands are parallel, but any return to the automatic
mode will reset all manual inputs.
Separate go and override-and-reset commands are provided for
redundant purposes and to allow for complete separationoft_ automatic con-
trol and manual control circuitry.
Manual commands to lock and unlock the steering lock are pro-
vided. These commands are used as set and reset inputs to a single flip-
flop, which controls the state of the steering lock. The manual inputs
parallel the auto logic, but do not interfere with any automatic functions.
Outputs of the flip-flop are gated with steering lock feedback signals which
indicate the state of the lock. The steering lock actuator is operated in
this manner for minimum periods to conserve power. All "go" commands
are inhibited during steering lock operations.
Abort commands for individual TDMs. are provided. A squib
located on the TDM will be energized by a manual abort command and will
free-wheel the TDM by disengaging the mechanical linkage and gearing to
the driving actuator.
i0.4. i. 3 Telemetry Processor
Equipment Functional Description
The function of the telemetry processor is to monitor the items
listed in Table 10-6 at the sampling rates shown, and perform the necessary
signal processing to produce a time multiplexed, PCM/split-phase output to
the transmitter. As shown in the block diagram (Figure I0-13) the TM
processor consists of instrumentation, an analog multiplexer, programmer,
and output multiplexer. Word and frame formats are shown in Figure i0-14.
By ground command, either normal or penetrometer mode
telemetry can be selected. Two telemetry modes were chosen because the
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four penetrometer measurements require high sampling rates (21 sps), and
the penetrometer operates a relatively small amount of the mission time.
When the penetrometer mode is commanded, Z penetrometer readings,
2 inclinometer readings, and 3 temperature readings are time multiplexed
into a single frame. When the normal mode is commanded, all other read-
ings plus the inclinometer readings (at a lower sampling rate) are time
multiplexed into a main frame of 4 subframes.
The analog multiplexer performs the function of time multi-
plexing 81 analog signals into a form suitable as an input to the A/D con-
verters. All analog signals presented to the multiplexer are in the range
of zero to five volts. Signal conditioning is applied to the sensor outputs,
where necessary, to normalize all signal inputs to this voltage range.
Word select lines from the programmer are applied to each switch to gate
the analog voltage at the proper time.
Redundant A/ D converters (Figure I0-15), selectable by ground
command, are used to ensure high reliability of the vital digital encoding
process. Each analog input applied to the voltage comparator is converted
to a 9-digit binary number and presented, in parallel, to the output multi-
plexer for further processing. The operation is as follows: The programmer
generates a start pulse 0.52 milliseconds after an analog switch has been
closed which serves to set a control flip-flop. The flip-flop enables
61,440 pps rate pulses to be gated to a 9-stage binary counter, which
advances once for each pulse. The flip-flop also enables a ramp generator
to output a linear, sawtooth waveform driven by a highly stable reference
voltage, regulated to 0. 1%. The voltage comparator generates a pulse
which resets the flip-flop when the ramp voltage just exceeds the analog
input voltage. Thus, the pulses are removed from the counter, and the
contents of the counter will be the binary equivalent of the analog voltage;
i.e., 511 pulses would be required to count during a full scale input. At
the beginning of the next word time, the counter is reset. Depending upon
which converter was selected, the outputs of one of the two counters are
switched to provide 9 inputs to the output multiplexer along with the 45 digital
inputs from instrumentation.
All TM information entering the output multiplexer is in
parallel digital form and must be converted, under programmer control,
to a serial bit train. In addition, serial binary video data from the TV
subsystem is applied to the output multiplexer, and either TM or TV data
can be selected by ground command. A number of timing signals and square
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waves are supplied by the programmer for sync generation, parallel to serial
conversion, parity generation, and split-phase coding. Basically, a group
of transfer gates select the A/D converter output or the binary instrumenta-
tion outputs, grouped in 9 bits to a word, and parallel transfer this informa-
tion on 9flines to the output register. During frame or subframe sync words,
the programmer word-select pulses gate wired-in sync codes to the output
register. As the contents of the register are shifted out, an odd parity bit
is generated and read out during the tenth bit time. The sync codes were
chosen to have each tenth bit the same as an odd parity bit. At this point,
four choices are available for data to be output to the transmitter.
1. Normal mode TV at 122,880 bps
Z. Degraded mode TV at 960 bps
3. Normal mode TM at 960 bps
4. Penetrometer mode TM at 960 bps.
The decision between normal or penetr0meter TM is controlled in the
programmer, and no further switching is required at this point. TV or
TM data are switched in the TV/TM switch using command decoder selec-
tion signals. Command decoder information regarding normal or degraded
mode TV selects either the 122,880 or 960 cps square wave for performing
split-phase coding. Split-phase is applied to the output data by mod-2
adding the appropriate square wave with the NRZ data, and the resultant
wave form is presented to the transmitter.
The programmer is the basic timing and control unit for the
telemetry processor. It contains a Z45, 760 cps crystal oscillator and
buffer for providing the basic clock frequency. This frequency is counted
down in a divider chain and distributed to all units of the telemetry processor
as well as to the TV subsystem. Another part of the programmer, the word
selection matrix, consists of two ring counters arranged in a matrix fashion
where the gated row and column intersections form-word enable pulses to
drive the analog and output multiplexers. Triplicated majority voting logic
is applied throughout the frequency dividing chain and bit counter to ensure
high reliability.
III/Z 10-45
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Detailed Operational Description
(1) Analog Multiplexer
The function of the analog multiplexer is to time multiplex
the 8 1 analog inputs in a sequence controlled by the programmer, and
present each voltage serially to the A/D converter. The multiplexer con-
sists orS1 analog switches (plus 2 more used for switching A/D converter
inputs) which connect each normalized sensor voltage to the A/D converter,
when closed. Each analog switch is closed when a positive voltage levelis
applied to the gate input. The gating lines are the word select lines from
the programmer word selection matrix and are described in the programmer
section below. All analog inputs to the switches have been normalized to
the range of zero to five volts for binary encoding by the A/D converter.
The switch recommended for this function is shown in Fig_
ure 10-16 and uses the National Semiconductor INCH (Integrated Chopper)
instead of the standard two transistor switch. The INCH is well suited for
this application because of a low offset voltage, low leakage currents, low
contact resistance, and excellent thermal stability. In addition, one resistor
and semiconductor are eliminated from each switch, resulting in smaller
size and weight. This device is made by an oxide passivated, planar process
and is constructed on a single dice of silicon. This contributes to the low
offset voltage because there is only one base-collector junction, compared
to two in the matched pair chopper. Any degradation which may occur in
the base-collector junction will tend to affect both halves of the INCH
similarly, and the net effects on the offset voltages willtend to cancel. The
two base-emitter junctions are spaced about 7 mils apart which is much
closer than can be achieved with separate transistors. This reduces the
effects of any thermal gradients.
As shown in the telemetry block diagram, Figure i0-13,
81 switches are in parallel which feed the 2 A/D converter input switches.
To evaluate the errors introduced by these switches, transducers, and
A/D converter input impedance, the error sources due to transducer
loading, offset voltages, crosstalk, and leakage current are calculated.
The following parameters are used in the calculations:
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Switch contact resistance 50 ohms
Open switch resistance I00 meg ohms
Switch leakage current 25 nanoampe res
Offset voltage 50 microvolts
T ransducer impedance 1000 ohms
A/D converter input
impedance 100 K ohms
To consider the effect of Z switches in series,
2V = Z x 50 x i0
O
-6 V = I00 x 10-6V
(full scale) %E =
vo 5
100 x 10 -6
x lOZ= o.ooz%
Crosstalk is caused from the transducer voltages applied to
the unselected switches and their open impedances. Consider the worst
case when all unselected transducers have 5 volt inputs. The equivalent
circuit becomes the series connection of a 5-volt generator, a resistor of
100/80 megohms, the sampled switch impedance of 50 ohms, and the
transducer impednace of i000 ohms.
5 x 1050
VCR = 10_6 = 4.24 mwi00 x + 1050
80
-3
4.24 x I0 102
"_7°EcR = 5 x
0. 085%
An error will be introduced by leakage currents flowing to
ground from the 81 unselected transducers. The integrated chopper
switch has a leakage current on the order of Z5 nano-amperes.
voltage across the sampled transducer and switch will be
-9
V L= 80 x 25 x 10 x (I000 + 50) = Z. 13 mw
Z. 13 x 10 -3
x 10Z = 0.043%
%EL = 5
The error
10-48 m/z
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Loading of the transducer produces voltage drops due to the
voltage divider action of the transducer and closed switch impedances
with the A/D converter input impedance. These loading effects are not
really errors as long as the voltage drops are known and the impedances
are constant. The known voltage drops can either be corrected at the
receiving station or balanced out by the proper choice of voltage dividers
as transducer signal conditioners. The only errors that need to be con-
sidered here are the uncertainties due to the impedance tolerances. In
this case the A/D converter input impedance is i00,000 ohms, each closed
switch impednace is 50 ohms (2 switches are in series in this case), and
the transducerfm1_edence is I000 ohms. The percentage voltage drop
is
i000 + i00
AV= I00,000 + i000 = 1.09%0
The A/D converter input impedance tolerance is 0. I%0, and the transducer
impedances associated with high accuracy measurements can be held to i%0
or less. This will result in I. i%0 of AV or a total uncertainty of 0.012%0.
Maximum Switch Error
Offset 0.00Z%
Crosstalk 0. 085%
Leakage current 0. 043%
Loading 0.012%
E = 0.14z%
T
It is not likely that all of the individual errors will be simul-
taneously maximum. The RMS error, which may give a more realistic
number, is defined as
I/z
ERM s = [ ("00Z)z +i("085)z + ("043)z + (-01Z)z] = 0.09_%
(Figure
(Z) A/D Converters
Two identicaiA/D converters, designated as units A and B
I0-17) are used to provide redundancy in the digital encoding process.
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The command decoder lines "enable A/D converter A" and "enable A/D
converter B" are used to switch the analog input to voltage comparator
A or B and, also, to switch the digital outputs from unit A or B to the out-
put multiplexer. The function of each A/D converter is to accept an analog
voltage in the range of zero to five volts and generate a 9-bit code correspond-
ing to the value of the input voltage. A ramp type converter was chosen for
this application due to ease of implementation which would be consistent
with system accuracy and speed requirements. The input impedance is
i00 K ohms and is constant to 0. 1%. The low TM data rate (960 hps)
permits I0.4 milliseconds per conversion which is sufficient time to enable
a full scale count of 511 pulses, while staying well within TI logic speed
capabilities. The actual maximum conversion time used is 8.3 milliseconds
for full scale, the counting pulses being supplied at 61,440 pps. These pulses,
when enabled, are applied directly to the binary counter FF I-FF 9, which
advances once for each pulse. When the pulses are removed, the 9-bit
count is held in the counter until parallel transferred to the output multi-
plexer shift register and the counter is reset. The number of pulses applied
to the counter is controlled by a flip-flop FF i0, which, in turn, is con-
trolled by the voltage comparator. In order to allow sufficient settling time,
the programmer generates a delayed start pulse 0.5Z milliseconds after
an analog switch has been closed. This start pulse is used to set FF i0.
When FF I0 is in the set state, pulses are gated to the counter and a nega-
tive going sweep is generated by the Miller feedback amplifier. This ampli-
fier consists of a TI SN 521 operational amplifier and a single transistor
amplifier, QI, for amplifying the sweep to 5 volts full scale. A second
amplifier, consisting of a TI SN 521 andQ8, inverts the analog input to
minus 5 volts full scale and applies it to the base of Q3. When the linear,
negative going sweep reaches the inverted input voltage, Q3 conducts and
produces a pulse at the collector. The pulse is amplified by Q6 and Q7,
and resets FF i0. With FF i0 in the reset state, the negative sweep is reset
to zero volts and the pulses are inhibited from the counter. The counter
remains in this condition until the next start pulse is generated by the
programmer, at which time the counter is reset and the entire conversion
cycle repeats.
(3) Programmer
The function of the programmer is to furnish timing and
control signals to all units of the telemetry processor. The programmer
consists of a clock divider and word selection matrix. The clock divider
III/2 10 - 51
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logic diagram is shown in Figure 10-18. Dividing chain FD-1 - FDS and
bit counter FD9 - FD 12 consist of triplicated majority voting logic for high
reliability, but are not shown as such in the diagram to aid understanding
of the logical operation. FD1 - FD8 operate as a divide by Z chain, ac-
cepting 245, 760 cps from the oscillator circuit and counting down to 960 pps
for the IRV subsystem, output multiplexer, and bit counter. Other inter-
mediate rates are furnished to A/D converters, output multiplexer, and
TV subsystem. The rood-10 bit counter, FD9 - FDIZ, accepts the 960 pps
signal and provides counts of bit-time i through bit-time 10 of each word.
Bit 1 is gated fi'om the counter and supplied, as 96 pps, to the output multi-
plexer and the word selection matrix. Bit 10 and its complement are sup-
plied to the output multiplexer for transfer signals and parity generation.
Bit 1 is ANDed with the inverted 960 pps square wave to provide a delayed
A/D converter start pulse.
The word selection matrix furnishes word enable pulses for gating
inputs to the analog and output multiplexers. As shown in Figure 10-19
clock divider 96 pps signals are used to drive the column ring counter,
FCI - FC16, and 6 pps signals from FC 16 drive the row ring counter,
FRI - FIRZ4, Each ring counter is wired so that only a single "one" can be
circulating in a register at a given time. The group of gates enabling the
"one" to recirculate are inhibited until the register is cleared to all "zeros".
The gating required for the row and column intersection word select pulses
is also shown for both normal and penetrometer modes.
(4) Output Multiplexer
The output multiplexer consists of transfer gates, an output
shift register with parity generator, a TV/TM switch, and a split-phase
coder. The logic diagram (Figure 10-20) shows the digital word select
pulses from the programmer which specify when frame sync, subframe
sync, or digital words 1 through 9 are to be read out. The NOR function of
all these digital word select lines produces the A/D converter select pulse.
Sync codes are generated by either gating or not gating the sync select line
at each bit position line, depending upon whether a "one" or "zero" is de-
sired. During bit time 10, the gated information is parallel transferred to
the output register, FM1 - FM9, and the register serially shifts out during
bit time 1-9. The parity flip-flop, FM10, is preset to the "one" state during
bit time 1, and changes state with each "one" shifted out of FM9. To form
the serial NRZ TM data {with parity), FM9 is sampled during bit time 1-9,
and FM10 is sampled during bit time 10. FM11 FM13 serve as data
shapers to ensure correct timing relationships between the NRZ data and
square waves for split-phase coding. FM11 and the associated rood-2 adder
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Figure 10-19 Programmer Word Selection Matrix
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perform split-phase coding for TM at 960 bps. FMI2 is for degraded
mode TV at 960 bps, and FM13 is for normal mode TV for 122, 880 bps.
The 4 dates following the outputs of the 3 mod-2 adders, form the TV/TM
switch which routes the appropriate split-phase data to the transmitter.
Critical Components
Digital portions of the telemetry processor will be implemented
with Texas Instruments, series 51 integrated circuits.
In the A/D converters, the sweep generator and voltage com-
parato_are subject to errors introduced by variations in temperature. To
minimize these errors, components with high thermal stability will be se-
lected. The product of the resistor and capacitor values that control the
slope of the sweep must stay constant to within 0. 1% over the -5 to +125°F
expected temperature variation of the electronics package. This require-
ment can be met by using a molded polystyrene capacitor and a wire-wound
resistor. The polystyrene capacitors can be purchased with almost a ze#o
temperature coefficient over the temperature range. Since wire-wound re-
sistors are available with a wide range of temperature coefficients, one
can be selected to compensate for temperature coefficient effects introduced
by the circuit.
In the voltage comparator, it is desirable to minimize the
thermal gradients between the two comparator transistors; this is done by
selecting 2N852 transistors and mounting them on a common heat sink, or
by using a dual transistor assembly in a single case.
Performance Specification
The telemetry processor performance specifications are listed
in Table 10-6. In the TM list, the sensor outputs are specified as high
level analog, low level analog, or digital. The high level analog signals
are 5 volts full scale or higher, the low level signals are in the range of
50 millivolts full scale, and the digital signals are zero or Z volts. All
low level analog signals are amplified and the high level analog signals are
applied to a voltage divider, where necessary, to normalize all analog
signals to 5 volts full scale.
I0-56 ill/z
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TABLE 10-6
SLRV TELEMETRY LIST
TM Point
Navigation and Control TM List
Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
Sampling Rate
(samples per sec)
I-3 Sun sensor
outputs
4 Odometer
5-6 Inclinometer
7-8 RF equipment
TM Point
Digital
Digital
High level analog
High level analog
1 part in Z40
1 part in 16
l part in 90
5%
Mobility TM List
Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
6
6
6
1/4
Sampling
Rate
I.
.
.
Right Front
TDM Speed
Right Rear
TDM Speed
Left Front
TDM Speed
Left Rear
TDM Speed
5. Right Front
TDM Current
6. Right Rear
TDM Current
7. Left Front
TDM Current
High level +5%
analog
High level + 5%
analog
High level +5%
analog -t
High level +5%
Low level +5%
analog
Low level +5%
analog
Low level +5%
analog
Page 1 of 7
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TABLE 10(-6 {Cont)
TM Point Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
Sampling
Rate
8. Left Rear
TDM Current
9. Right Front
TDM Voltage
10. Right Rear
TDM Voltage
II. Left Front
TDM Voltage
IZ. Left Rear
TDM Voltage
13. Right Front
TDM Abort
14. Right Rear
TDM Abort
15. Left Front
TDM Abort
I(_ Left Rear
TDM Abort
Low level ÷5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level ÷5%
analog
High level ÷5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Bistable
Bistable
Bistable
Bistable
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
17. Right Chassis
Lock
Digital Bistable
18. Left Chassis
Lock
Digital Bistable
19. Center Chassis
Lock
Digital Bistable
Page 2 of 7
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TABLE 10-6 (Cont)
TM Point
Thermal TM List
Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
Sampling
Rate
l. RTG Top
2. RTG Bottom
3. RTG Sides
4. RTG Fin
5. RTG Hot
Junction
6. TV Top
7. Vidicon
8. TV
Electronics
9. TV Gimbals
I0. Penetrometer
Hou sing
1 I. Antennas
12-.-15 Drive
Motors
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
Hi gh level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
Page 3 of 7
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TABLE 10-6 (Cont)
T M Point Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
Sampling
Rate
16.-ZI SLRV
Structure
ZZ.-Z7 Electronics
Base Plate
Z8.-31. Internal
3Z. Insulation
TM Point
High level +5%
analog
High level ÷5%
analog
High level ÷5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
Television TM List
Type of
Sensor Output
Accuracy or Res-
olution Required
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
Sampling
Rate
1. Azimuth
Coarse
Z. Azimuth Fine
3. Elevation
4. Lens Drive
5. Light Meter
6. Power Supply
Output
7. Power Supply
Input
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level 5%
analog
High level Z%
analog
Page 4 of 7
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I part in 51Z
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1/4
1/4
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TABLE 10-6 (Cont)
TM Point Type of
Sensor Output
Accuracy or Res-
olution Required
Sampling
Rate
.
.
10.
II.
Video Amp.
Mode
Normal or de-
graded Mode
Automatic or
manual shutter
mode
Robert's modu-
lation enable/
inhibit
1Z. Video Control
Selection
13. Nonlinear In-
serts Selection
TM Point
Digital Bistable
Digital Bistable
Digital Bistable
Digital Bistable
Digital 1 part in 8
Digital ] part in 4
Penetrometer TM List
Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
Sampling
Rate
I. Load Cell
Z. Payout Poten-
tiometer
3. -4. Inclino-
meter
5. Motor Temper-
ature
6. Probe Tip
Temperature
7. Housing
T e mpe r atur e
III/Z
High level 1%
analog
High level 0. Z%
analog
High level 1%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
High level +5%
analog
Page 5 of'7
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TABLE 10-6 (Cont)
TM Point
Prime Power TM List
Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
Sampling
Rate
1. RTG Output
Voltage
2. RTG Output
Current
o Converter
Regulator In-
put Voltage
. Converter
Regulator In-
put Current
5.-10 Current
Measurements
1 I. Calibration
Voltage
12. Internal
Pressure of
RTG
T M Point
High level 5%
analog
Low level 5%
analog
High level 5%
analog
Low level 5%
analog
Low level 10%
analog
High level 0.2%
analog
High level 10%
analog
Communications TM List
Type of Accuracy or Res-
Sensor Output olution Required
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
Sampling
Rate
1.. Receiver VCO
Control voltage
2. Receiver AGC
Voltage
3. Receiver Lock-
on Signal
High level 5%
analog
High level 5%
analog
High level
analog
Bistable
Page 6 of 7
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TABLE 10-6 (Cont}
TM Point Type of
Sensor Output
Accuracy or Res-
olution Required
Sampling
Rate
.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
II.
IZ.
13.
14.
15.
16.
Receiver VCO
Output
TWT Helix
Current
TWT Cathode
Current
TWT Helix
Voltage
TWT Collector
Voltage
TWT Anode
Voltage
TWT Heater
Voltage
Antenna Azi-
muth Angle
Antenna Ele-
vation Angle
Directional/0
toni Antenna
Selection
A/D Converter
Selection
Address Decoder
Selection
Command
Accept/Reject
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
High level
analog
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Bistable
3%
3%
o. 5%
o. 5%
o. 2%
o. z%
1%
1%
Bistable
Bistable
Bistable
Bistable
Page 7 of 7
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(1) TM Input Summary
The TM inputs and sampling rates can be selected either for
normal mode or penetrometer mode by ground command. The two modes
were chosen to permit high sampling rates for the penetrometer measure-
ments.
Normal Mode:
1/4 sps= 54 high level
1 sps v 7 high level
6 sps = 4 high level
65 high level
+ IZ low level + 17 binary
+ 5 binary
+ Z3 binary
+ Ig low level + 45 binary
(9 digital words)
Penetrometer Mode:
I sps = 3 high level analog
Z1 sps = 4 high level analog
7 high level analog
(Z) Frame Format
TM word and frame formats are shown in Figure i0-14.
(3) Bit Rate
The bit rate is 960 bps for both normal and penetrometer
modes.
(4) Synchronization
Both frame and subframe sync codes are used (subframe
only used for the normal mode). The first 10 bits of frame and subframe
sync are identical and occur every 960 bits for identifying the beginning
of each subframe. The second 10 bits of frame and subframe sync are
different for identifying the beginning of the main frame.
Frame sync = .0000 111 0 11 O0 11 0010 11
Subframe sync = 0000 lll 0 11 0000 11 0 111
10- 64 III/2
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(5) Parity
An odd parity bit will be computed and added to each 9-bit
word. The parity bit enables detection of an odd number of errors in each
data word. In addition, by counting the number of parity errors during a
given time, a measure of transmission quality is provided.
(6} Analog to Digital Encoding
Each analog sample is encoded into 9 bits, providing a
resolution of one part in 51Z. The digital encoding is accomplished by two
redundant A/D converters, selected by ground command. Each A/D con-
verter has an input impedance of 100K ohms.
(7) Data Output
The output multiplexer has provisions for selecting video
data from the TV subsystem or TM data for further routing to the trans-
mitter. Upon selection, by ground command, the output multiplexes ap-
plies split-phase coding at the appropriate frequency to the data.
(8) Size, Weight and Power
The telemetry processor package size is 4 x 3. 875 x 3. IZ5
inches, weighing Z. 5 pounds, and consuming 3 watts of power. Telemetry
processor assembly drawing is shown in Figures 10-gl and 10-ZZ.
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I0.4.2 Data Link Transmitter
The design of the data transmitter for SLRV is based on the following
functional re quirements :
1. Provide for transmissions of collected data at the highest pos-
sible rate within the limitation of weight and power
2. Provide capability of operating with either omnidirectional or
directional antenna
3. Be compatible with ground DSIF receivers in frequency, modu-
lation and operational procedures.
A direct data link transmitter provides the transmission of informa-
tion from the SLRV to DSIF. Direct link design permits operation of SLRV
concurrent with the Surveyor spacecraft. The capability of a direct communi-
cations link has been investigated by trading off various link parameters.
Transmitter radiated power, transmitting antenna gain, DSIF antennas gain,
error rate, and performance margin were considered. In the following
paragraphs these parameters are evaluated to arrive at the optimum trans-
mitter design for the limited weight and power available, and the selected
design is described.
I0.4.2. 1 Systems Design Parameters
Since several parameters must be compatible with DSIF, the
following DSIF terminal characteristics were used in the link calculation.
Antenna Zl0-ft dish, gain 61 db
85-ft dish, gain 53 db
System noise temperature 215°K for 210-ft DSIF
250°K for 85-ft DSIF
Carrier frequency Z290 to 2300 Mc
Polarization Right hand, circular
Receiver feed loss 0.6 db
Carrier loop BW 2Blo = 500 cps (max)
10-68 m / z
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Both 210-ft and 85-ft dish antennas atthe DSIF stations were con-
sidered. The use of either antenna will be determined by mission and com-
munication performance requirements.
The SLRV transmitter parameters can be determined if modula-
tion type and required threshold have been determined. A maximum error
rate of l0 -3 is sufficient for video and telemetry data transmission. Experi-
ments have shownasufficientlygoodpicture, iferrorratetoi0 -3 used. The
telemetry data will be repeated at a high enough rate to allow for error
detection and elimination of erroneous readings at the ground terminal.
For an error rate of 10 -3 the ratio of received energy per bit to the system
noise power per unit bandwidth (_thresh) is 8.3 db. An assumed detector
loss of 1. 5 db is included in this figure.
The modulation technique will be PCM/split phase/PSK. The
PCM was chosen because of the high accuracy requirement (0. Z%) of many
measurements. The use of split-phase encoding of the binary data will
remove low frequency sidebands out of the DSIF receiver carrier loop band-
width and ensure that the average transmitter frequency will be the carrier
frequency. In addition split-phase provides for easier clock signal extraction.
If a modulation index of one radian peak is assumed, the distribution of
carrier to sideband power for coherent phase shift keyed binary system is
59% carrier to 39% sideband and Z% in the higher order sidebands.
The maximum bit rate capability is derived from the assumptions
above as a function of transmitter power, SLRV antenna gain,and perform-
ance margin. An 8 db performance margin has been selected. The maxi-
mum bit rate is:
R = 1.35PTG T (for a Zl0-ft dish) (I0-I)
and
where
R
PT =
G T :
R : 0. 175PTG T (for an 85-ft dish) (10-Z)
bit rate in bits/sec
transmitter power in milliwatts
antenna gain
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The following additional parameters for the LRV transmitter have been
assumed.
Transmitter cable loss
Z
%
Free space loss (-___)
L T = -Z.6db
= -Zll. 4 db
where
R = Z07,400 miles
The formulas 10-1 and 10-Z are used to derive the transmitter
capability chart (Figure 10-Z3) as a function of transmitter power and an-
tenna gain. From this figure the transmitter performance for an assumed
antenna using a certain transmitter power can be derived. The transmitter
output power and type of antenna dan be selected; following a weight
versus transmitter design trade-off study.
10.4. Z.?- Transmitter Configurations
The SRLV weight is affected by the antenna selection and radiated
output power of the transmitter, since the power supply weight is propor-
tional to its power output. The transmitter design should therefore have
the maximum conversion efficiency (i. e. , ratio of supply power to radiated
RF power} for a given transmitter capability and weight.
The communication system capability is defined as the maximum
data transmission rate that can be handled by the communication link.
Various transmitter design concepts were investigated to deter-
mine their weight and transmission capabilities. Trade-off studies between
an all solid state, a transmitter using a TWT, and a transmitter using a
tube device were made. A TWT transmitter in the 1-ZW range has been
selected as the optimum transmitter design. The results of this analysis
are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Tube Device Transmitter
Among the tube type devices, the amplitron under development
by Raytheon appears most promising, because of its conduction cooling,
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long life (reliability) and high conversion efficiency (31%) for high output
power levels. The efficiency, however, deteriorates rapidly at lower levels
because of the high heater power required. Weight of the amplitron, including
DC upconvertor, is 5.4 lbs.
Solid-State Transmitter
A survey of present agailable RF power transistors indicates
that 300 Mc can be considered a limit for the 5-6 db gain required. An
X8 varactor multiplier is therefore necessary to generate the Z.4 kMc
transmitter output frequency. If power amplification falls below 5-6 db,
the generation of increased drive power for the transistor stage requires
additional supply power resulting in lower overall efficiency.
The Solid-state transmitter is compared to a TWT transmitter
in Table 10-7. The weight of the power supply required is based on
1.85 watts/lb. Two specified output power levels 100 Mw and 500 Mw
were considered for a solid state design. The maximum bit rate representing
transmitter capability and the total weight are shown in Figure 10-Z4 and
are compared to the TWT transmitter. The curves drawn for a 17-db
directional antenna and a DSIF station using a Z10-ft dish show that after
a certain weight is exceeded the TWT transmitter is preferred. Generation
of high RF power outputs using transistors becomes inefficient in the
frequency range where the power amplification falls below 5-6 db.
TWT Transmitter
Advantages of a TWT final power amplifier are its ability to
provide high gain in S-band, its light weight, and high efficiency. Multipli-
cation of the oscillator frequency can take place at low power levels and
thus power loss will contribute little to the overall conversion loss. To
select a TWT, the characteristics of the tube pertinent to its application
in the SLRV program were investigated. These characteristics are:
. Reliability - The cathode life time was evaluated at the rated
cathode temperature. The helix and focusing structure
must be rigid to prevent distortion of the electron beam
during launch and lunar landing condition.
. Environmental - Simple conduction cooling is preferred.
The tube must withstand shock, vibration, and acceleration.
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. Weight - Minimum weight requirement dictates the use of
PPM focusing for the tube.
. Efficiency - The tube must operate with depressed collector
voltage to obtain maximum efficiency at the desired output
power level.
A survey of applicable TWTs within the frequency and power range is shown
in Table 10-8.
TABLE 10-8
SURVEY OF TWT IN THE Z. 4 kMc FREQUENCY RANGE WITH AN OUTPUT
POWER CAPABILITY OF 1 TO 10 w USING PPM FOCUSING
Power Frequency Weight Size (inch) Design and
Mfg. Type w kMc ib Length Dia. Application
Hughes
Hughe s
Watkins-
Johnson
Watkins-
Johnson
RCA*
Sp e r ry*
Warwecke*
Huggins
Lab':,
RCA
Litton
Sylvania
314H
349H
Z.5
i0.0
8 I-i/4
8 I-I/4
WJZ37
WJZZ7
4010
STSZ84
RWI06A
HAl 00B
AIZ43
L3499
SYT44ZI
Z.5
iZ.0
1.0
1.0
Z.0
1.0
Z. 0
1.7- Z.4
Z.0- Z.4
Z.0- 4.0
Z.0- 4.0
1.0 - Z.0
Z.0 - 4.0
2.0 -4.0
l.l
Z.I
2.5
4.0
Z.8
4.0
4.5
9-3/4 l-I/Z
13-1/2 1-3/4
15-3/8 l-i/Z
14 1-1/4
i14 Z
16-3/4 1-3/4
14 2
1Z 1-1/4
Space
Space
Space
Space
Airborne
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Airborne
(Space Dev.)
Dev.
*Tube needs forces air cooling
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To eliminate a tube development program the Hughes 314H TWT
was selected, because of its rugged compact design, light weight, compli-
ance with reliability requirements and its successful use in the orbited
NASA/Hughes Syncom satellite. The W3237 Watkins Johnson tube was
selected as a backup.
Table 10-9 shows the breakdown of power consumption for the
314H operating at an output power of 2w. Overall efficiency of the tube
becomes 24%. Using a 2w output power capability, the maximum bit rate
can be derived as a function of SLRV antenna used. Table 10-2 (shown
previously) shows the maximum bit rate capability for various operational
modes. Mode I, with a system bit rate of 122, 880 bits/sec, will be used
during vehicle standstill for transmission of TV pictures and telemetry.
Mode 2 will be used while the SLRV vehicle is moving for the transmission
of telemetry data only. Mode 3 is used for transmission of TV and is used
if the vehicle is out of range of the 210-ft dish DSIF station. The maximum
bit rate of 175 bits/sec for mode 4 is too low to be useful directly for a
telemetry signal because the low frequency sidebands will fall within the
500 cps carrier loop range. If this mode is to be used, the telemetry sig-
nal will first frequency modulate a subcarrier before carrier modulation
takes place.
A link analysis design chart for the Zw TWT transmitter is shown
in Table i0-3. The system performance margin is 9.8 db in the T/M mode
and 8. 7 db for the TV mode of operation.
TABLE 10-9
BREAKDOWN OF POWER CONSUMPTION FOR THE 314H HUGHES TWT
AT P = 2w
out
Section
Heater
Helix
Collector
Anode
Voltage
Volt
4.5+ 5%
600 + 5%
350 + 10%
57°
100 + 10%
Ope r.
Current
MA
250
2
17.3
Source
Current
A
Oper.
Power
W
l. IZ
1.2
6. O5
.01
Remarks and
Mode of Operation
Max I amp surge during
switch on
Depressed collector with
Z7.5% beam efficiency
Total Power Consumption 8.38
Overall Efficiency 24%
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i0.4. Z. 3 Description
The transmitter is all solid state except for the travelling wave
tube. A drawing of the transmitter assembly is shown in Figures 10-25
and I0-26. A reference oscillator signal is derived from the receiver.
The receiver oscillator frequency is multiplied by Z as part of the receiver
local oscillator chain. At this point a portion of this reference signal is
fed to the transmitter. Therefore, the local oscillator in the receiver
serves as the reference for the transmitter. The receiver oscillator is a
crystal controlled VCO and will lock on to the DSIF transmitter, thus pro-
viding a transponder mode of operation for the carrier. The constant ratio
(221/240) between received and transmitted signal simplifies the acquisition
procedure.
The input reference signal of 19 Mc and at l mw power level is
separated from the receiver multiplier by an isolation amplifier as shown
in the block diagram,Figure 10-27, and circuit schematic,Figure 10-Z8. A
transistorized X5 multiplier will convert the reference signal to 95 Mc.
Present transistorized multipliers indicate that the grounded base configura-
tion has a higher efficiency that the grounded emitter mode. A power loss
of only 2 db can be realized in the stage with an efficiency of 50% for a low
level multiplicr. A !9-Mc trap in the output will remove the fundamental
frequency and a high Q matching network ensures that all undesired har-
monics are at least -30 db down. It should be noted that the Q of the output
matching network has to comply with the usual -_-_"'*- req,1_nts for
_ LCL UJ.J.± _ _ ........
the transistor stage. To realize an inherent stable stage, the transistor
stage terminating impedances are sufficiently small as to ensure stability
under all loading conditions. The varactor X3 stage is driven with 3 mw
and conversion efficiency of -5 db is realized. This efficiency is relatively
low because of the high density cordwood packaging technique. Input power
handling capacity is derived by Penfield and Rafuse (Ref. Varactor Applica-
tions, MIT Press, 196Z by authors) as:
P. = . 5KfoC V Bin rain
Z -3
x i0
whe re
K
= dimensionless quantity depending on the multiplication
scheme and input frequency and varactor type
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f
O
= input frequency in c/sec
C
rain = minimum junction capacitance measured at the break-
down voltage
V B = breakdown voltage of the varactor
P.
in
= input power for maximum efficiency in watt.
In this equation it as assumed that C <<C
min max2o0 .
0
and a lossless idler at'
For an input power of 3 mw at 95.5 Mc, the V B required is 6.5v
for a Cmi n = 3 mmF. The subminiature glass case MA43Z1D varactor was
selected. The idler circuit contains a parallel trap at the fundamental and
a series trap at 2o0o. The output circuit uses a trap for the second harmonic
and a T matching circuit to adapt the output impedance to the transistor
driver stage. The driver stage at 286 Mc will have a gain of 5 db, supplying
the modulator with 3 rnw of power. The modulator is a single-stage transistor
amplifier, whose phase response is controlled by a biased varactor. The
transistor used in the modulator will be operating into saturation to remove
any resulting amplitude modulation caused by the varactor tuned tank cir-
cuit in its input. A final RF amplifier stage will supply the power necessary
to drive the X8 varactor multiplier. The RF output power necessary is
13.5 mw to arrive at the required 2 mw input power at 2295 Mc for the TWT.
The power gain for the final RF amplifier stage can be calculated by check-
ing the transistor parameters on a General Radio type 1607-Atransfer
function and immittance bridge. For the 2N918 transistor, the following
results were obtained at a frequency of Z86. 5 Mc:
Yll = gll + Jbll = 10 + jlO
YZI = gZl + Jbzl = 15 - j45
Y12 = g12 + Jb12 = -'g - jg
Y22 = g22 + Jb22 = "5 + j3.5
All values are in mmho. The power gain in a conjugate matched
configuration can be expressed as
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G
P
4 Y211 2g22gl 1
4gz2gl 1 _ 2Y21Y12
2255 (mmho) 2
YIzY21 = -93 - j21
9020 x 5 45100
G = =
p 1113 +j21[ 2 13141
- 3.45
A power gain of 5.4 db can be obtained from the stage.
To obtain absolute stability in the cascading of the transmitter
stages, the matching circuitry interconnecting the various modules has to
be carefully considered. G.S. Bahrs and Dr. 7. G. Linvill (Ref. Amplifiers
Employing Potentially Unstable Elements, by G.S. Bahrs, Stanford Uni-
versity, Cal. , ASTIA Doc. AD 95 920) have derived the following stability
criterion:
GAG B = p--M2(l+ cos 8)
where
G A = G +go ii
GB = G2 + g22
G = input terminating conductance
o
G 2 = output terminating conductance
M 0= YIzY21 = M(cos 0 + j sin 0)
p = stability margin.
The choice of p should be a value greater than 2.
will affect the gain of the stage. The value of G
o
The choice of p, however,
and G 2 can be determined
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from this stability criterion. In cases where the termination is improper,
additional loading to the stage has to be applied to ensure inherent stability
under all conditions.
The varactor multiplier X8 is divided in two sections: the lumped
constant X2 and the stripline X4. The rejection of unwanted harmonics is
excellent because of the progressive filtering. The efficiency for the X2
is 70%, leaving 9.5 mw for drive power to the X4. The efficiency (E) is
computed by Penfield and Rafuse {Ref. Varactor Applic, MIT, Press, 1962}
and can be approximated by:
w
o
= l-Z0x_
w
C
w = input radian frequency
o
w = varactor cutoff radian frequency.
C
For the selected varactor MA4322BI, the cutoff frequency fc is
1 1
fc = = = 61 Gc
Z_R S x Cmi n 2_r x Z x 1.6 I0 -Iz
R S
0. Z86
= I- 20x
50
= series resistance of the varactor
-0.9
Extra circuit losses estimated at 1 db bring the overall efficiency to 70%.
The required bandwidth for the multiplier for a fixed phase devia-
tion of 1 rad becomes a function of the maximum modulating frequency.
For a bit rate of 122,880 bits/sec, a bandwidth of 1.5 Mc at the output is
sufficient to include the most significant sidebands for the split-phase
modulation mode. The bandwidth will be kept at 2% of center frequency
for the design of filter networks in the X8 multiplier. The second multi-
plier (X4) is constructed of stripline. In this type of line, a conductor
strip is located between two parallel conducting groundplane surfaces in a
uniform, low loss dielectric. Energy on the line is carried in the TEM
mode. The ground plane spacing is made less than a half wave length to
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prevent the propagation of higher order modes. The width of the strip has
to be kept also smaller than a half wavelength; otherwise, a transverse
resonance mode exists. A one-sided printed board will be used in a fully
sealed prestressed package. Prestressing is accomplished by making the
thickness of the dielectric sheets slightly more than the depth of the slot
in the aluminum ground plane deck. At the edge of the slot a small groove
carries an indium wire, which under pressure seals the package and pro-
tecta for RFI leakage. This pressurized packaging technique has the advan-
tage of being extremely stable Under influence of shock and vibration. It
also seals the package from the humidity in the environment. The inter-
ference between various circuits inside the package is minimized by using
the channel concept. Each circuit will be surrounded by a ground plane
wall. The stripline slots are milled out of the aluminum ground plane.
Wherever possible, in-line connectors are used. Right angle connections
to the transmission line have had numerous problems with excitation of
extraneous TE and TM modes.
Of particular interest in the design is the impedance of the strip
carried in a dielectric and midway between two ground planes. Formulas
for impedance of shielded transmission line have been derived for practical
design by Cohn (Ref. Symposium on Microwave Strip Circuits,IRE Transac-
tions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-3, No. 2, March 1955).
Formulas valid for the case of a strip of finite width of small cross-section
and for large _ross-section are given.
For the case where w/b-t is less than 0. 35, and t/b is less than
0.25
60 4b
Zo - _ log e _-- ohms
r o
whe re
Z = characteristic impedance of line
O
b = ground plane spacing
d = diameter of a circular cross-section conductor equivalent
o
to the rectangular strip
= relative dielectric constant
r
w = strip width
t = thickness of deposited strip.
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The use of high K dielectric materials will increase the loss in
the X4 multiplier, but since the multiplier works at very low power levels,
the total power loss is only a fraction of the total transmitter power con-
sumption. However, the significant advantage of the use of high K dielectric
materials lies in the possibility of reducing the component size beyond the
air support case as shown by:
k =
r #_ xEr r
where
k = wavelength in dielectric supported line
r
k = wavelength in free space
= relative permeability.
r
Use of Stycast HiK 500F and E = i0 will make the length of a
quarter wave stub at 57Z Mc equal to 1.6Z". The line width for a Z-oz
copper deposit and a Z5 _ line impedance is 0. 168" The equivalence be-
tween the width of the strip (w) and d o is given by various reference articles
on this subject. Cohn has plotted a curve giving the relationship between
do/w and t/w. (Ref: S.B. Cohn, Microwave Strip Circuits, MTT Transaction
March 1955. ) The X4 varactor multiplier usesopen stubs whenever possible
of implementation and higher reliability. The shorted stub at the varactor
provides a short for the Znd harmonic idler and the desired 4th harmonic
output circuit. Stubs at input and output of the circuit are for matching
purposes. The main line has a Z5 _ impedance and will be capacitively
coupled through the use of parallel strips to the output filter driving the
TWT. The fifth stub has a length of k/8 and will short the line at the Znd
harmonic, completing the path for the Znd harmonic idler. A 3rd harmonic
idler will be prevented from flowing,through the use of the Znd stub at the
input of the varactor. This stub has a length of k/IZ and will produce an
open at the varactor for the 3rd harmonic. The line impedance of this
Znd stub will be high (thin strip) to prevent a power loss for the fundamental.
Additional design requirements can be derived using design equations as
derived by Diamond (Ref: Idler Circuits in Varactor Frequency Multipliers,
Bliss L. Diamond, Master of Science Thesis at MIT, February 1961). A
Sylvanic D4611K varactor is selected with the following specifications:
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Voltage breakdown
Junction capacity at 6v
Cut-off frequency
Max. power dissipation
Vb r =
C .(6v)
J
f =
CO
P
max
15v
= .4-1.0 mmf
140 kMc
= 0.4w
The series resistance R S can be found by
R
S
l
Z=f C
co rain
whe r e
C
min varactor capacity at voltage breakdown. The value of
Cmi n is derived from the average junction capacitance
at 6v, Cj{6v ) (average) = 0. 7 mmf. Cmi n (average) =
0.5 mmf.
R S
1
= = 2. Z7_
Zw x 140 l09
-iZ
x.5 10
The normalization power P
norm
(Vbr)z
R S
Z25
P - = 99
norm Z. Z7
The desired input power for maximum efficiency is derived by Diamond as:
P.
In(norm)
Z R
: 8(m,)Z( '_°'_ _°°
1 \_c/ R S
where
m I = normalized fundamental elastance coefficient
¢0 = input radian frequency
o
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c
= varactor cutoff radian frequency
R_0 o
R S
- normalized input resistance
The factor m I can be found from curves plotted and its value will
depend on the resistance in the idler, R Z. For a value of X Z = Rz/R S =
the m I = I. 49. At the normalized input frequency, _Oo/0_c, the R0_o/R S =
and
P. 8 x Z. ZZ I0 -Z I)z 10 -6
= x (4. x x 31
in
norm
9Z x 10 -6
(Vbr)Z
P. = P. x
in in R Snorm
P.
in
92 x 10 -6 x 99 = 9.1 10 -3
I
31
The optimum input power to the varactor is shown to be 9.1 mw
and close to available power of the doubler circuit.
The output of the TWT is fed through an RF switch to a square
hybrid. The hybrid will provide a minimum of 40 db of isolation between
the receiver and transmitter ports. The use of the hybrid has the additional
advantage of achieving simultaneously an equal power split and a 90 ° phasing
between the outputs to be fed to the two elements of the crossed-bent dipole
antenna.
Weight and power breakdown for Zw TWT transmitter are given
in Table 10-10. The size of the transmitter is 4" x 8" x 4".
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TABLE i0-i0
WEIGHT AND POWER CONSUMPTION BREAKDOWN FOR
THE PROPOSED 2w - TWT TRANSMITTER
Transmitter
Section
Square Hybird
TWT
Varactor x 4,
Output Filter
Varactor x 2
RF Amplifier
Modulator
Modulator Driver
Varactor x 3
Transistor x 5
Isolation Ampl.
Coax Switch
DC Power
(watts)
8.36
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
Supply
Voltage
(volts)
4.5
6OO 100V
350
Bias
Bias
9
9
9
Bias
Size
8xlx I
Weight
0.2
0.75
0.3
0.2
0. Z
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.25
Component and
Circuit
Construction
Stripline
Hughes 314H
Stripline,
D4611K, varactor
Lure p e d,
MJk4322B 1
Lumped, 2N918
Lumped, 2N918
Lumped, 2N918
Lumped,
MA432ID
Lumped, 2N917
Lumped, 2N917
Total Power
Consumption 8.48w
Total
Weight 2. 9 ibs.
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10.4.3 Command Receiver
The command receiver for SLRV was designed to meet the following
functional requirements:
II Provide for reception of command signals transmitted by DSIF
and compatible with the Surveyor command system at minimum
weight and power.
2o Provide clock pulses, synchronous with received data to the
data handling equipment.
. Provide a pulse signal to the data handling equipment notifying
loss of received signal.
I0.4.3. 1 Command Receiver Design
Command signals at 2110 Mc are received direct from earth using
an omni-directional antenna. A block diagram of the receiver is shown in
Figure 10-29. The receiver is a double superheterodyne with a phase detector
for carrier tracking and demodulation, followed by a subcarrier discriminator
using 4. 15 kc for a mark and 5.25 kc for a space. A subcarrier frequency
different from Surveyor makes it possible to command Surveyor or SLRV
without interference. Basic outputs of the receiver are an 19-Mc signal to
the transmitter as a frequency source, split-phase data to the command
decoder, and a clock signal to the command decoder. Use of the 19-Mc
receiver signal for the transmitter simplifies the design and makes possible
monitoring of receiver lock-on characteristics by monitoring transmitter
frequency.
A major problem in the design is that of packaging a complex design
of unhomogenous circuits in a small space, with as little weight as possible.
This problem is solved by designing microwave circuits in stripline, using
subminiature components in the RF stages, and using microminiature opera-
tional amplifiers in the low frequency circuits. As an example, active am-
plifiers using parallel T networks are used in filters rather than inductances.
Since the transmitter output power is 3 dbw at 2295 Mc and the
receiver input power is approximately -117 dbw at 2110 Mc, a high level of
isolation is required. This isolation is obtained by using a stripline hybrid
at the receiver transmitter junction (30 db} and a stripline filter in frontof
the receiver balanced mixer (70 db). Receiver IF selectivity provides
remaining isolation.
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Separation of Surveyor command signals from SLRV is accomplished
by using FSK tones at 4.75 and 5.25 kc, rather than around 2. 3 kc as for Sur-
veyor. Thus, commands to the two units may be given simultaneously or
separately, without interference.
Pre-detection filtering with simple circuits is not feasible. The
necessary RFbandwidth is approximately 12 kc, but the narrowest bandwidth
obtainable with conventional filtering in the last IF is approximately 100 kc.
Uses of 100 kc RF bandwidth, assuming that at least a 0 db pre-detection S/N
ratio is necessary, would provide a signal margin of 23 db. The solution se-
lected is to use a 9. 55 Mc crystal filter of approximately 15 kc bandwidth in
conjunction with a limiter, giving a margin of approximately 30 db with a 210-
ft antenna, as shown in Table i0-ii.
Receiver input frequency excursions due to doppler at the lunar
surface are limited to approximately ± 4 kc or ± 2 parts in 106 of the input
frequency. Since an uncompensated crystal oscillator not in an oven can be
expected to drift as much as 40 ppm over the temperature range, a wide VCO
excursion is needed primarily to compensate for its self drift. A tempera-
ture compensating circuit using a thermistor, capable of holding drift down
to 2 parts in 10 -6 over the temperature range, is used in the design. This
circuit will reduce the frequency search range to lock on the VCO. Even with
a frequency drift as great as 40 ppm the ground transmitter frequency could
be varied until lock-on was achieved. Any cessation of transmission would
require a new lock-in procedure, but this is not catastrophic. Since the re-
ceiver VCO also is the source for the telemetry and TV transmitter, lock-
in action can readily be monitored by observing the transmitter frequency.
Because of requirements of the command decoder for a special
"word sync" pattern, split phase data are used. Split phasing involves multi-
plication of the data (at the transmitter) by a square wave at the data rate.
The fundamental component spectrum of an NRZ data pattern ranges from
0 to the bit rate. After split phasing, the same data pattern occupies spec-
trum space from 0 to twice the bit rate. Thus, the optimum baseband filter
for split phase data is a band pass filter at the bit rate.
The command decoder requires a clock synchronized with the in-
coming frequency. The clock signal is controlled by extracting a 96 cps
component from the data signal and slewing the local clock to it in a phase
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TABLE i0-II
EARTH TO SLRV COMMAND LINK DESIGN CHART ZI0-FT REFLECTOR
Transmitter Power
Ground Transmission Loss
Ground Antenna Gain
Ground Pointing Loss
Space Loss
Polarization Los s
SLRV Antenna Gain
SLRV Transmission Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral
Density (T system = 3500 ° Kelvin)
Tole ranc e
Value + -
+ 40.0 dbw •.5 .Z
- Z. 0 db .Z .Z
+ 60.0 db 1.0 .5
included in 3
-211.4 db .Z .Z
0 .1
- 3.0 db 7.0 3.0
- 1...0 db .Z .2
157.4 db 8.6 4. Z
-117.4 dbw 9. 1 4.4
-193.2 dbw 0 4.0
PRE-DETECTOR PERFORMANCE CARRIER COMPONENT
Carrier Modulation Loss
Carrier Power
RF Noise Bandwidth Z0 kc
Noise Level
Required
Margin
- Z. 8db .i .I
-IZ0. Z dbw 9. Z 4. 5
43.0 db 0 .5
-150. Z dbw 0 4. 5
30.0 db 13.7 4.5
0dh Z. 0 Z. 0
30.0 db 15.7 6.5
POST-DETECTION PERFORMANCE CARRIER COMPONENT
Carrier Modulation Loss
Carrier Power
Phase Locked Loop BW (gBlo) 500 cps
Noise Power
Required Threshold S/N Ratio
Tracking Performance Margin
Z. 8db .1 .1
-1Z0. Z dbw 9. Z 4. 5
Z7.0 db 0 3.0
-166. Z dbw 0 7.0
8.0 db 1.0 1.0
3Z.0 db 17. Z 5.5
POST-DETECTION PERFORMANCE SIGNAL COMPONENT
Modulation Los s
Sideband Component Power
FSK Detector BW 500 cps
Noise Power
Threshold S/N Ratio
Signal Performance Margin
4.0 db .Z .Z
-1Zl. 4 dbw 9. 3 4. 6
Z7.0 db .1 .1
-166. Z dbw 0 7.0
10.0 db 1.0 1.0
34.8 db 17.3 5.6
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locked loop. A simple, low frequency multivibrator can be used as the
clock with an independent command system. An alternate is to combine all
clocks (TV telemetry and command) and use a single crystal VGO which is
controlled by the phase locked loop at 96 cps. Since complexity of design
of the entire system seems to be approximately equal for these two choices
the decision depends upon performance of the command and telemetry systems.
Because the down link has the least margin, it deserves the greatest con-
sideration. If a continuous train of bits to the command system is assumed,
then the system clock will be continuously corrected to whatever accuracy
is maintained on the ground, plus two-way doppler shift. Two way doppler
shift amounts to a maximum of ± 7.5 kc with a change of 15 kc in IZ hours.
This shift can easily be predicted and compensated for, however. If a stable,
independent clock were used for TV and telemetry then the drift would be
clock instability plus one way doppler shift. In a sub-miniaturized receiver
such as this, it is difficult to design a clock much better than 3 parts in 106 per
day. Thus, it appears that a slight additional stability of the telemetry clock
might be gained by ground control but that it would require more complex
ground equipment, and would complicate operating procedures. Use of
separate clocks is preferred.
A multivibrator will be used as a 96 cps clock for the command
system. The drift rate of such a multivibrator must be held to a maximum
of 0. 1 cps per second. The maximum excursion should be no more than
icps. These parameters will permit lock-on with a clock loop bandwidth
in the order of Z to 3 cps. Since the 48 cps data are split phased, there will
be no interruptions in the 96 cps component, and the signal-to-noise ratio
will be high.
I0.4.3. Z Command Receiver Circuit Description
Command Receiver Microwave Section
The stripline front end as shown in Figures 10-30 and 10-31 uses
a square hybrid at the input to provide a 90 ° phase relationship for the two
antenna feeds, and to provide a method of diplexing the transmitter and
receiver with approximately 30 db isolation between the two. Input from
the TWT is made via a coaxial connector. The receiver terminal of the
hybrid is connected to a 5 pole bandpass filter which accepts the receiver
input but rejects the transmitter frequency.
The parallel coupled, transmission line resonator filter is of
the maximally flat type requiring moderate Q for the individual resonators.
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The transmitter frequency is 180 Mc away from bandcenter and will be
attenuated 80 db by a 5 pole filter with a bandwidth of 50 Mc. The required
Q of each resonator is
or
f
o
Qmin = qmin _ 3 db
ZZ95
Q = 3. Z4 x
min 50
- 150
qmin normalized Q derived from published curves
fl + fz
f - center frequency
o Z
The attainable Q for the strip line can be derived by formulas
given by Cohn (Ref: "Shielded Goupled Strip Transmission Line," IRE
Trans. on Microwave Theory and Techniques, MTT-3, October 1955).
Using a Stycast Hi-K 500F dielectric material with a dielectric constant
E = i0 and a dissipation factor D = tan 6 = 0.00Z the theoretical Q {Qc ) becomes
Q : 5300 x b x',f_-
c o
whe re
b = ground plane spacing in inches
f = operation frequency in kMc
O
The multiplication factor (3300) is derived for a stripline char-
acteristic impedance Zo_-_-=_ 81. 5_from the curves.
Q = 3300 x O. Z5 x_T:'.3 = IZZO
c
The actual attainable Q for the dielectric material used is
Q
c
Q =
1 + Q tan 5
C
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1220Q = = 3551 + IZZ0 x 0.002
The required unloaded Q of 150 can be achieved.
Formulas have been derived by Cohn for the calculation of the
design parameters for a parallel coupled transmission line resonator filter
{Ref: "Parallel Coupled Transmission Line Resonator Filter" by S.B. Cohn,
IRK Trans. MTT, April 1958, pp. 223-231). The design formulas utilize
the element values of a prototype low-pass filter gl' gz, g3 ..... gn' where
the even numbered elements are series and the odd numbered elements are
parallel elements of the filter network. For a maximally flat response,
these elements can be calculated by
I(2k- i)= 1gk = Z sin L- Zn , k = I, 2, 3 .... n
For a 5-pole filter (n = 5) only the gl' gz' and g3 need to be derived,
cause of the symmetry of the filter g4 = g2 and g5 = gl"
The following values for the 5-pole filter were found
be-
11"
= Z sin - 0.618
gl = g5 i0
3rf
= Z sin - I. 618
gz = g5 i0
5 11-
__ = Z sin - Z. 000
i0
The next step in the design is the derivation of the even and odd mode
characteristic impedances {Z and Z ). The strip line segments width
oe. oo.
I 1
and the width of the spacing between the segments can be completely deter-
mined from the values of these impedances.
Z = Z 1 + _" + f_" i = 1 to n+ 1
oe.l o "_gi-I gi 1 gi
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Z = Z + ._J i = 1 ton+ 1
oo. o gi gil i -i
wher e
!
i-2. =
fl' fz =
fz - fz
fz + fl
corresponding pass band edges of transmission line filter.
For the filter under consideration
50 -Z
f2. = _rx - 3.44 I0
4584
+_ 5-po!e filter sectionsThe derived even and odd mode impedances for _,e
are as follows:
Z Z E)I/Z Z Z I_ Zoe oe( oo oo_, IISection
1 and 5 3Z. 3 105 ZO. 5 66. 8
Z and 4 Z5.9 84 Z4. Z 78. 8
3 Z5.5 83 Z4. 7 80.0
The dimensions of the filter can now be determined using normographs
given by Cohn (Ref: "Shielded Coupled-Strip Transmission Line," IRE
Trans.) The width (w) and the strip segment spacing (s) for the filter
sections are aS follows.
I
I
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Section w/b w s/b s
I and 5 0. 6Z5 0. 156 0. IZ5 0. 031
Z and 4 0. 718 0. 179 0.70 0. 175
3 0. 718 0. 179 0.80 0. Z
The strip line segments are of equal length (one quarter wavelength at the
center frequency}. This length, however, needs to be compensated for the
fringing capacitance at their ends. The distance {d} that the cavity needs
to be shortened can be approximated by d = 0. 165 b, where b is the ground
plane spacing. A layout of the filter is shown in Figures 10-30 and 10-31,
and shows that only an area of 3 x 1 inch is used of the strip line board for
the filter.
The output of the filter is fed to a hybrid ring balanced mixer.
Isolation between the local oscillator port and the input port will be at least
40 db. This will prevent the interaction between signal and oscillator port
and keep the oscillator signal from flowing back through the input line. The
hybrid is I. 5 wavelength in circumference. The characteristic impedance
of the ring is made Zo_Y'Z to assure matching to the parallel fed IF ports.
The port spacing is a quarter wavelength and excellent isolation will result
if this condition holds for the feeding port frequencies. The design frequency
fLO + frec
for the port spacing is fd = Z The hybrid can be made with a
narrow bandwidth because the input frequency does not vary more than 0.45%
for the various system bands and the local oscillator is practically constant.
The IF ports receive output at a 180 ° phase difference and feed the two mixer
diodes. These diodes are matched to the line using single stub matching.
Capacitors and poly iron chokes in the 47 Mc IF output lines provide filtering
for input and oscillator frequencies. The local oscillator signal is fed from
a variable coupler in the output of a x6 multiplier. This variable coupler is
incorporated inside the stripline package. The circuit remains the printed
transmission line with the dielectric removed to within a few thousands of
the line and forming two slots on each side. These slots carry a lossy
ferrite material. Adjustment of these ferrite layers over the line will in-
crease the power loss. The operating point of the mixer diodes can be
adjusted this way to achieve optimum mixing performance.
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The varactor sextupler is of the type I-Z-4-6, having idlers at
the fourth and sixth harmonic. The short-circuited stub (3) at the input to
the varactor and with a length of _- will provide a short for the idler fre-
quencies and for the sixth harmonic output loop. An open-circuited stub
at the varactor output and a length of ____ will produce a short at the
%
output
side for the first (closing the input loop), third and fifth harmonic. Thin
-Z ,
line stubs with capacitive termination provide shorts at the output of the
varactor for the second (short line) and fourth (long line) and reflect a high
impedance for the sixth on to the main line. Single stub matching provides
maximum power transfer from driver to the multiplier.
Command Receiver RF Section {Figure 10-32)
Output from the two 47-Mc ports of the mixer is into a 47-Mc
transformer designed so that shunt capacities to ground and to the secondary
are balanced. The secondary of the transformer feeds the first IF stage.
Three stages of IF amplification at 47 Mc are used.
The stages are synchronously tuned and kept simple in order to
facilitate sub-miniaturization. Since the 47-Mc IF stages are too broad
to noise filter the signal, their bandwidth is not critical. The primary function
of the 47-Mc tuned circuits is to reject transmitter frequency or harn_onie
components. The three stages provide approximately 40 db of gain.
Following the 47-Mc IF string is a transistor mixe, operating
with a 4 x L.O. (38.2 Mc)'sign'al on'its ernitter, and the 47-Mc IF signal on
its base. This stage provides 6 db of gain. The mixer is followed by a two-
stage buffer IF amplifierat 9,.55Mc giving a gain of 30 db.
A crystal filter of 15 kc bandwidth following the two-stage IF
narrows the noise bandwidth of the system. An insertion loss of approxi-
mately 3 db is expected. Skirt selectivity requirements on the filter are
30 db down at a 40 kc bandwidth_(Figure 10-33). This type of performance
is obtainable with a fairly simple filter.
Final IF amplification and limiting is obtained by three 9.55 Mc
amplifier limiters providing 45 db of gain. The limiting level in the stages
is staggered somewhat by using germanium diode limiters across the tank
coils of the first two stages and silicon diodes on the last stage. This pre-
vents an excessive amount of limiting in any one stage, preventing detuning
effects.
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A phase detector composed of a balanced diode ring demodulator,
trifilar toroidaldriving transformers, and a transistor driving stage for
each input port, converts the RF signal to baseband. Balance of the diodes,
transformers, and other demodulator components is desirable in order to
get low offset and wide dynamic range.
Drive for the demodulator is obtained from a modified Pierce type
VCO with a varactor in series with the crystal which is used for both tem-
perature compensation and lock-on frequency control. This circuit is based
on a temperature compensated design taken from Bell Telephone Laboratories
report 25335-C, Quartz Controlled Oscillators, Fourth Interim Report. As
the temperature changes, the varactor across the thermistor changes. This
in turn changes the voltage across the varactor thus changing the capacity
in series with the crystal and compensating for the temperature change.
Voltage on the other side of the varactor is changed by the error amplifier.
The procedure is successful because a wide phase locked loop frequency
excursion is not required. Stability of the oscillator is further increased
by rectifying the output and using it to control the amplitude of oscillation.
A buffer at the oscillator output prevents load variations from changing the
frequency. Output from the buffer drives the demodulator. The 9_ 55 Mc
buffer output also drives a common base doubler circuit which provides
19. 1 Mc output tother, transmitter and to another transistor doubler which pro-
vides 3_8. P, Mc to two cascaded triplers. The 343.8Mcoutputfromthe last
tripler is fed via coax line to the LO input of the microwave section.
Command Receiver Low Frequency Section (Figure 10-34)
Operations on low frequency signals are accomplished with small
operational amplifiers. The T.I. SN5ZI and SN5ZZ have tentatively been
selected for this application because of their small size and differential
input characteristic s.
An operational amplifier is used to increase the error signal in
the 9. 55Mc phaselocked loop. This amplification provides low frequency
gain so that long term loop drift can be tracked over a wide range. Initially,
the receiver is locked by slewing the ground transmitter frequency.
Output of the phase detector is connected to an active, two section,
4. 5-5. 5 kc band pass filter (Figure 10-35) which eliminates noise, and
command signals meant for Surveyor. Two cascaded, operational amplifiers
with stagger tuned parallel T networks in the feedback path are used to secure
a sharp response.
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After filtering, leading and trailing edges of the signal are sharpened
in an over driven amplifier. The signal is then differentiated and used to
trigger a multivibrator type discriminator. The multivibrator is made using
an operational amplifier in a capacitively coupled positive feedback connection.
A clamping diode and charging resistor complete the multivibrator.
Output of the discriminator is a 48 bps NRZ signal, split phased
by multiplication with a square wave of 96 bps. This signal is first low pass
filtered to remove any frequencies over 60 bps, then squared by being passed
through an over driven amplifier and passed to the command decoder as data,
and word sync.
To extract the clock information from the PCM signal one must
filter for a harmonic component which is present for any possible data pattern.
In the case of split phase data, this component is twice the split phase square
wave rate or 96 cps. An operational amplifier is used to invert the data in
one channel. Both in phase and out of phase channels are differentiated.
The resultant trains of positive and negative pulses are rectified and com-
bined to obtain responses from positive pulses only. Thus, a positive pulse
is obtained for any transition. The pulses are filtered to extract the 96 cps
frequency in an operational amplifier filter having a 96 cps parallel T network
in its feedback path. The 96 cps frequency is then fed to a phase detector
consisting of a single transistor used as a switch. The switch is actuated
by a signal from the 96 cps frequency controlled multivibrator which acts
as the command clock. The multivibrator is collector-to-base capacitor
coupled with diodes used in the base circuits and a resistor used in the emitter
circuits to ensure starting. The output of the multivibrator is passed to the
command decoder for use as a clock.
The command decoder also requires a signal to indicate whether
data are being transmitted or not. This is obtained by rectifying the filtered
96 cps signal component as supplied to the phase detector and applying the
rectifier output to an operational amplifier which supplies the signal to the
command decoder.
The size of the receiver is 1 I/Z in. x 6 in. x4 in., and the
weight 1 lb. The power consumption is given in Table 10-1Z.
Command Receiver Critical Components
Center frequency of the 9.55Mc crystal filter should stay fixed to
within one kc or 1 part in 104 over the expected -5 to +IZ5°F operating
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TABLE 10-1Z
COMMAND RECEIVER POWER TABLE
Unit
RF Section
Low Frequency Section
Low Frequency Section
Low Frequency Section
Total
Safety Factor
Total
Voltage Current
-9v I% 40 ma
-9v 1% 36 ma
+9v 1% 1 1 ma
+6v 1% Z9 ma
Powe r
0. 360
0. 3Z4
0. 099
0. 174
0. 957 w
0. 343 w
I. 3 watts
temperature range. Stabilities of 0.005% over this range are commonly
attained, and thus no problem exists. Skirt selectivity of the filter also
presents no problem. Because of the high signal-to-noise ratio at the re-
ceiver input, a 30 db/3 db bandwidth ratio of three to one will operate quite
successfully. Such a ratio is easily obtainable. A graph of expected crystal
filter performance is shown in Figure 10-33.
The stability of the crystal used in the receiver phased locked loop
must be good over the temperature range. Also, the temperature variation
must be such that a thermistor controlled varactor can compensate for the
variation. A special procurement will be necessary.
Parallel T circuits used as filters at 4750 cps, 5Z50 cps, and
96 cps must be held to within 1% of the correct frequency. Metallized
resistors with a temperature coefficient of Z5 ppm and Mylar capacitors
are sufficiently stable and yet are still small in size.
Low pass active filters used for filtering the data are not critical
with respect to cut-off point.
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Tuning of IF circuits will not be excessively critical because of
the fairly low Qs employed. Tuning will probably be accomplished by
selecting small fixed capacitors rather than using space consuming trimmers.
Tuning of multiplier circuits will be critical. Here space must
be provided for high Q adjustable capacitors. Temperature compensation
circuits must be employed to provide the necessary stability.
The Texas Instruments operational amplifiers, SN5ZI, SN52Z,
appear to be ideal from the standpoints of size and performance for this
receiver.
In summary, although certain circuits will present a design
problem, none of them are critical to a point of not being feasible.
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10.4.4 Antennas
The SLRV antenna system must be capable of:
1. Receiving commands from DSIF in various vehicle attitudes
o Transmitting telemetry data at low data rate while the vehi-
cle is moving
. Transmitting video and telemetry data at a high data rate
when the vehicle is stopped.
These requirements are met by providing an omnidirectional antenna sys-
tem for command reception and low data rate transmission, and a direc-
tional antenna positioned by earth commands for high data rate transmission.
This section describes omnidirectional antenna system, a config-
uration for a 17 db gain directive antenna, and the associated RF circuitry
to implement these antennas. General and specific techniques and problem
areas are discussed, and guidelines are presented.
10.4.4. 1 Omnidirectional Antenna System
Analysis of angles between the normal to the SLRV and earth
(Volume II, System Engineering) indicates a minimum requirement for a
• O
cone of coverage extending 95 from the vehicle's own vertical axis. Be-
cause of possible guidance errors, Surveyor may land further than the 3_
value from the aim point. Therefore, an increase from 95 ° to 1Z1.5 ° is
de sirable.
Figure 10-36 illustrates the spherical coordinate system used to
describe the antenna system and shows schematically that an antenna
mounted on the SLRV will have to provide continuous coverage over an
angle 0 ° < 0 < 121. 5° from the normal to the vehiclel, and 360 ° in azimuth.
Ideally, the antenna should radiate all of the energy uniformly
over the cone defined by the total angle @ = 121. 5 ° . In practice, such ideal
coverage is not physically realizeable; spillage of energy beyond the de-
sired zone results in some loss in gain, ranging from 1 to 3 db. Further-
more, most antennas have more or less unidirectionalpattern properties,
with a variation in gain versus the angle e, Generally the gain is highest
at the center of the cone (@ = 0 °) and it falls off as e increases.
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The required coverage in this application may be approximated
by a surface of revolution generated by a curve of the form p = a (I + cos 8),
whose maximum occurs at @ = 0 °, coinciding with the vehicle vertical axis.
It can be shown that such quasi-omnidirectional coverage can
most easily be achieved by having a circularly polarized antenna pattern
at all points over this postulated surface, since in every case the ortho-
gonal component of the circularly polarized signal aids in filling in gaps in
the cross polarized component of the original signal considered at any
unique point on the surface. This circularly polarized signal may then be
of either sense; hence, an arbitrary choice of sense can be made. Ex-
perience with other programs has shown that such acardfoidalpattern can
be obtained from two bent, crossed, quadrature fed dipoles mounted above
an appropriately dimensioned groundplane. The gain of such an antenna is
of the order of +3 to +4 db re a circularly polarizedisotrgpeatO = 0°, it
falls off to somewhere between -5 to -10 db. Experimental work with the
exact antenna geometry may yield some increase in gain in the 90 ° <
< 120 ° range at the expense of some reduction in gain over the __< @--_45 °
range. The effect of the actual SLRV package as a scatterer due to its
close proximity will have to be investigated experimentally.
Such a geometry is particulary well suited for this application
inasmuch as the bending of the dipole elements not only controls the pat-
tern, but also affords control of the actual antenna impedance, such that
an impedance match between the antenna and a 50 ohm transmission line
may be readily realized.
Feeding two such bent dipoles with equal amplitude signals in
time quadrature normally requires the use of phasing and impedance match-
ing line sections such that when the two antennas are joined to one trans-
mission line a good impedance match, i.e. , VSWR of I. 3:1 or less, is
obtained. Rather than use two separate omnidirectional antennas, one
transmitting data, the other to receive DSIF commands, and avoid mutual
impedance effects and possible pattern interference problems particularly
at large values of @, it is proposed that a single omni-antenna be used for
both functions. This will also result in some savings in weight and overall
complexity from the standpoint of the erection requirements and packaging
problems.
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Use of a single antenna for both transmitting and receiving will
require some form of duplexer. A "square" hybrid incorporated into the
antenna/transmitter/receiver RF circuitry will accomplish two functions:
l) provide the necessary power division and phase shifting to feed the
crossed dipole elements of the omni antenna to obtain circular polarization,
2) provide a substantial portion of the necessary isolation between trans-
mitter and receiver.
A "square" hybrid composed of quarter wave sections of trans-
mission line of particular impedance values or ratios, connected as shown
in Figure 10-37 to form a square,has the following properties: when a unit
amplitude signal is fed into port l, a 3 db power division occurs, with equal
amounts of power delivered to ports 3 and 4. Any residual signal appearing
at port 2 will be at least 30 to 40 db below the level of the input to terminal l;
the'oretically this value of isolation may exceed 50 db for a perfectly
matched, balanced hybrid. In addition, path length differences result in a
90° phase difference between the signals emerging from ports 3 and 4.
Figure 10-37 illustrates the hybrid and its scattering matrix, which defines
the coupling between the various arms.
In this application, each of the two sets of dipole elements,
properly adjusted mechanically and electrically to yield both the desired
pattern coverage and an impedance _natch to a 50 ohm transmission line
would be connected to one of the two ports 3 and 4. Port 1 would be con-
ncctcd to the transmitter or signal source; port 2 would be connected to the
receiver through a duplexing filter having 60 to 70 db insertion loss at the
transmitter frequency, yielding a total isolation in excess of 90 to 100 db
between the transmitter and receiver. The general schematic of the RF
circuitry is shown in Figure 10-38.
Operation of the system would be as follows. The transmitter
power delivered to port 1 is fed to the pair of antenna elements in the cor-
rect time quadrature and amplitude ratio to generate a circularly polarized
signal. The sense, right or lefthand, is determined by the sequence in
which the antenna dipoles are fed. The antenna can be connected to achieve
one or the other sense as desired.
A scattering matrix analysis of the hybrid shows that reflections
occuring in the transmission lines terminating ports 3 and 4 will cause a
signal to appear at port 2. The amplitude of this signal will be governed
by the relative amplitudes and phases of the reflected signals in the trans-
mission lines on ports 3 and 4. Consequently, particular attention must be
given to impedance matching to minimize reflections.
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A circularly polarized signal from the DSIF, of the opposite
sense to the transmitted signal will then be caused to appear at port 4
and the receiver input. With the hybrid optimized for maximum isolation
at the transmitter frequency, the isolation will be less at the receiver
frequency and a small amount of received signal will appear at the trans-
mitter, but its level will be 30 to 40 db below that appearing at the input
of the duplexer/filter. The intent in this case. is that the SLRV transmit
data to the DSIF in one circular sense, arbitrarily either righthand or
lefthand, and that DSIF command signals for SLRV be received in the op-
posite circular sense. Degradation of the circularity, or ellipticity of
the circularly polarized command signals transmitted from the DSIF,
resulting in the worst case in reception of a linearly polarized signal to
either polarization, will have an equal division of power between the trans-
mitter and receiver resulting in a 3 db loss of received signal, with half
of the received command signal lost in the transmitter output.
The square hybrid will be fabricated using conventional strip-
line techniques from 2 ounce per square foot copper clad 2200 grade Rex-
olite printed circuit board material, and ideally will be mounted inside
the cylindrical groundplane immediately below the dipole elements. Lo-
cating the hybrid in close electrical proximity to the antenna has the de-
sirable result of minimizing deleterious effects of possible differences
in phase shift in the transmission lines connecting ports 3 and 4 to their
respective dipoles. Phase shift errors would result in degradation during
transmission of the ellipticity and, if mismatch reflections exist in a
reduction in the isolation between transmitter and receiver.
The dipole elements will be formed of 2 ounce per square foot
copper stips bonded to a thin fiberglass shell in the form of a conic
frustrum, shaped to support the antenna elements at the requisite bent
form. Input terminals or feed points of each dipole at the pair will be
supported on balun elements or legs, of which the active member will be
small solid dielectric metal tube coaxial cable. The inactive balun leg
is formed from a similar diameter tube. Figure 10-39illustrates the
proposed construction.
10. 4.4. 2 Directive Antenna
For high data transmission during periods when the SLRV is
stationary,the transmitter output will be switched to a directional antenna
with a gain of 17 db and a half power beamwidth of about 20 ° . This an-
tenna would be directed to the earth by appropriate command signals
from DSIF.
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A directive antenna may be physically realized in several
straightforward forms: I) a parabolic dish with appropriate primary feed,
2) arrays of discrete radiators which may be helices, planar spirals or
crossed dipoles, 3) a planar array of complex crossed slots in a waveguide
structure.
For the SLRV requirements, the parabolic dish is the simplest,
most reliable and lightest weight approach to the problem. To obtain a 17
db gain, with respect to a circularly polarized source an aperture of ap-
proximately 18 inches will be required (550/0 efficiency. ) This slightly
oversize aperture is necessary to offset aperture blocking by tohe primary
feed, and will have a half powero_ 3 db beamwidth of about 20
Figure 10-40 shows the effect of angular pointing errors on the antenna
gain, based on the assumed 20 ° beamwidth. The primary feed will be
formed from two crossed dipoles. One of the elements will be fore-
shortened mechanically and electrically to appear as a capacitive element.
The other will be made proportionately longer mechanically and electrically,
and will incorporate a series coaxial line element to make it appear in-
ductive. By proper adjustment of the relative dipole element diameters
and lengths, and the lengths of the series coaxial section, the dipole cur-
rents are caused to flow in time quadrature which results in the generation
of circular polarization. The use of a complementary feedcup in front
of the dipole elements affords further control of the circularity of the
polarization; it also controls to some degree the beam shape and sidelobe
level. A further important feature of primary feed system results from
the fact that the phase center of the primary feed occurs between the ac-
tual dipole elements and their complementaryimage, which removes the
physical elements outside of the optical focus. Thus, if the antenna should
be pointing directly at the sun, the problem of focusing the solar flux on
the physical elements will be minimized.
Figure 10-41 shows an outline view of the proposed feed. The
parabolic dish will be formed from 0. 050 inch thick perforated aluminum
having 0. 250 inch diameter holes spaced 0. 375 inch on center in a 60 °
angular displacement pattern. The edge of the dish will have a rolled
bead or rim to serve as a stiffener and will have F/D ratio of 0. 250 cor-
responding to a focal length of 4. 50 inches. Figure i0-42 is a conceptual
sketch of the proposed parabolic dish, showing in general supporting gim-
bals, and perforation scheme. The estimated weight is 5 to 6 ounces for
the feed and 8 ounces for the dish.
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The pointed antenna presents a broadside capture area or pro-
jected aperture of about I. 77 square feet which may intercept radiant
energy from four sources:
i. Direct solar radiation
2. Solar radiation reflected from lunar surface
3.Solar radiation reflected from SLRV itself
4. Direct thermal flux from RTG.
Simultaneous with the absorption, the unilluminated surface of
the antenna will be radiating into free space. Thus, it is evident that the
antenna may be subject to severe temperature extremes unless these
thermal inputs and outputs are brought into balance. Some degree of con-
trol over the thermal balance may be afforded by the employment of
selected surface finishes to control the absorptivity/emissivity ratio
(0c/£) of the surface.
The front surface of the paraboloidal reflector must then be such
that the solar energy will not be focused on the primary feed. This "de-
focusing" may be accomplished by cratering the surface finish by sand-
blasting. A cratered surface will scatter all radiation with wavelengths
less than the crater diameter. The solar spectrum falls to about 10°70 of
its maximum intensity at a wavelength of 2 microns. Thus, allowing some
safety factor, it can be determined that a surface roughness of approxi-
mately 25 microns rrns would afford the dispersion necessary to prevent
excessive heating of the primary feed assembly.
All exterior surfaces of the antenna will be anodized (clear
MIL A8625 Type I or II BM-84-1) to insure an acceptable absorptivity to
emissivity ratio. The absorptivity (c_) of the particular finish is approxi-
mately 0. 26, and the emissivity (£) is approximately 0. 65, resulting in a
0c/£ of 0.40.
Serious thermal damage to the primary feed structure thus is
avoided through two conditions: the reflector itself is a diffuse reflector,
and the use of the complementary cup technique results in the feed being
physically closer to the dish, and actually inside the focal point of the
reflector. The phase center of the feed, which, in general, coincides with
the focal point at the dish, is physically in front of the feedcup.
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The pointed antenna will require two degrees of motional free-
dom, scanning 360° in azimuth and approximately 121° in elevation mea-
sured from the vehicle vertical axis. Such motional freedom for the RF
transmission line may be provided either through the use of rotary joints
and rigid air dielectric coax lines, or by using flexible coaxial cable, with
allowance or slack in the cable to permit antenna motion.
By using stub supported coaxial lines where possible, minimum
use will be made of dielectric beads in the coax structures, minimizing
dielectric losses and the problems arising from differences in linear
coefficients of expansion. Such dielectric parts as are necessary will be
formed of boron nitride, which is suitable for use at this temperature
range o(estimated 90°K to 410°K) and has the following general properties
at 570 F.
Dielectric constant
Modulus of rupture
Thermal conductivity
Modulus of elasticity
Thermal coefficient of expansion
4.4
15, 140 psi
105- 199 BTU./ft2/in/hr/°F
8. 79 psix l06
5. 64 x l0 -6 in/in/°F
The use of flexible coaxial cables instead of rotary joints for the pointed
antenna imposes certain restrictions on its operation because they are
limited in their flexibilit_ etc., at extremely low temperatures and may be
subject to failure if unduly stressed. Antenna m_o_on should then be
restricted to lunar day time, or such times as the antenna might be con-
sidered "warm".
Electronics Specialty Transfer Switch No. 09-22-14100 is de-
signed for incorporation into a stripline configuration formed from copper
clad No. 1422 grade Rexolite, having a . 125 in. groundplane spacing.
Actuator power for this particular latching model is i00 ma at 13 volts or
about I. 3 watts for 5 milliseconds.
The RF connectors for the transmission lines from the SLRV
electronics package containing the transmitter and receiver will be the
"Red Line" series produced by Gremar. These were selected on the basis
of weight, reliability, VSWR characteristics and physical or mechanical
compatibility with the coaxial cable to be used for these transmission
lines. Tentatively RG-142/U 50 ohm double shielded Teflon dielectric,
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fiberglass jacketed coaxial cable has been selected as the most desirable
RF transmission line. This selection is based on a tradeoffbetween weight,
potential flexibility and insertion loss characteristics. This cable is dimen-
sionally and mechanically compatible with the "Red Line" connector series.
Gimbal System
To account for SLRV motion about its c.g. , minimum antenna
elevation limits of -35 ° to + 140 ° were established. In the vehicle horizon-
tal plane, the gimbal must rotate a minimum of 360 °. To eliminate the
need for electrical brushes and rotary joints in the microwave transmission
lines, continuous rotary motion was eliminated; i.e., the gimbal was de-
signed to provide 370 ° degreesofmotion and the electrical wiring is suffi-
ciently flexible to "wind-up" through this motion. The azimuth gimbal
structure is integrally designed with the azimuth gimbal actuator. The
actuator proper is structurally mounted to the antenna boom. This arrange-
ment is illustrated in Figure 10-43. Also, a pedestal strut is an integral
part of the azimuth gimbal and this strut provides the mounting member for
the elevation gimbal actuators and bearings which is also depicted in Figure
I0-43. The elevation gimbal is driven by an actuator identical with that of
the azimuth gimbal. The pedestal strut is offset so as to allow depression
of the elevation gimbal to 35 degrees below vehicle horizontal and the single
strut support as shown is suitable to meet stowage requirements during
transit. Aluminum has been chosen as the structural material.
The gimbal bearings are sealed and prelubricated with Versihbe
300 grease. Redundant lubrication is provided by utilizing bearing separa-
tors fabricated from an ablative solid film lubricant.
Actuator Design
The gimbal actuators are designed for high reliability and mini-
mum sensitivity to environmental effects. The design arrangement is
illustrated in Figure 10-43. Both gimbal actuators are identical in design
and are also similar to actuators used in the traction drive mechanism of
the mobility subsystem. The actuator design is basically comprised of a
low power, DC stepper motor and a high rationutator transmission.
A position transducer is also an integral part of the design and
is provided for telemetry feedback of antenna position. The actuator is
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hermetically sealed by utilizing inherent characteristics of the nutator
transmission.
Actuator Motor
A DC stepper motor was chosen so that the gimbal drives could
be made to operate essentially open loop. The command structure is
simply a constant amplitude pulse, width proportional to the incremental
pointing command in azimuth or elevation. If other than a stepper motor
were selected as the actuator, either a position loop, or rate loop (speed
control) would have to be employed to obtain proper pointing from the com-
mand signal due to load torque variation with antenna position. In this
design, the command pulse gates a pulse train from the command sub-
system to the stepper motor windings thus producing a predictable response
for each command. The associated electronics are simple and reliable.
The DC stepper motor will be especially designed for the actuator
to achieve higher temperature stability than is available from commercially
available units. However, many standard size Ii stepper motors would
meet the predicted performance requirements.
Stall torque O. 63 oz in.
Peak power Z. 08 watts
Excitation 9V DC
Step increment 1 50/step
Rate 50 steps/sec
Nutator Transmission
To match the load requirements to the motor output character-
istics, a transmission is required. The load torque (including inefficien-
cies and unbalance) is estimated to be a maximum of four inch-pounds and
a tracking rate of 6 degrees per second is specified.
The selected stepper motor has an output stall torque of 0. 63
inch ounce. To achieve the required load torque and tracking rate, a
transmission ratio of 10Z:l is required.
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The selected transmission is of the nutator type, in which a
nutating internal bevel gear with 103 teeth is meshed with a rotating ex-
ternal bevel gear of I02 teeth. In each cycle ofnutation, the gear tooth
contact travels once around the nutating gear, engaging 103 teeth on each
gear. Thus, the other gear is forced to rotate through 1/10Z of a revolu-
tion in a direction opposite to that of the motor shaft. The transmission
ratio then will be i02:1.
The motor housing, bellows and the carrier of the nutating gear
combine to form a hermetically sealed enclosure for the motor and the
bearings of the motor shaft. An artificial atmosphere within the enclosure
will improve reliability by imporved motor environment, better heat trans-
fer paths, and better bearing lubrication.
Position Transducer
A position transducer is incorporated in each gimbal actuator to
indicate position of the gimbal with respect to the vehicle axes. The trans-
ducer is a special wound potentiometer of conventional design. It is a
single turn device with 350 active electrical degrees. Since the potentio-
meter is required to measure position of the output actuator shaft, means
must be provided to hermetically seal this device; that is normally, it
would be outside the hermetic chamber protecting the motor. This is
accomplished by a second nutator transmission but of slightly different
ratio to adjust for the difference between mechanical rotation of the poten-
tiometer and the useful electrical angle.
Gimbal Drive Electronics
The required drive electronics are shown schematically in
Figure 10-44 and the assembly in Figure 10-45. The command pulses,
width proportional to the incremental angular command, gate a 48 pps
pulse train through anAND gate to an arrangement of three AND gates
and bi-stable multivibrators. This arrangement of elements serves to
circulate, sequentially, the pulse train to the three motor windings either
clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the sign of the command.
The pulse train to the elevation motor is inverted, or phase
shifted 180 ° so that the elevation and azimuth gimbals are stepped sequenti-
ally and the total peak power never exceeds the power required for one gimbal
drive.
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Ground Computation Requirements
Since no capability for computation exists in the 100 lb SLRV
design, all computations required to generate the antenna pointing com-
mand must be performed on the ground. The telemetry data available are
the solar elevation and azimuth with respect to the SLRV body axes
(E's _'s) and the inclinometer outputs (d, e).
Figure 10-46 defines the reference coordinate system. The
axes [x,y,z] defined the local horizontal reference plane, y directed
forward of the SLRV while [x', y', z'] define the SLRV body axes rotated
e about x and _babout y'. Subscript E refers to the earth vector or its
components, subscript S refers to the solar vector or its component.
For an SLRV body-fixed sun sensor, the solar azimuth and eleva-
tion are measured in [x', y', z', ]. From published ephemeris data, A_
the relative azimuth and A E the relative elevation between the earth
vector and solar vector, are known in [x, y, z,]. Then the solar vector must
be transformed into [x, y, z,].
[xslI lFx  l
where
then
x' = sin %1's cos E 'S S
yl s = COS _'l COS E vS S
z's = sin E 's
Ix311Ys = 0z 0 0cosesine 0-sinecose COS_b 0 sin_b0 1 .0,
-sin# 0 cos_
I
IcSin_ ' cosE' s"
OS_" s COSEI s
sine's
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from which
x = cos _ sin _' cos £' + sin # sin £'
S S S S
Ys = sin _ sin 8 sin _' cos £' + cos 8 cos _' cos 6' - sin @ cosg_ sin£'S S S S S
z = -sin # cos 8 sin_' cos£' + sin 8 cos_' cos £' + cosScos# sin£'
S S S S S S
Then the azimuth and elevation of the solar vector in Ix, y, z] :
-i
= tan x /YsS s
-I 2+y s£ = tan z / x s
s s
From ephemeris data the incremetal azimuth and elevation (Ac_, A£) be-
tween the solar and earth vectors are known, so the earth vector in
-I
a E = tan (Xs/Ys) + Aa
£E = tan (Zs/ + Ys ) + AE
The earth vector must now be transformed from
in order to generate antenna pointing error:
x E , ]"x E
-I 1 !
YE ' = _ 8- ' YE
z] , to Ix', y',
zE , z E
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where
x E = sin _E cos £E
YE = cos aE cos EE
zE = sin £E
the n
x cos _ O -sin
YF'I = O 1 O
I
z_. I sin _ O cos
J
From which
B
1 0 0
0 cos e sin e
0 -sin 8 cos 8
sin o:E cos £E
cos _E cos £E
sin EE
X'E = cos _ sin _E cos 6E + sin @ sin e cos _E cos 6E - sin@cos esinEE
' = cos O cos _E cos 6E + sin O sin 6/_YE
' = sin _ sin _E cos EE - sin 8 cos # cos a E cos £E+cos _cos esin£ EzE
Then the azimuth and elevation of the earth vector in Ix', y', z_
-I
_E' = tan x' E/Y'E
E' _= tan-1 z' E/ i(x_ )2 + (y,E)2 '
E
The incremental azimuth and elevation (Aa, A£) between the solar
and earth vectors may be computed from published ephemeris data by the
following method.
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In Figure 10-47, the spherical geometry of the SLRV and the solar
and earth sub-points is shown. The convention is taken that the relative
earth-sun azimuth is measured positively clockwise from the sun azimuth
to earth azimuth. Latitude is measured positively northward from the
lunar equator, longitude positively westward from the prime meridian.
From the Law of Cosines;
cos a = cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos A_
Or
cos Aa = cos a - cos b cos c {10-3)
sin b sin c
From spherical triangle S, S' E;
cos a = cos {kS-kE) cos (_S-_E) + sin {k
= cos (kS-k E) cos (_S-_E)
s-kE ) cos (#s-#E) cos 90 °
(10-4)
From spherical triangle R, E', E;
cos b = cos {kR-kE) cos {_R-#E) + sin (k R
= cos (kR-kE) cos (#R-_E)
sin (#R-@E) cos 90 °
I _ E _
(i0-5)
From spherical triangle S,
cos c =cos (k
= cos (k
R, O;
R-ks) cos (#R-_S) + sin (kR-ks) sin (¢R-#S) cos 90 °
(I0-6)
R-ks ) cos (_R-_S)
Substituting Equations 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 into Equation 10-3:
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COS /kOl=
COS (k S-k E)COS(#s-#E)-COS(k R-k E)COS(#R-@E)COS (k R -k s)COS(¢R-_ s )
sin cos -I [cos (#R-#E)COS(kR-kE) 1 sin cos -I Icos(kR-ks)COS(_R-_S_
(10-7)
The denominator of this expression contains an ambiguity in sign
which means that the cosine yields four ambiguous values of A¢_, one in
each quadrant.. If it is not possible to eliminate three values logically,
apparently the alternative is the simultaneous solution of the three cosine
law equations;
cos A0t = -cos _ cos y +sin_ sin y cos (kS-kE) cos (#S-#E) (I0-8)
cos _ = -cosAacosy + sin A_ siny cos (kR-kE)COS(#R-#E) (10-9)
cosy = -cosAacos_ +sinA_sin _cos (kR-k s) cos (#R-#S) (I0-I0)
From the geometry it is apparent that the elevation angle of the earth
relative to SLRV (£E) is;
£E = (90-b)
i[c= 90-cos os (kR-k E) cos (¢R-¢E (I0-ii)
From this geometry also, the angle
vector may be determined;
f2between grid north and the solar
sin 90
sin c
.'.sin _' =
sin _'
sin (ks-kR)
sin (k s-k R )
sin c
.'._= 90-sin
-I sin (kS-k R) (10-1Z)
sin c
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The data source for __,_ k_,o OE and kE is the American Ephemeris
and Nautical Almanac. In the table "Moon, Ephemeris for Physical Observa-
tions", the selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth and latitude and
colongitude of the sun are given for each day at Oh universal time to the
nearest hundredth of a degree. Interpolation between these values should
be more than sufficiently accurate.
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I0.4. 5 Mobility Control
The Mobility Control (Figure 10-48) provides for the proper ap-
plication of power, to the actuating devices, as directed by the mobility logic.
The major areas of control are:
i. Directional control (TDM) 3. Steering lock control
Z. Speed control (TDM) 4. Power control
10.4. 5: 1..Directi6nal Control (Figure 10-49)
The directional control is a double pole double throw solid-state
switch. The solid-state switch combines directional control and on-off
switching. The two transistors with a common terminal to the power input
are singularly controlled by a flip-flop, ensuring only one transistor biased
into saturation, while the other is cut off. The transistors with common
terminals to the power return have their base currents controlled by the
same flip-flop, but in a different manner. The flip-flop controls a separate
gating transistor in each input power transistor base circuit. These tran-
sistors provide AND gating, which directs the speed control output to the
proper switching transistor. The directional control inputs provide proper
switching to reverse the armature current in the torque motor.
A feedback control voltage is developed by one half of the full wave
bridge. The input to the bridge is the armature voltage of the torque motor.
The armature voltage can be monitored regardless of direction of current
through the armature winding. Feedback is utilized by the speed control to
determine the speed of the TDM.
The armature voltage of the torque motor is deffined as
V =I R +K_N
a a a
where
I R = the drop across the internal DC resistance of the
a a
armature winding "
K _ N = that portion of voltage remaining which is transformed
into rotational motion
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R _ N is then directly proportional to the speed of the motor. The terms
in K _ N are defined as:
N = rpm
= flux
K = proportional constant
K _ N is the portion of V a monitored during the off time of the
control switching transistors, and is proportional to the speed of the TDM.
The second half of the bridge develops the opposite polarity to the feedback.
A transistor controlled by the stop command shorts out the armature winding
and provides braking during that mode of operation.
I0. 4. 5. 2 Speed Control
The speed control output provides the base current for the switching
transistors in the directional control. The speed control regulates the input
power to the torque motor by cycling the on time of the switching transistors,
in the directional control solid state switch. The speed control is therefore
an inherent GO command. The reference supply for the speed control is full
wave pulsating 28 VDC. The control circuit is a SCR phase control, uni-
junction triggered, device. The unijunction transistor floats between the
feedback (I_ _ N) voltage and the 28 V pulsating DC. The unifunction will
trigger at some emitter voltage proportional to the interbase voltage (Vbb)
of the semiconductor. (The interbase voltage is the floating voltage afore-
mentioned or Vbb = Vma x + K _ N). The trigger of the UJT is defined as
Vp = K Vbb. If K _N increases, the Vp increases proportionally. The
trigger voltage Vp is developed by a pedestal-ramp type RC/time constant.
At the beginning of a cycle V c is zero. The capacitor is allowed to charge
at the short time constant through a low resistance path, until V c becomes
some desired value. This value is the voltage which is required to back
bias a diode connecting the capacitor to the low resistance path. When the
diode is reverse biased the capacitor continues to charge at a longer time
constant through a large resistive path, which is always in the charging net-
work. When V c = Vp the unijunction will trigger. The capacitor will dis-
charge through the emitter base junction of the unijunction and will trigger
the SCR. The SCR will turn on _nd provide base current for the switching
transistors in the directional control. A feedback is provided to bias a
transistor switch into saturation across the capacitor during the SCR on
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time, to ensure that Vc is always zero at the beginning of each cycle. The
varying time constant and diode coupling provides a pedestal-ramp for phase
control. By allowing the capacitor to charge longer at the fast rate gives
maximum output to the load. The pedestal is created by the time allowed to
charge at the fast rate, while the ramp is the resultant charge due to the
longer time constant.
Some typical values for SLRV are shown in Figures 10-50, 10-51,
and 10-52. Figure 10-53 shows the relationship of speed to feedback K _ N
and a Vp = . 5 Vbb (Vmax = 28 V). The system is commanded by the mobility
logic to operate at three discrete speeds. These values are shown on Fig-
ure 10-53. Figures 10-50 and 10-51 are speed control curves showing phase
control for the three speeds NI, N2, and N3. Figure I0-51 is an expanded
curve of 10-50 in the area of concern. The time base utilized for the typical
curves is for a 1200 cycle full wave rectified squarewave (0.416 milliseconds).
The curves show typical values of voltage necessary at the torque motor
armature to develop the torque required at the specified speed. The maxi-
mum voltage required to develop 2.6 watts is 17.4 volts. The short time
constant must have a slope which can provide this voltage. The value of
Vp for N l is therefore the determining value for the short time constant
resistor. The choice of this value must allow for both minimum power losses
and the maximum voltage necessary for proper operation at all speeds. Let
this value be approximately 18.4 volts. The short RC then becomes approxi-
mately 0. 128 milliseconds. The value of V c at 17.4 V (average DC to load)
must be Vp to trigger the SCR properly at the 2. 6 watt load (129 oz in. ).
The no load value of Vp is dependent on how tight the loop can be maintained
for K • N. The curves depict an error of i/2 rpm at no load values, giving
a change in Vp of i/4 volt from 2. 6 watts to no load (for N3). In Figure 10-51
some typical slopes are shown, where the long time constant is approximately
8. 0 milliseconds. The slope of the long time constant intersects the slope
of the short time constant at the diode biasing voltage for the specific speed.
The biasing voltage for pedestal magnitude is developed by a voltage divider
composed of the short time constant resistor and a series tapped resistance
to the 28 VDC return. The value of the total series resistance determines
the value of the bias voltage for NI. Two transistor switches are provided
which short out portions of the series resistance providing lower values of
pedestal magnitude for speeds N2 and N2.'
A secondary scheme of control operates with similar input-output
characteristics, but is a digital type control. (See Figure 10-54.)
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The 1200 cycle REF voltage feeds a two bit counter. The outputs
are combined and gated to give 75/25 and 50/50 duty cycles. The outputs
are cycled to individual gates for each traction drive mechanism. The speed
selected by the mobility logic determines the maximum on and off time for
the switching transistors in the directional control (duty cycle). The on time
command is gated with the output of a voltage comparator Schmitt trigger.
The off time command saturates a transistor switch in the voltage comparator
input circuitry. The switch allows the feedback voltage K • N to charge a
storage circuit in the input circuit of the voltage comparator. The storage
circuit will retain its charge for one complete cycle (4 counts} ensuring
the state of the Schmitt trigger during the absence of the feedback_ The
voltage comparator compares the feedback voltage K _ N to a reference
voltage for N1 , N2, or N3, as commanded by the mobility logic. If K • N
is less than the reference voltage the Schmitt trigger output, when gated
with the ON command, will provide a GO command to the switching transistor
in the directional control circuit.
I0.4. 5. 3 Steering Lock Control (Figure 10-55)
The steering lock control is similar to the TDM Directional con-
trol. The circuit is a solid state two pole double throw relay. The dif-
ference in control is due to the simplified logic. The mobility logic de-
termines from the command and feedback signals when to give an actual con-
trol command to lock or unlock the mechanism. The mobility logic outputs
provide base current to the switching transistors which control the direction
of current flow through the torque motor. The solid state relay is a inherent
on-off device and therefore the absence of a command minimizes power losses.
An internal command inhibiting the GO command during locking and unlocking
of the steering lock is provided.
10.4. 5.4 Power Control
The auto go and man go commands mentioned in Sections 10. 1.2
andl0. 1.3 are gated together providing a single go command. This command
is gated with inhibiting commands which must not exist if the go command
is to perform its function. These inhibiting commands are power limit,
safety limits, and steering lock activation, see Figure 10-56.
The power and safety limits are designed to protect the vehicle
and insure proper system operation. The power profile designates the
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operating power levels of various subsystems. During operation of the
mobility subsystem it is a necessity for mission accomplishment that a
minimum number of other'subsystems operate. A power limit is then a
necessity, to insure that the variable power requirements of the mobility
system do not exceed the available power from the RTG. The characteristics
of the supply a!: :_w f: : an inherent power limit of this type. The mobility sys-
tem operates fromthe 28 V buss which is regulated by a shunt zener regulator.
The normal operating bias current in the zener string is approximately 10 ma.
When regulation is lost the current drops to essentially zero. A portion of
this current is tapped off and used to saturate a transistor switch. When
regulation cannot occur the base current is diminished and the _r_ar_sistor is
reverse biased by a bias resistor in the base circuit. The transistor out-
put is properly gated to the power limit flip-flop in the mobility logic. The
flip-flop output inhibits the go command. A override-reset command will
reset the flip-flop.
The go command, if not inhibited by the aforementioned signals,
is then gated with the override command. The gating function allows either
the go or override command to saturate a switching transistor providing
1000 cycle 28 v pulsating DC to the speed control, and in this manner activates
the system.
lll/Z I0-I 53
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SECTION 11
PRIMARY POWER SUPPLY
The power subsystem consists of a Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG) at a design goal of 1.85 watts per pound and a DC-DC
converter and regulator. The RTG will supply 38.8 watts at one output
voltage to the converter and directly to the b-volt loads through an input
filter. The DC-DC converter will transfer the RTG voltage, 6 volts, to
the various subsystem voltages. Power limiting and load switching will
be a function of each subsystem. The converter will not destroy itself
with an output short on any one of its outputs when operating from a simu-
lated RTG supply.
An overall efficiency improvement is obtained by performing all
conversion with a central unit because the conversion is performed at the
highest power level. A centralized conversion subsystem also confines
RFI problems making them easier to solve. It is also desirable to operate
the RTG at a constant load; therefore, the power regulator is a shunt
regulator. By satisfying the output voltage tolerance requirements, the
RTG load is constant within 2%.
ll. 1 SELECTION AND LOAD DISTRIBUTION
The RTG was selected for SLRV by comparing applicable power
subsystems on the relative merits of weight, long life, high reliability, and
availability for SLRV. Supporting data are available (Table Ii-I). The
RTG designs which were submitted indicate the feasibility of a design goal
of I. 7 to 2.0 watts per pound and up to 8.0 percent thermoelectric conver-
sion efficiency. Table 11-2 is a summary ol these designs. Selection of
a supplier is difficult since the fuel availability and safety requirements
are not confirmed. The design selected for this report was submitted by
Atomics International. It has the highest watts-per-pound performance
and the highest conversion efficiency. The higher conversion efficiency
permits longer vehicle integration testing prior to launch since nuclear
radiation is less. Figure ll-i gives the finallunctional performance
specification for the RTG. The design configurations are shown in
Figures II-2 through Figure Ii-4.
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TAB LE 11- 2
DESIGN SUMMAR Y
_n)arameter
Weight Watts
Lb
Atomics
International
North Americal
Aviation Corp.
[ Martin Nuclear
Division
Martin Corp.
General
Atomlcs
General Dynamics
Bendix System
Division Request
1.85 1.7 4.0 1.8 at 30 Watts
Size LRV Envelope > LRV Envelope > LRV Envelope LRV Envelope
Heat Dump Door Add.
Thermoelectroc RTG 4.0_0 Nuclear
Conversion Elf. 7.9"/0 5.0"/o 3.0_o 3. Oa/o Thermal
Radiation at 39 %Vatts Electrical Output
Nuclear Integ.
Thermal SOM
Thermal EOM
Thermal Time Cons.
Fuel Form
Fuel Temp.
Generator
T-C Type
< Bendix Req.
750 Watts
510 Watts
.20°F/Sec. Ave.
Cm Z4Z
1340°F
Si - Ge Pb - Te
1500°F 600 °It
-_ IO00°F
High Efficiency
Max. Temp.
< Bendix Req.
lZ80W 1300W
800 Watts
.34°F/Sec. Ave.
Cm242 Po 210
<1200°F
Pb - Te
lO00°v
Past Designs
Inert
Max. Temp. Gas
> Bendiv Req.
1950 W [Zl50W
1350 Watts
1.Z0°F/Sec. Ave.
Cm Z42 -Po Zl0
o
<1200
Pb - Te
600°F
Light Generator
Veatures
Bendix Request
2150
N.A.
b
Desired Low
Cm Z4Z -PoZl0
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Light Ablative Mtl. N.A.
Development LRV Schedule LRV Schedule LRV Schedule LRV Schedule
Safety
Concept 1 (_ Good (_ Good (_ Good Concept _1
Concept 2 (_ Designed In (_ Wt. Penalty (_ Wt. Penalty
¢-:c_nc_ppt _ (_ Wt. Penalty (_) Wt. Penalty (_) Wt. Penalty
Safety Effect On Wt.
Concept 1 1.85 Watts/Lb. 1.7 - 2.0 Watts/Lb * 4.0 Watts/Lb
Concept 2 l. 85 Watts/Lb. 1.7 Watts/Lb. 3.0 *
Concept 3 1.5 Watts/Lb. * 1.3 Watts/Lb. Z. 0 *
$No Detail Design. Only Estimated.
Safety
Conceptl Burn Up Earth Re-Entry And Assume Containment Within Moon Impact Crater.
Concept 2 Intact Earth Re-Entry And Assume Containment Within Moon Impact Crater.
Concept 3 Intact Earth Re-Entry And Complete Fnel Containment After Moon Impact
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!PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS: The RTG power levels stated below are lunar-day, end-of-life performance
requirements unless otherwise noted.
Power Level: The continuous peak load during lunar day operation is 38.8 watts at 6 volts delivered to the
converter regulator.
Power Profile: The power regulator will maintain the output voltage constant within 590 at 6 volts.
Operating Life :
(a) Mission Time: No less than 90 days.
(b) Failure Rate: No more than 0. 190 per I000 hours of operation.
Type of Mission: Lunar-day and -night operation is required. At launch, the RTG shall deliver no more than
590 more power than at the end of the mission. During lunar-night operation, the RTG output may increase
no more than 1090.
Nuclear Radiation Output: The maximum radiation output 14 in. from the center of the mounting plate shall
not exceed:
(a) Gamma Radiation: 105 Roentgens over a period of not less than IZ0 days.
(b) Fast Neutron Flux: 1011 neutrons/cm 2.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Weight: Not greater than 71 lb.
Size Limitations :
(a) L_ngth: 18. 5 in.
(b) Width: 9.5 to 14 in. , tapered (see illustration)
(c) Height: 8 in.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS: The design shall be compatible with the acceleration, shock, and vibration
_-_ la-_nch _l-_'dnding, a 10 -1_ Torr lunar vacuum, and the following temperature conditions:
(a) Safety provisions shall preclude exposed surface temperatures above 93Z ° F prior to launch.
(b) After fueling, the RTG external temperatures will be cooled to 400 ° F by the launch facility.
(c) After launch, no cooling is provided for a period of 7Z0 sec, at which time the shroud is removed
and radiation cooling to space will prevail.
(d) During earth-to-moon transit, 5590 of the RTG surface area will be exposed to space. The RTG
will be shadowed from solar thermal radiation.
(e) During lunar operation, the RTG surface area will radiate with the following percentages:
43_0 to space, including the sun
41_0 to the lunar surface
1690 to the SLRV, which is at 300 ° F
(f) Lunar surface temperature extremes are -Z80 ° F and +Z60 ° F.
SAFETY: In case of an abort in any phase of the SLRV operation, the following requirements shall apply:
(a) Earth: The fuel capsule shall return t'o earth intact.
(b) Lunar: The fuel shall be contained within the impact crater on the moon.
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Figure 11-1 Summary of RTG Requirements
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The DC-DC converter is a germanium power transistor converter
designed to operate from a RTG at 6 volts. The schematic and configuration
are shown in Figures 11-3 and 11-4. The converter output power is dis-
tributed as shown in Tables 11-3 and 11-4. The peak load is during Mode 1.
With a converter efficiency of 80% the required RTG power is 38.8 watts.
11. Z INTEGRATION
Subsystem integration covers the load requirements of all subsystems,
the operation of the RTG and its control, and the operation of the converter-
regulator and its characteristics.
The converter supplies all the desired subsystem voltage levels and
corresponding loads as shown in Table 11-4. Interference from one subsystem
to another is anticipated,and steps must be taken to reduce the interference
to tolerable levels. The sources of interference are RFI generation and line
voltage modulation. Load variations will modulate line voltages,and the con-
verter will generate conducted and radiated RFI. Conducted RFI will be re-
duced with filters on the converter input and converter outputs. This also
reduces line radiation. A source of radiated RFI is the converter's magnetic
components. These components will be mounted within a steel container.
To minimize RFI from modulating loads, each load will be limited
to a maximum line ripple voltage. This maximum is to be determined real-
istically through system evaluation. Presently there are three areas where
modulating load is anticipated:
, The TV uses Z8 volts to operate a converter at Z0,000 cps. The
Output impedance of the Z8-volt line :is not low at that fl'equency.
Therefore' an input filter is required at the TV.
The A/D converter reference is supplied to two subsystems (TV
and data handling),and the load of one subsystem is variable.
To assure minimum interference between subsystems, the TV
subsystem will provide an input filter (an input filter need only
be at one subsystem).
. The mobility motor control sends pulses of current to the track
motors on a time sharing basis. These current pulses may be
viewed as a lagging power factor which may be compensated
with a capacitor. In addition, mobility power is taken directly
11- I0 III/Z
/TABLE
Voltage
And
Tolerance Zontrol
4.5VDC ....
+ 5%
7.5 VDC .....
+0.1%
6 VDC ....
+ 5%
6 VDC ....
+ I%
9 voc ....
+1%
4.5 VDC ....
+ 5%
350 VDC ....
÷I0
-5 %
600 VDC
+ 10% ....
3 VDC 0.2 A
I0% (_. 18 WAC)
-9 VDC ....
z 5%
28: VDC 1.8
+ 5%
I00 VDC ....
+ 10%
Variable I. 8
Load
Constant 0.2
Load '+. 18WAC}
Subsystem 2. 0
Total %. 18WAC)
CONVERTER OUTPUT PO
Mode I
Mobility
Motor Transmitter
I. 13 A
Mode 2
Communications
Receiver
And Transmitter
Antenna
.... 1. 13 A
Transmitter
Antenna
Television
0.04 A
0, 6 A
Mode 3
Penetrometer
Motor Transmitter
.... I. 13 A
RF
Ranging
........ 0.2 A ............ 0.07 A .........
........ 0. Z A .................... I. 75 D -
.................... 2.02 .............
.... 6.05 .... 6.05 ............ 6.05 ....
.... 1.2 .... 1.2 ............ l.Z ......
.... 0.1 1.0 A 0. I ............ 0.1 0.85
8.0 ............ 6.0 B I. 9 A 4.43 .... 0.6 E
3.9 b (6.0 c)
.... 0.01 .... 0.01 .... 0.63 A .... 0.01 ....
8. n 7, 36 .... 7.36 6.0 B 4.02 4.43 7. 36 3. 2
(6.0 c)
.... 1.13 1.4 1.13 .... 3.17 0.07 1.13 ....
8.0 8.49 1.4 8.49 6.0 B 7.19 4.50 8.49 3.2
(6.07 c)
A = Constant Load
B = Only During Antenna Orientation
C = Peak Load
D = Required At + 0. 1%
E = Required At + 1%
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Navigation
*clinometer Sun Odom et e r
Sensor
0.18 A
0.03 A 0. lA
0.045 A ....
O. 14 A ....
O. 395
0. 395
0. I
0.1
Data
Handling
TM Command
Proc. Decoder
_'0.18 A ....
........ F
1.0 A .... F
0.05 A ....
1.49 A I. I A
0.2Z A ....
2.94 1.1
2.94 1. 1
Regulators
0.165 A
0.5 A
0.068 A
0.09 A
0.5 A
1.323
1.3Z3
Load
Condition
F-Fixed
S-Switched
V-Variable
F,S
S
F,S
F.S
Total Power
Fixed Mode Mode Mode
Load 1 2 3
1. 13 1. 13 1. 13 1. 13
0. 385 0. 385 0. 385 0. 385
1.1 I.I l.l I.I
1. 338 1. 338 1. 338 1. 338
0.5Z 0.5Z 0.5Z 0.5Z
(Z. Z7)
........ (Z. 0Z) ....
.... 6.0S 6.05 6.05
.... l.Z 1.z l.Z
2.92 Z. 9Z Z. 92 Z. 9Z
(+.I8WAC) (+. 18WAC) (+. 18WAC) (+. 18WAC)
1. 265 1. 365 1. 365 I. 365
(2. 215)
_.44 14.24 10.44 10.44
0.63 0.64 0.64 0.64
3. 128
(+. 18WAC)
31. 068 2:7. 268 27. 268
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from the zener regulator since this approach will reduce the
ripple on the 28-volt line and permit the pulses of current to be
transferred directly from the regulator to the motor. The over-
load detector for the RTG is on the zener string such that when
the regulator exceeds its limit, selected equipment may be turned
off.
The area of interference as a function of momentary overloads or
permanent overloads is also important. The characteristic of the RTG
and th'e degree ofoverl_oad may reduce the output voltages to such an extent
that detection and removal of the overload is difficult, especially if the logic
is also lost. Without a battery for backup power, the overload detection
device must be fast (such as a tunnel diode detector), and its related equip-
ment must be able to store energy to remove the faulty load. At some time
later the load may be re-applied by earth command to determine whether the
load is to be permanently removed.
1 I. 2. 1 Operation of RTG
The operation of the RTG is considered from the time the gener-
ator is built and tested through integration with the vehicle and electronics
payload, launch sequences, and transit to the operation on the moon. The
main consideration is generator life as opposed to fuel life. Precautions
for the prime generator are to keep the hot junction of the thermocouples
below a design maximum, and to limit the number of operation cycles ex-
perienced either through load variations or through temperature variations.
These two precautions are met by keeping the generator thermally hot since
cyclic operation tends to degrade the generator and by keeping a load on the
generator at all times, which may vary from full-load to a heavy over- load.
The equivalent circuit of the RTG can be shown in two ways corres-
ponding to the characteristic of the RTG, Figure ll-5. and 11-6.
For steady-state operation, the output voltage is a function of the
load current and the series resistance R_ which is made up of contact
resistances and the resistance of the ther_nocouple. For transient operation
about the normal operating point, the output voltage is a function of gener-
ator mass and the thermal conductivity of the thermocouples. This is
represented by the RC time constant.
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The equivalent capacitance, C, is determined by the mass of the
generator; and the equivalent resistance, R, is determined by the thermal
conductivity of the thermocouples. This RC time constant is essentially
a measure of the electrical inertia of the generator; i.e., the generator
does not like to change its load, and it is not desirable to try to change the
generator load. Therefore, it is desirable to control the output power at a
constant level and the lighter the generator the more difficult this control
problem becomes. This difficulty is particularly serious if the generator
is operated at its peak output power. From the performance aspect it is
desirable to either select a design having the largest generator mass for a
long RC time constant or to have a power control circuit with an extremely
fast response to load changes. The latter is the approach used for SLRV;
i.e., the power regulator uses primarily zener regulators.
Figure 11-6 shows that if the RTG output voltage is controlled
within 5%, the RTG power output will be controlled within Z%. The curves
of Figure 1 1-6 also show that operation of a RTG at 5% below its capacity
permits an increase in converter input voltage of almost Z5%. In terms of
converter efficiency at the 6-volt level, there is negligible power converter
loss reduction to compensate for the lower gross input power. If the en-
vironment should require silicone switches (or if the input voltage is low
and the environment permits germanium switches),a power savings through
increased converter efficiency may be realized by operating the RTG at
5% below its capacity. This level is the practical lower limit.
Fuel handling precautions are a function of the fuel characteristics.
For short half-life fuels, fueling the generators can take place late in the
launch procedures. For long half-life fuels, fueling the generator can take
place early in the operation. Safety to personnel is defined solely as a
function of fuel type.
1 1. 2.2 Operation of Converter-Regulator
When the converter starts, the output voltages will rise slowly.
The voltage rise is random and is determined by the filter and load. Each
subsystem that uses this voltage should protect itself in case the presence
of one voltage without other voltages may cause a failure or degradation of
performance.
The regulator can absorb all the electrical output of the RTG;
however, during transit the electronics compartment can not dissipate the
III/Z II - 1 5
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full RTG output without overheating. During this period a resistive load
will be placed external to the LRV to dissipate the excess power. This
resistor will be placed on the 6-volt output of the RTG to minimize con-
verter losses.
In all cases when a large load is applied to the converter, a surge
current can be expected even if this current is only to energize an input
filter or the load itself. During this transient condition the converter out-
put voltages may drop below their required tolerances. Conversely, it
is possible that the inertia of the system will maintain the output voltages
within their tolerance. A battery could be added to compensate for these
effects; however, the design of the supplementary battery system is com-
plicated. The required battery energy is not known and the battery must
be protected from complete discharge as well as overcharge; therefore, a
charge regulator is necessary. The charge regulator for a low energy Ni-Cd
battery is not as complex as a charge regulator for a Ag-Zn battery be-
cause the charge-discharge voltage range is not as great. However, the
Ni-Cd battery has a lower energy to weight ratio. With the addition of a
battery the converter-regulator must be redesigned because the input
voltage variation from a battery is greater than that from the RTG. Ad-
dition of a battery is not recommended; the transients will be minimized by
selecting adequate system inertia.
II. 3 RTG TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS
From the trade-off data, mission time, power profile, and specific
designs, a RTG is the most suitable prime power source. In order to ob-
tain a realistic design, Martin Co., Atomics International, and General
Atomics were requested to submit a design for SLRV.
The design submitted by Martin Co. is based on the experience gained
on the development of SNAP 9A, SNAP 11, and the supporting efforts to
assure safety. The design has intact earth re-entry feature at a weight
figure of 1.7 watts per pound. RTG efficiency is approximately 5%. The
thermocouple material is Pb - Te, and the thermocouple material is pro-
tested by a pressure chamber of inert gas. Cm 24Z or Po 210 is used for
fuel. The configuration is a flat plate construction with the fuel distributed
in pencil form along a thermal radiation plate. The thermocouples are on
one side of the generator; the heat dump is on the opposite side. The con-
figuration permits the using of the generator housing as part of the structure.
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For earth burn-up upon re-entry, the weight design figure is between
1.7 and 2.0 watts per pound. The configuration is shown in Figure 11-7.
The design submitted by Atomics International is based on experience
gained from SNAP 10A and other applicable programs. The design has
intact earth re-entry features at a weight figure of 1.85 watts per pound.
The weight advantage over Martin's design is the result of a new material
developed by North American Aviation which is applicable as an ablative
material for RTG fuel capsules. The efficiency of the 1RTG is 7.9%. This
efficiency figure is a calculated efficiency based on a new thermocouple
concept which is presently being evaluated. The concept is a cascade
arrangement of Si-Ge couples and Pb-Te couples. The design is based on
the operation of Si-Ge at a high temperature of 1340°F. Thermocouples
are in a chamber of inert gas, and the fuel is Cm 242. The configuration
is shown in the Figures 11-8, 11-9, and 11-10. The configuration permits
the using of the generator housing as part of the structure. For earth
burn-up on re-entry, the weight design figure is again 1.85 watts per pound
because thermal conduction path material (required from the fuel capsule to
the thermoucouples) may as well be the ablative material.
The design submitted by General Atomics is based on experience
gained on a light-weight generator development program. The generator
consists of light panels capable of 8 watts per pound; with the addition of a
fuel capsule, this figure changes to 5 watts per pound for a 90-day mission
and 2 watts per pound for a one-year mission. The 90-day figure was
modified to 4. 0 watts per pound for SLaV requirements. The efficiency
of the RTG in the present design volume is 3.0%. The thermocouple mate-
rial may be either Si-Ge or Pb-Te. The fuel may be either Cm 242 or
Po 210.
The thermocouple panels surround the fuel capsule on all sides ex-
cept on the fuel mounting surface. The thermocouple material is not in
an inert atmosphere. This complicates handling and testing of the generator
since a vacuum environment is required for long life. The configuration is
shown in Figure 11-11.
These designs were evaluated in terms of reliability, power, mission,
weight, volume, radiation (nuclear and thermal), and safety constraints.
Table 11-2 is a summary of these designs. The first consideration is the
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Figure 11-9 Atomics International RTG Design,
Sheet Z of 3
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fuel form and its availability. From this fuel form and thermoelectric
conversion efficiency radiation (thermal and nuclear) can be determined.
From this fuel form, safety-to-life on earth and contamination of the
operational environment must be defined.
1 I. 3. 1 Fuel Selection
The isotopes considered were limited to the eight currently prom-
inent in the space power field. (I) These are four alpha emitters: Pluton-
ium-238, Curium-244, Curium-Z42, and Polonium-Z10; and four beta
emitters: Strontium-90, Cesium- 137, Promethium- 147, and Cerium- 144.
The specific fuel forms used are those expected to be available.
To facilitate comparison, data describing the characteristics of
each isotopic fuel are tabulated in Figure II-12. Also shown are the effects
of imposing two elimination criteria-- one associated with nuclear safety
requirements and the other with component damage from nuclear radiation.
(Figure 11-13 is a logical flow diagram depicting the method of generating
the numerical data presented in Figure Ii-12). Supporting inputs to Fig-
ure II-13 are given in Figures 11-14 through II-16, and in Table 11-5.
As indicated in Figure 11-12, the elimination criteria restrict
choice of two alpha emitters: Curium-g4Z, and Polonium-210. To compare
these two further, the maximum shelf-life was determined consistent with
no damage to components from nuclear radiation. Assuming that it is
desirable to have at least as long a shelf-life as the shortest obtained (17
days for Curium-Z42), the corresponding initial thermal output, weight,
volume, curies, and cost figures were then re-computed for both isotopes.
The results show that Polonium-Zl0 presents less of a radiation problem
and has a longer shelf-life, while Curium-Z4Z costs less and presents less
of a thermal integration problem (because of a lower initial thermal output).
The final choice between these two isotopes would depend on which of the
above characteristics were deemed most important.
The maximum tolerable exposures of components to radiation,
shown in Figures 11-14 and 11-15, are based on semiconductor electronic
types (e. g., transistors) since these yield the lowest levels.(Z, 3, 4) While
commonly used maxima reflect degradation in performance because of bulk
damage,(3, 4) surface effect thresholds give somewhat lower values.(2)
Two elimination rules were formulated to represent both types of damage
and to ensure completeness.
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1I. 3. 2 RTG Design Analysis
Selection of an isotopic fuel which does not present nuclear radi-
ation problems simplifies the RTG design since no special shielding is re-
quired. As shown in the preceding section, there are at least three isotopes
which would not present radiation problems. These are the short-lived
Curium-242 and Polonium-Z10, and the long-lived Plutonium-238. Since
the conversion from thermal to electrical power is passive, the short-lived
isotopes would require a RTG design incorporating a "thermal leveling
system" to keep the electrical output constant. Since the "leveling system"
would probably incorporate moving parts, a decrease in reliability could be
expected; with Plutonium this would be unnecessary. However, Plutonium
costs more and presents a water entry safety problem.
Additional aerospace nuclear safety requirements would influence
both of the above designs in the same way. In rough order of their greatest
influence on weight these requirements are:
Limit spread of contamination on lunar surface resulting
from abortive impact (may be met by enclosing fuel capsule
in heavy ductile material)
e Ensure fuel capsule remains intact in event of abortive
re-entry and earth impact (requires surrounding capsule
with ablative heat shield)
, Ensure fuel capsule and fuel burns up in atmosphere in
event of abortive re-entry (might require ejecting the RTG
from the launch vehicle or placing RTG on a boom to ensure
no thermal shielding from the vehicle itself)
4. Ensure fuel capsule remains intact during launch pad fire,
down range abortive impact, and water entry.
Of the above, there could be little to choose from, in terms of weight be-
tween 2. and 3. (above), but 3. is possibly more complex and unreliable.
Moreover, since no burn-up insurance has been provided in the LRV de-
sign, 2. would seem to be the only legitimate choice. Table 11-6 sum-
marizes the effects of nuclear safety on the design.
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/Isotope
Plutonium - Z38
Curium - Z44
Curium - 74Z
Polonium- 710
Based on following assumptions concerning RTG: Mission life = 95 days; E1
Minima for 95 day Miss
Half- Dominant
Life Decay Mechanisms Initial E.D.W.
(Years)
(i)Product
Gamma Newtron
0.44
Thermal
Power
(Watts)
A. E. C.
P. P. C.
(3)
Weight Volume Curie
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a, fiss.
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Note s:
(I) _ = Beta decay; a = Alpha decay;
Brem. = Bremsstrahlung; fiss. = Spontaneous
fission; f.p. = fission product; a-n = a-n
reaction.
(Z) The 5 days is added to account for launch-pad,
time-of-flight, and lunar landing delays.
(3) Earliest date thermal power within IkEG projected
production capacity.
(4) Useful for weight studies.
(5) Useful for shielding weight determinations.
(6) Useful for safety considerations.
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_ctrical Power = 35 watts; Conversion Efficiency = 5%
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Figure II-14 Gamma Exposure Rates at One Meter vs
Thermal Output for Equilateral Right Cylinder
Power Sources
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Figure 11-15 Neutron Exposure Rates at One Meter vs Thermal Output
for Equilateral Right Cylinder Power Sources
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TABLE 1 1-6
POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF TYPICAL AEC NUCLEAR SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS ON DESIGN
Phase Safety Problem Safety Requirement
Pre -Launch
I. Manufacture I. Surface contamination 1. Radiation level safe
of the fuel capsule, for personnel
Z. Shipping and Z. External radiation Z. Level should not
Storage. exceed that permissible
(e. g. , I. C. C. regula-
On -Pa d
3. Installation in 3. External radiation 3. Radiation level safe
Vehicle for personnel.
4. Post installa- 4. Worst conceivable 4. Absolute containment
tion fire or explosion of fuel
"Early Sta_e s"
(after launch)
"Down-Range" 7. Abort results in
at Sub-Orbital partial burn-up of
Velocities capsule.
"Beyond Launch 8. Failure results in
Range and uncontrolled re-entry
Accelerating into
Orbit or When in
Pa r kin B Orbit"
4. Same as above 4, Same as above
5. Impact on granite 5. Absolute containment
(e. g. , on a down-range of fuel
island)
6 Water entry, sea 6a.Shallow water--contain-
water corrosion ment for long enough
period to recover.
6b. Up to 300-foot depths,
small slow leak may be
acceptable
6c. Deep water-None
7. Probability low and
impact area so localized
that no additional require-
ments imposed.
8. I Guaranteed burnup
of fuel.
Abortive Lunar 9. Contamination of
the lurain
8 2 Guaranteed intact
re -entry.
9. At least, limit the
spread.
ll-3Z
Possible Influence on Design
] Unless decontamination
can be effected, fuel may
have to be doubly encapsulated
such that the outer surface is
"clean".
Z None. Auxiliary shield-
ing may be provided if
necessary
3. None since external shield-
ing could be provided if necessary
and remote handling equipment
used. (It should be noted, however,
that the protection of components
might require some internal shield-
ing possible of the type that could
be jettisoned before launch. )
4a Provide sufficient thermal
and structural integrity to prevent
fuel relase. Small weight penalty
4b. Provide an ejection system
which safely cleared the fuel capsule
from the area. (Such a system
might achieve primary usefulness in
a later phase}.
4a, h. Same as above
5. Same as 4a, above
Small weight penalty
6. Influences selection of fuel
container mate riale.
7. None
8. la. Choose materials that will
burn up in spite of thermo shielding
by rest of vehicle
b. Eject fuel capsule to ensure no
thermal shielding from rest of
vehicle (this is the system referred
to in 4b. }
8. 2 Provide sufficient thermal and
structural integrity for impact and
for alpha sources, to withstand
internal pressure generated by the
heated helium gas liberated during
decoy. Weight penalty
9. Structural integrity Large
weight penalty, because ablative
shield must surround this intact
moon-entry material for earth
re -entry.
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Table 11-2 presents important aspects of the designs that were
submitted by Martin Co., Atomics International, and General Atomics.
Differences in these designs are discussed in terms of the effects of each
parameter on the present SLRV concept.
Weight is expressed in watts per pound for the power range of
30 to 40 watts. The size is the RTG envelope provided by Bendix. The
heat dump door required by Martin extends beyond this envelope in a per-
mitted area. General Atomic s desires a greater envelope and complex test
equipment. The thermoelectric RTG conversion efficiency is broken into
its important aspects as a function of radiation. Nuclear radiation shield-
ing is required for efficiencies less than 4.0%. Thermal radiation at start
of mission (SOM) and end of mission (EOM) is expressed in watts for both
Cm 242 and Po 2.10; and the minimum efficiency is 3.0%.
The thermal time constant is expressed in °F/sec average to de-
termine the average RTG temperature rise when no cooling is provided
during the launch phase. This is an indication of the amount of cooling re-
quired prior to launch. The generator is made of thermocouples of Si-Ge
and/or Pb-Te. The fueltemperature is a function of generator construction
and the thermocouples used. Safety concepts are defined, and each design
is rated according to its relative weight penalty as safety requirements
change.
Since nuclear shielding is required for designs having less than
4% RTG conversion efficiency, and the 1.8 watts per pound is satisfied, the
design submitted by Atomics International is favored. In addition this
design provides an additional safety feature beyond those requested by
Bendix. The disadvantage is that the level of confidence is lower than that
of Martin since Martin has RTG design experience while Atomics International
has only related RTG component experience. The thermocouple design concept
proposed by Atomics International was also suggested by Martin as an improve-
ment and their development times are comparable. The Atomics International
design was selected.
If fuel availability is such that Cm 2.42 is not available while Po 210
is available, the Atomics International design would require a longer half-
life fuel and suffer a weight penalty either due to low power density Pu 2.38
or to nuclear shielding of Cm 2.44. In this case the Martin design would be
favored.
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If fuel availability is such that neither Cm 24Z nor Po 210 are
available, then each design would have to be further evaluated on the basis
of available fuel. The use of Cm 244 and Pu 238 both change the generator
de sign signiffcantly.
II.4 CONVERTER-REGULATOR DESIGN
The power conditioning converter for the LRV is a static DC-DC con-
verter for operation from a 6 volt RTG prime power source. Figure ll-17
is a curve of efficiency vs input voltage for the original design input power
level of 30 watts. The curve_ rises slightly with the present design power
requirement of 39 watts. However, a greater improvement is obtained
through increased diode and filter efficiency. The curve demonstrates the
need for a 6 volt RTG. Although there is little increase in efficiency per
increase in input voltage above 5 volts it is desirable to operate at 6 volts
to assure a converter efficiency above 80% with a reasonable safety factor.
Figure ll-17 also shows that a high efficiency converter for operation a
6 volts requires germanium switches. The power switches for this con-
verter are germanium and they are in a push-pull configuration. The dia-
gram (Figure ll-18) shows all the subsystem voltages supplied by this con-
verter along with the regulators and input-output isolation.
Figure II-19 is the converter regulator block diagram of the major
circuit components and shows the efficiencies of each section. The product
of these efficiencies is 85.8%. Since the SLRV power allocation was based
on a converter-regulator efficiency of 80%, thus there is a margin of over
87% (actually 2.9 watts) for contingencies.
ll. 4. 1 Converter Circuit Description
The power oscillator circuit concept is straightforward. The fre-
quence is (1000 to 2000 cps) established by a saturating core which receives
its drive voltage from the power transformer. The transistors operate
either fully on or full off. There is no open base steady state operation.
The starting circuit, CRll, is designed for use with an RTG and under nor-
mal operation is dissipates no power. When operating from a RTG power
source the converter will not damage itself with an external short on any
one of its outputs.
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The components are selected to provide high converter efficiency
and to operate from an RTG without a converter load; i.e., the steady state
input voltage may double. This also provides a safety factor of two for
normal voltage, and a safety factor for voltage transients which usually
occur within switching type static converters.
The transistors are high current (50 to 60 amp) germanium for the
low saturation voltage and high gain at this current level. The selected
transistor type is ZNZ73Z made by Honeywell.
The transformer is designed for minimum resistance to satisfy the
required degree of regulation. The core material is selected for minimum
loss at the operating frequency. The preliminary design of the transformer
has a core loss of 0. 75 watt and the worse case copper loss of 0. 70 watt
for an efficiency of 96% at 31. 7 - watts output. The transformer is to have
balanced construction throughout to reduce large transient voltage feedback
during transistor switching. Balanced construction will be obtained with a
C-core and bi-factor windings. In addition, balanced construction also limits
the need for large output filters, since the ripple voltage is initially reduced.
Ao a11eviate the ripple problem, semiconductor forward drops may also be
matched. Where possible, the diodes will be selected to withstand more than
three times the normal reverse voltage. This feature provides a safety fac-
tor when twice input voltage is applied at no load without the shunt regulator.
With balanced construction the high output voltages may use full-wave recti-
fier circuits rather than bridge rectifier circuits, thus reducing the required
number of diodes. Figure 11-20 shows the diode efficiency vs output voltage.
In order to keep the total diode efficiency high, germanium diodes are used
for output voltages less than 12 volts. The germanium diodes are either
standard type diodes or else they may be the collector diodes of a germanium
transistor. Where power level is high compared with the total power out-
put, the germanium diode may be a transistor switch. However, the power
level of the low voltage outputs of this converter does not warrant this added
complexity. Silicon diodes are used for voltages above 12 volts.
Filters will be applied at both the input and output to reduce transient
loading on the RTG. This in turn protects the converter through reduced source
impedance and (with a slight modification of the input filter) conducted and
radiated RFI can be reduced to acceptable limits. The characteristics of the
input filter have a low output impedance at the switching frequency of the con-
verter and an output impedance as low as possible for the representative
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frequency of the circuit switching time. The output impedance of each filter
will be designed to keep the ripple within 2% of the nominal voltage and shall
be low for all switching loads. Table ll-4 is the guide from which the con-
verter was designed.
Table 11-4 shows each voltage and the corresponding loads. These
are tabulated as fixed loads (F), on-off loads (S), and variable loads (V). The
fixed loads are constant for the whole mission and the regulation is a function
of either the input voltage change or the added precision regulators. The
switched load voltage are designed to be within tolerance when the load is
applied. The variable loads require the greatest detail analysis to assure
that the voltage remains within its tolerance for all normal and transient
conditions.
The 3 VDC + 10% and 4. 5 VDC ± 5%are used for data handling, navi-
gation and TV. The loads are peak values which vary as a function of digital
information. The output impedance of each supply must be low at the switching
speed of the digital circuits.
The minus 9 VDC and the 100 VDC are similar in that each has a
relatively heavy constant load compared to the varying load which enhances
voltage stability, Therefore, the low output impedance for the small step
load change is easily satisfied.
The major load changes occur on the 28-volt line. The zener power
regulator regulates the average load for all load changes. It is difficult
to assure that the output impedance can be low for all conditions of operation,
since there is a filter between the regulator and the 28-volt loads. Therefore
each subsystem which requires pulse loads is limited in terms of the ripple
it may introduce on the 28-volt line. This requires input filters for some
subsystems. In addition, mobility power is taken directly from the power
regulator.
The converter-regulator weight estimate is 3.7 lb. The size is
5 x 4 x 3. 5 inches.
1 I. 4. 2 Regulators
There are two regulators for the LRV subsystems and they are in-
tegral parts of the converter. One is a power regulator which regulates the
converter input voltage thereby keeping the output voltages within the desired
tolerances. The second is a precision regulated reference for the A/D con-
verters.
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11.4.2. 1 Power Regulator
The power regulator is a shunt type to negate the large load
change time constant of the RTG and to maintain the hot junction of the
RTG thermocouples below a fixed maximum. The shunt regulator consists
of seven low-dynamic-power zeners connected as shown in Figure 11-21A.
The zener regulator is favored for its simplicity and for its fast response
to load changes. The difference between the two series strings is the 6-volt
converter input. The regulator is on the 28-volt line since it experiences
the greatest load changes. The total RTG output may be dissipated within
the shunt regulator.
During lunar day operation the voltages will be within their
desired tolerances. The voltages will exceed these limits for lunar night
operation. The circuit may be refined for closer regulation through the
use of a shunt regulator across one of the zeners on the 28-volt line.
(Figure ll-21B). Since present calculations show that the regulation is
adequate with the proposed method the alternate method is a reserve only.
The operation of the regulator in Figure ll-21A is straight-
forward. The regulation is a function of the zener total dynamic impedance
and the zener temperature coefficient and the reflected transformer impedance.
The operation of the regulator in Figure I I-ZIB is basically the
same, except that a shunt regulator was added to compensate for output
voltage changes due to temperature variations for operation during lunar
day and lunar night. Transistor Q1 will experience a 1 to 4-volt variation
to keep the output voltage constant. The voltage sum of the zeners CR4, 5,
8, 6, and 7 is 29. 5 volts. Zener CR 8 is shunted by Q1 to regulate the
output to 28 volts. When Q1 is fully on the output will be 26. 5 volts. Al-
though the zeners may be replaced with resistors, the zeners would be re-
tained for redundancy. If transistor Q1 opens or shorts, the 28-volt line
will change its level to ?9. 5 volts or 25. 5 volts, respectively.
II.4.2.2 Precision Regulator
The precision regulator is necessary to provide the accurate,
stable reference voltage for the A/D converters. The voltage will be within
the range of 5 to l0 volts. For preliminary design purposes this voltage
is 7. 5 volts. The reference voltage accuracy and load regulation will be
within ± 0. 1%.
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In order to assure this accuracy for the desired mission, aged
components will be used; and for the wide temperature extremes, an oven
is planned with its temperature controlled from 125 ° to 150°F. The oven
will always operate above the maximum temperature of the electronics com-
partment. It will be small and insulated to keep its heater power low. Each
regulator circuit will be tested to determine its long-time stability and
margin of safety. During actual operation, the information conversion
equipment will sample the reference voltage by comparing it to the prime
reference zener (CR 2) and then compensate for the change since the pre-
vious reading.
The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 11-22. The series tran-
sistor regulator circuit was selected since the load power is small and
variable. The load variation is not small enough to use only a zener reg-
ulator. The input is held constant by CRI. The reference is CR2 and it is
biased from ±0. i% output voltage. This is an additional fixed load which
further reduces the effective load change of the regulator.
The circuit description is briefly: When Eou t rises, Q1 shunts
a small amount of base drive from Q2. Transistor Q2 then begins to in-
crease its voltage drop to reduce Eou t. The circuit has a fast response to
load fluctuation. The load regulation is a function of transistor gain, sta-
bility of components and the environment.
The components shown in Figure 11-21 as being in an oven will
fit in a volume of 2 cubic inches. This volume and mass will require
approximately I/2 watt to keep its temperature between 125°F and 150OF.
During the hottest time of lunar day the oven will probably take no power.
The thermal control may be a pressurized bimetal switch. The oven cir-
cuit diagram is in Figure 11-23. The oven may also be controlled so that
it operates for all modes except Mode I.
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SECTION 12
THERMAL CONTROL
12. 1 THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
The thermal environment to which the SLRV will be subjected through-
out the total mission is defined for the following phases:
12. i. 1 Prelaunch
It is assumed that the total amount of conditioned air available to
coolthe Surveyor is 1350 to 1650 cfm. The discharge conditions are 80-90°F
at 70 inches of water maximum pressure. The humidity is controlled above
60°Fand is 30% at 85°F. The humidity between 35 and 60°Fis 100%. The
exact amount of conditioned air available to cool SLRV has not been deter-
mined.
12.1.2 Launch
During launch the aerodynamic fairing (shroud) is in place. The
shroud is jettisonedo after 217.1 seconds. The maximum shroud tempera- F_ture is 300 F. At station 10 the temperature inside the shroud is 151
SLRV is located between stations 65 and 125 where the shroud temperature
is always less than 151°F.
12. i. 3 Transit
The roll axis of the Surveyor is sun oriented. EPD-98 states that
there shall be no heat transfer to or from the Surveyor; actually, it can be
minimized but not reduced to zero. The trajectory parameters appear in
Table 12-i.
12. 1.4 Landing
During the Surveyor landing phase, the SLRV will be exposed to the
lunar day thermal environment plus the additional effects of radiation from
the retro rocket plume.
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12.1.5 Lunar
The lunar temperature extremes as stated in EPD-98 are from
o O a100o14 (-280°F) to 400 K (260 F), and no diurnal variation exists below
depth of 30 to 120 cm2wherelthe temperature is constantat250°K. The solar
constant is Zcal cm mm and the visual albedo is 0.065 to 0.091. Three
different surface models are described in Table 1Z-Z.
1Z. Z DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
System analysis determined that the SLRV subsystems should in-
clude an RTG power supply. The RTG generates the majority of the ther-
mal energy that must be dissipated. Therefore, all phases of the mission
are important thermally and will be investigated in detail during Phase II.
Since the SLRV is to be both highly reliable and light in weight, it
was decided to optimize the thermal design for the lunar environment. Ad-
ditional thermal control devices such as radiation shields can then be added
to the Surveyor for the other phases of the mission with a minimum weight
penalty.
During this study, major emphasis was placed on determining tempera-
ture profiles of the SLRV while on the lunar surface and during earth-moon
transit.
12.3 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
The program used by Bendix for spacecraft thermal analysis involves
a finite difference technique based on an electrical resistor-capacitor ana-
log network. The program includes provisions for:
. Radiation heat transfer, with emittance as a function of
temperature
_a Conduction heat transfer with thermal conductivity as a function
of temperature
3. Variable specific heat
4. Variable internal and external heat generation
5. Joint thermal contact resistance.
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TABLE IZ-I
TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
Launch date
Launch azimuth
Launch azimuth range
Launch time
Injection time
Flight time
Injection true anomaly
Injection true anomaly range
29 April 1964
102 °
90-114 °
ZO hr 44 min 56 sec
20 hr 56 min O. 1 sec
63 hr 56 rain 56 sec
O. 851 °
-5 to +13 °
TABLE 12-2
SURFACE MODELS
Single Layer of Dust
K = 3.0 x 10 -6 cal/cm sec°C
p = 1.8 gm/cc
C = O. Z cal/gm at room temperature
P
Single Layer of Rock
0
K = 0. 005 cal/cm sec C
p = 3.0 gm/cc
C = 0.2 cal/gm at room temperature
P
Two Layer Model - i cm Dust Over Pumice
K = 0.6 x 10 -3 cal/cm sec°C
p = 1.0 gm/cc
C = 0.2 cal/gm at room temperature
P
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The governing equations for conduction, radiation, and overall heat
balance are given below:
Thermal resistance, R is defined by:
AT
q - R
Conduction heat transfer is expressed by:
k.A (T I - T2) (T I - T2)
w
qlZ =
X RCOND
Where for composite structures:
kl kz 1 ]
RCOND = _I + x2 + Rcontact
Radiation heat transfer is defined by:
qlZ = FI2 EIAI _(T41 - T41 )
(T -
1 T2)
RRAD
or,
RRA D =
F12 E 1 A] o-(T21 + T22)(T I + T Z)
In a general form the heat balance equation for a typical node or volume
element is given by,
l
C.(T
i I
t' -t
- Ti}
qi + T. _" 1J T. L R----_-"R.. 1
j ij j i_
1Z-4 ni/z
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The symbols used above are defined as follows:
q = rate of heat flow
T = temperature
k = thermal conductivity
x = length of thermal path
A = cross sectional area
£ = emissivity
= Stephan-Boltzmann constant
C = capacitance
t = time
F = configuration factor.
Several computer programs are available for computing configuration
factors. In general, they all solve the following equation by different math-
ematical techniques.
1 S _ c°s _I c°s _Z
FI2 = A" A 1 A 2 w r 2 dAl dA2
where r is the distance between the surfaces 1 and 2, and _I and _Z are
the angles between the surface normal vectors and a line connecting the
centers of the two surfaces.
12.4 SUBSYSTEM, DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION
IZ. 4. 1 Electronic Compartment
The electronic components, housed in the electronic compartment,
have temperature limitations of -45°F for lunar night survival and +125°F
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maximum for lunar day operation. Careful packaging design of these com-
ponents can minimize the temperature differential between the components
and the mounting plate. Therefore, further discussion will consider only
the mounting plate temperature excursions, realizing that the electronic
components will run slightly warmer.
In general, a passive thermal control system is preferred because
of simplicity and reliability. Early investigations indicated that a passive
thermal control system would be feasible. Therefore, this approach was
pursued in the present design.
The design technique was to attach the electronics to a mounting
plate (see Figure 12-1). Superinsulation covers the electronics and shields
it from external thermal radiation. Thus the mounting plate becomes the
thermal control surface. Figure 12-2 shows the mounting plate tempera-
ture during lunar day and night for different power dissipations and for a
typically sized electronic compartment.
It can be seen from Figure 12-2 that for the power dissipation
considered for SLRV (30 watts), the temperature extremes are within the
-45°F to +125°F limits.
12.4. 2 Tracks, Structure, and Antennas
The temperature profile of these items are dependent on their sur-
face characteristics (solar absorptivity and infrared emissivity) and their
configuration and location in the integrated SLRV system. The temperature
profiles appear in Sectio_ 12.6.
12.4.3 Traction Drive Modules (TDM)
During lunar day operation the energy input to the drive motors
will include: direct solar radiation, radiation from lunar surface, radiation
from the power supply radiator, and electrical power. Also, there will be
heat exchange between the TDM and other parts of the vehicle, by radiation
and conduction. As an initial conditions for analysis, these parts will be
assumed to have the same temperature; hence, the net heat exchange is
initially zero.
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The traction drive unit will be assumed equivalent to a sphere
whose radius is 1.7 in. The absorptivity for solar radiation is assumed
to be 0. Z. The lunar surface is assumed to be at 260°F(400°K), with an
emissivity of 0.90. It subtends the entire lower hemisphere, except for
that blocked by the tracks. The absorptivity of the drive unit for this
radiation is assumed to be 0.90. The RTG is assumed to be at 495°F
with an emissivity of 0.90. Neglecting the mechanical output of the drive
unit, it must radiate the entire energy input from that portion of its sur-
face not subtended by the track. Its emissivity is assumed to be 0.90.
For these conditions the calculations show that when the TDM is
energized, its temperature is 235°F, and whenunenergized, its tempera-
ture is 215°F. These temperatures are not far from that of the lunar sur-
face, which is the dominant heat source. Thus, the results are relatively
insensitive to errors in the assumed emissivities and absorptivities, and to
the temperature of the power supply radiator.
During lunar night the lunar surface is assumed to be -280°F
(100°K). The RTG temperature is assumed to be at 405°F. Under these
conditions the drive motor will attain a temperature of -l12°F. The total
temperature range is thus from approximately -ll5°Fto Z35°F. The total
variation of 350 F can induce severe stresses unless materials are se-
lected to minimize the effects of thermal expansion.
12.4.4 TV Camera
System considerations dictated that the TV camera be located as
shown in Figure 12-3. In this configuration thermal coupling between the
camera and the remainder of the vehicle is low.
The method of thermal control selected as optimal for the TV
camera system involves a radiator at the top of the package to dissipate
heat, and superinsulation to isolate the sides and bottom. The thermal
problem has two vital aspects, that of preventing the electronics from be-
coming too warm during the day, and too cold during the night. The require-
ments of the thermal control system are to maintain the electronics within
the temperature range of+50°Fto +125°Fwhile operating, and a range of
-40°F to +125°F while not operating.
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Figure 12-3 SLRV Used in Thermal Analysis
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Superinsulation is used to minimize the heat transfer through the
sides and bottom of the package. Design data provided by the National
Research Corporation on superinsulation NRC-2 was used to'evaluate the
heat loss. Basically, NRC-2 consists of multiple radiation barriers of
aluminized mylar to minimize transfer of radiant energy, and is used in
vacuum to eliminate gaseous conduction. Generally, experience has shown
that 60 to I00 layers per inch is a convenient density of NRC-2 to use. For
night survival, the heat loss through 50 layers of NRC-2 packed to about 1/2
inch thickness is about 0. 1 watts. This heat loss is a small fraction of that
provided for the projected standby mode. The weight of insulation computed
on the preceding basis is 0. 2 pound for the TV package.
An unavoidable temperature drop between the electronics and the
radiator will occur; however, it is anticipated that this temperature drop
will be small, inasmuch as most of the electronics are attached directly
to the radiator. Other heat generating components are thermally connected
to the radiator, e.g., a bus line is attached from the Vidicon tube to the
radiator. A carpet plot of electrical power density versus radiator tempera-
ture for various solar angles is presented in Figure 12-4. As a limiting
case, it is assumed that the electronics equipment temperature is the same
as the radiator temperature. Note that when the sun is at the zenith, the
maximum power density is 0. 143 watts/in 2 in order to limit the temperature
to +1 25°F.
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Figure 12-4 Electrical Power Density vs Radiator Temperature
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At no solar exposure, 0. i watts/in must be supplied to maintain
the temperature at -40°F. It is also desired to have the electronics opera-
o
ting at 50 Fwhenthe solar angle is l0 °. To operate at this solar angle, a
power density of 0. 175 watts/in z is required.
The radiator size is reviewed in terms of the above power density
constraints and projected power dissipations as follows:
Ope rating, 5. 24 watts
Standby, Z. 9 watts
Based on the preceding, if the radiator were sized for operating conditions
at high noon, 36 in g of radiator area would be required. For no solar ex-
posure, at standby conditions, the 36 in Z radiator temperature would drop
to -60°F. To maintain the temperature at -40°F, a 0.7 watt heater would
be required. In addition, to operate at a solar angle of 10 °, a 1 watt heater
would be required to maintain the minimum operating temperature of +50°F.
It is feasible to provide such heaters; however, a semiactive type
system is proposed wherein the radiator area is altered with temperature.
The radiator area is altered through use of two bimetallic elements which
pull the superinsulation over the radiator as shown in Figure 12-5. In terms
of the preceding analysis an area of _he radiator of 36 in_ would be required
for operation at high noon, and 29 in would be required to keep the radiator
at -40°Fwith no solar exposure. For operation at a solar angle of l0 °,
30 in 2 of radiator area would be required. In view of the relatively small
changes in area required, the large temperature spread (-40 ° to +iZ5°F),
o
and the very low rate of solar angular change (iZ. 9 /24 hours), the use of
bimetallic strips as a means of varying radiator area appears excellent.
Radiator temperatures have been calculated for combinations of
power levels and radiator area as follows:
Sun at Zenith
Radiator Area
Maximum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum
Radiator
Power Condition Power Density Temp.
Operate Normal 0. 143 watts/in Z +125°F
Standby Normal 0.08 watts/in 2 +9 5°F
Operate Malfunction 0. 18 watts/i_ +138°F
Standby Malfunction 0. i watts/in -40°F
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Although it is difficult to conceive of a system failure using the bimetallic
strip actuators, it was believed necessary to review the malfunction case.
Figure 12-6 illustrates the above operating envelope and areas
where a malfunction of the radiator would bring the temperature beyond
the previously established limits. Note the worse cases, when the radiator
fails closed and the sun is at the zenith, and when the radiator fails open
with no solar exposure. Should the former malfunction occur, it would be
necessary to remain in the standby mode for 30 solar angular degrees so
that the _naximum allowable temperature would not be exceeded. For the
case of the latter malfunction, it is expected that the components will be
capable of withstanding non-operating temperatures as low as -60°F.
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Figure 12-6 Radiator Temperatures vs Power Level Operating Envelope
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The ideal operating line is also shown in Figure 12-6. From a
practical standpoint, it is unlikely that the radiator can be built to provide
the area at the threepoints of interest, namely: (1) sun at zenith, 36 in ,
(2) sun at 10 °, 30 in Z, and (3) no solar exposure, 29 in 2. The radiator would
be designed to provide the areas for conditions at (1) and (Z). Tests would
be performed to verify the design, and to observe the area available under
conditions of point (3). The empirical test would determine if the area at
point (3) is 29 in Z or less. If the area were less than 29 in 2, the tempera-
ture would remain above -40°F during the lunar night period.
The time required to go from the standby to the operating case
temperature, and further variation of the low or high temperature limits
is obviously predicated upon the final selection of the bimetallic strip ma-
terial, the width, length and thickness.
12. 5 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The thermal design of the SLRV system considered three major prob-
lem areas. These problems were: the selection of finishes and/or coatings
for all subsystems giving the proper solar absorptivity and IR emissivity
ratios (a ]£._), the location and mounting of the RTG, and the location
S lld[ r
and mounting oz the electronic compartment.
A discussion of thermal coatings appears in Section 1Z. 7. The proper-
ties of the finishes selected were as follows:
Electronic mounting plate (coating): _s = 0. Z, £IR = 0.9
Directional antenna (coating) front side: _s = 0. 3, £IR = 0.9
back side: as = 0.4, £1R = 0.2
Structure - aluminum: C_s = 0.4, EIR = 0.1
Treads - silicon rubber: _s = 0.8, £1R = 0. 8
Thermal cover (superinsulation): _s = 0.4, £IR = 0.4
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The RTG is cooled by radiation to space and to the lunar surface. In
doing so it radiates in all directions and irradiates other SLRV subsystems.
In order to thermally isolate the RTG, the two modes of heat transfer (con-
duction and radiation) to the remainder of the vehicle must be minimized.
The RTG is mounted to the structure through insulating standoffs, thus
minimizing thermal conduction; radiative heat transfer is minimized by
applying a low emissivity finish to each subsystem.
It was found that the best orientation of a thermal control surface on
the moon is horizontal. This orientation minimizes the temperature ex-
cursion of the surface. For this reason, and to minimize the number of
thermal control surfaces, the electronic compartment, (as described in
Section 12.4. i) was located with the electronic mounting plate in a hori-
zontal position with the components suspended below it. The compartment
is supported around the periphery of the mounting plate by the tubular
vehicle structure. An insulating strip separates the mounting plate from
the structure, thus minimizing another conduction path. The technique
just described necessitates good thermal grounding of the electronic com-
ponents to the mounting plate.
12.6 EVALUATION
12. 6. 1 Lunar Day-Night Conditions
Before determining the temperature profiles of the SLRV, one
preliminary investigation was made. This investigation determined the
effect of the RTG on the lunar surface. Figure 12-7 shows the model an-
alyzed. All three lunar surface models listed in EPD-98 were studied.
Figure iZ-8 shows the results for lunar night conditions. One additional
thermal environment was used for this evaluation; i.e. , the lunar surface
directly under the SLRV is at approximately 0°F.
Figure 12-3 showed a drawing of the SLRV evaluated. A list of
the nodal system and description which was used follows:
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NODE
1
Z
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
IZ
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Z0
DESC RIPTION
Space
Moon
RTG
Directional Antenna
Electronic MTG Plate
Electronic Box Front
Out s id e
Electronic Box Front
Side
Electronic Box Rear
Outside
Electronic Box Rear
Inside
Electronic Box Right
Side Outside
Electronic Box Right
Side Inside
Electronic Box Left
Side Outside
Electronic Box Left Side
Inside
Electronic Box Bottom
Out s id e
Electronic Box Bottom
Inside
Penetrometer
T ran smitt e r
Receiver
RF Ranging
Power Converter
NODE
21
22
23
24
25
Z6
Z7
Z8
Z9
3O
31
3Z
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
DESCRIPTION
Inclinom ete r
Odometer
Telemetry
Command Decoder
Mobility Control
Structure Front
Half- Front
Structure Front Half-
Rear (Hinge)
Structure Front Half-
B ott om
Structure Front
Half- Right Side
Structure Front
Half-Left Side
Structure Rear Half-
Front (Hinge)
Structure Rear
Half-Rear
Structure Rear
Half- B ottom
Structure Rear
Half-Right Side
Structure Rear
Half-Left Side
Moon (under SLRV)
Strut Front-Left Side
Strut Front-Right Side
Strut Front - Top
Strut Rear
Right Side
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NODE DESCRIPTION NODE DESCRIPTION
41 Strut Rear - Left Side 53 Track Center
54 Track Hub
4Z Strut Rear - Top
43 Track Center Front 5.5 Track Hub
Left
44 Track Hub 56 Tread Top
45 Track Hub 57 Tread Bottom
46 Tread Top 58 Track Center
47 Tread Bottom 59 Track Hub
48 Track Center 60 Track Hub
49 Track Hub Front 61 Tread Top
Right
50 Track Hub 62 Tread Bottom
51 Tread Top
52 Tread Bottom
The evaluation was based on several conditions which are listed below.
, The RTG is designed to maintain a 500°F temperature
during both lunar day and night (approximately 1200 watts
initially).
The position of the directional antenna and the TV camera
are as shown in Figure 12-3.
, The electrical power dissipated in the electronics compart-
ment is as shown in Table 12-3.
Rear
Le_
Rear
Right
, The lunar surface temperature varies as follows:
noon 260°F (400°K)
night -280°F (100°K)
sunrise 60°F
mid-morning 105°F
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TABLE IZ-3
ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION
Lunar Day
Penetrometer
T ransmitt e r
Receiver
RF Ranging
Power Converter
Inclinometer
Odometer
Telemetry
Command Decoder
Mobility Control
Lunar Night
Power Converter
Command Decoder
Penetrometer
Transmitter
Receiver
RE Ranging
Inc linom ere r
Telemetry
0. 5 watts
6.5
1.3
Z. 5
7.0
Z. 0
0.0
4.3
1. Z
4.0
7.0 watts
1. Z
6.0
6.5
1.3
Z. 0
1.5
4.3
Ope rating
• Heaters
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. It was assumed that the moon was a perfect sphere; i. e. ,
shadows were not taken into account.
. It was assumed that the TV camera temperature and the
electronic compartment temperature were equal. There-
fore, no heat is transferred between them. Reduction of the
radiation view factor of the electronics compartment to space
by the TV camera was considered.
7. In every case it was assumed that the SLRV was not moving.
The following pages (1
O
equilibrium temperatures (F)
evaluated.
2-23 thru 12-27) list the nodes and the
obtained for each of the five conditions
1. Lunar night
2. Lunar noon
. Lunar day (sun 45 ° above
horizon with vehicle pointed
at the sun)
3. Lunar sunrise (sun 13 ° 5.
above horizon)
Lunar day (sun 45 ° above horizon
with sun incident on side of
Vehicle)
It should be noted that the temperature of node 5, the electronic
mounting plate, is within the temperature limits -45°Ft- +125°F.
IZ. 6. Z Transit
The time from lift off to shroud separation (launch phase) is Z17
seconds and the remainder of the transit time is 66 hours. The former
period has been neglected in the present study because it is short compared
to the total flight time. In analyzing thermal transfer between shroud
separation and lunar landing, it will be assumed that steady state tempera-
ture conditions have been reached.
During transit, only a portion of the vehicle is exposed to solar
radiation and the remainder is shaded by the Surveyor vehicle. The ex-
posed portion includes the treads and a section of the rear strut. The angle
of incidence of the solar radiation is a near-grazing angle, but the energy
absorbed at that angle is sufficient to retain the treads at a temperature
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(TEHPERATURES IN DEGREES F)
NODE TeHP NODE TEHP NODE TENP NODE TEHP
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55 23. 26 32. 27 185. 28 63.
31 188. 32 204. 33 278. 34 P83.
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near -14°F. The main portion of the energy transfer during transit is
from thermal energy radiated by the RTG. This energy will be on the
order of 1250 watts, assuming 57oRTG efficiency; the thermal dissipation
level will be double that at half life, or end of mission. The remainder of
the thermal energy will be that dissipated by the electronics package and
this will be on the order of 30 watts.
The stowage configuration of the LRV during transit is such that
several high energy dissipating surfaces look into Surveyor (see Figure 12-9).
A highly reflective shield separating the back of the LRV compartment from
the Surveyor is required to direct energy dissipated from the top of the LRV
out to space. The shield is constructed of super insulation material with
lateral conduction properties greater than the transverse conduction. Most
of the energy absorbed by the shield is distributed laterally so that the large
shield area acts to radiate the energy more uniformly past the LRV structure
to space as wellas toblock energy transfer into Surveyor. The thermal
energy transferred into Surveyor through the shield is on the order of 7watts
at a flux density less than 2.4 watts/sq ft.
In the analysis of the heat transfer to and from the LRV during
transit, surface temperatures of the RTG, electronics package, and the
main points on the structure and appendages were determined for the case
of the RTG in a cylindrical configuration operating at 57oefficiency. The
RTG surface temperatures were determined for the cylindrical configura-
tion with fins, operating at efficiencies of 87oand 57o. In addition, the RTG
surface temperatures were determined for a box-like configuration opera-
ting at efficiencies of 37oand 57o. The analysis and results are discussed
in the following sections.
IZ. 6.2. 1 Shield Between LRV and Surveyor
In the stowed position, the top of the RTG and the top of the elec-
tronic package look directly out the back of the LRV compartment into Sur-
veyor. It is assumed here that the top of the RTG is insulated so that no
thermal energy is dissipated from that surface during transit. In addition,
a thermal shield of superinsulation extends over the back of the entire
compartment to the same level as the front of the electronics package. The
shield area behind the RTG is 6 sq ft and the shield area behind the elec-
tronics package is 3 sq ft. For i/4 in. thick superinsulation, this repre-
sents a total weight of one pound. In the analysis, the emissivity of the
shield surface was assumed to be 0. I. The effective emissivity for radiating
IZ-Z8 III/2
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FORWARD
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TV CAMERA
FORWARD
(FRONT)
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ELECTRONICS
PACKAGE
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(TOP)
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REAR
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STRUCTURE
(SIDE)
RTG CYCLINDER
Figure 12-9 Stowed SLRV During Transit
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into Surveyor is less than 0.01. The shield absorbs 40 watts from the
horizontal and vertical fins of the cylindrical configuration of the RTG
(for the model at 5% efficiency) and re-radiates the energy over an area
of approximately 3 sq ft at an average temperature of 57°F. It is assumed
that less than 10% of this energy is conducted (or actually radiated) to the
back side of the shield looking into Surveyor.
The shield in back of the electronics package collects and re-
radiates all of the energy dissipated by the electronic thermal plate. It
radiates approximately half of the collected energy to space and the other
half back to the thermal plate. The maximum thermal energy dissipated
by the electronics equipment during transit will be 33 watts. For this
energy dissipation level, the thermal plate will reach a steady state tempera-
ture of 100°F. The average temperature of the shield in back of the plate
will be ll°T.
RTG Surface Temperatures
The RTG configuration receiving the most detailed analysis was
the cylinder equipped with six vertical radiating fins and a horizontal fin
attached at the center of the cylinder. The configuration is shown in Fig-
ure 12-10. The two forward fins (surfaces 8 and 9) act as radiation shields
between the RTG and the electronics package. Conduction between these
two radiation shields and the main RTG fins is negligible and they are heated
only by thermal radiation from the RTG. The energy to be dissipated from
the RTG is conducted via thermocouples from the fuel to the housing surface
and connected at six points around the circumference of the cylinder along
the joints between the vertical fins and the housing. It was therefore as-
sumed that the energy was distributed equally between the fins and the cyl-
indrical surface and radiated from the surfaces, via multi-reflective paths,
to space. The top and bottom surfaces of the cylinder dissipate only re-
radiated energy plus small amounts received by conduction from the cyl-
indrical walls. For this analysis, it was assumed, as stated previously,
that the top surface facing Surveyor was insulated and that the bottom sur-
face facing space did not act as a thermal dissipation surface. The as-
sumption of no radiation from the latter surface represents the case for a
maximum temperature of the cylindrical wall.
puted I Z In performing the analysis, the gray body view factors were com-
' and used to determine the radiation heat transfer between the surfaces
1
B. Gebhart, Heat Transfer, McGraw Hill, N.Y., N.Y., 1961
Z
F. Kreith, Principles of Heat Transfer, Int'l. Textbook Co., Scranton,
Pa. , 1959.
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Figure 12-I0 Radiating Surfaces for RTG
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of the RTG, and from the RTG to other portions of the structure and to
space. A value of thermal emissivity of 0.85 was assumed for the cyl-
indrical surfaces and for the fin surfaces. An emissivity of 0. 1 was used
for the front and back surfaces of the radiation shield (surfaces 8 and 9)
between the RTG and the electronics package. The emissivity of the shield
(surface l) between the LRV and Surveyor was assumed to be 0. l also. It
is assumed that the RTG radiates to the shield on one side to the electronics
package from the front and to space from the remaining three sides and the
bottom. The total thermal energy which must be dissipated by the radiating
surfaces for an RTG efficiency of 5% is 1250 watts. For an efficiency of 8%,
670 watts must be radiated.
The RTG surface temperatures were computed for both the 5
and 8% efficiencies and are shown in Table 12-4. The upper surfaces are
the sides above the horizontal fin facing space. The lower surfaces are
the sides below the horizontal fin facing the radiation shield. The heat in-
put (q) to each surface is also given. Since the configuration is symmetrical,
the values for only half of the surfaces are given. The most critical tempera-
tures are those of the cylinder wall. These are on the order of 500 to 600°F
for the 5% efficient case, and are considered border-line but not excessive.
Computations were made for an alternate case in which the emis-
sivity of the surface of the horizontal fin facing the shield was reduced from
0.85 to 0. I. This change resulted in a decrease of 18°F in the temperature
of the shield directly below the RTG and an increase of 80 deg in the hori-
zontal fin temperature.
As an alternative configuration, the finned-cylinder RTG configura-
tion was replaced by a box, or paralleleipiped, which could enclose the finned-
cylinder and represent the same projected area from any direction, (see
Figure 12-II). In the box configuration, it was assumed that the bottom
facing the Surveyor and the front facing the electronics package were insu-
lated. It was further assumed that the inside of the box was coated dif-
ferentially to eliminate a temperature gradient over the radiating surfaces,
i. e. , the thermal energy would be dissipated evenly from the radiating sur-
faces. For an emissivity of 0.85 for the radiating surfaces, theaveraoge sur-
face temperature of the box for the RTG at 5% efficiency would be 415 F. The
RTG at 3_/0efficiency would be required to dissipate Zl00 watts. The average
radiating temperature of the box surface at 3% efficiency would be 285°F.
12-37. III/7.
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Figure lZ-ll Alternate RTG Configuration
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TABLE 12-4
RTG RADIATING SURFACE TEMPERATURES
= 5%
Tupper SurfaceSurface Area Q TLower Q
2
Number Ft Watts Deg F Deg F Watts Deg F Deg F
0. 392
0. 250
0. 368
0. 167
0. 522
0. 392
0. 778
0. O9O
0. 250
0. 250
0. Z50
69
69
69
34. 8
69
69
0
34.8
69
69
69
3a
3b
3c
5
6&12
7& II
8&9
i0
13a
13b
13c
418 418
5O8 52O
520 520
430 430
363 376
470 479
240 240
630 630
485 485
535 557
56O 56O
37.2
37.2
37. Z
18.6
37.2
37.2
0
18.6
37.2
37.2
37.2
H = 8%
Tupper TLower
29O 29O
365 405
376 376
300 300
246 254
342 337.5
145 145
47z 47z
345 345
385 377
410 410
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Electronics Package
Thermal energy dissipated by the electronic equipment during
transit is conducted to the thermal plate, radiated to the thermal shield
and re-radiated from the shield to space. The minimum energy which
will be dissipated by the equipment will be 16 watts; the equilibrium tempera-
ture of the thermal plate will be 8°F for this condition and the corresponding
average temperature of the shield willbe -68°F. The temperature of the
thermal plate should not rise above 120°F; the plate can radiate 38 watts at
that temperature, with a corresponding average shield temperature of 27°F.
It is assumed in these calculations that none of the thermal energy dissi-
pated by the equipment is transferred to the shielded sides of the electronics
package. Those sides are heated only by radiation transfer from the RTG.
The gray-body view factors for radiation from the thermal plate (A1) to
the thermal shield (A2) and to space (co) are given in Table 12-5. The view
factor, Bij, represents the fraction of energy radiated by the surface i
which is absorbed by the surface j.
TABLE 12-5
GRAY BODY VIEW FACTOR (BiO FOR THE
ELECTRONICS PACKAGE THERMAL PLATE
Z oO
1 0. 441 0. 11 0.44
? 0.49 0. 0122 0. 488
The sides of the electronics package receive 7.45 watts from
the RTG via the two vertical radiation shields and 0. ZZ watts from the
shield behind the electronics thermal plate. The energy is radiated to
space from all sides at an average temperature of -47°F.
LRV Structure and Appendages
The heat input to the structure and appendages is due to direct
radiation from the RTG fins and housing, and re:-radiated energy from the
back shields. The treads and struts receive energy from the sun over half
the tread surface at an angle of 15 ° incidence to the tread surface; the solar
lll/Z 12-35
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energy amounts to 36. Z watts/sq ft. For a value of _/E = 1 for the silicon
rubber treads and a radiation area twice the absorption area, the treads
should stabilize at a temperature of -14°F. Additional energy from the
back shield will be absorbed by the treads, but this will not be sufficient
to raise the temperature of the treads more than Z °.
The steady state temperatures reached by the numerous parts of
the LRV due to the radiation heat transfer (assuming an RTG efficiency of
5%) are listed in Table lZ-6. The locations of the parts on the LRV are
shown in Figure 1Z-9.
TABLE iZ-6
LRV TEMPERATURES
(Assuming an RTG Efficiency of 5%)
Tempe rature
Deg F
Forward Structure, front -180
Forward Structure, top 100
Rear Structure, side Z50
Rear Structure, bottom 250
Front Face, Electronics Package -47
Antenna - 54
RTG Cylinder 500
Forward Tread, Bottom -14
Forward Tread, Top -14
Forward Strut 11Z
Rear Strut 1 lZ
12.7 THERMAL COATINGS
The thermal coatings considered for use on SLRV were selected
from coatings that have been proven stable on near-earth orbiting satel-
lites. For example, it is anticipated that the coating specified for the out-
side of the thermal cover would be the silver acrylic lacquer used on Ex-
plorer 8, and the white coating used on the electronic mounting plate will
be selected on the basis of research such as being conducted for JPL by
IITRI. Although some doubt exists as to the stability of these coatings in
the lunar environment, further investigation will be pursued in the next
phase of this program.
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12.8 TELEMETRY REQUIREMENTS
The first SLRV flight unit will be instrumented to verify the validity
of the thermal control and design throughout the complete mission. Subse-
quent vehicles may be instrumented to a lesser degree. The following list
contains the minimum number of locations which will be monitored in order
to verify the design.
Subsystem
RTG
TV
Penetrometer
Directional Antenna
Drive Motors
Structure
Electronics
Location Temperature (Deg F)
1 top ZOO to 600
1 bottom ZOO to 600
2 sides ZOO to 600
Z fins ZOO to 600
Z hot junction 800 to IZ00
Z top -50 to 150
Z vidicon -50 to 150
Z transistors -50 to 150
Z gimbals -300 to 300
i motor -I00 to ZOO
I housing -I00 to ZOO
1 tip (lunar soil) -280 to 260
Z one on each side -350 to Z50
(none on whip antennas)
4 one on each -300 to 300
1 TV boom -300 to 400
4-2 on each side ofhinge -300 to 400
4-I on each track strut -300 to 400
4 electronic support -300 to 400
6 baseplate -50 to 150
3 insulation -ZOO to Z50
1 inclinometer -50 to 150
2 power converter -50 to 150
Z transmitter -50 to 1 50
1 receiver -50 to 150
1 control -50 to 150
1 telemetry -50 to 150
i steering logic -50 to 1 50
I sun sensor -50 to 150
1 data handling -50 to 150
g miscellaneous -50 to 150
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1Z. 9 SUMMARY
This study indicates that in addition to the normal selection of ma-
terials and their dimensions, more information and thermal analysis is re-
quired in all phases of the mission. Particular areas of concern are dis-
cussed below.
Preliminary calculations indicate that only a small portion of the
cooling air available to the Surveyor is needed to maintain the SLRV at a
reasonable temperature. These calculations assumed that baffling and
ducting could direct the cooled air to the heat generating components. If
a detailed thermal analysis proves this approach impractical then some
other techniques will have to be investigated.
Several possibilities exist for maintaining a reasonable SLRV tempera-
ture during launch. Since the shroud is jettisoned a few minutes after launch,
the simplest solution is to let the shroud heat up. Another possible approach
is to "super-cooP' the RTG.
A preliminary evaluation of the transit condition has been made. This
analysis has shown that the weight of the radiation shielding can be reduced
if this shield can be placed at the individual critical Surveyor subsystems.
In other words a detailed thermal analysis of the combined Surveyor and
SLRV must be performed.
The environment for the landing phase of the mission is not well de-
fined and further definition is necessary. During this phase of the mission
one apparent problem is the time period required between Surveyor touch-
down and SLRV deployment. Since the SLRV is stowed and shielded in the
Surveyor for the transit condition, the presence of the hot lunar surface may
cause one of the subsystems to become overheated prior to deployment.
It is assumed that during Phase II of this program, data from Sur-
veyor spacecraft will update the information on the lunar surface proper-
ties and require modifications in the SLRV thermal design.
In general it is anticipated that an intensive testing program on both
the subsystem and system level will be initiated. Also a transient thermal
evaluation of the total mission from prelaunch to end of lunar exploration
will be undertaken.
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The transit period used for the thermal analysis was defined as the
66 hours between shroud separation and lunar landing. The two sources of
thermal radiation transfer to the L1RV during this time are the thermal
energy dissipated by the RTG due to its inefficiency, and the transit power
load dissipated from the electronics package by its thermal plate. The ther-
mal plate and the horizontal radiating fin for the 1RTG look directly into
Surveyor. To block radiation heat transfer into Surveyor, and to re-radiate
energy incident upon it to space, a shield of superinsulation is required over
most of the back of the LRV compartment. The weight of the shield required
is estimated to be on the order of one pound.
For an RTG finned-cylinder configuration and an RTG efficiency of
5%, the RTG housing surface temperature will be in an area of 500°F.
Thirty-three watts can be dissipated from the thermal plate of the elec-
tronics package at a plate temperature of 100°F. For these conditions
during transit, temperatures of the remaining surfaces of the LRV are low
but do not appear to present any serious problems.
The thermal studies to date have indicated that for a 100 pound SLRV,
a passive thermal control system is feasible. The system depends on
thermally isolating the RTG and the electronic compartment from each
other And from the remainder of the vehicle. It also permits lunar day
operation and, by dissipating the available electrical power in heaters,
permits lunar night survival. This passive approach is highly reliable
and will give a reasonable thermal environment for all the subsystems.
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SECTION 13
DSlF/SFOF
Ground operating equipment (GOE) performs the functions of vehicle
control, performance monitoring, and collection and analysis of survey
data. Ground operating facilities supporting SLRV operations will consist
of a combination of existing and planned DSIF and SFOF facilities augmented
by special SLRV mission dependent equipment. This section defines; ground
facility functional requirements, describes a preliminary design for a
DSIF/SFOF operational configuration, and discusses the design of mission
dependent equipment. Ground computation requirements and the use of
the SFOF computer complex are also discussed.
Although the present design utilizes only one Deep Space Station,
Goldstone, various factors involved in the possible use of overseas stations
were investigated. These factors are discussed in detail and a remote
station configuration for operational control of the vehicle is presented. A
detailed analysis of various ground station activity times, commonly called
"Decision Time", for the present design is also included.
13. 1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Functional requirements for the Ground Operational Control System
result from mission requirements, the design of the vehicle and associated
subsystems, and the overall operational concept for accomplishing the
mission. This section describes the functional requirements in the follow-
ing categories:
I. Mission planning
2. Mission direction
3. Navigation
4. Vehicle control
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5. Survey data collection and landing point verification
6. Vehicle performance monitoring and control
7. Communications and data handling
8. Survey data scientific analysis
These functional categories also represent a preliminary division
of duties for manual functions. The categories are highly interrelated
and in some cases functions in different categories may share common
facilities for their implementation.
13. I. 1 Mission Planning
Mission Planning, as defined here, includes both pre-mission and
during-mission planning activities related to development of the mission
objective, selection of the site with respect to the Surveyor landing point,
selection of points within the site, and specification of data locations within
a point. In addition, the mission planning function includes determination
of point acceptability criteria, selection of the next point, and the general
course to be followed in getting from one point or location to another. Mis-
sion planning with regard to selection of points to be surveyed is, to an
extent, an on-line mission function. The selection of the next point to
survey involves consideration of the location of previously surveyed points,
their acceptability, the acceptability of the current point, the desired loca-
tion of points, yet to be surveyed, topographical data obtained from theSurveyor
approach camera, and long distance SLRV-TV views in the directions of
adjacent unsurVeyed points.
Performance of the mission planning function requires access to
all available information related to lunar topography in the area of interest.
Photographs from the Lunar Orbiter and Surveyor approach camera, if
available, should be used to assist in establishing the initial mission strategy.
Thus, facilities for construction of a photomosaic and photogrammetric
analysis of these vertical photographs, will be required. Course topographic
data derived from these vertical photographs can be used to locate the site
with respect to the landing point, to arrange the configuration of points to
be surveyed within the site, and to determine the approximate location of
potential landmarks. A capability will be required to overlay a pattern of
points on the photomosaic or coarse topographic map. This overlay of
L
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points can then be rotated and/or translated with respect to any gross fea-
tures that should obviously be avoided in order to locate the points to be
surveyed with respect to the Surveyor landing point. The mission planning
activity, described thus far, could be accomplished manually. After the
pattern of desired points has been located graphically, a means for specify-
ing the location of each point in the navigational coordinate system must
be provided.
The location of the next survey point must be entered into the com-
puter periodically throughout the mission to provide a destination for vehicle
driving. This operation is expected to occur infrequently, about once every
20 to 30 operational hours, and could be adequately accomplished manually
with a simple scale and the general purpose keyboard of a SFOF Computer
Input-Output Console. Computer assistance will be required to determine
new point locations whenever a point in the original plan is found to be
unacceptable. The results of computer point location computations should
be plotted on an overlay to the scale of the photomosaic.
A similar operational requirement exists for establishing the
required positions of data locations within a point. In this case, a fixed
matrix of points must be rotated so that the pattern is properly aligned
with either the sun or a line connecting the point and the Surveyor bus.
It is also necessary to translate this pattern in navigational coordinates to
the actual location of the point about to be surveyed. The coordinates of
each data location within a point must be specified, in proper order, to the
computer for use in navigation and driving computations. This is a much
larger task than entering the positions of points. Each point may contain
as many as 173 data locations with a new location required about every
6 minutes. It is recommended that a computer program be provided to
compute the specific location of each data location given manual inputs of
the required orientation of the pattern and the position of the first location.
A general purpose Computer Input-Ouput Console should be adequate for
this task. A graphical display of the computer generated location positions
will be required.
The mission planning function will also require access to displays
showing survey, navigation, and vehicle status information. It is expected
that the displays provided for performance of these other functions will
also be adequate for mission planning purposes. These other displays
should be capable of being viewed directly by mission planning personnel
or viewed indirectly via the SFOF Closed-Circuit Television System (CCTV).
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13. i. 2 Mission Direction
Direction of SLRV missions can be expected to be essentially
identical to mission direction for other .TPL lunar missions and can use
the existing facilities of SFOF. SLRV mission direction will involve monitor-
ing, control, and coordination of the mission independent facilities of the
SFOF and DSIF, and the SLRV technical areas within the SFOF. A slightly
different procedure for generation, authorization, and transmission of
spacecraft commands from that described for Surveyor in EPD-180 is
recommended to expedite routine SLRV operations. Under normal operat-
ing conditions the SLRV Mission Director should not be required to authorize
transmission of specific commands or command sequences. Rather, he
should coordinate normal activity by selection of the appropriate mission
operating mode and interrupt this activity if an emergency occurs or if
he wishes to redirect the activity.
The SLRV Mission Director should be provided with a small SLRV
control panel to select one of four automatic command transmission modes.
These modes will also correspond to sequential phases of SLRV normal
mission activity and consist of:
I. Drive
2. Antenna Pointing and Switching
3. TV Operation
4. Penetrometer Operation
5. Hold.
The Hold mode will prevent automatic transmission of commands to
the vehicle and can be used to stop the vehicle if an emergency condition
develops.
No other mission dependent equipment is anticipated in order to
support the direction of SLRV missions. Some reprogramming of the
Mission Status Board as described in SPS 37-20, Vol. VI, may be required,
however.
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13. i. 3 Navigation
Navigation, as currently defined, refers to the process by which the
vehicle's present position and heading is determined in relation to some fixed
lunar coordinate system. Navigation concepts, procedures, and sensors are
discussed in Section 7. Ground operations related to navigation are largely
concerned with solving the various equations associated with dead reckoning,
RF ranging, and triangulation. Displays showing vehicle position numerically
and pictorially will be required. Numeric displays of the range and bearing
to the Surveyor bus and to the next destination should be continuously avail-
able. Range, bearing, and TV pointing angles to specified landmarks should
be available on request. A pictorial display should show the vehicle's present
position and heading on an X-Y plot to a scale compatible with the mission
phase. One scale should be provided for interpoint operations and another
for intrapoint operations. These plots may also serve as a continuous record
of the vehicle's track history.
For triangulation, some means must be provided an operator to
direct the pointing of the TV camera at a landmark, to measure the position
of a landmark visible in a TV view, and to communicate this position in
picture coordinates to the computer for triangulation computations. The
display/control facility provided in support of the triangulation operation
should be consistent with the objective of minimizing mission time.
13. 1.4 Vehicle Control (Driving)
The function of vehicle control (in the ground system) refers
to the process of moving the vehicle in a manner consistent with mission
planning and vehicle safety. The mission planning activity will establish
the objectives or destinations for driving and navigation will keep track of
vehicle present position and provide bearing and distance to the destination.
The tasks of detecting and avoiding obstacles in the vehicle's path and of
guiding the vehicle toward the required destination are the essential tasks
of the vehicle control function. Details regarding vehicle control were
covered in Section 8.
13. I. 5 Survey Data Collection and Landing Point Verification
The survey data collection and landing point verification task includes
all activity related to controlling the collection and recording, and to per-
form quality monitoring and quick look interpretation of survey data. The
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survey data will consist of TV pictures and penetrometer measurements.
Quick look interpretation requires that the survey data be analyzed in
real time to determine whether or not a point is acceptable for LEM land-
ing. Acceptability criteria will be provided by the mission planning activity.
Topographical mapping of a landing point is not considered a requirement
of this activity per se and need be accomplished under this activity only
to the extent necessary to determine landing point acceptability. The
following additional specific functions are also included in this category.
. Establish required camera pointing angles at each data location
to obtain the required photographic coverage of each point.
Mission planning will have established the required pointing
angles with respect to a desired camera baseline. These
angles must then be transformed to vehicle body axis coordinates.
Control the pointing, operating modes, and exposure of the TV
camera to obtain the required photographic coverage. This
operation should be automated as much as possible.
3. Monitor the quality of received TV data to determine whether
or not each frame is adequate for survey analysis purposes.
. Establish and maintain a system for relating all necessary
reference data with each picture. This system should include
a means for cross indexing pictures and picture coverage
areas. Picture coverage areas should be identified for both
monoptic and stereoptic coverage. Reference data must include
the following items:
a. Camera station position in navigational coordinates (x, y, z)
b. Camera pointing angles (or direction cosines) in navigational
coordinates.
c. Field-of-view
d. Time of lunar day (or solar incidence angles)
e. Picture file or reference number
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Additional reference data may be required to evaluate camera
engineering performance.
° Establish and maintain a system for monitoring the status and
results of quick look analysis of individual TV photos and TV
stereo pairs.
6. Provide a means for monitoring the results of individual pene-
trometer measurements.
7. Construct a site chart showing the location of acceptable landing
points in relation to natural landmarks and/or marked points.
8. Provide photo interpretation support to the vehicle driving
activity.
13. 1. 6 Vehicle Performance Monitoring and Control
This category includes all activity related to ensuring that the
vehicle and its subsystems are operating properly in the appropriate
mode and implementing emergency modes of operation as necessary. In
general, this category will include monitoring of various voltages, temper-
atures, and subsystem status conditions. The operational function of
pointing the directional antenna and switching from one transmitting an-
tenna to another is included. In order to hold mission time to a minimum
it has been determined that this antenna pointing and switching function
must be automated to the maximum possible extent. Manual functions will
normally be limited to selection of an antenna pointing operational mode,
perhaps establishing required pointing accuracy for the computer, and
commanding antenna switching. The computer must be programmed to
determine the required pointing angles, read actual angles from telemetry,
generate the necessary movement commands, and verify, via telemetry,
that the antenna is properly pointed. Other computer functions in support
of vehicle performance monitoring are concerned with processing telemetry
data for display and checking critical parameter values against limit values.
Control requirements, other than antenna pointing and switching,
are presently limited to debarking, abort of track drive motors, abort of
the penetrometer, and perhaps concurring in overriding of automatic stop
controls in the vehicle. Other than the last, these are all one-time critical
control actions. Accidental or unauthorized transmission of commands to
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initiate these critical actions must be prevented in the design of command
generation equipment and procedures.
Collection and analysis of engineering data to support performance
and failure analysis is included in this category. This operation must be
performed during vehicle standby as well as during times of vehicle
operation.
13. I. 7 Communications and Data Handling
The function of communications and data handling includes all
ground operations associated with receiving, recording, demodulating,
decommutating, and delivery of data in usable form at the SFOF, and
encoding and transmission of commands from the SFOF to the vehicle via
the Goldstone DSS. Acquisition, tracking, receiving, and transmitting will
use existing DSS S-band equipment and operating procedures. The transfer
of data and commands to and from the SFOF will require the use of real
time data links. Telemetry and TV data, both digital, must be relayed to
the SFOF in real time via the existing microwave link augmented if neces-
sary with additional terminal equipment. A new link from the SFOF to
Goldstone will be required to carry command data at the rate of 48 bits per
second. The use of each of these links will be 100% during each SLRV
operational period.
13. I. 8 Scientific Analysis of Survey Data
It can be expected that detailed scientific analysis of the survey
data will produce valuable scientific knowledge of lunar surface character-
istics. In addition, it will be desirable to search for correlations within
the data that may speed up evaluation of point acceptability. Correlations
are most likely to occur between the photogrammetric and photometric
characteristics of the TV photos. The primary function of the survey data
scientific analysis activity will be to make detailed photometric and photo-
grammetric measurements on TV photos in order to establish and/or test
lunar surface theories. These measurements should result in a compila-
tion of bearing strength, from penetrometer measurements, and topogrphic
statistics which can be used to modify operating strategy and to develop a
structural model for the surface. Vehicle track sinkage, surface appear-
ance (texture), and vehicle slippage data should also be compiled.
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13. 2 OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION
Limitations of the 100-1b vehicle telecommunications of system pre-
clude the reception of telemetry data with an 85' ground antenna while the
vehicle is moving. Therefore, the corresponsing DSIF/SFOF operational
configuration is limited to one ground station, Goldstone, which is equipped
with a 210' antanna. Additional discussion of this and other factors regard-
ing the possible use of other Deep Space Stations may be found in Section
13.5.
A preliminary DSIF/SFOF operational configuration using only the
Goldstone Deep Space Station (DSS) has been developed and is shown in
block diagram form in Figure 13-1. Table 13-1 shows the current estimate
of the distribution of required equipment and facilities for the configuration
of Figure 13-1. Both Figure 13-1 and Table 13-1 should be regarded as
generally descriptive of a recommended configuration. Considerable
coordination will be required in Phase II to work out interface details and
to decide whether certain items are to be regarded as mission dependent
or independent.
In general, all command generation, data collection, and data
analysis will occur at the SFOF. The Goldstone DSS will be used to trans-
mit commands, receive and relay data, and provide a backup data recording
and command generation capability. Sufficient data processing should be
included at Goldstone to permit local monitoring of data quality.
The SLRV ground operating equipment complex is being designed for
maximum utilization of planned DSIF and SFOF facilities and conformance
to established operating procedures consistent with SLRV mission require-
ments. Requirements for new equipment and new operating procedures are
specified where required. As shown in Figure 13-1. portions of the
Surveyor CDC can be used in support of SLRV missions; however, this
utilization may not be desirable. It may prove desirable to duplicate some
CDC functions in new SLRV mission dependent equipment in order to
minimize interface problems and avoid use conflicts. The cost of such
equipment would be partially offset by the savings in CDC modification
costs. These factors should be carefully evaluated in Phase II particularly
with regard to command generation equipment.
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13. 2. 1 TM and TV Data Recovery
Telemetry and TV data are transmitted sequentially from the
SLRV at rates of 960 and 122,880 bits per second respectively. Opera-
tional requirements dictate that both forms of data be relayed to the
SFOF in real time. The normal operating sequence is such that, at times,
switching between TM and TV data rates may be required at about 15
second intervals. Any delays in accomplishing this switching will delay
mission operations by a corresponding amount. Therefore, SLRV ground
equipment should be capable of recovering either data rate without manual
mode selection. Although the present telecommunications design requires
explicit commands to change from one data rate to another, consideration
is being given to automatic switching within the vehicle. In this case, the
data rate would be switched to the TV rate upon receipt of an "Expose TV"
command and automatically returned to the TM rate at the end of the TV
frame. Ground data recovery equipment should, therefore, be capable of
recovering either data rate with no indication of which rate is being trans-
mitted other than that contained within the data itself.
The easiest way of routing both TM and TV data to the SFOF would
be to take the undetected 10 Mc receiver output and route it through the
wide-band tape recorder frequency converter to the microwave link trans-
mitter. Demodulation and data recovery would be accomplished only at the
SFOF insofar as the main flow of data is concerned. The disadvantage of
this approach is that the signal would be degraded some additional amount
by the microwave link. An advantage of digital data transmission is that
the data can be recovered and reshaped prior to retransmission in order to
minimize the increase in error rate associated with multiple RF links.
These two approaches are shown in Figure 13-2. The second approach is
preferred.
A preliminary design for a data reconstruction unit is shown in
Figure 13-3. This design uses an integrate and dump circuit in order to
give maximum signal-to-noise improvement. Incoming data are split phase
PCM/PM with no subcarrier.
Output from the receiver wide-band phase demodulator is first
filtered with a bandpass extending approximately from the data rate to Z. 5
times the data rate, then further amplified to ensure a strong signal. A
local clock signal must be generated for the integrate and sample circuit.
This is done by generating harmonics from the incoming data and filtering
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Figure 13-2 Approaches for Routing TM and TV Data to SFOF
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for a frequency of 2 times the data rate (ZDR). The Z-DR component will
always exist for any bit pattern of split phase data. The raw 2-DR frequency
is compared in a phase detector to a 2-DR VCO which is locked in frequency
by the error signal from the phase detector.
Since the 2-DR clock loop has two stable positions, corresponding
to 180 ° and 360 ° at the data frequency, an ambiguity exists. In order to
detect lock-on at the incorrect phase relationship, each split bit is integrated,
sampled, and a decision made as to whether the bit is a zero or a one. The
resultant bit stream is then delayed one split bit in a shift register and the
delayed and undelayed bit patterns compared in an "exclusive or". If ad-
jacent half fits are complementary an output will be present; if identical,
no output will be present.
The Z-DR clock is divided to a 1-Dr clock by a single stage counter.
The resultant square wave is applied to an "and" gate. The "exclusive or"
output is also applied to the "and" gate. Thus, the output of the "and" gate
represents the similarity of adjacent half bits sampled every whole bit. If
the clock is correctly phased, no output will occur; if incorrectly phased,
an output will appear for each transition of the original data. The output
of the "and" gate is integrated. When the integrated output reaches a cer-
tain threshold level, a multivibrator is permitted to fire and emit a pulse.
The recovery time of the multivibrator is longer, however, than the inte-
gration time of the threshold circuit. The multivibrator pulse is applied to
the bi-stable counter circuit which counts from 2 DR to DR, thus re-setting
the counter to its oppose phase. Figure 13-4 shows the relationship between
NRZ data, split phase data and the Z-DR and 1-DR clocks.
Split phase data are converted to NRZ data by multiplication in a
balanced demodulator with the data rate square wave from the counter out-
put. The raw NRZ data are then integrated and sampled to provide a
reconstructed data train.
The wide difference in data rates and the many frequency dependent
circuits in the data reconstruction unit requires that two units operate in
parallel; one for each data rate. Rapid switching from one data unit to
another is accomplished by detecting the filtered input signal and applying
the resultant to a change over relay. A change in signal level can be readily
detected when the inconCing data rate switches from telemetry to TV or
vice versa.
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Reconstruction of the digital data will again be required at the
SFOF. The characteristics of a data reconstruction unit at the SFOF will
depend upon the modulation technique used on the microwave link. It might
be identical to the one used at the DSS. In any case it will detect the in-
coming bit stream, establish and maintain bit clock sync, and provide NRZ
data and clock outputs. At this point, telemetry and TV data will be routed
separately for subsequent processing.
EPD-23 indicates that the IBM-7040 will be provided with an input
data processing routine capable of acquiring frame sync and decommutating
continuous stream binary data. Therefore, it is planned to route SLRV
telemetry data directly to an IBM-7040 via an IBM-7288 input channel
equipped for serial input. A data clock signal will be provided to control
sampling of the data line by the IBM-7288. The input bit rate will be 960
bits per second.
SLRV television data will be routed by the data reconstruction unit
to an TV data processor, which will establish frame and line sync, remove
the Roberts' modulation from the video, convert digital video data to analog,
and provide dark current correction of the video signal, if necessary. Out-
puts from the TV data processor will consist of digital signals specifying
the position of the present picture element, analog video, and an unblanking
signal. These signals will be routed to the vehicle control console, survey
control console, input signal monitoring console, and to the SFOF media
conversion equipment for scan conversion and permanent photo-recording.
Reference data for each TV frame will be derived by the computer from
the telemetry frames preceding the TV frame and routed to the necessary
displays and photo recording equipment.
The use of mission independent scan conversion equipment and
closed circuit TV (CCTV) will permit instantaneous viewing of each TV
image as it is received at the SFOF. Operationally, the scan converted
image will be used at the vehicle control console and the survey control
console to determine the adequacy of each frame for driving or survey/
mapping purposes. In the event the picture is inadequate, action can be
initiated immediately to adjust the camera and take another picture. Closed
circuit TV will also permit the image to be viewed throughout the SFOF by
non-mission personnel. A limitation of scan converters is that image
quality deteriorates with storage time. A practical limit for a single gun
tube is about 1 minute. (One minute is apparently the maximum required
storage time of the SFOF scan conversion equipment judging from
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FOT-5-720). Therefore, the scan converted picture will not be used for
actual vehicle control or survey analysis. Various techniques considered
for obtaining a video display for these purposes are discussed in Section
13.2. Z.
Maximum possible use of planned SFOF photo recording, pro-
cessing, and storage and retrieval facilities, as described in FOT-5-7Z0
and FOT-5-730, is planned. These facilities can provide permanent
archival storage of SLRV TV data, high quality negative and/or positive
transparencies for off-line photometric and photogrammetric analysis, and
provide copies of SLRV-TV images for members of the scientific community.
On the basis of a study performed by Autometric Inc. comparing
the relative merits of film and glass as a base for photographic emulsions,
it appears that the Estar base film used at SFOF for handling of image data
is satisfactory for photogrammetric operations. However, since an Estar
base is not absolutely rigid, certain precautions must be employed.
First, the film base must not be cut between printing and measure-
ment so as not to relieve strains in the base and thus distort the image.
The photogrammetric mapping images should be retained in roll form to
avoid this problem and to aid in speed of retrieval. Further, since t_Be
Estar base exhibits a linear thermal expansion coefficient of 15 x I_06 per
degree F and a linear hygroscopic expansion coefficient of 35 x I0 per
cent relative humidity, these two variables must be controlled to about +2°F
and ±2% R.H. in the storage and measurement area.
A requirement may exist for the rapid production of prints or posi-
tive transparencies of TV images in support of real time point verification
and land mark triangulation. The SFOF storage retrieval and photographic
processing system (S/R PPS) will have a capability for on line production
of opaque positive prints from the original negative. According to FOT-5-730,
however, these prints may not be available until 5 minutes after receipt of
the TV frame. This time may not be compatible with SLRV operational
requirements if mission time is to be minimized. Also, in order to obtain
on-line prints from the S/R PPS at this rate, on-line processing of the
original negative is required. Since SLRV photos are typically spaced many
seconds or even minutes apart, considerable film would be wasted in pulling
unexposed film through the on-line photo processor. In the event rapid
production of prints or transparencies is required it may be desirable to
provide a separate on-line capability for this purpose. Such a capability
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could be incorporated as either mission dependent or independent equip-
ment. In either case the equipment should be highly automatic, such as
facsimile recorders, rather than manual, such as Polaroid cameras.
One concept for photometric analysis of TV data, see Section 6,
requires that the TV data be inserted into the computer in digital form for
subsequent analysis. This requirement could be implemented through
routing the TV digital data directly to the core memory of an IBM-7094 for
temporary storage. The core memory has ample capacity to hold one com-
plete frame of TV data, without allowance for removal of Roberts' modula-
tion. When storage in core has been completed, the TV frame would be
transferred to a semi-permanent location in an IBM-1301 disk file. Ap-
proximately I00 SLRV-TV frames could be stored in I/3 the capacity of a
single disk file. The availability of this amount of disk file storage for
this purpose will depend upon the total computational load of the SFOF opera-
tional periods. Permanent digital storage of TV data could be on computer
tapes. This method of TV data storage and retrieval might be useful for
other mission functions in addition to photometric analysis, and should be
considered in greater detail during Phase II.
13.2.2 Control Consoles
Four new control consoles are presently anticipated to support
SLRV operations. These are:
1. Vehicle control console
2. Survey control console
3. Vehicle systems monitoring and control console
4. Input signal monitor console
All of these consoles will be located at the SFOF. The input signal monitor
console is simply a monitoring station concerned with ensuring the proper
operation of the data reconstruction unit and TV data processor. Additional
detail regarding the other three consoles follows.
13.2.2. 1 Vehicle Control Console
Alternate methods of producing an integrated display for the
vehicle control console have been studied. The primary requirements
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for this display were developed in Section 8. To summarize,
l. The display must hold a single black and white TV frame
for up to 4 minutes with negligible degradation in contrast
and resolution. The received TV picture will contain 51Z z
picture elements each quantized, after removal of Roberts'
modulation, into one of 256 brightness levels over a bright-
ness dynamic range of up to about 100:1. These brightness
quanta in general will not correspond to standard _Z grey
level steps in the object scene but will rather be much smaller.
Dynamic computer generated synthetic data consisting of
lines and symbols must be superimposed upon the video dis-
play, preferably in a separate color such as green or red.
3. A capability to quickly recall a recent previous TV frame is
required.
4. A capability for monitoring the integrated display via CCTV
is desirable as an aid to mission direction.
5. A capability to record the vehicle's movement in the TV field-
of-view for post mission review and analysis is desirable.
6. A capability to easily incorporate a 3-D stereo display using
rigid base stereo TV data would be desirable.
An additional requirement that must be developed is the size of
the display. First, the display is intended for use by a single observer,,
the vehicle operator. The Mission Director and perhaps others in the SFOF
operations area may occasionally be interested in monitoring the driver's
display. This latter requirement is better met through use of the SFOF's
extensive CCTV system than by any attempt to develop a dynamic pictorial
wall display. Two somewhat conflicting criteria are available to guide in
selection of an appropriate display size. These are display resolution and
perspective. Each.f these criteria establishes a desired relationship be-
tween viewing distance (d) and display width (w). (Display height equals
width for the TV video portion of the display. )
Considering resolution, the size of a picture element should be
just at the threshold of visual acuity, If it were any larger, the element
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structure would be distractingly perceptible; any smaller and the observer
will not be able to perceive all available detail. A reasonable value for
minimum separable acuity under the viewing conditions that will exist is
one minute of arc. Thus, for a 5122 element picture,
W _
512d
60: 57, 4
- 148d
Thus, for viewing distances between 18" and 30", the resolution criteria
indicates that display width should be between 2. 7" and 4. 5".
Several writers I indicate the importance of viewing a 3-D display
from the center of perspective. This is the point at which the display sub-
tends the same angle at the observer as the original scene did at the camera.
If this position is not maintained, the perceived image will appear geo-
metrically distorted resulting in incorrect impressions of the relative sizes
and shapes of objects within the field-of-view. This problem exists, but
can be overcome in a monocular view by superposition of a perspective grid
of known dimensions. Whether or not a stereoscopic perspective grid,
superimposed upon a 3-D view, would eliminate the problem, will be deter-
mined in Phase II. In the event that viewing from the center of perspective
is desirable, a different viewing distance to display width relationship exists
for each field-of-view (FOV) as follows:
For 50 ° FOV, w = .932d
For 22. 5° FOV, w = . 396d
For 10 ° FOV, w = . 176d
Display widths for viewing distances of 18" and 30" are shown below:
D. L. MacAdam, Stereoscopic Perceptions of Size, Shape, Distance, and
Direction, J. SMPTE, Vol 62: p. 271-293, April 1954.
J. A. Mauro, Three-Dimensional Color Television System for Remote-
Handling Operation, Proceedings of Human Factors of Remote Handling
in Advanced Systems Symposium, 18-19 April 1961, p. I03-168.
J. A. Norling, The Stereoscopic Art, J. SMPTE, Vol 60: p. 268-309,
March 1953.
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Distance
FOV 18" 30"
50 ° 16.3" 28"
22.5 ° 7. l" II. 9"
I0 ° 3.2" 5. 3"
Because the 50 ° FOV is expected to be used for normal driving operations,
the compromise between the two display size criteria becomes quite
difficult. Since greater confidence is presently attached to the resolution
criteria, the selection will be biased toward the lower values. A display
size of 6" x 6" for the video portion of the display is currently selected.
Two primary factors are involved in the implementation of the
driver's display. One is the method for combining the video and synthetic
data into a composite display and the other is the method for storage of the
video for 4 minutes or longer. Consideration was given to presenting the
composite display via (1) a direct view CRT, (2) rear screen projection,
and (3) a hybrid implementation using a rear window CRT. The relative
advantages and disadvantages of these three methods are shown in Table
13-2. This table clearly shows the superiority of rear screen projection.
The high resolution, high brightness, CRT required for display of synthetic
data need not be of the "projection" type since a magnification of only about
4x is required. Similarly, the resolution requirements are not excessive.
Assuming a display image area of 2" x 2", a spot size of 0. 002" would be
adequate. A tube highlight brightness of 1 600 ft L would provide an ade-
quate display highlight brightness of 50 ft L, assuming 4x magnification
and 0.5 transmittance for the projection optics and screen. All of these
values are well within the state-of-the-art.
Two basic methods for storing the video data are available,
photographic and electrical. Forms of electrical storage are: scan con-
verters, delay lines, core memories and tape loops.
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Technique
TABLE 13-Z
DISPLAY PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
Advantage s Disadvantage s
Rear Screen Projection Easy mixing of video and
synthetic data (optical).
Good color separation.
Stereo display via either
anaglyph or polarized light
easily added. Permits re-
mote monitoring of display
via CCTV camera. Simple
optics require little or no
maintenance or adjustment.
Recurrent electrical readout
of TV video storage not nec-
essarily required.
Direct View CRT Stereo display via anaglyph
(color separation) process
easily added if separate
recirculating storage is
provided for each frame of
the stereo pair. (NOTE:
anaglyph stereo is less de-
sirable than polarized light
stereo. See Norling,
p. Z85-Z87.)
Rear Window CRT Easy mixing of video and
synthetic data (optical).
Permits remote monitoring
of display via CCTV camera
High resolution, high
brightness CRT with
projection optics re-
quired for synthetic
data.
Requires color CRT.
Mixing of video and
synthetic data is com-
plex, particularly with
existing color tubes.
Recurrent electrical
readout of video storage
required at 30 to 60
frames per second. Re-
mote viewing via CCTV
camera not possible.
Only fair color separa-
tion due to phospher
limitations when used
as a projection screen.
Stereo capability im-
possible to add unless
CCTV camera is re-
moved. Some key-
stone distortion.
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Advantages and disadvantages of the various techniques are summarized in
Table 13-3. Photographic storage is preferred for the present system
design involving discontinuous driving and long video storage time require-
ments, photographic processing delays will be negligible with respect to
overall mission time.
A block diagram of the preferred configuration for the driver's
main display is shown in Figure 13-5. Only the data flow is shown in the
block diagram. Control signals between various units will, of course, be
required. Television video data received from the TV data processor will
consist of digital signals specifying the X and Y position of each picture
element, analog video {max. frequency about 15 kc), and a clock signal to
be used for gating both the position signals and the video.
The video picture will be presented on a recording GRT as the
picture is being received from the vehicle. Positive transparency film,
probably 35 ram., is exposed and then automatically processed. Processing
is expected to take 5 to I0 seconds after completion of recording. The film
buffer loop is required to permit film to move through the develop process
without disturbing the frame in the projector. Frame change can then be
accomplished in less than one second. The buffer loop is also used when old
frames are retrieved for re-display. This retrieved operation requires that
reference data be recorded on each frame so that the proper synthetic data
can be superimposed on the video picture. Ideally this reference data would
be in machine readible form and need consist of only a frame number which
isused by the computer to look up all additional reference data. If this is
not practical, the frame number can be recorded in human readible form
and communicated to the computer manually by the operator.
Synthetic data can be developed in the following manner.
The necessary display information is generated in the 7094 during
normal on-line system processing. Raw display data are formulated into
a field of display words with each word approximately 30 bits long, sufficient
to define a single display element line or symbol. This display field is then
transmitted to the display buffer by the 7Z88 data communication terminal.
The display buffer is a recirculating memory large enough to hold an entire
single display field and capable of loading directly from the 7288. Display
words are sequentially transmitted from the buffer to the display generator
where they are decoded and display waveforms are generated. This operation
III/2 13-25
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T E C HNIQ UE
TABLE 13- 3
VIDEO STORAGE TECHNIQUES
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
Photographic
Electrical: General
Electical: Scan Converter
Electrical: Digital recir-
culating storage, i.e. ,
delay lines, core mem-
ory, tape loop.
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No degradation of image with 5 to 10 second process-
long storage time. Simple
readout (optical projection}.
Previous frames easily re-
called. Maximum recovery
and display of available re-
solution and contrast.
Single storage unit produces
stereo with only additional
projector station.
Different input rates and
formats easily accommo-
dated.
No processing delay.
Readout easy at required
frame rates. Interlaced
readout easily achieved
for frame rate reduction.
Different input formats and
rates easily accommodated.
Little or no degradation of
image data with long stor-
age time. No degradation
due to rescanning image.
ing delay. Maintenance
of rapid photo processing
equipment and replenisha
ing of film chemicals
are required.
Recall of previous frames
requires additional com-
plex wideband recording
reproducing equipment.
Dual units required for
stereo display.
Limited storage time
without appreciable loss
in picture contrast. Some
possibility of moire dis-
tortions due to rescanning
a scanned image. Also
some loss in resolution
due to same effect.
Different input formats
and rates difficult or im-
possible to accommodate.
High output data rate re-
quired is pushing state-
of-art with digital logic.
Complex readout requires
generation of analog
sweep signals from digi-
tal position data. Large
storage requirements,
over one million bits
per frame.
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Figure 13-5 Driver's Main Display Block Diagram
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is repetitive with regard to the entire display field at a rate sufficiently
high to avoid display flicker. In this manner, the operator is pre-
sented a continuous display of the latest display field generated
by the ?094. When the 7094 has generated new data for display, the 7040
is commanded to formulate a new display field using new data where avail-
able and old data where necessary. The new display field is then written
directly on top of the old display field in the display buffer (the display
buffer will be capable of simultaneous writing and reading). In this manner,
there will be no visible flash or hesitation in the visible display when a new
field has been stored in the buffer.
Gontrols for the main display allow the driver the option of record-
ing and viewing either all TV pictures received or only those which he
requested from his console. They also permit selection of the various types
of synthetic data, offsetting of the perspective path, and recall of a previous
TV frame. The usual brightness controls are also required.
As mentioned in Table 13-2, this display technique can easily
incorporate a stereo capability for 3-D viewing of rigid base stereo pairs. 1
The only change necessary would be in the projector unit. Two frames
comprising a stereo pair would be recorded side by side on the film. {Trans-
mission of these frames from the SLRV would be sequential.) A dual pro-
jector with the necessary polarizing filters would be used to project both
the left and right images on the viewing screen. The images would be
properly overlayed and immediately usable to an observer wearing special
polarized glas se s.
The present concept for the overall configuration of the vehicle
control console is shown in Figure 13-6. The main display occupies about
10" x I0" in the center of the console. Active display area is about 8" x 8"
with the 6" x 6" video display approximately centered within the active area.
The symbol shown in the upper center of the display represents a possible
integrated vehicle pitch and roll indicator. If displayed in this manner it
would be a part of the computer generated synthetic data. The GGTV monitor
is intended to be connected to the SFOF-GCTV system and is provided to
permit the operator to monitor the following items:
I. Scan converted SLRV TV photos
Z. Navigation status plot
INote: A rigid base stereo camera system is not included in the i00 Ib
vehicle de sign.
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3. Vehicle systems status display.
Controls for the CCTV monitor are under the monitor.
Vehicle mobility commands are generated by operation of either
the main steering control or the auxiliary mobility controls. The main
steering control is a seven position self-centering control stick similar to
the one used on the ETM control console. In the normal driving mode, the
position of this control stick will cause hybrid commands (see vehicle
mobility control section for description) to be encoded by the automatic
command word generator and transmitted to the vehicle at i/2 second inter-
vals by the Surveyor CDG. Auxiliary mobility controls will be provided to
implement alternate modes of operation. Functional requirements for these
auxiliary controls have not been defined insofar as controls on the console
are concerned. It is expected, however, that a capability would be provided
to permit the driver to command specific vehicle actions by operation of a
single control as well as to exercise complete manual control over vehicle
mobility functions. The former case is best explained by means of an
example. A sequence of five commands are required to move the vheicle in
a forward creep mode of operation. These are: "Set N 3 on TDMI",'Set N 3
on TDM2" , "Set N 3 on TDM3" , "Set N 3 on TDM4" , and "ManuaiGo". Aux-
iliary mobility controls would include a forward creep control which when
operated causes the proper sequence of commands to be generated by the
automatic command word generator (see Section 3.2.3) as well as separate
controls to permit the operator to generate each command individually.
The cursor control and cursor mode controls permit the driver
to scale features on the video display in the manner described in Section 8.
In addition, the cursor control could be used to control a floating dot marker
if a stereo display capability is added. The cursor control is an X-Y-{}
joystick in which the X-Y motion controls the X-Y position of the proper
symbol on the display, and @ controls either the space between parallels
horizontal lines for feature scaling or the "depth" of a 3-D floating dot.
A full set of vehicle TV controls and indicators is included on the
vehicle control console. A duplicate set of TV controls will also be provided
on the survey control console. These two sets of controls must be inter-
locked so that only one at a time will be connected to the computer and
automatic command word generator for command operation.
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Ground operating mode and vehicle and computer warning lights
are provided above the main display. The ground operating modes are
mutually exclusive and are expected to be established by the Mission Director
to indicate what type of commands may be transmitted via the automatic
command word generator.
A standard SFOF intercom and administrative telephone control
panel is included on the console to handle all necessary inter-operator voice
communications.
13. 2. 2.2 Survey Control Console
Consideration of the displays and controls required to support
survey data collection, quick look data analysis, and navigation position
fixing has led to the conclusion that a two-position console could handle all
of these activities. A two-position console would permit maximum coordina-
tion between data collection and quick look data analysis. It also would
permit sharing of a combined navigation status and survey control display.
Accommodation of the position fixing activity in the same console as survey
data collection is possible, because these activities do not occur in the
same mission phase. Combining of functions in one console helps to mini-
mize requirements for mission dependent equipment.
A possible configuration for the two-position survey control
console is shown in Figure 13-7. The data collection control position con-
tains all controls and displays necessary to collect TV survey pictures,
penetrorneter samples, and navigation landmark pictures. The closed cir-
cuit TV (CCTV) monitor at this position would normally be connected to the
output of the TV scan converter for on-line evaluation of the quality of the
TV image. During landmark sightings, this same display would also be
used to quickly establish whether or not the required landmark appears
within the field-of-view. Status indicators above the CCTV monitor are
intended to inform the operator of the operation mode and provide warning
of malfunctions in the computer or vehicle.
The area to the left of the CCTV monitor provides all controls
and displays necessary for initiation, monitoring, and quick look analysis
ofpenetrometer samples. A storage CRT is recommended for real time
display of load cell force versus probe payout. The use of a direct view
storage tube for this application is preferred over a mechanical X-Y
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plotter because of the ease of integrating the display into the control con-
sole and because no portion of the plot is obscured by a plotting head. A
hard copy record of either raw data or data corrected for vehicle dynamics
may be produced using an existing SFOF X-Y plotter. An indication of
vehicle inclination before, during, and after a penetrometer sample is
provided by separate moving pointer meters for both pitch and roll.
A complete set of vehicle TV camera controls and status indica-
tors will be required at the data collection control position. These controls
will permit manual adjustment of all controllable TV parameters including
pointing angles. Controls will also be required to permit computer con-
trolled pointing of the camera. Such controls must provide for designation
of one of several survey procedures, manual advance to next pointing angle,
and computer directed pointing to a designated landmark or specified geo-
graphic location.
The quick look survey analysis position contains displays and
controls which permit rapid classification of the viewed surface into one
of three categories: acceptable, unacceptable, or unknown. Areas desig-
nated as unknown are marked for subsequent analysis on an analytic plotter.
The main display at this position is a composite video and synthetic data
display identical to the main display in the vehicle control console. Computer
generated synthetic data at the two consoles will be different, however.
An X-Y-8 joystick can be provided to scale features appearing in a single
view, to control a floating dot marker in a 3-D display, or to designate
areas in two or more views for photometric slope calculations. Only fixed
base stereo pairs can be used in a display of this sort to produce a 3-D
display. Non-rigid base photos would be viewed and analyzed individually
at this position.
The display in the center of the console is intended to serve two
purposes: navigation monitoring and survey control. It consists of a trans-
parent chart showing either the required data locations within a point or
the required point locations within the site. A rear projected arrow symbol
shows the present position and heading of the vehicle on the chart. Trans-
parent charts can be prepared off-line using an SFOF X-Y plotter. Other
related reference data as shown in the figure might be included on the
overlay. The operators can mark on the overlay with pencil if they wish,
and when necessary an old overlay can be replaced by a new one in a few
seconds. Since the computer generated the chart data in the first place, it
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is necessary to tell the computer only which plot number is currently being
used so that the arrow symbol way be moved to the proper location and
direction. It may be desirable to locate a CCTV camera to monitor this
display for use by the Mission Director and others. A camera could be
mounted so that it would not interfere with viewing by either operator.
The camera would, however, partially block the view of observers standing
behind this console.
The present concept on landmark identification procedure is to
maintain a photo file for each landmark. When a new sighting is taken, the
observer can compare the present appearance of the landmark and sur-
rounding features with previous views of the same landmark. Retrieval
of prints from an organized file can be expected to be faster and easier
than retrieval of picture data from magnetic tape or disk file. A place to
store landmark photos is shown below the map display.
13. Z. Z. 3 Vehicle Systems Monitoring and Control Console
An SLRV mission dependent console will be required to permit
monitoring of the performance of the various vehicle systems and to control
the pointing and switching of the directional antenna. No pictorial configura-
tion of this console has been attempted because specific requirements are
not yet defined. In general, the required displays are expected to consist
of status and warning lights, analog meter indicators and numeric displays,
aU computer driven. A computer controlled printer and perhaps an oscil-
lographic recorder showing time histories of selected parameters may also
be required as a part of or adjacent to this console.
Monitoring and control of the pointing vehicle's directional antenna
and switching between antennas should be handled at this console for two
reasons. First, the nature of the task is more compatible with monitoring
of engineering status of the vehicle than with operational use of the vehicle.
Second, portions of this activity are expected to overlap in time the activity
at the vehicle control console and survey data collection console if mission
time is to be minimized. Normally, the antenna will be pointed by the com-
puter. Controls should be provided the operator, however, to permit him
to manually designate required pointing angles and to position the antenna
manually as well as to initiate computer controlled pointing, and to command
switching from one antenna to another.
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It may be expected that the operator of this console would also be
concerned with such items as deployment and abort of track drive motors.
Commands for these critical one-time functions are best initiated via the
CDC keyboard rather than through the SLRV automatic command and genera-
tor.
13. Z. 3 SLRV Command Generation
Requirements imposed by closed-loop driving and the need to mini-
mize survey data collection time dictate the need for a fast, automatic com-
mand generation procedure. A command generation procedure has been
devised for SLRV which provides the necessary speed for generation of
operational commands and yet permits adequate monitoring and control of
commands by the Mission Director. Ample alternate backup command
generation procedures exist through a capability to revert to standard Sur-
veyor procedures. A Surveyor CDC Command Subsystem, modified for
remote command entry, can be used at the SFOF to generate command
words in the same format as for Surveyor. Referring back to Figure 13-1,
an "automatic" mode is added to present command entry facilities of the
CDC, referred to as "normal" mode in Figure 13-1.
The "automatic" command entry mode uses an automatic command
word generator to assemble a 10-bit command word for presentation to the
CDC programmer. The output of this word generator serves the same
function as the 10-bit register normally loaded from the CDC keyboard or
paper tape reader. The word generator receives inputs from the vehicle
control console, the survey control console, the vehicle systems console
and the computer complex via the 7288 data channel. These inputs are
monitored in accordance with the selected "automatic" mode and the appro-
priate command is encoded and presented to the CDC each half second. The
CDC is additionally modified to automatically transmit the command pre-
sented at the output of the word generator each 1/2 second, and does not
insert "fill-in" commands. Timing signals must be provided from the CDC
to the automatic command word generator to prevent the word generator
from changing its output while the output is being scanned by the CDC pro-
grammer. Provisions can be incorporated in the automatic command word
generator to prevent generation of commands not permitted by the selected
"automatic" command entry mode.
Commands encoded and entered automatically are limited to those
pertaining to vehicle control, antenna pointing and switching, TV operational
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control, and penetrometer operational control. These four categories will
be established as separate modes to be changed only upon authorization of
the Mission Director. In addition, a HOLD mode will be included which will
prevent transmission of operational commands to the vehicle via the auto-
matic command word generator. This HOLD modecanalsobeusedtostopthe
vehicle in the event some emergency occurs.
Infrequent and/or critical commands, such as abort track drive
motor, can be entered into the CDC in the normal manner at the SFOF.
The 'normal' mode permits commands for either Surveyor SLRV to be
entered via either the keyboard, toggle switches, or the paper tape reader.
A change between "normal" and "automatic" command entry modes
should require the authorization of the SLRV Mission Director. In the event
these mode changes are considered extremely critical, the Mission Director
can be provided with selector switches to make the changes himself. Authority
to generate the necessary sequence of commands associated with a particular
"automatic" mode is expected to be delegated to the appropriate console
operator.
SLRV commands use address codes not used by Surveyor and will
be further separated by use of a different subcarrier oscillator (SCO) fre-
quency. Commands generated by the CDC at the SFOF are intended to be
relayed in the form of digital data at 48 bits per second to another CDC at
Goldstone via a new data link. A voice line equipped with digital data ter-
minal equipment would be adequate for this purpose. The CDC at Goldstone
should be modified as shown in Figure 13-1, to include an additional SCO
and mixer as well as a switch to select either the Surveyor, SLRV, or
both SCOs. These simple modifications to the CDC command subsystems
at the SFOF and Goldstone would provide a versatile command generation
facility suitable for both Surveyor and SLRV missions.
An alternative method of generating all command words in the
computer complex was considered. However, since most commands will
be initiated by some operator control action, this procedure would place a
needless interrupt servicing load on the IBM-7040. In most cases there
is a direct relationship between individual controls on the various consoles
and a particular command code. Implementation of this code conversion
requirement by special purpose hardware, using simple diode gating or a
core rope memory, is preferred to the use of the IBM-7040 for routine
command word generation. The computer complex will be used, however,
to calculate required antenna and TV pointing angles and to generate the
associated commands.
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13. Z. 4 Data Analysis Equipment
Additional equipment will have to be included at the SFOF to permit
photogrammetric analysis and perhaps photometric analysis of SLRV TV
data. The requirement for photogrammetric analysis equipment in support
of landing point verification and mapping is definite and will require one
or more analytic plotter systems of the AP-C or AP-2 variety. Procedures
for detailed photometric analysis of SLRV-TV data are not yet definite. It
is possible that a microdensitometer will be required.
13. Z. 5 Data Recording
Raw data recording is not required in the single DSS configuration
for normal operations. All data are processed in real time. Processed
telemetry data and computer generated data can and should be recorded on
computer tapes for post mission analysis. Permanent recording and storage
of TV video and TV reference data will use the planned SFOF facilities for
photographic recording, processing, storage, and retrieval. Raw data
recording may be required as a safeguard against loss of data due to on
line data handling equipment malfunction.
13.3 STANDBY STATUS MONITORING CONFIGURATION
A DSS configuration for SLRV standby status monitoring is shown in
Figure 13-8. This configuration will be required at each of three Deep
Space Stations; Goldstone, Woomera, and Johannesburg. No special ad-
ditional SFOF capability is required for this operation beyond the existing
capability for receiving telemetry data via the teletype network. The over-
seas stations will be able to receive SLRV telemetry with their 85' antenna
in this case because the vehicle will be stopped, in a standby condition, and
the vehicle directional antenna may be used. This mode of operation will
be required during lunar night at all three stations and during lunar day at
Woomera and Johannesburg. Existing paper tape reader and manual key-
board command entry facilities of the Surveyor CDC are expected to be
adequate for generation of any commands that might be:transmitted to the
vehicle during these periods.
13.4 GROUND COMPUTATION REQUIREMENTS
A portion of the Phase I effort on GOE has been devoted to collecting
and defining the various computational requirements necessary to support
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SLRV operations. The purpose of this Phase I computation requirements
study was: (1) to determine the expected loading on the SFOF computing
facility in terms of percent utilization and storage requirements, (Z) to
determine requirements, if any. for augmentation of the facility, and (3)
to prepare a recommended plan for utilization of the facility during SLRV
operations. In addition, the study has defined the general requirements
for a computer to support SLRV operations from a Deep Space Station if
such operation is required.
Most of the effort was devoted to defining the necessary on-line
computation requirements; i.e., those computations which are essential
to vehicle control, navigation, and data collection. Other requirements
are defined in only a general way. The following paragraphs summarize
the results of the Phase I computation requirements study. A report con-
taining the detailed algorithms which were developed in order to estimate
computer loading are available upon request.
13.4. 1 On-Line Requirements
In order to estimate the on-line, real time computational require-
ments of the operational SLRV, algorithms were written for each sub-
program. These sub-programs are representative and not optimized for
minimum computation time or storage requirements. Experience on simi-
lar large scale, real time systems indicates that a probable savings of
about P.0% of both time and core can be accrued through optimization and
actual programming.
The assumption used to determine the applicability of the SFOF
computational facility is that data would be formulated in a single IBM-7040
before processing in a single IBM-7094. Therefore all the actual calcula-
tions have been based on IBM-7094 machine speeds. This is in accord
with Operational Mode II-A of the SFOF computer complex as described in
EPD-Z3.
Tables 13-4, 13-5, and 13-6 are summaries of the time require-
ments imposed on the 7094 processor for each of three SLRV mission
sequences. The times and percentages of time shown in Tables 13-4, 13-5.
and 13-6 are applicable to the sub-programs. Table 13-7 shows the total
sub-program times required for each of the mission sequences along with
an estimate of the time required, including a linking executive. Past ex-
perience has shown that Z5% of the sub-program time requirements are
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sufficient for a complex executive. Therefore, a 25% allowance has been
made. The true complexity of the executive is a function of the operational
system. For instance, if SLRV can consider the entire capabilities of
the 7094 central processor available full time, the linking executive will
be relatively simple and will require considerably less than 25% of the sub-
program time. if, as is likely, SLRV must time share the 7094 central
processor, the linking executive will be fairly complex and will require
the estimated 25%. If, as is unlikely and to be avoided, SLRV must not
only time share the 7094 but also share core storage simultaneously with
other programs; the 25% estimate is low by as much as a factor of Z. The
complexities of such an executive are such that every effort should be made
to avoid this last possibility.
The result of this study is summarized in Table 13-7. The pro-
cessing requirements, both time and equipment, imposed on the SFOF by
SLRV are modest when compared to the available resources operating in
Mode II-A. Mode II-A basically consists of using (with others) a 7040 as
an input-output processor, one 7288 data channel, one disk file, and one
7094 central processor. This is the recommended configuration for SLRV
on-line processing.
Actual program implementation will depend upon the circumstances
present during the mission period. If SLRV programs do not have to time
share the 7094 central processor considerable programming cost savings
are possible. Since the entire SLRV on-line program is presently estimated
to require 12,000 words of storage, the 32 000 word core associated with
the 7094 is sufficient to handle all of the program simultaneously. Such an
arrangement would provide an efficient time savings operation, and would
be relatively inexpensive to write. If SLRV must time share the 7094, the
sub-programs should be held on disk storage to be called into the 7094
central processor upon demand by the linking executive program. This is
an entirely feasible approach, particularly since such a small percentage
of computational real time is needed for the SLRV task. However, the
program will be more expensive to write and execution will be less efficient.
13.4. Z Off-Line Requirements
Off-line computation requirements refer to those computations
which are not immediately related to the task of operational control of the
vehicle or collection and quick look analysis of survey data. These com-
putations are therefore not time critical with respect to mission operations.
Off-line computations requirements identified thus far are as follows:
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I. Mission planning computations
a. Location and relocation of desired points within the site
(see Section 13. I. I)
b. Location of data locations within a point (see Section 13. I. I)
2. Computation of earth and sun subpoints in lunar coordinates
3. Photometric analysis computations
4. Photogrammetric analysis computations.
Items 1 and 2 should be handled within the SFOF computing com-
plex on a low priority basis with respect to on-line processing. Additional
study, however is required in Phase II to determine the extent to which
photometric and photogrammetric analysis computations should be handled
in the central computing complex. The AP-2 analytic plotter system
(Volume 2, Section 4. 3) is normally supplied with a special purpose digital
computer to handle all necessary computations. This computer has a whole
number section for initial set up and an incremental section for use during
the actual plotting operations. The incremental section iterates 100 times
per second. Four alternatives exist for integration of the AP-2 photogram-
metric computer with the central computer complex.
. The central computer complex provides all necessary reference
data for the stereo pair but is not involved in actual photogram-
metric computations. Hardware and programming interfaces
would be minor with this alternative and several minutes of
plotter set up time might be eliminated.
Z. The central computer complex handles all whole number com-
putations for the analytic plotter. Hardware and program inter-
faces are more complicated than for the 1st alternative. The
only added advantage is a small savings in initial cost of the
AP-2 computer. This cost savings could rapidly be absorbed
by added engineering costs to accomplish the change. This al-
ternative should be considered only if several analytic plotters
are required.
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, The central computer complex handles all computations for the
analytic plotter. This alternative would complicate considerably
the programming of the IBM-7040 and -7094 computers. A
detailed study would be required to determine the ability of the
7040 to handle this added input/output load along with its other
requirements. Cost savings with this alternative would be as-
sociated with complete elimination of the AP-2 computer and
substitution of the analytic plotter's coordinatograph with an
SFOF Milgo X-Y plotter. Initial cost of the AP-2 computer
is in the vicinity of $125K. Perhaps the greatest potential ad-
vantage of this alternative would be the ability to combine the
outputs of several operators working on different portions of
a point into a single topographical map of the point.
. The last alternative is simply no integration between the cen-
tral computer complex and the AP-2. This is the easiest to
implement and maybe even be the cheapest alternative, at
least for a single analytic plotter. Its disadvantages are the
added time for machine set up associated with manual input of
at least 6 numeric values for each picture of a non-rigid base
stereo pair and the problem of combining plots from two or
more plotters.
The first alternative presently appears to be the best, but addi-
tional study of the matter is required before a final decision is made.
Possible computation requirements as sociated with photometric
analysis are outlinedin Section6 . A cursory inspection of the necessary
computation steps indicate that the process is quite involved. If the photo-
metric computations are accomplished on a low priority non-interfering
basis with on-line computations, calculations of a single slope value may
take upwards of a minute of elapsed time. If photometric computations
are required in direct support of quick-look survey analysis or interpre-
tations of driving shots, it will be necessary to transfer these computations
to the on-line category.
13.4. 3 Remote Station Computer Requirements
The modest on-line computational requirements suggest that it is
feasible to use a smaller computer complex at remote DSIF Deep Space
Stations if multiple station operation is required. Such a remote computer
should exhibit:
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1. Floating point hardware
2. 16,000 30-36 bit words of core storage (or equivalent)
3. Versatile input/output
4. A cycle time of less than 5 microseconds
5. IBM compatible magnetic tape storage
These requirements indicate the need for a computer with a capa-
bility between that of the PDP-4 and IBM-7040, both of which exist at the
SFOF. In the last 18 months several machines have been marketed that
would satisfy these requirements. These machires cost between $150,000
and $200,000. Two examples are the Scientific Data Systems 9300 and
the CDC 924.
13.5 MULTIPLE VS SINGLE DEEP SPACE STATION UTILIZATION
The use of multiple Deep Space Stations (DSS) in the overall SFOF/
DSIF configuration for SLRV mission is a major Ground Operating Equip-
ment (GOE) trade-off. Essentially, two questions are involved: (1) "Can
multiple stations be used? " and, if so, (2) "Should multiple stations be
used? "
The question, "Can multiple stations be used? " iS ' primarily a tele-
communications question related to the ability to receive SLRV telemetry
data with an 85' ground antenna while the vehicle is moving. For the pur-
pose of this study it is assumed that the overseas stations will be equipped
with 85' antennas only. While a lower TV data rate could be used with an
85' antenna at the expense of considerably greater transmission time per
frame, a corresponding reduction in the TM data rate cannot be permitted
without a corresponding reduction in vehicle speed. Essentially this trade-
off boils down to the need for an additional weight allotment to overcome
the lower gain of the 85' ground antenna by either additional vehicle trans-
mitter power or by a continuously tracking directional antenna on the vehicle.
The question, "Should multiple stations be used? ", involves more
subtle factors including centralized versus distributed mission control,
problems of acquisition and handover, equipping and manning costs, and,
of course, the resulting improvement in mission performance associated
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with the utilization of multiple ground stations. The remainder of this sec-
tion is devoted to a discussion of these factors.
The most important factor concerning whether or not multiple sta-
tions should be used is that of centralized mission control. Considering
the bandwidth limitations of the ground communication links (both now and
in the SLRV mission time period) between the overseas stations and the
SFOF (see Figure 3-9), considerable delegation of decision making auth-
ority with regard to origination of commands and analysis of data would
have to be given to these stations if they are to be effectively used. A
decision to delegate this authority will probably depend upon the final
SLRV mission plan, the ability to train remote DSS crews, the cost of ad-
ditional mission dependent equipment, and the increase in useful mission
time that would be obtained.
Two major decisions are periodically required in the repeating se-
quence of mission events of drive, survey point, and select next point:
(I) the acceptability of the present point, and (2) the selection of the next
point.
The acceptability of any one point is completely dependent upon infor-
mation collected at that point. Much of this information must be derived
from TV photos. The low data rate communication links between the
remote stations and the SFOF prohibits transmission of data to the SFOF
for analysis in a reasonable time. However, it does seem reasonable to
locate a survey analysis team and the necessary analysis equipment at a
remote station and permit them to determine the acceptability of an as-
signed point. Acceptability criteria could be transmitted by teletype.
Some variations in application of this acceptability criteria between the
remote station teams and the SFOF team might exist. However, a similar
variation would also exist between two or more teams working at the SFOF.
A problem with this procedure is that both the strategy used in point
surveying and the acceptability criteria may be changed as a mission pro-
gresses. These changes might come about by discovery of useful correla-
tions between penetrometer measurements and TV observations of the
lunar surface. The use of multiple analysis teams will tend to reduce or
at least delay any recognition (learning) of any such correlations that
would tend to exist. Locating these analysis teams at separate stations
would further reduce and delay this learning process.
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The selection of the next point to survey will require consideration of
the location of previously surveyed points, their acceptability, the accept-
ability of the current point, the desired location of points yet to be surveyed,
topographical data obtained from the Surveyor approach camera, and long
distance SLRV-TV views in the direction of adjacent unsurveyed points.
The dependence of this decision upon the results of the point survey just
completed suggests that survey analysis and selection of the next point
should be made by the same analysis team. The wide variety of informa-
tion collected over the entire mission history, however, suggests that
selection of the next point should, ideally, be made at a central points namely
the SFOF.
The ability to drive the vehicle from a remote station depends pri-
marily upon navigation requirements. If navigation is accomplished solely
by odometer and sun angle dead reckoning, then only initial position and
terminal position need be transmitted to and from a remote station. This
information can be transmitted by existing teletype or voice links. Dead
reckoning computations would be performed at each remote station by the
addition of necessary computation equipment. If navigation is augmented
by triangulation to known objects (landmarks), then the location and descrip-
tion of these objects must be communicated between stations. Landmark
descriptions will probably require TV pictorial data. Landmark pictures
could be transmitted to a remote station via facsimile over high quality
voice circuits provided such are available. It has been stated that high
quality voice circuits capable of facsimile data transmission to Australia
and perhaps to Madrid but not Johannesburg will probably exist by 1968.
This schedule appears too late for the first SLRV mission. Acquiring an
initial set of photos prior to taking over driving control can easily be ac-
complished at a remote station by monitoring vehicle operations prior to
taking over control. Ground station coverage overlap is more than ade-
quate for this purpose. This coverage overlap would also permit an alternate
procedure for handing over landmark pictures in lieu of facsimile trans-
mission. Essentially, this alternate procedure would require the termi-
nating station to acquire each visible landmark in the center of a TV view
while the relieving station is monitoring. Positions of the landmarks in
both TV and navigational coordinates could be transmitted to the relieving
station via teletype circuits.
Concerning mission control, the preceding discussion indicates point
selection (a part of mission planning) and point survey would best be ac-
comp lished at the SFOF, but that the task of driving between points could
be accomplished at a remote station.
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An argument in favor of multiple station operation is the resulting de-
crease in total mission time which in turn reduces the required operational
life of the vehicle. At first, it might seem that total mission time could
be reduced by a factor of 2 if two ground stations were used, and by a
factor of 3 if three ground stations were used. This, however, is not the
case. More realistic reduction factors are about 1.5 for Z-station operation
and 2.0 for 3-station operation. This condition is related to the available
coverage time for each station.
As shown in Figure 13-10, each station has lunar coverage for about
11 to 12 hours each day. M_norvariations in station coverage time are
associated with station latitude and the change in lunar subpoint latitude.
Driving from one point to another will take approximately nine to ten hours
and point survey will take from 7 to 18 hours depending upon the situation
encountered and the mission strategy actually employed. These times
suggest that it would be impossible to synchronize station operating periods
with mission segments for any pracital length of time. Therefore, any
plan for using multiple stations should not be dependent upon any particular
values of mission segment operation times.
From the preceding discussion, it is concluded that for multiple
station operation to be useful, it will be necessary to equip three stations
with a capability for both vehicle driving and survey data collection and
analysis. It will also be necessary to design the mission strategy so that
hand-over can take place during a point survey. A convenient point at which
to hand-over with present survey strategy, is at the end of a row. This
hand-over point is not critical, however, since station overlap is sufficient
to allow the relieving station to monitor survey activity for some time prior
to taking over control. Each station wbuld determine the acceptability of
the portion of the point that it has surveyed and transmit the results via
teletype to the SFOF. Overall mission planning and coordination would
be retained at the SFOF and the SFOF would be used as the operational
control center v_hen Goldstone has lunar coverage. Without transmission
of TV, there is no particular need for high speed data links between ground
stations. Existing teletype and voice links are adequate to handle essential
information to be exchanged. A facsimile capability might be useful but
is not essential. Multiple station operation (as described here) is not ideal
for optimum mission control and departs considerably from the operational
philosophy depicted in JPL SPS37-20 Vol. VI and EPD-180. Nevertheless,
it may be a reasonable and necessary compromise in order to obtain maxi-
mum utility from the vehicle's available operating life. Figure 13-11
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STATION
GOLDSTONE 1
WOOMERA I
CANBERRA 2
JOHANNESBURG 1
MADRID 2
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NOTE: 1 - PRESENT STATIONS
2 - PLANNED STATIONS
Figure 13-10 Approximate DSIF Station Lunar Coverage
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Figure 13-11 GOE Configuration for Remote DSS Operatlon
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shows a possible DDS configuration for operational control of the SLRV
from a remote station. Photogrammetric and photometric analysis equip-
ment (analytic plotters and a microdensitometer) and permanent photo
recording equipment are not included in this configuration. Instead, a
tape recorder is provided for the recording of all TV video and reference
data. If remote stations are used for operational control and data collection,
it is recommended that the remote station crewhandle survey data analysis
through the quick-look step. Any surveyed areas initially classified as
"unknown" should be referred to the SFOF for analysis and decision. It
will be necessary, however, to resolve "unknown" survey areas before the
mission has proceeded more than 2 or 3 points away. This requires that
the TV data tapes be flown back to the SFOF immediately after each oper-
ational period. The SFOF equipment would remain the same as in Figure
13-1 except that a digital tape recorder must be added to reproduce the TV
data records made at the remote stations. This would be done during the
period when SFOF does not have operational control over the vehicle.
The preceding discussion has pertained to the utilization of multiple
Deep Space Stations for operational control of the SLRV. Whether or not
multiple stations are used for operational control of the SLRV, it is recom-
mended they be equipped to monitor vehicle status during vehicle standby
operation. This is a simple, easily implemented requirement. Existing
teletype lines will be adequate for transmission of SLRV standby status
data to the SFOF.
13.6 GROUND OPERATIONS FLOW AND "DECISION TIME" ESTIMATES
Total mission time, and thus vehicle required life, is estimated by
summing the following six factors:
1. Vehicle movement time
2. Antenna slew time
3. TV camera slew time
4. TV transmission time
5. Penetrometer sample time
6. "Decision Time".
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The first five item s are easy to compute once one or two values are
established for each factor. "Decision Time", however, is a catch all
for delays associated with ground operations and includes not only actual
decision time but also data transmission and processing delays, inter-
operator communication time, and command generation time. Realistic
estimates of "Decision Time" for each of the various mission segments
are essential to a realistic estimate of overallmission time. Detailed
estimates of "Decision Time" associated with various mission segments
have been made based upon present design concepts for the vehicle and
ground systems. The required ground operations for normal mission
activity are shown in Figures 13-12 and 13-13.
Some departure from the operating procedures reflected in EPD-180
is necessary for SLRV missions in order to minimize the time required
for routine operations. Specifically, the authority to initiate commands
should be delegated to operating personnel with the Mission Director's
authorization required only the change operating modes or to follow a non-
standard procedure. Command data words should be encoded automatically
for all routine commands initiated by an operator. In addition, the SFOF
computer should be used to calculate the necessary commands for direction-
al antenna and TV camera pointing. Nevertheless, there are numerous
steps required in the ground operating procedure which, though individually
small, accumulate to an appreciable amount of time. Table 13-8 shows
the steps, along the critical time path, for operations associated with
surveying a point. Table 13-9 shows similar steps associated with inter-
point driving. Other parallel operations are, of course, required in both
instances but they are not expected to be time critical. The times shown
in Tables 13-8 and 13-9 are optimistic but obtainable, provided the follow-
ing assumptions are met:
1. No other mission interferes with the use of the SFOF or DSIF
2. No equipment malfunctions occur within the 10 to 12 hour SLRV
operating period each day for periods of 12 to 14 days each month.
. The operating crew is highly proficient and experienced in SLRV
operations (unlikely for at least the first several points) allowing
the mission to proceed like clockwork.
1 No time is allowed in the ground operations flow "critical path"
for "coffee" breaks, meal breaks, or crew change time. Ample
time for crew change exists in the natural sequence of events,
but this would r_q_lire essentially two crews on hand with a duty
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CATEGORY
TABLE 13-8
INTRAPOINT S_RV-EY ACTIVITY
(ALONG CRITICAL TiME PATHI
"ACTIVITY M/A 1
MODE CHANGE Stop M
Signal Driving Complete M
Select Antenna Mode M
ANTENNA POINTING Compute antenna required pointing A
Angles and pointing errors
Generate azimuth and elevation
pointing commands A
Mo ve azimuth
Move elevation
Check azimuth and elevation OK?
(assume yes) A
Receive "pointing complete" signal M
Command antenna switchover M
Check data OK? (assume yes) M
Signal antenna ready M
MODE CHANGE Select TV operation M
TV OPERATION Command "Point to Survey
PositionP' M
Generate azimuth and elevation
pointing commands A
Move Azimuth
Move Elevation
Check azimuth and elvation OK?
(assume yes ) A
Receive "Pointing complete"
signal M
Command TV data mode M
Check bit sync OK? (assume yes) M
Command TV Expose & transmit M
Receive video A
1
Manual/ Autom atic
Picture OK? (assume yes) M
Command regular TM mode M
Signal "Survey Position I" data
complete M
Movement time not part of '_ecision time"
TIME(Sec. )
3
5
8
2
2
2
Z
5
2
17
5
5
2
2
5
2
2 plus
trans -
mission
time
5
Z
Z
28
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TABLE 13-8 (CONT.)
CATEGORY ACTIVITY M/A TIME_EC)
MODE CHANGE
PENETROMETER
OPERATION
MODE CHANGE
ANTENNA CHANGE-
OVER
MODE CHANGE
Repeat TV operation for 3
more survey photos and.one
driving photo
Check Penetrometer sample re-
quired at this location? IV[
Command Penetrometer TM
Mode and Penetrometer
Start M
Receive penetrometer data A
Check penet rometer data OK?
(Assume yes) M
Command Regular TM Mode M
Signal Penetrometer Sample com-
plete M
Signal Survey Complete
Select Antenna Model
M
M
Switch to Omni M
Check TM OK? (Assume yes) M
Signal Antenna Change Complete M
Check ready to drive? (Assume yes) M
Select Drive Mode M
DRIVE Drive M
llZ
Z
m
Z
Z
2+*
3
Z
Z
Z
5
Z
4
Z
5
5
II
8
10
TOTAL PER TV-ONLY LOCATION
TOTAL PER PENETROMETER LOCATION
197 sec
Z08 sec
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TABLE 13-9
INTERPOINT DRIVING ACTIVITY
(ALONG CRITICAL TIME PATH)
CATEGORY ACTIVITY M/A 1 TIA4E(Sec)
MODE CHANGE
ANTENNA POINTING
MODE CHANGE
TV OPERATION
(As sume no movement
required)
MODE CHANGE
ANTENNA CHANGE-
OVER
MODE CHANGE
DRIVE
ADDITIONAL TV
OPERATION (Znd
View and Repointing
Required)
Stop M -
Signal Driving Complete M 3
Select Antenna Mode M 5
8
(See Table 13-8)
Select TV operations M
Check Nay. Fix Req'd. (Assume
no) M
Check TV Status OK? (Assume yes) M
Command TV Data Mode M
Check bit sync OK? (Assume yes) M
Command TV Expose and Transmit M
Receive video A
View OK? (Assume yes)
Signal TV Operation Complete
Select Antenna Mode
M
M
M
Switch to Omni M
Check TM OK? (Assurm yes) M
Signal Antenna Change Complete M
Check ready to drive? (Assume yes) M
S elect Drive Mode M
17
Z
7
Z
2
5
2
Z + trans-
mission
time
5
Z
Z0
5
5
Z
4
Z
8
5
5
I0
DRIVE M
TOTAL (MINIMUM PROCEDURE)
1st View OK? (Assume No) M
Determine req'd, camera angles M
Set new angles M
Generate azimuth and elevation A
pointing commands
75 sec
10
5
2
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TABLE 13-9 (CONT.)
CATEGORY ACTIVITY M/A 1 TIME (Sec.)
Move azimuth
Move elevation
Check azimuth and elevation OK? A
{assume yes}
Receive pointing complete signal M
Command TV data mode M
Check bit sync OK (assume yes) M
Command TV Expose and Transmit M
Receive Viedo A
View OK? (Assume yes) M
2
2
5
2
2 + trans-
mission
tim e
5
37
PREDRIVE Processing delay for driving dis-
play A
Generate "Desired Path" via M
fast time simulation
Signal Ready to Drive M
TOTAL(TYPICAL PROCEDURE) 2
5
15
3
23
122 eec
1
Manual/Automatic
Z
The Critical time path for the "typical procedure"
bypasses the second antenna changeover operation and
passes through the Predrive operation instead.
Movement timenot part of "decision time".
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station cycle of about l hour on, 1 hour off. Crew changes would be
staggered at the various duty stations. If two crews are not
used, a 5 minute mission hold should be assumed every hour plus
a 20 minute hold every 4 hours of operation time.
5. No TV adjustments, other than pointing, are required and every
picture received is of good quality.
. No adjustments in ground equipment are required during the opera-
ting period and no down time is required to replenish supplies
such as photographic film or magnetic tape.
It should be noted that the outcome of most of the status checks listed
in the tables are assumed to be "yes", or "OK". A significant delay will
usually occur whenever a status check along the critical path yields a "no"
answer. The probability of all of these various assumptions holding true
throughout a mission seems, intuitively, very low. Unfortunately, time
lost due to the failure of one or more of these assumptions to exist cannot
be estimated at this time.
Predriving (desired path selection) is not shown in Table 13-9 be-
cause this operation is accomplished in parallel with the last part of TV
data collection. Quick look analysis of each survey view is also assumed
to be done in parallel with other operations.
Many of the 2-second operations listed in the tables include a trans-
mission delay of 1-1/4 seconds in either a command transmission or data
reception activity. The operational concept reflected is one which generally
requires one operation to be completed within the vehicle and verified as
correct, on the ground before a subsequent activity is initiated within the
vehicle. An exception to this operational concept has been made in the
case of antenna and TV pointing. In these cases elevation commands are
transmitted immediately after completion of the azimuth commands and
before azimuth pointing has been verified as correct by the computer from
TM data,
Summary "Decision Times", obtained from Tables 13-8 and 13-9
for the various mission sequences are as follows:
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Intrapoint operations :
Sec.
Mode Changes 32
Antenna pointing and switching Z5
TV data collection (5 pictures) 140
Subtotal
Penetrometer data collection
197 sec per TV-only location
11
Total 208 sec. per penetrometer
location
Interpoint Operations (Min. Procedure):
Mode changes 30
Antenna pointing and switching 25
TV data collection Z0
(Repointing not required)
Total 75 sec. per step
Interpoint operations (Typical Procedure):
Mode changes Z5
Antenna pointing and switching 17
TV data collection (one repointing
and 2 pictures required) 57
Predriving (path selection) 23
Total 122 Sec. per step
Additional "Decision Time" is required to take navigation fixes and at the
completion of each point. A navigation fix is expected to require 6 minutes
of "Decision Time" based upon a procedure which requires one TV picture
of each of two known landmarks, 2 pictures to fix the position of a pre-
viously sighted landmark, and 3 pictures to acquire an initial sighting on
a new landmark. Additional "Decision Time" will probably be required
at the completion of each point to select the next point to be attempted and
to determine the approximate route to be followed based upon available
vertical photo coverage and several additional long range views from the
SLRV. This time has not been detailed but is estimated at 5 to 10 minutes.
A slightly longer time will probably be required if the point just completed
was unacceptable. Also, an initial mission delay of about 8 hours after
landing is anticipated. This delay is associated with the time required to
process Surveyor approach camera photos, prepare a Mosaic of the landing
area and develop a specific mission plan. Debarkation, vehicle checkout,
and perhaps initial landmark sightings can also be accomplished during
this period.
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